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Abstract 

The aim of this thesis is to explore the relationship between Achilles Tatius' novel 

Leucippe and Cleitophon and the Platonic corpus. I have searched for Platonic 

allusions of various natures and purposes and grouped them into thematic chapters. I 

have also compared instances of similar uses of Plato in contemporary authors in 

order to classify both the individual cases and the place of Achilles Tatius' novel in its 

literary environment, including the intended readership. 

In my introduction I have argued that through the combination in his works of 

philosophy and literary excellence Plato was an extremely important figure to the 

Greeks of the second sophistic. However, despite the increasingly influential opinion 

that Greek novel readership was not dissimilar to that of other works, the possibility 

that the Greek novelists used Plato in a more than cosmetic fashion has been relatively 

neglected. The uses of Plato on which I have concentrated are the employment of 

Platonic names as allusions to their namesakes; Platonic narrative technique as the 

model for the dialogue form and open-endedness of Leucippe and Cleitophon with 

the integration of this technique into the broader question of the discrepancies 

between the beginning and the end; the allusion to a particularly famous passage of 

the Phaedrus in the name of the heroine; the repeated allusions to the Phaedran flow 

of beauty, their purposes and the light they shed on the characterisation of Cleitophon; 

and the Phaedran scene-setting, indulged in by many other writers, which Achilles 

Tatius uses in two significant passages. 

The conclusions I have reached are that Achilles Tatius uses Plato far more 

extensively and imaginatively than hitherto realised; that such an intimate engagement 

can shed light on other issues, such as psychological characterisation and the question 

of humour; that Achilles Tatius wrote something of an "anti-Platonic" novel; and that 

his work displays many similarities with other works whose sophistication is less in 

doubt. 
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Introduction 

In this thesis I shall argue that, since the practice of alluding to Plato was an im portan t 

part of much of the writing of the second sophistic, it is pertinent to investigate 

whether the Greek novelists, whose readership was probably identical, if not similar, 

also indulged in this literary and philosophical game. I shall concentrate on Achilles 

Tatius' Leucippe and Cleitophon and attempt to establish that this novel displays a far 

more involved and complicated relationship with the Platonic corpus than previously 

realised. I shall do this by building on allusions which have been noticed, by arguing 

for the presence of other uses, and by comparing instances of similar engagements 

with Plato in contemporary authors. As well as having a bearing on the literary and 

intellectual texture of the novel, with the implications for its readership, this approach 

will involve the consideration of other questions, including humour, characterisation 

and the place of Leucippe and Cleitophon within its genre and its wider literary 

environment. 

In this Introduction I shall focus on the position of Plato in the second 

sophistic; the reasons behind his popularity, including the philosophical and cultural 

background; some ways in which this popUlarity is manifested in writers who were 

roughly contemporaneous with Achilles Tatius; the question of who might have read 

the Greek novels and what they might have expected; what work has been carried out 

with respect to Plato and the Greek novel; and some comments about procedure. 

First, however, I shall define some terms for the sake of clarity. 



1.1 "The Greek Novel" 

Although this thesis is chiefly concerned with Achilles Tatius' Leucippe and 

Cleitophon, I shall from time to time refer to "the Greek novel" and "Greek novel 

conventions". It is therefore worth briefly setting out what I mean by these phrases. 1 

By "the Greek novel" I mean principally the five extant works of fiction in prose by 

Chariton, Xenophon of Ephesus, Achilles Tatius, Longus and Heliodorus, as well as 

any fragments which can, with more or less certainty, be attributed to works which 

share certain features with the extant novels, among which the romantic element is 

paramount.2 What I shall take as "Greek novel conventions" are well adumbrated by 

Bowie: 

Boy and girl of aristocratic background fall in love, are separated before 

or shortly after marriage and subjected to melodramatic adventures 

which threaten their life and chastity and carry them around much of the 

eastern Mediterranean. Eventually love and fortune prove stronger than 

storms, pirates and tyrants and the couple is reunited in marital bliss.3 

There are, of course, exceptions, and the matter is complicated by the fact that we 

have lost much material. 'Thus it is often claimed that mutual faithfulness is a 

characteristic and so a convention of the Greek novel. Yet Callirhoe marries another 

man, Daphnis is initiated into love's mysteries by Lycaenion, and Cleitophon famously 

1 Reardon (1991), eh.l, Holzberg (1996), and Swain (l999b) all consider the question of genre. 

1 Whetller and to what extent Xenophon used Chariton and Heliodorus Achilles Tatius and so on are 

debates of long standing. The question of allusion between these texts tllemselves and otllers is one 

that would need to be addressed if one wanted to deal with the "genre question" in more detail. 

3 (1985), p.684. 
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succumbs to Melite. Are these, then, manipulations of a convention, or did the 

convention not exist at all? It does seem that Chariton, Longus and Achilles Tatius 

respectively are trying to create some sort of effect by playing on the reader's 

expectations and emotions, and so the fonner option seems more convincing. This 

leads to the point that a generic convention can be in force even if no author ever 

abides by it. There does not need to have been a whole string of rigidly formulaic 

novels before writers could toy with the basic template, for a writer could beget 

certain expectations in his reader merely by the type of story he was writing. A love 

story between two youths, therefore, could rely on a host of previous literature of 

various genres to induce the belief that they would be faithfuL 4 

I do not mean to imply by the above that the Greek novel should be studied in 

isolation, although this has sometimes been the case. For nothing is ever written in 

isolation, and as Bowersock puts it: "Prose fiction needs to be considered in a broad 

context",5 and: "It (sc. the explosion of fiction in the Roman empire) is a part of the 

history of that time".6 Attempting to identify what the Greek novels offered their 

readers is one part of putting them in their context. Another is comparing the 

practices of contemporary writers of fiction in order to locate a novel in its literary 

environment. I shall accordingly refer not only to other novels when dealing with 

Leucippe and Cleitophon, but also to authors such as Lucian, Dio of Prusa, Plutarch, 

Philostratus and Alciphron. 

4 Given the popularity of Homer in the second sophistic (see p.ll, n.33), the archetype of the 

Odyssey would have been important, despite the more advanced age of the protagonists. 

5 (1994), p.IS. 

6 Ibid., p.22. 



1.2 Plato in the Second Sophistic 

A thesis concerning the responses of the authors and readers of the second sophistic 

to the Platonic corpus requires some comment on the place of Plato within that 

period. Fortunately any modem reader of second sophistic literature will know how 

important Plato was to those writers and, presumably, readers. The extent of Plato's 

influence, whether it be profoundly philosophical or merely stylistic, is quite often 

plain for all to see, and De Lacy states that: 

He (sc. Plato) is s'econd only to Homer both in the frequency of 

allusions to him and in the variety of contexts in which these allusions 

and: 

The case for a fairly general first-hand knowledge of Plato is made even 

stronger by the observation not only that verbal reminiscences of Plato 

are fairly common in second-century writers, but that many of them are 

unlabelled.8 

In fact it seems that '~ust about every dialogue receives some notice, sooner or later, 

in the work of one or another second-century writer".9 I shall first briefly consider 

why Plato was so popular and then give some examples of allusions to his corpus in 

the works of writers who were roughly contemporaneous with Achilles Tatius 111 

order to convey some impression of what they expected of their readers. 

7 (1974), pA. 

8 Ibid., p.6. 

9 Ibid., p.7. See also Branham (1989), pp.67-8. 
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1.2.1 Middle Platonism: The Philosophical Background 

Middle Platonism is the name given by modem scholars to the period in the Platonic 

tradition which fell between 80 BC and 250 AD.I0 This, conveniently, is also the 

period within which the Greek novelists, with the possible exception of Heliodorus, 

are generally thought to have been operating. ll Although it is not wise to see Middle 

Platonism as a single, unitarian tradition,12 it is possible to make some generalisations 

concerning its nature, the practices of its adherents, and the place that Plato 

subsequently came to hold in the collective Greek consciousness of the second 

sophistic. Middle Platonism is generally described as having begun with a significant 

change in the Academy early in the first century BC, when Antiochus broke away 

from Philo of Larisa. Although there is some debate concerning the precise date and 

nature of the split owing to the limited available evidence,13 it was, in the fmal 

analysis, far from the disaster that one might have expected. For from this precarious 

position Platonism came to be the dominant pagan philosophy within the next three 

centuries. 

The reasons for this are manifold and can not fully be covered here, but an 

aspect of Platonism which did enable it to supersede its major rivals was its "Protean 

10 Dillon (1993), p.x!. 

11 For the chronology of the five extant Greek novels I follow what seems to be the prevailing 

orthodoxy which is to be found, among other places, in Bowie (1985), p.684, Swain (1996), pp.423-

425, and Reardon (1989), p.5. Lightfoot (1988) is persuasive in debunking the theory that Heliodorus 

must have written after AD 350. Bowersock (1994), Appendix B, arguing that he did, is convinced, 

but not convincing. 

12 See Opsomer (1998) in particular for this. 

!3 See Gluckcr (1978), with Sedley (1981), Tarrant (1985), Dillon (1996) and Barnes (19<)7). 
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quality".14 One branch of, admittedly rather extreme, syncretism was advocated by 

Antiochus himself who held that there was no real difference between Plato and the 

Old Academics, Aristotle and the Lyceum and Zeno and the Stoa. 15 While not all 

Platonists held this view, and in the period under consideration there was, to be sure, 

a great deal of inter-school rivalry and polemic, there was also a large amount of 

borrowing and absorption as different philosophies tried to cope with the problems 

posed by the others. Platonism was particularly adept at this, indeed: 

Throughout the Middle-Platonic period ... , we fmd philosophers 

oscillating between the twin poles of attraction constituted by 

Peripateticism and Stoicism. 16 

Peripateticism was especially prone to the plundering of the Platonists as it was more 

or less a fixed system centred on the copious learned writings of its past scholarchs, 

and from the middle of the first century Be these works were the focus of many 

scholars' attention. I7 Platonism lacked this secure foundation, something which, 

ironically, was more of an advantage than a disadvantage, for Platonists from the very 

beginning had been engaged in the quest for what Plato had meant, and anything 

which could assist them in this was eagerly grasped. 18 So it was that many Aristotelian 

ideas, including logic, ethics and a large part of his metaphysics, were taken over by 

14 Gottschalk (1990), p.1174. 

15 Barnes (1997), pp.78-81, surveys the evidence. 

16 Dillon (1903), p.x!. 

17 See Gottschalk (1900). 

18 That is not to imply that it was always easy for Aristotle's readers to understand his writings, as 

the need for cOllunenlaries demonstrates. 
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Platonism from Antiochus on. Technical vocabulary, comparatively little of which was 

bequeathed by Plato in his. writings, was also appropriated. In short, Platonism was 

able to filch the components with which it could build its own philosophical system. 

However, no amount of borrowing would have been successful had there not 

been the founding stones represented by the writings of Plato. In the Middle Platonic 

period these became central to the cause for two main reasons. The fracturing of the 

Academy coincided with, and may well have been facilitated by, the loss of the 

physical institution in Athens which had been the centre of the school. 19 The result 

was that there no longer existed an official succession of scholarchs based in a single 

establishment who could make ex cathedra pronouncements. Rather Platonism 

fragmented into persuasions propagated by private tutors in various parts of the 

Roman world. Platonists had to look elsewhere for their authority, and where better 

to look than Plato's works themselves? Second, in the light of the new dogmatism 

partly heralded by Antiochus it had again become proper to look for anything that 

Plato might have to say in his works, rather than using them to prove that it was 

impossible to say anything. 

Several factors point towards increased attention being paid to the Platonic 

corpus, of which the writing of commentaries is one. The earliest extant example is 

the Anonymous Theaetetus Commentary, the aim of which was "to vindicate Plato's 

authority" and, 

The strikingly new feature, however, and the one which points most 

strongly away from the Antiochean Academy and towards the new era 

19 See Lynch (1972), p.198, and Glucker (1978). Gottschalk (1990), however, emphasises that tile 

l'\, idcIlCC is not as conclusive as far as Aristotle's school is concemed. 



of Platonism, is his way of pursuing this quest. It is done by devoting 

the closest possihle attention, page by page, to the ipsissima verba of 

Plato's text. 20 

Sedley outlines the methods of this particular commentator,2l and we see in his 

commentary two factors which became central to Middle Platonism: namely the 

promotion of Plato as principal authority, and arguments for the consistency with 

which it was necessary to credit him if it was ever going to be possihle to extract a 

coherent philosophical system from his works. It was, moreover, not only Platonists 

who were concerned to elucidate Plato's writings. Plato's authority became so great 

that, allied to the syncretism which was pervasive in one form or another during this 

period, members of other schools felt the need to address his corpus. 22 At 3.65 

Diogenes Laertius describes the job of the Platonic commentator: 

'tl "tl '"' 1 I " '(f i 'l. 
XP"f) 0 TI ECTTIV EKaCTTOV T(t)V AE70J),EVWV' E7TEITa, TIVO~ ElVEKa /\EAEKTal, 

, " , "i ,..... l\ ii' ~" , , IJ '"' 
KaTaO"KEIJ"f)V "f) EI~ EAE7XOV TOIJ rrpoa-OlaAE7oJ),EVOIJ' TO UE TP'TOV, EI Opr}(d~ 

Whether this desclibes what Platonic commentators should do, what they had done, 

or hoth, with the fOlTI1er stemming from the latter, or even how the reader is to tell 

whether the commentary he is reading is a good one, the fact that such a description is 

included in the entry for Plato shows how prevalent the commentary industry must 

2lJ Sedley (1997b), p.129. who dates this work to the late first century BC, pp.117-8. Tarrant (1983) 

agrees. 

21 Ibid., pp.122-9. 

12 Adrastus the Peripatetic. for instance, wrote a celebrated commentary on the Til/Uleus. 
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have been.
23 It also, with 3.63-4, shows that Plato's works were considered to be in 

need of elucidation. This was partly because Plato was thought to have deliberately 

obscured his meaning in order to hide it from the uninitiated,24 and must also have 

been a result of the demand of those who wanted to read Plato and find out what he 

meant. The point to be stressed here is the fact that commentaries were written at all 

exhibits that a significant part of Platonists' attention was now focused on the 

interpretation and elucidation of the Platonic corpus. This development must have 

made reading the Platonic corpus more appealing and seemingly worthwhile to the 

layman. He need not have read the commentaries; all that is required is that he was 

aware that Plato had something to say and that it was a good idea to find out what. 

The reader of Plato was catered for in the classification of the works and the 

production of orders in which they were to be read. Aristophanes of Byzantium is 

known to have arranged fifteen of Plato's dialogues into trilogies (D. L. 3.61-2). But 

the entire corpus, as we have it, does not seem to have been readily available outside 

Academic circles until after the time of Antiochus, that is, when there was no 

Academy. Tarrant makes a strong case, with inconclusive evidence, for Thrasyllus25 

being the man who can be solely credited with the edition, arrangement and 

classification of the Platonic corpus. 26 He also provided an introduction. It is in fact 

23 There nothing similar in the entry on Aristotle. 

25 ') d. _16 AD. 

26 (1993). He also thinks, rather worryingly for modem scholars, that ThrasylJus may have indulged 

in shadier practices as well. See also Dillon (1989) for examples of textual l'Unpering. That this sort 

of thing went on only emphasises how important the authority of the Platonic texts was. 
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debatable to what extent Thrasyllus' input was vital in the whole process,27 but what 

is unquestionable is that work was carried out by him and others on establishing the 

proper order in which Plato's works were to be read. According to Albinus at 

Prologus 4, Dercyllides, a largely mysterious figure whose dates are impossible to 

establish, agreed with Thrasyllus with regard to his first tetralogy. Theon of Smyrna, 

who shows a large debt to Thrasyllus in his extant Expositio Rerum Mathematicarum 

ad Legendum Platonem Utilium, also arranged the corpus into tetralogies. 28 Albinus 

himself had his own views, as expressed in his Prologus. Platonists, it seems, were 

concerned to ensure that Plato's works were read in what they considered to be the 

correct order. At the very least this shows that the Platonic corpus was being read, 

and presumably by significant numbers of people. 

Evidence which points towards the popularity of Plato in philosophical terms, 

but which is not necessarily conducive towards proving that the works of Plato 

themselves were widely read, is provided by the handbooks of Platonic doctrine which 

were compiled. We possess Alcinous' Didaskalikos and the De Platone et eius 

Dogmate of Apuleius. 29 They had predecessors: the survey of Arius Didymus is a 

known example. Dillon argues that there must have been a substantial number of such 

works, stretching from possibly before Arius Didymus to Alcinous and beyond. 30 The 

purpose of these books is not quite clear, whether they were intended for beginners, 

27 Hoerber (1957), for example, argues that Thrasyllus was only responsible for the division into 

Il'tralogies. 

2~ Tarrant (1993), eh.3. 

29 The authorship of the latter is debated, but Harrison (2000), eh.5. considers it to be Apuleian. 

30 (1993), p.xxvii-xxx. 
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"for those who have sat through their (sc. Apuleius' and Alcinous') lectures,·31 or for 

teachers. A possible objection to the general trend of my argument that the Platonic 

corpus was widely read in the second sophistic could be that someone wishing to 

learn the doctrines of Plato would have read these handbooks and not the dialogues or 

letters. But this would involve such a person ignoring the [mal sentence of Alcinous' 

Didaskalikos: 

But at any rate what has been expounded here gives one the capability 

to examine and discover subsequently all the remainder of his (sc. 

Plato's) doctrines. 32 

This would seem to indicate the hope that the reader of the Didaskalikos would 

subsequently read Plato's works and goes some way to obviating the objection that 

such works were written to satisfy a demand which outstripped the production of 

Platonic texts. Such a handbook would give the reader who wanted to know what 

Plato thought the opportunity to receive a brief overview, perhaps before committing 

himself to further study, and certainly with far more ease than reading the whole 

corpus. Nevertheless we find here an interest in Platonism which was great enough to 

lead to the production of such books. Such an interest itself must surely have come 

about as a result of the popularity of Platonism. 33 

11 1b '
d 

. 
. 1., p.XIV. 

32 Ibid., pA8. 

33 Papyrological evidence too indicates Plato's popUlarity, certainly in comparison to other 

philosophers. According to the Lel~wen Database of Ancient Books (1998) there are 48.5 papyri or 

Plato from the second century AD, compared with 5.3 of Aristotle. The totals for Homer from the 

same century are 275 for tlle Iliad and 80.5 for the Odyssey. This kind of evidence, however, is 

notoriously temperamental, as shown by the figure of 148 for Philodemus for the first century BC 
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A large part of Plato's popularity in philosophical circles and beyond can be 

explained by the literary value of his works. Plato's works have the advantage over 

Aristotle's extant works, for example, of being relatively dramatic, and their dialogue 

form can only have aided their reception. Indeed, after providing two potential 

candidates for the first writer of (philosophical) dialogues, Diogenes Laertius goes on 

to state that: 

~OK€I ~€ jJ-OI rna/null aKpl(3(vO"at; TO €TOot; Kat Tel. rrpWT€la ~'Ka;Wt; all W07r€P 

TOU KaMout; OUTW Kat Ti}t; €UP€o"€Wt; arro<p€p€afjal. (3.48) 

Although he is addressing an ardent Platonist, there is no real reason to doubt the 

sincerity of this opinion and, despite the fact that we have access to far fewer sources 

than Diogenes, we should not be inclined to think that his sentiments would have been 

controversial. The literary worth of Plato's works may go some way to explaining the 

popularity of Platonism itself. According to Swain: 

Part of the reason why Platonism became dominant on earth during the 

High Empire is surely its possession of core texts that were classics of 

Athenian literature and were, therefore, crucial elements in the 

formation of Hellenic identity.34 

Indeed, dming the second sophistic there was a trend towards revering the classical 

past and its writers, and Plato was one of these. His place as a classical Athenian 

author guaranteed him a large readership in a time when Greeks wanted to recall the 

glorious days of their past and fondly imagine that they were reliving them.
35 

Plato's 

34 (1 ~(7), p.174. See also Russell (1973), p.63. 

3S See, for example, Bowie (1 ~74) and Swain (1996). 
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place in the canon was cemented by his fusion of literary excellence and profound 

philosophical thought. 

The above argument that the literary appeal of the Platonic dialogues, coupled 

with their classical status, helped to make their philosophical content popular does not 

contradict, or form a vicious circle when combined with, the argument that it was the 

growing strength of Platonism which made Plato's works popular. Rather the whole 

situation is best understood as process of mutual cause and effect: Plato's works were 

the centre of attention of what became over time the most important, and indeed, 

dominant philosophy; the increasing importance of Platonism led to the increased 

reading of Plato's works; Platonism came to dominate in part because of the appeal of 

its core texts; classical texts such as those of Plato were read widely by Greeks during 

this period. It was their philosophical content allied to their literary value which 

resulted in the importance of Plato's works during the second sophistic and in the fact 

that they were second only to Homer in terms of what they meant to their readers. 

1.2.2 Plato in Second Sophistic Literature 

We can infer how important philosophy in general was to the Greeks of the second 

sophistic from the works of a writer such as Lucian, who was more or less a 

contemporary of Achilles Tatius. He is generally, although by no means always, in a 

satirical mood when he deals with philosophers or their beliefs, but this should not 

tern pt his reader to assume that his audience, or indeed he, necessarily had a 

contemptuous view of philosophy and its adherents in their various forms.36 In fact 

36 cr. Jones (1986), p.32: "The prominence of philosophy in his work is due not only to his reading 

or to lhe dem(Ulds of his audiences but also to the fact tlwt tlle s()Ciety and tlle culture of tlle day 

swarmed witll philosophers as much as witll sophists." and ch.3. in general. Jones concentrates on 
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humour is a reasonably reliable indicator of the regard in which something is held, for 

jokes do not work if their targets are obscure, and Plato and the Socrates portrayed 

by Plato receive their share of the attacks. A good collection of such instances occurs 

in the course of Lucian's utterly ridiculous journey in his Verae Historiae. After he 

has arrived at the Isle of the Blest, he describes the place and then enumerates the 

famous men he saw there. Socrates is described as a)JoA€OXOUVTa (VH 2.17) and 

unwilling to give up his ironic attitude, Diogenes is quite the reverse of what he had 

been when alive, the Stoics are still on their way up the steep hill of virtue, Chrysippus 

is still insane and the Academics cannot come to a decision as to whether such an 

island exists or not. Plato and his philosophy, inevitably, form one of Lucian's targets: 

and: 

TIAaTwv (;E v-ovo~ ou rraprYiv, aM' EA€'{'ETO aUTO~ EV TV avarrAaafJ€/(JY() urr' 

aUTOU rroA€1 OtK€/V 'XP(;)V-€VO~ TV rrOAIT€/", Ka; TO/~ VoV-O/~ oT~ (Iw€,{,pat/;€v. 

(VH 2.17),37 

Lucian's attitude towards contemporary philosophers, whereas my focus is on his use of the founding 

writings of one of the schools. 

37 Cf. Luc. Vil.Allct. 17, where the Platonic philosopher explains to the buyer what his way of life is: 

38 Cf. Plat. Rep. 4S7c-461e. The same joke is repeated at Luc. Symp. 39, where it is put in the mouth 

of Ion, the Platonic philosopher, whose remarks are even more amusing in the context of the 

marriage celebration: Trf,Pt 'Yajk(IJv EptJ Tll, ElK(ha. TO jkEV ouv apIITTOV ?]V jk-iJ (JE/ufJal 'Yajk(lJl) , ll,AAll, 

1TE180jkEVOI)<; TIAaT(t)VI Kat L(t)KpaTEI rral(JEpaa-rEIV' jkOVOI 'YoOv 0; TOIOtJ-rOl ll,rrOTEAErT8E/EV av rrpo<; I.tpE'T'~V· Ei (Ji 

(JEI Kat 'YuvalKEiol) 'YajkOI), KaTll, Tll, TIAaT(t)vl (JoKoOVTa KOIVW; ETval E;J:PYjV TeL<; 'YuvaIKa<;, (;><; E~(d (,.;;Aou f:17)W;V 

(Sl'l' Branhmn (1989), pp.112-3, with n.Sl, p.246), and also at Luc. Vit.Auct. 17, when.' the Plalonic 
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These digs are obvious enough. A more subtle jibe is to be found in the preface to the 

work, where Lucian states quite baldly that he is going to tell a pack of lies in parody 

of those who obviously have done so without admitting it. He is not too criticaL 

however: 

I '5'" '(I .1, I -'J \ 
TOUTO/~ ow EJ.lTUXU)V arraO"IV, TOiJ Ij/EU(Ta01]al /.hEV OU (Tcbo~pa TOU~ aV6pa~ 

(VH 1.4). 

Plato's "noble" lie is the target here, as well as his potentially sinister attitude towards 

falsehood as medicine. There is no signal that Lucian is poking fun at Plato; the reader 

will have had to, and would have been expected to, work it out for himself. 

As well as by his humour Lucian provides other indications of the importance 

of Plato and the prevalence of his works. The final case to be heard in Bis Accusatus, 

for example, is brought by Dialogue against Lucian himself for the dishonour he 

alleges he has done him. Dialogue claims that Lucian has brought him down from the 

heights: 

oupavoiJ (Bis Ace. 33). 

This echoes Socrates' description of the procession of the immortal souls in Plato's 

Phaedrus at three points: 

246e4-5); 

philosopher is telling the buyer about his (JO'l/-LG,T(lW: "AKOI.iE ~ TO fL€'Y/(TTOlJ, 0' TrEpi T(7111 'Yl.illlLtla~;)ll /-LOt 
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aKpav Err; ~v lJ7rOUpaVlOv atj;I'IJa rrOp€UOVTal (Phdr. 247 a8-b 1); 

€O"T7}o-av Err; TqJ TOU oupavou VWT(P (Phdr. 247b7 -c 1). 

The fact that Dialogue's speech contains a rough quotation and two verbal echoes of 

the Phaedrus suggests that it was the most recognisable example of its genre and the 

best known. Plato's name is not mentioned, which indicates that the allusions would 

have been all the more apparent to Lucian's audience. Indeed, Lucian himself explains 

how allusions to philosophers work in his Piscator: 

~ 1\" 1""'1 , 'r t,1 , "LJ tl {J \ , tl , 

01 u€ €rralvouo-I Kal rvWP/~OUo-IV €KaO"TOV TO avuo~ Ou€V Kat rrap OTOU Kat 

He goes on to elaborate, in a strenuous defence against some irate and potentially 

murderous philosophers, that whereas it seems that the man who makes the allusions 

is the one being praised, in fact it is the authors to whose work he is alluding. 

Although it is not mentioned, we may presume that the members of Lucian's audience 

would have praised themselves for spotting any allusions in much the same way that 

they admired the alluder for making them. 

Later in the same piece, when Plato wonders who should conduct the 

prosecution of Frankness (Lucian's alias here) on the behalf of the philosophers ill 

front of Philosophy herself, Chrysippus replies: 

a6poa rrpoo-€O"TIV (Pisc. 22). 

A more linging endorsement of Plato's works it would be hard to find, and it is 

perhaps significant that Lucian, whose alias is destined to win, makes Plato decline the 
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role of prosecutor in favour of Diogenes. It is as if Plato could not be seen to lose. 

That said, it seems that Lucian does not let Plato off the hook without deriving some 

humour, for in his refusal Plato says: 

ou 'Yap 'arYJ Ka)J\Ous EV T(I) 7rapOlJTl Ka; fJ€IVOTI]TOS fIu'Y'Ypaq)lK'y}S (; Kalpos. 

a)J..a TIVOS EA€'YKT1K/f}s Kai fJ,KavIK/f}s 7rapafIK€u/f}s (Pisc. 23). 

This could be read as insinuating that Plato's works possess more style than content, 

and we are perhaps to interpret Plato's disavowal of forensic competence as a dig at 

his Apology in which Socrates is portrayed making his famously unsuccessful defence. 

One clear example of the importance that the Platonic corpus came to possess 

is the treatment of the Phaedo almost as a holy work. In Lucian's Lover of Lies 

Eucrates describes how on the seventh day after his wife's death: 

E'Y(/) IhEV ElJTa06a m, T/fis KAIVYJS WfI7r€P vOv EK€IWYjJJ 7rapav-u60uV-€VOS TO 

7r€v60s' Q,V€'YIVWfIKOV 'Yap TO 7r€P' t/;uxiis TOO fIAaTwvos (3,(3AIOV EcP' rYJfIUXlas 

(Phi/ops. 27).39 

It seems to have been the natural thing to do and enhances the impression that Plato's 

works, as well as being well known, were accorded a special status. According to 

Philostratus VS 1.7 the Phaedo was one of the two books which Dio took with him 

on exile. And given that Plutarch describes Cato the Younger as also reading the 

Phaedo in the face of death (68.2), it is even perhaps supposed to be a cliche here, 

which only reinforces the point. 

Apuleius is another roughly contemporary writer of fiction from whose work 

the significance of Plato in this period can be gathered. From the outset it might be 

objected to the use of Apuleius as an example that his work is bound to show the 

3<) That this is the Phaedo is confmned by D. L. 3.58: ctJ(L;~(JJII';j TrEpi t/Nxik. 
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int1uence of Plato because he was a Platonist. His usefulness, however, is not negated 

by this, for he is hardly likely to have been the only novelist in the second sophistic 

with an interest in philosophy. This search for Platonica in the Metamorphoses has 

been relatively extensive and varied, ranging from serious allegorical interpretations to 

humorous perversions.40 While some of this perhaps goes too far,41 it is undeniable 

that Plato was important for Apuleius and that he expected a degree of knowledge in 

his readers. 42 

One could list countless examples of Platonic references, of whatever type, in 

the literature of the second sophistic,43 and so I have dwelt on some illustrations from 

fiction to show that it is not just philosophical writings that contain references to Plato 

which demand something of the reader and have a purpose beyond imitation for its 

own sake. For Plato formed a significant part of the background of Lucian and 

Apuleius' works and, so we can infer, was a fundamental part of their readers' 

"cultural make-up" too. By alluding to Plato's works, and other classical authors as 

well, writers at once displayed their learning and enabled their readers to pride 

40 E.g. Kenney (1990a) and (1990b) for tlIe former and Anderson (1982) for the latter. Schlam 

(1970), De Filippo (1990) and Holzberg (1995), pp.81-3, are other examples. Cf. Cameron (1969). 

41 Kenney (1990a), p.20, admits iliat "A. (sc. Apuleius) does not manage to integrate the Platonic 

duality into the story (sc. of Cupid and Psyche) with perfect smoothness", and (l990b), p.195-7, 

elahorates on the problems with his scheme. But is this the fault of the author or of the interpreter? 

At least Anderson (1982), p.158, n.52, is more honest. 

42 One area in which we can be more than nonnally certa.in that a Platonist such as Apuleius did 

have Plato in mind is in his use of Platonic names, and I shall deal wiili two examples in 1.3. 

·n Many will be mentioned tllflmghout tlle course of tllis tllesis where tlley shed light 011 Achilles 

Tatius' practice. 
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themselves on their own ability to spot the references. Lucian, in the prologue to his 

Verae Historiae, explains why, in addition to the strangeness of his subject, its chann 

and the fact that he tells various lies in a credible way, readers will enjoy his work: 

, '" ,,..... tI ''''''' t , (I 

€7Ta'Yw 'Yoll ErFTal aUTO It; ... OTI Kal T(ull urropoujk€lIWlI €KarrrOll OUK 

aKW"M.1,)(}rf;T(ut; VlIIKTal 1TPOt; TIlIat; TivlI 1TaAalCw 1TOI'Y}TWlI T€ Kat O'V'Y'Ypa<pE(tJlI 

Kat qnAoO'o<pWlI 1ToMa T€parrrla Kat /hu6w(}'Y) O'u'Y'Y€1'pa<poTWlI, out; Kat 

That he goes on to list some of his targets, namely Ctesias and Iambulus, is another 

joke and does not vitiate the point that a reader would have enjoyed spotting 

unmarked references. The connection between the writer and reader afforded by the 

classical canon also led to a mutual glorying in the achievements of the collective past, 

and the position of Plato and Platonism only added weight to this process. Plato was 

not just another author: his philosophy lived on and was thriving among Middle 

Platonists and members of the other schools in an increasingly syncretistic 

philosophical environment. Plato and what was perceived to be his philosophy was a 

way of life to many and played an important part in the education of many others. His 

literary grace and style made the love of his works all the more profound. This 

combination of a common philosophical, literary and classical heritage in one man's 

works made them irresistible and unavoidable. To allude to Plato, in whatever way, 

was to express one's Hellenism or connection with Hellenism, and to spot a Platonic 

reference was to find common intellectual, and Hellenic, ground with the writer. 

Before investigating the extent to which Achilles Tatius indulged in this 

practice, and in order to have an idea of what a Greek novelist might have expected of 

his reader, it is worth first approaching the question from the opposite side and asking 
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who the readers of Greek novels might have been, and so what they might have been 

capable of appreciating.44 

1.3 Greek Novel Readership 

The question "who read the Greek novels'?" is one that has been asked and variously 

answered frequently in the last few years.45 From Perry's "children" and "poor-in

spirit,,46 to the educated elite, the entire spectrum of potential readers has been 

covered. It has only recently been sensible to suggest without fear of derision that the 

Greek novels were read by those at the top of the social pyramid, but it does seem 

that the most reasonable arguments point towards that conclusion. The number of 

novel papyri and their good quality suggest that the novels were neither terribly 

popular nor the resource of the pOOr.47 In fact in terms of quality they would seem to 

have been held in the same regard as the works of Plato, for example. The extent of 

literacy was not great enough to enable what we would think of as a wide circulation, 

and the amount and depth of allusion to other, in particular classical, authors would 

suggest that they were intended for the well educated.48 Since these were more or less 

identical with the rich, social elite who alone could afford the money and time to 

prolong their education beyond a basic level, the readers of Greek novels would seem 

to have been restricted to this group. Of course, someone could have read a novel 

44 Of course the two questions are not wholly separable, as what a Greek novelist might have 

expected of his reader is one of the major arguments in trying to determine who that reader was. 

45 By Wesseling (1988), Stephens (1994), Bowie (1994) and (1996) to name but a few. 

4" (1967), p.5. 

47 Stephens (1994). 

4~ Bowie (1994). 
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without realising its allusiveness, but that does not preclude the intended readership 

and the majority of the actual readership coming from the educated class. 

Some help in this question might be forthcoming if we knew much about the 

authors of the Greek novels. Unfortunately we have next to no biographical data 

concerning them, although Achilles Tatius is the writer about whom we have the most 

information, even if its worth is a debatable topic. 49 If, however, as I have argued 

elsewhere,50 there is no good reason to doubt much of the content of this information, 

Achilles Tatius would be identical with the writer of other, more learned, works. 

There is at least the possibility, then, that he was more of an intellectual than would 

normally be supposed. Indeed, it seems to me quite likely that the low regard in which 

the novel has been held, a position only recently, and by no means universally, 

dismantled, has hindered the identification of the two. Apuleius is an example of a 

man who wrote philosophical treatises and more entertaining works. He makes his 

purpose in the Metarrwrphoses explicit at 1.1, especially when the speaker of the 

prologue, whoever that may be,5l says: lector intende: laetabaris. In fact the reverse 

has occurred in the case of Apuleius, with scholars reluctant to accept that a serious 

philosopher could have written such scurrilous material without some allegorical 

intent. At any rate, it would be wrong to make an a priori assumption that Achilles 

IQ..EIToq)(7)J/7a Kai aMa epwTIKa ev fjlfjAIOI<; ,yr '}'€'}'OVEV €OXaTOV 'XP'rTTlavo<; Kal mirrK01w<;' €,},patj;E (JE 1TEPI 

rr<paipa<; Kai ETU/LOAo,},ia<; Kai IrTTopiav a-U/L{.LIKTOV, 1rOMWV Kal {.LE'}'aAwv Kal 8al.J{.Larr;(l)v av(Jpwv 

ILvY}{.LOVEUol.Jrrav. 15 (JE AO'}'O<; aVrou KaTa 1raVTa O{.Lo/O<; TOI<; EP(U7IKOI<;. 

50 Repath (2000), pp.62<)-30. 

51 See Harrison (1990) for a recent attempt to solve this problem. Kahane/Laird (forthcoming), 

should illuminate the subject further. 
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Tatius could not have been of the same ilk. And if the reader of Leucippe and 

Cleitophon approached the text in the knowledge that its author had written on more 

austere topics, he may well have expected some learned references or allusions to 

intellectually stimulating texts. He may well have expected the novel also to possess 

some form of intellectual content in its own right. 

A passage of Lucian which to my knowledge has not been adduced ill the 

readership debate and which can shed some light on the contemporary situation is to 

be found in the prologue to his Verae Historiae. After starting with the analogue of 

athletes who need to know when to relax, he goes on to apply it to reading: 

, 1 i'...... ~ , " " \ ~ I \, 

T'Y}V 1TO/VVYjV T(I)l/ O'ITOVOaIOT€pWV ava1'VwO"IV aVI€val T€ T'Y}V olavotav Kat 1TPOC; 

, '1 i ' \ () I '" , l\ 't:. 'f" \,..... 1\ ...... 
a/V\a Twa Kat €wp,av OUK alkouO"ov €1T1O€t':,€Tat, OIOV TI Kal 1T€pt T(t»))O€ TWV 

While this authorial statement belongs to a work which, although novelistic, is 

significantly different from the Greek novels, I see no reason why its content should 

not be considered with regard to the novels themselves. For Lucian proceeds to give 

the reasons why he thinks his reader will enjoy his work and names the delight he will 

derive from allusion-spotting as the last and, we may presume, main one.
52 

From the 

amount of allusion in the Greek novels it is a reasonable assumption that their readers 

52 See above, p.19. 
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too would have enjoyed the same game.53 It is no large leap to envisage a similar, if 

not the same, readership for both and agree with Bowie when he says: "Like ... the 

works of Lucian, the novels were more probably written as lighter reading for the 

intelligentsia".54 

1.4 Plato in the Greek Novel 

Classical literature formed the basis for much of the way in which the Greeks of the 

second sophistic liked to think of themselves and was a cultural touchstone for those 

writing and reading in the period. The common heritage found in the works of Plato 

and his flourishing philosophy were major parts of this, and so it would not be 

unreasonable to expect some use of Plato in the novels, which were otherwise 

concemed to evoke the classical past. 55 Contemporary writers of fiction such as 

Lucian and Apuleius deployed Plato readily, and, given the above argument that we 

are to envisage a more or less similar readership, it should come as no surprise if we 

were to find Platonic resonances in the novels. Indeed, they might even be expected. 

Of course, talk of "the Greek novel" should not obscure the fact that the novelists 

were individual authors who, as far as we can tell, lived at different times and in 

different places. Thus the preoccupations and aims of Chariton, for example, can not 

be assumed to be the same as those of, say, Heliodorus. In writing on allusions to one 

53 See Hunter (1983) and Bowie (1995) for studies in the allusiveness of Longus and Heliodorus 

respectively. As far as Achilles Tatius is concemed, articles such as Christenson (2000) and McGill 

(2000) show tl13.t this approach is being adopted towards his novel, and Wilhelm (1902) is still 

valuable. Anderson (1979) and Bartsch (1989) contribute to tlle picture of a demanding autllOf. 

54 (1985), p.688. 

55 See Swain (1996), pp.109-113. 
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specific body of work it is inevitable that one author will receive more attention than 

another by virtue of their respective uses of that body of work. I shall focus on 

Leucippe and Cleitophon, but some of the other novels will be called on where 

appropriate and I hope that, when plotted among other factors, the use of Plato 

should enhance the picture of the novels as works intended for those who were able 

to appreciate their authors' literary skill and who, as the social elite, desired to see the 

continuation of the Greek cultural hegemony in their own time and of their place in it. 

A certain amount of work has been done on Platonic allusions in second 

sophistic literature. To mention the most obvious examples: De Lacy gives a brief 

overview of the second century,56 Trapp studies the imitations of one particular 

dialogue, the Phaedrus, in second century writers,5? and analyses the work of a single 

author, Dio of Prusa, for his debt to Plato.58 Some work, too, has been done on the 

uses of Plato in the Greek novels, and it is worthwhile giving a review of the 

secondary literature which has dealt with this topic, starting with the more general and 

moving rapidly to the material concerning Achilles Tatius. 59 

In his illustrative article Trapp has but one paragraph on the Phaedrus in the 

novels, although he does say that "the greatest density of allusion" occurs in Leucippe 

and Cleitophon. 60 On the whole, however, he is not entirely optimistic: 

56 (1974). 

57 (1990). 

5~ (2000). See also Branham (1989), ch.2. 

Sll De Lacy (1974) does not mention the novels. What follows, it should be noted, is not a review of 

secondary literature on the Greek novel in general or on Leucippe and Cleitophon in particular. 

60 (1990), p.1SS. I shall mention the allusions he and other commentators notice where appropriate. 



In all these cases the Phaedrus is being used to infuse either a modicum 

of philosophy, or a little of the stylistic sweetness for which it was so 

admired by the rhetors. The total debt, however, is not enonnous. If we 

wish to fmd examples of a more thorough-going imitation in this area, 

... it is again to the traditions of philosophical and quasi-philosophical 

writing that we must tum.61 

2~ 

If this were the case for the Phaedrus, which, given its erotic subject matter and 

playful attitude, would seem to be the most obvious dialogue to which a novelist 

might allude,62 let alone for the rest of the Platonic corpus, then the task of one 

attempting to write on the importance of Plato for Achilles Tatius would be a 

hopeless one. Nevertheless Trapp's approach to the literature of the second century is 

the sort of approach which I think can usefully be adopted when considering Leucippe 

and Cleitophon in particular. 

Hunter's article, entitled "Longus and Plato",63 would seem to be a step in the 

tight direction, and he himself claims that Trapp's above opinion is "at least 

inadequate".64 However, the cases which Hunter wishes to make are hindered by a 

lack of clear references or verbal reminiscences,65 and the most convincing part in 

61 Ibid., p.155-6. Along similar lines: "The contrast with the relatively sparse use of tIle dialogue by 

the novelists is marked", p.156, and: "To the novelist it (sc. the Phaedrus) provided a source of erotic 

imagery to set beside the offerings of the poets, a model of appropriately sweet and sparkling style, 

and a means of establishing his paideia", p.164. 

62 See Anderson (1982), pp.5-6. 

63 (1997). 

64 I bid.. p. 16. 

(,5 SCl' 5.1, pp.269-70, for more on this. 
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terms of arguing for Platonic influence is perhaps the first paragraph in which he 

collates the points he had made previously.66 Anderson too offers promise, as his 

chapter on Leucippe and Cleitophon is entitled "Plato Eroticus: Achilles Tatius".67 

Again, however, the result is a disappointment, for only one paragraph is devoted to 

Achilles Tatius' engagement with Plato,68 although there are certainly promising seeds 

of a general nature to be found here. The fragmentary remains of Metiochus and 

Parthenope afford a relatively clear example of a Platonic allusion, and this is noted 

by StephenslWinkler: 

In staging a symposium devoted to a discussion of eros, the author will 

expect his readers to recollect Plato's famous drinking party, and the 

philosophical tone of Metiochos's remarks reinforces the allusion.69 

There is little more than can be said, however, and it is frustrating that no more 

survives to allow us to see whether the author did anything else with the Platonic 

material. 

Goldhill devotes a considerable amount of space to the consideration of not 

only Achilles Tatius and Plato, but also one or two other texts which I shall deploy 

later, but he does not seem concerned to highlight verbal echoes.
70 

His analysis of 

certain passages, though, is enlightening and reveals the kind of sophistication which 

Achilles Tatius may have expected his reader to bring to bear on his novel. A 

66 In Hunter (1983), to which Trapp himself (1990), p.155, refers. 

67 (1982), ch.3. 

6~ Ibid., p.2S. 

69 (1995), p.91. See also Holzberg (1995), p.49. 

70 (1995), especially ch.2. 
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complementary approach is made by Wilhelm,71 who is concemed principally with the 

tradition of writing on eroticism and the place of Leucippe and Cleitophon within it. 

He traces Achilles Tatius' sources for 1.8 and 2.35-38 with such assiduity and with 

such an eye for verbal similarity that, with Goldhill's broader engagement with the 

latter passage in particular, there is no point in retreading the same ground here. The 

debate at the end of book 2 about whether boys or women are preferable as lovers is 

possibly the most obvious place to look for Platonic allusions, and Wilhelm has 

already more or less completed this task. 

There are, however, one or two points which should be made clear. Wilhelm 

seems unwilling to attribute any great originality to Achilles Tatius in the allusions he 

makes to Plato: 

Niemandem wird es einfallen, aus der Berlihrung mit solchen 

abgenutzten Satzen Platos auf besondere Vertrautheit unseres Achilles 

mit der platonischen Philosophie schliessen zu wollen. 72 

This view is softened slightly: 

Natlirlich solI hiermit nicht geleugnet werden, dass Achilles die 

landlaufigen Schriften Platos gelesen hat. N ur solI man auch die 

zahlreichen Mittelglieder, die zwischen Plato und Achilles liegen, nicht 

73 vergessen. 

71 (1902). 

72 Ibid., p.63. And along the same lines, ibid: "Aber selbst mIter diesen werden ihm gar manche 

nicht direct aus Plato, sondem vielmehr erst durch Vennittlung seiner sophistiscllen Vorbufer 

zugetlossen sein." 

73 Ihid., p.64, 11.1. 
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Eventually, in his conclusion, Wilhelm grudgingly allows Achilles Tatius some credit: 

"Achilles - in Wahrheit ein geshickter Musivkiinstler".74 Achilles Tatius' skill in using 

his literary forbears is one of the things that I hope should emerge from this thesis, 

and Wilhelm may have been more willing to praise this novelist if he had known of the 

papyri which radically changed Rohde's chronology. For as far as Wilhelm is 

concerned, Nonnus, Stobaeus, Athenaeus and Ps.-Lucian are all intermediaries, from 

whom Achilles Tatius borrowed as much as, or even more than, he did from Plato. In 

fact Nonnus and Stobaeus certainly came after Achilles Tatius and Athenaeus and Ps.

Lucian most probably did. Moreover, the collections and philosophical works which 

Wilhelm points out were part of the tradition which preceded Achilles Tatius were in 

all likelihood not as popular as we can reasonably infer Plato was. It therefore does 

not seem cogent to argue that, where he seems to be alluding to Plato, especially if 

there is considerable breadth of allusion, Achilles Tatius is using summaries of 

material when Plato's works themselves were being widely read. 

Potential Platonic allusions do merit mention at other, scattered points in the 

secondary literature. These will be noted when relevant, but the above works do seem 

to contain the bulk of what has been done so far. I aim to carry further the attempt to 

locate Platonic allusions in the fiction of the second sophistic, with the emphasis and 

focus on Achilles Tatius' Leucippe and Cleitophon. It should be clarified that I am 

not aiming to make a comprehensive list of all Platonic references in this novel; rather 

I shall deal with those areas which have so far been neglected entirely or which have 

not been fully developed. If there are other areas which are still neglected, that will 

only serve to show how indebted to Plato Achilles Tatius was. 

74 Ibid., p.7S. 
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It is also not enough merely to point out allusions as they occur, which has 

been the fault of some of the previous work carried out. While spotting references is 

valuable in itself, it must be relatively unusual for an author to evoke another just for 

the sake of it and with no other intention. Allusions must be considered in their 

immediate context and in the context of the author's literary aimS. 75 Any Platonic 

references may affect other questions, could have an impact on the interpretation and 

critical appreciation of the work in which they appear, and might signal what was 

expected of its readership. A consistent engagement by one text with another or set of 

others could open up wider questions or be an important factor in influencing how 

other questions are to be answered. Those that exercise scholars with regard to 

Leucippe and Cleitophon include to what extent it is meant to be humorous, why it is 

constructed as it is, the character-portrayal of its dral1wtis personae, especially, given 

his position as narrator, of Cleitophon, and what attitude it shows towards its genre. 

These and others will surface during this thesis as questions which can be helped, or 

even partly answered, by consideration of Platonic influence. I shall therefore not deal 

with allusions in their narrative order, although this would have had the benefit of 

giving an impression of the progressive way in which a reader would have become 

aware of the place of Plato in the novel. Because I wish to argue that some of the 

allusions can be used to approach certain questions, and more importantly because 

many of the allusions I wish to highlight form coherent groups, it seems more logical 

to pursue particular arguments, using Platonic allusions from the whole scope of the 

novel. First, however, it is necessary to make some remarks regarding what an 

allusion is and when/whetl1er we can be confident that we are dealing with one. 

75 To which, in unavoidahle circularity, they also contribute. 
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1.5 Allusions 

For the purposes of this thesis I shall take an allusion to mean a deliberate reference 

by one author to the work of another.
76 

Allusions may take different forms, including 

verbal quotations or echoes, the borrowing of an idea, and narrative structure. The 

first is the aspect which I take to be the most important and easiest to demonstrate, 

and the second two could well depend on it as well. There is an obvious problem with 

this, though, for a degree of subjectivity is required, and great care needs to be taken. 

Nevertheless a certain amount of common-sense should be sufficient to ensure that 

only the most plausible cases are considered allusions and that those which are not 

secure are so labelled. Thus a phrase quoted verbatim would be the most evident 

kind, a set of words or ideas assembled in a similar context might suffice, or an 

exceptionally rare word by itself could be enough to establish a connection. 77 

Help can be gleaned from other sources. If a number of other authors seem to 

make the same allusion, using similar words, then the case that the writer under 

consideration is also referring to that passage is enhanced. There is also a reasonable a 

priori case that the popularity of Plato and his cultural and intellectual importance in 

the second sophistic make a possible reference to one of his works by an author of 

76 I hope to show that the allusions Achilles Tatius makes to the Platonic corpus are deliberate and 

have particular purposes, thus avoiding the objection that it might be possible to have a 

"subconscious" allusion, where an author repeats a phrase from memory without realising that it 

comes from elsewhere. Such a phenomenon would not be detrimental to my cause, however, for if a 

phrase were to be embedded in a writer's memory, t11at would only go to show that it was 

memorable, probably popular, and so quite possibly recognisable. 

77 See further 1.2. 
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that period more likely. Finally if a wealth of possible references to one particular 

author can be detected in one particular work then the cumulative case becomes very 

important. This, I hope to show, is true for Achilles Tatius' Leucippe and Cleitophon. 

Of course allusions can not be entirely dependent on the presence of others, for the 

structure would then lack any foundation, and this argument should not be used to 

argue for those instances where a case would not have a good chance of standing by 

itself. However, one possible allusion can only be bolstered by another. 78 

78 It hardly needs saying that arguing for Platonic allusions is not to discount tbe possibility of 

allusions to other authors. A sophisticated writer, sucb as scholarly opinion is beginning to regard 

Achilles Tatius, is capable of juggling several balls at once. 
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Chapter 1. 

Platonic Names in Achilles Tatius 

1.1 Onomastics in Fiction and the Greek Novel 

In fiction, as opposed to history or the treatment of established myths, the author is 

free to name his characters as he chooses, and in genres such as comedy and the novel 

it is worth considering whether the names employed might have been chosen for any 

particular reason. l As Bowie puts it: 

Inventing (or borrowing) names for characters is one trick open to 

novelists ... that is largely denied to genres that work with traditional 

myths ... (Those) with freely invented plots and dramatis personae can 

create expectations of character and behaviour by telling choice of 

names. 2 

He proceeds to give several examples of names in Heliodorus' Aethiopica which 

have, or could be argued to have, literary connotations and which rely on a wide 

range of previous literature. Heliodorus also used names "which are either 

unremarkable or are chosen as straightforwardly appropriate to their bearer.,,3 To the 

I Aristotle's comment at Poetics 9 does not get us very far: O-Uo-r"l)(TallTf~ rlLp TOV J.Lu8ov ~/lL TWV fiKD-rWV 

2 (1995), p.269. See Hijmans (1978), pp.107-8 with nn., for a brief overview and some general 

remarks on naming in Greek and Latin literature. 

3 Ibid., p.277. 
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latter category belong the Egyptian, Ethiopian and Persian names,4 and this draws 

attention to another facet of onomastics which a novelist could exploit: he could use 

names which were either historical, or at least considered authentic.5 A third option 

was for the novelist to invent a name which was suitable in the context, and Nausicleia 

might be an instance of this.
6 

Finally he could use a name which was etymologically 

fitting for its bearer. 7 

Of the other novelists Chariton utilised the historiographical pose and so many 

of his characters have historica1fauthentic-sounding names or were in fact historical 

persons.
8 

The author of Metiochus and Parthenope played a similar game.9 Xenophon 

of Ephesus' novel has received thorough treatment from Hagg, and his tripartite 

approach of considering possible etymological significance, literary associations and 

epigraphical data has many virtues. lO He concludes that in his 33 character names 

Xenophon of Ephesus was striving for an "impression more of realism than of literary 

invention";ll that he did not use imaginary names; that, although 6 names are found in 

Homer and 6 in Herodotus, he made no allusions to those bearers; and that about a 

third of his named characters bear etymologically significant uncommon names, which 

4 See Morgan (1982), p.247, and Hornblower (2000), p.141. 

5 These first two categories - literary and historical/authentic - could overlap, of course. 

6 Bowie (1995), p.278. 

7 Thennoutllis, Calasiris, and, in a slightly different way, Theagenes and Charicleia tllemselves are 

given as examples of tllis - Bowie (1995), pp.277-8. 

8 See Hunter (1994), and Goold (1995), pp.1O-12. 

9 See Stephens/winkler (1995), p.72. 

10 (1971b). 

II Ibid., p.59. 
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one may therefore assume to have been chosen deliberately. The lack of allusiveness 

in this author may well be due to the lack of any kind of literary ambition.I2 Longus, 

on the other hand, is as allusive in his choice of names as he is elsewhere, and Hunter 

exposes the sheer breadth of earlier literature on which he draws for his names. I3 Even 

names whose etymological significance alone would justify their choice, such as 

Lycaenion, have literary ancestors. 14 Leucippe and Cleitophon is somewhat different 

in that it eschews the historiographical fonnat, which, as far as our evidence allows, 

was previously prevalent in the genre, and that it does not, unlike Daphnis and Chloe, 

have anywhere immediately obvious to tum for a source of names. I5 Achilles Tatius' 

novel has also received precious little attention in this respect. 

One source used intermittently by the novelists is philosophy and philosophers. 

Bowie has suggested the Heliodorus' Aristippus was named with reference to 

Aristippus of Cyrene, the follower of Socrates. I6 The author of Metiochus and 

Parthenope had a character called Anaximenes, designed to recall the historical 

philosopher in line with the overall practice of naming in that nove1.
17 

And the 

character called Theano, who gives her name to the fragment in which she is found, 

h 
. 18 

may ave Pythagorean connectlOns. 

12 Unless, of course, we are dealing with an epitome which has removed any trace of allusion 

contained in the original. 

13 (1983), passim. 

14 Ibid., p.68-9. 

15 New Comedy might be thought an obvious place to look, but for this issue see 1.12. 

16 (1995), p.273. 

17 See Stephcns/winkler (1995), pp.72-3. 

H! Ibid., p.438. 
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In this chapter I shall argue that one of the most remarkable features of 

Achilles Tatius' novel, and one which shows to what extent he used Plato's works, is 

that he gave several of his characters Platonic names. There are 29 character names in 

Leucippe and Cleitophon (excluding divinities, mythical characters and Lacaena, 

Leucippe's pseudonym), of which 12 occur in Plato's works. Two of these, Melite 

and Menelaus, can be excluded from consideration. 19 I shall argue that of the 

remaining 10 Platonic names 6 (Chaerephon, Charm ides , Cleinias, Cleitophon,20 

Gorgias and Hippias) were given with a Platonic character in mind, that the other 4 

(Nicostratus, Satyrus, Theophilus and Zeno) are common enough names and may 

have been chosen for no other, or another, reason, and that one other (Leucippe) was 

named as an allusion to an extremely famous passage of the Phaedrus. 21 Thus 7 out of 

29 of Achilles Tatius' characters, roughly one quarter, owe their name to the Platonic 

corpus. 

Before this, however, there are questions of procedure to answer. And some 

examples of Platonic names in contemporary fiction should be useful in establishing 

whether the practice of naming characters after Platonic forebears was at all common, 

or at least something which a reader might be expected to recognise. 

19 The former occurs at Pann. 126c10 as the name of the place where Antiphon lives, and the latter 

occurs four times in the Platonic corpus: Euthd. 288c1; Rep. 408a3; Symp. 174c1 and 3, in each of 

which cases the Homeric character is referred to. 

20 Cleitophon's name, I shall argue, is bound up with a more complicated question which I shall deal 

witlI in ch.2. See 2.10. 

21 Therefore the case of Leucippe's name is also more difficult, and Ulis too will be treated in a 

separate chapter, cl1.3. 
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1.2 Names as Allusions 

The attempt to argue that one author named a character, for whatever purpose, with 

the character of another author in mind suffers from problems similar to those 

involved in arguing that one passage is an allusion to another.22 Sufficient points of 

contact with a certain plausibility have to be established before such a debt can be 

proved. However, this inevitably involves a degree of subjectivism in considering both 

what constitutes a point of contact and how plausible it is. For one strong association 

between characters with the same names, be it verbal, situational or either of these 

involving direct reversals of the previous material, might well be enough to prove a 

connection, whereas the fact that a character simply shares the name of a literary 

predecessor does not by itself constitute proof that a reference is intended. On the 

other hand, a name with a well known previous bearer might open up a nexus of 

allusions that would not otherwise be readily apparent. If a significant proportion of 

the names contained within the work of one author coincide with some of those found 

in the work or corpus of one other author, then the probability is increased that 

allusions are meant to be seen. A proviso to this is that only a fraction of ancient texts 

are extant and the loss of the majority of them may well obscure our perception of the 

truth. 23 However, we have a fair idea of which texts were read widely in the second 

century AD: the texts of Plato were among these and, as far as we can tell, his corpus 

survives more or less intact. 

22 See 1.S. 

23 migg (1971 b), p.4S, makes this point when he says that it is difficult to tell whether and to what 

extent Xenophon of Ephesus may have taken names from contemporary literature. 
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1.3 Platonic Names in Contemporary Fiction 

Apuleius uses an undeniably Platonic name at almost the beginning of the 

Metamorphoses. Aristomenes, with the encouragement of Lucius, describes how he 

met an old friend of his called Socrates. On encountering this name, Apuleius' readers 

would surely have thought of the Socrates we know largely from Plato, and with 

whom they too would have been most familiar from Plato's dialogues, although there 

may have been other sources available to them which we do not possess. But even 

those readers who did not know that Apuleius was a Platonist would surely have 

wondered why he used the name of this philosopher. Their question is answered 

gradually. Van der Paardt has already detailed many of the Platonic allusions which 

surround this name,24 so I shall merely summarise what occurs and add one or two 

more correspondences. Aristomenes found him destitute (1.6); he complained that, 

presumably unlike himself, Aristomenes did not know fortunarum lubricas anwages 

et instabiles incursiones et reciprocas vicissitudines (Ibid.); he seemed to have 

cheered up until he suddenly collapsed into a pitiable lament on his misfortunes (1.7); 

he had desired to see a famous gladiatorial show (Ibid.);25 he had an immediate and, 

by his own admission, disastrous relationship with a witch called Meroe - Et statim 

miser. ut cum illa acquievi. ab unico congressu annosam ac pestilentem 

coniul1ctionem contraho (1.7);26 while Aristomenes advised him to get some rest 

24 (1978). pp.82-4. 

25 Cf. Plat. Rep. 475d-476b, where, in order to describe the philosopher, Socrates distinguishes the 

c/)fA08Ea[LOlJEC; and the </1,A";)I<OOI from those who are able to see the Fonn of Beauty itself. 

26 Cf. Plat. Symp. 216d-21ge, where, in the course of his praise of Socrates and in order to highlight 

his temperance, Alcibiades recounts his repeated failures in trying to seduce him. 
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before an early escape, he had already fallen asleep, insolita vinolentia ac diuturna 

fatigatione pertentatus, and was snoring (1.11)~27 in the night, however, Meroe and 

her sister Panthia burst in and the fonner apparently killed Socrates by plunging her 

sword down through the left side of his neck, collecting the blood in a bottle, tearing 

out his heart and inserting a sponge in the wound (1.13)~28 the next day they paused 

for breakfast next to a plane tree by a stream (1.18).29 It is inconceivable that in 

calling such a character "Socrates" Apuleius the "Philosophus Platonicus" did not 

have the Socrates we know largely from Plato in mind, and this leads, and would have 

led , his reader to ask what his intentions were in naming him thus. I believe that 

Apuleius' aim can only have been the humour derived from having a completely 

unSocratic Socrates, for even a serious devotion to something does not preclude 

making humour at its expense.30 The reader, however well-versed in Plato, would 

have been able to smile simultaneously at both Apuleius' joke and the fact that he was 

able to spot it and realise why it was funny. "Socrates" was by no means a rare name 

in antiquity: the four volumes of the Lexicon of Greek Personal Names (hereafter 

27 Cf. Plat. Symp. 223c-d, where Socrates is described as the only one not to fall asleep, and Symp. 

220a, where Alcibiades praises Socrates' ability to take his alcohol without adverse effect. 

28 Cf. Socrates' serene death at Plat. Phd. 117e-1l8a. 

29 Cf. Plat. Phdr. 229a. It is fitting that the most explicit allusion is left to last, as if Apuleius wanted 

to make sure that his reader got the joke. Vander Paardt (1978), remarks: "in this network of Plato 

references the allusion to tbe Phaedrus passage is unmistakable", p.92, n.74. See ch.S for other 

examples of allusions and references to the setting of the Phaedrus, whose number confinns that an 

allusion is made here. 

3u See Anderson (1982), p.79 with n.4S. and p.80 with nn., for other possible ex,unples of Platonic 

perversions resulting from the name "Socrates". 
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LGPN) list a total of 489 bearers?! This is therefore a good example of a name whose 

use as an allusion is so clear that its popularity does not weaken the case. 

Another character in the Metarrwrphoses with a Platonic name is Philebus. 

This Philebus character can also be found in the epitome Lucius or The Ass which is 

ascribed to Lucian, although he is generally thought more likely to have been 

responsible for the original which was the basis of both the epitome and Apuleius' 

Metarrwrphoses. Unlike Socrates, it does not seem to have been a common name. In 

fact the four volumes of LGPN so far published list but two examples, one of whom is 

Plato's character, the other of whom appears in Alciphron 3.14.32 We know nothing 

of the fonner other than from Plato's eponymous dialogue, and he may be fictional. 

The latter most probably is and occurs in the work of an author who is likely to have 

post-dated Lucian and Apuleius. That leaves the Platonic Philebus as the only pre

Lucianic attestation and must make it extremely likely that a reference to it is intended 

here. In Apuleius he is introduced as a pervert (cinaedum 8.24~ cf. 0110S 35), he leads 

a band of mendicant priests who indulge in all manner of practices, and their piper 

provides them with a communal service: 

domi vero promiscuis operis partiarius agebat concubinus ... (To 

Lucius) "Venisti tandem miserrimi laboris vicarius. Sed diu vivas et 

31 LGPN I has 115, II 196, lILA 87, and III.B 91. It is possible that the larger figure for Attica 

reflects the fact that Socrates came from Athens and that parents there were more inclined to name 

their sons after tlle philosopher. 

32 The Philebus of Ps.-Lucian and Apuleius does not (yet) appear in LGPN; tllis may be because tllere 

is no evidence to link him Witll Thessaly, and his use of Atargatis (deamque Syrialll circwnjerenles 

mendicare cOli/pel/lint Ap. Met. 8.24 - cf. Onos 35) may point to an origin elsewhere. 



dominis placeas et melS defectis iam late rib us consulas." Haec 

audiens iam meas futuras novas cogitabam aerumnas. (Ap. Met. 8.26) 
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The priests con money out of people by self-mutilation with their own teeth, swords 

and whips (8.27-8; cf. Onos 37), and they are caught molesting a man: 

spurcissima illa propudia ad illicitae libidinis extrema flagitia infandis 

uriginibus efferantur, passimque circumfusi nudatum supinatumque 

invenem exsecrandis oribus flagitabant. (8.29; cf. Onos 38) 

Philebus lives up to his name and really does love youths,33 and it can be no 

coincidence that in the eponymous dialogue of Plato Socrates' interlocutor of the 

same name "maintains a hedonistic ethical position.,,34 Philebus has a minor part to 

play in the dialogue, for Plato starts in medias res with Protarchus taking over the 

discussion from Philebus. However, Philebus' position is immediately stated by 

Socrates, summing up: 

<r>/A'Y}(305 lJ-€lJ TO/lJLJJ) a'Ya()olJ E7lJa, <P'Y}UI TO Xa'PE/lJ TraUI S(bOl5 Kat n}lJ rY;~OvY)JJ 

Kat T€ptj.;/lJ, Kat oua TOU 'Y€lJOUS €UTt TOUTOU uUlJ-<i>ltJlJa (Plat. Phil. 11 b4_6)35 

33 Macleod (1967), p.109, n.4, has "The Rev. Love-Boyes". 

34 Hanson II (1989), p.109, n.2. 

35 Hijmans (1978), p.112, points out that "Apuleius' reader may well remember one of the opening 

phrases of Plato's dialogue (sc. the Philebus)". He also draws attention to the scarcity of the name. 

Cf. (Philebus) 'EfJ-ot fJ-€V mI-l/TwS" VIKaV 0~ovry ~OKEI Kat ~OSEI (Phil. 12a7); (Protarchus) aV n1V~E 0fJ-1V -r7}V 

OVVOI)(TlaV, (1 L(~KpaTES", mf~(uKaS" rram Kat (TEaUTOV rrpOt; TO ~'EAfrr8al TI T(7)v UV(jp<t)1rIV(UV "l"I'/ILaTwV 

ap/(TTov. IJ>/A0(301) 'Yap Eirrol/TOS" 0~ovryv Kat Tfpt/;/'Jl Kat Xapav Kat miv(j' Orro(Ta To/aCT' E(TTI (Phil. 19c4-8); 

(S ocrates) 1J>/}.,rf/(30S" c/Yr}(T1 nlv 0~ovryv (TK01rOV op80v rram ~(.;)OIS" 'YE'YOVfval Kat ~EIV rral/Tas- To07{):J 

(TTOxa,(E(T(jal, Kat ~ Kat TU'Ya80v TOCT' atno ETval uVlmam, Kat ~O ovof1,aTa. u'Ya8ov Kat 0~, EV; T/V/ Kat 

</JU(TE/ f1,/?, TOUTW op8(~ TE8fl/T' EXE/v (Phil. 60a7-bl); (Socrates) IJ>/A'Y}(3os- TU'Ya80v h/8ETO 0f.LIV 0~ovryv 

EiYal rra(TaV Kat rral/T€Mj (Phil. 66d7-8). 
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Philebus' belief that pleasure is the good is reflected in the behaviour of Apuleius' 

priest, but there may be another point of contact. Philebus maintains that the goddess 

known as Aphrodite is really pleasure: 

(Philebus) aMa 'Yap a~O(nOUv,at Kat J1-apTupOJ1-at lIUlI aUTI)lI T7}11 ()€Oll. 

(Protarchus) Kat rYJf..t€1c; fIOt TOUTWlI 'Y€ aUTtvlI fIlJJ1-J1-apTIJP€~ all €7J1-€1I, (;J~ 

TaUTa EA€'Y€~ a A€'Y€I~. aMa ~rf) Ta J1-€Ta Taiha ESrYj~, (V 

L(VKpaT€<;, Of..tW<; Kat f..t€Ta ct>tArf;(301J EKOVTO<; ,;; 01TW<; all 

€()€A 1J 1T€tp(:Jf..t€()a 1T€palll€tll. 

(Socrates) II€tpaT€OJI, a1T' auTij~ ~rf} Tij~ ()€OU, ';;'v O~€ 'Acbpo~iT'Y}lI f..t€1I 

A€'Y€u()al ~'Y}fIl, TO ~' aA'Y}()€a-raTOll aLrrrl<; OlloJ1-a 'H~ovrf}lI 

€lllat. (Phil. 12bl-9)36 

The Philebus of Ps.-Lucian and Apuleius is also associated with a goddess, to whom 

he devotes himself as much as we can infer that the Platonic Philebus might devote 

himself to pleasure. At the auction at which he buys the asinine Lucius, Philebus says 

to the auctioneer: 

An me putas, inepte. iumento fero posse deam committere, ut turbatum 

repente divinum deiciat simulacrum, egoque misera cogar crinibus 

solutis discurrere et deae meae humi iacenti aliquem medicum 

quaerere? (Ap. Met. 8.25) 

The facts that Apuleius was a Platonist and that his Philebus is devoted to pleasure 

and his goddess as surely as the Platonic Philebus is devoted to pleasure, which he 

argues is otherwise known as the goddess Aphrodite, would seem to be a sufficient 

36 Cf. (Socrates) 'DS' /-LE)) Toi))t)v n1)) rE <D,A'I]/3ou BEO)) OU (JEI (J,a))oElafial TaUTO)) Ka; Tara 8011. iKall(d<; 

ElP"f}rTBa; /-L0I (JOKEI (Phil. 22cl-2); (Philebus) LEf..LIIU))EIC; rap, c1 L(~KpaTES', TOll rTEavrou BEOIl. (Socrates) 

Ka; rap rrU, (r, €TalpE, TI})) rTavroi) (Phil. 28bl-2). 
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argument in themselves for an allusion being intended by Apuleius in his use of this 

name. But even if this is not thought persuasive, the sheer scarcity at least of the name 

Philebus indicates that Apuleius used Plato as his source of inspiration for it. 

This line of reasoning suggests that Alciphron's use of the name Philebus 

should also be instructive. 3.14 consists of a letter from Bucopnictes to Artopyctes, 

both parasites, on how their position with a young man called Philebus is being 

threatened by the courtesan Zeuxippe. He is spending his inheritance, carefully 

amassed by his parents, on her: 

OU 'Yap ~arra);aTal d~ aUTI}); (sc. Zeuxippe) /(purr/o); IkOllO); Ka; apy(;plOlI, 

a)J\a Ka; rrUJ/oIK/a~ Ka; a'Ypo{;~. (3.14.1) 

Bucopnictes feels sorry for him, for he has been generous to him and other parasites, 

and finishes by saying: 

ErTTl 'Yap, (;)~ o7afJa, arrAoiKo~ 0 (I>IA'YJ{3o~ Kat rrpo~ rY;Jha~ TOU~ rraparr;Tou~ 

ml€IK0~ Ka; Jh&plO~ TOll Tporroll, (;,~a/~ JhaAAOll Kat 'Y€AWTI ,;; Ta/~ €i~ rY;Jha~ 

U{3p€O"I B€A 'Yolk€lIo~. (3.14.3) 

The statement that he is moderate in his ways (v-&plO~ TO); TporrOll) may be thought to 

count against the argument that Philebus is some sort of pleasure-seeker whose name 

derives from the Platonic Philebus. However, it is qualified as referring to his 

treatment of parasites and smacks of the sort of toadying flattery that a parasite would 

employ in his presence. And it can also be objected that a truly moderate m~U1 would 

not be spending everything he owned on a courtesan. 37 It is, of course, possible that 

there was an intermediary, or another, author whom Alciphron is using here, or that 

37 Or letting her spend it: a 'Yap EKflvOI (sc. Philebus' parents) KfLT' o(30AO}) (TUvTrrarO}), iJ,(JpOCI><; a})aAOI7U 

1ToAUKOI})o}) TOG-ro Kat aia-xolrraTo}) 'Yu})alo}). (3.14.2) 
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he used the name independently of anyone else. However, given the lack of any such 

rival source, how rare the name Philebus is and that Alciphron might elsewhere show 

some knowledge of Plato,38 it remains most likely that Alciphron deployed this name 

to convey the impression of a young man who~"sdevoted himself and his estate to the 

pursuit of pleasure in an allusion to Plato's character of the same name. 

Another character from Ps.-Lucian Onos with a name which features in Plato 

is Hipparchus. 39 Lucius meets with fellow travellers on his way to Hypata in Thessaly 

and asks if they know of Hipparchus, for whom he has a letter of introduction: 

His miserliness seems to be famous, for when Lucius comes across Abroea, a fliend of 

his mother's, he declines her offer of a place to stay, eliciting the question: 

Lucius replies: 

-;
€/7rO)) , 

This might be thought to scupper the point that Hipparchus is really a miser, but 

Abroea responds to this by smiling (H ~€ 11-€,~/('uTa(]"a - Ibid.), and this implies a 

condescending attitude, as if it is funny that Lucius should think that what the miser 

3S See below. pp.53-7. on Alciphron 4.7. and 5.1. pp.270-76. on 4.13. 

3lJ He is renamed Milo in Apuleius' Metamorphoses. although an investigation into why this might 

have bcell liL's outside the reach of Ulis Ulesis. 
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Hipparchus has to offer is generous. At any rate he is well-known for being a miser; in 

fact it seems to be his defining characteristic, regardless of what Lucius thinks.40 

Hipparchus does not appear in Plato, rather he is mentioned by Socrates in a 

piece of revisionist history as a wise man who inscribed bits of his wisdom on Henns 

so that passers-by would read them. One of these was: Ih~ <bIAoJ/ €sanaTa (Plat. 

Hipparch. 229b 1), and this is precisely what Socrates claims he is not trying to do, 

despite his interlocutor's doubts. It is not Hipparchus himself that could be the 

inspiration for Ps.-Lucian's character, then, rather it is the subject of the eponymous 

dialogue. It opens with Socrates asking: T; 'Yap TO <bIAOK€P~Et;; TI nOTE €OTIJ/, Ka; T/J/€t; 0; 

<bIAOK€P~€It;; (Hipparch. 225a 1-2), it does not deviate from this question, and 

according to Diogenes Laertius its double title was: "Irrrrapxot; ,;; <bIAoK€P~r/;t; (3.59). 

Hipparchus was not a particularly rare name,41 but in a work where there is another 

character who is given a Platonic name, and in that case too a name which gave a 

dialogue a title, the probability is increased that the miser's name Hipparchus was 

inspired by the subject of the dialogue that bears his name. 

Another example of a Platonic name can be found in Lucian's Navigium, a 

dialogue which bears some similarities to plato's Republic. In the latter Socrates 

describes how he went to Piraeus to witness the festival of Bendis and to pray to that 

40 Other indications that Lucius does not concur with the prevailing opinion are: ETr€; {Ji Tr}vrWlolI TIis 

J. ' '" "(0 4) 'I'€U'Y(I)!I T'T}II €K€IIIOU OIKIUII nos . 

41 LGPN I has 28 attestations, II 22, lILA 38, :md m.B 29. In each of the four volumes the 

attl'st:ltions are chronologically evenly spread. 
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rrOV()(TotNJTJ) aTE lIUlI rrpWToll a70 lITEt;, Plat. Rep. 327a2-3): in the former Lycinus. 

Timolaus and Samippus have all arrived in Piraeus to see a large grain ship which has 

put in on route to Italy from Egypt (Timolaus - o7jhal 'O€ Ka; (]"(/)(;), rrE (sc. Lycinus) TE 

1). Timolaus' desire to see the ship is even expressed in Platonic terms, for Lycinus 

greets him by saying that: 

OUK E7{J) EAE7011 OTI 6a:rroll TOUt; 7Urrat; EWAot; lIEKPOt; Ell cPallEP(!J KE/jhElIOt; ~' 

6Eajha TI T(~)l./ rrapaootwlI T'jhoAaoll 'OlaAa6ol, Kall €it; KOPI1I6oll 'OEOI 

TOlaUTa, (Ibid.) 

The adjective cPIAo6EaJhWlI recalls the discussion of who should be called a philosopher 

at Rep. 475d-476b where the cPIA"f;KOOI Kat cPlAo6EajhOllE~ (476b4) are distinguished 

from the genuine philosophers.42 The implication is that Timolaus is one of those who 

merely revel in beautiful sights, but not beauty itself: 

cP(Ullat; o'(}'7I"aSOllTal Ka; xpoat; Ka; axfJJhaTa Kat rrallTa Ta €K T<'VlI TOIOUT(Ull 

0'fJjhtoUP7oUJhElIa, aUTou O€ TOU KaAOU O,OUlIaTOt; aUTtV)) rq OUl,))ola Ti))) cPurrlll 

;'OEllI T€ Kat o'(}'7I"arrarr6al, (Plat. Rep. 476b4-8)43 

42 Plato only uses </lIA08Eri/L(U)) in the Republic and only during this discussion: 475d2, 475e4, ...J.76aIO, 

476h4, :md where it is recapped at 479a3. 

43 Cf. (Calasiris to Cnemon) 'EITE; ()i c/)/ArYJKO~ T/~ ET))a; /1-01 </la1vn Ka; KaNv)) aKot)(T/LriTW)) aKoPHrroc; 

(HId. 3.4.11). 
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Already the tone is set for the ensuing discussion in which Lycinus, in typical Lucianic 

vein, criticises and attacks the views of his interlocutors as being too concerned with 

material things rather than with living a quiet and contented life. 

In addition to Lycinus, Timolaus and Samippus, there is a fourth interlocutor, 

Adeimantus, but he has wandered off (Lycinus - N'l) b:.ia, Kat ' A'a€ijkavror; 0 

nAr/;I3€t TWlJ l3€aT/VlJ Nav. 1). The three decide to head off back to Athens in the 

likelihood that Adeimantus has already started off (Nav. 4). They spot him at Nav. 

10, but he is deaf to the shouts of his friends: 

'h'lJ jk~ TOU h",aTlou Aa/3ojk€lJot u€ hrt rrrp Et/;W/-L€lJ, ('JJ ' A'a€'jkavr€, OUx 

LmaKOUU€tr; rf)/-LIlJ j30/VUtlJ, aMa Ka; <PPOvrlC;Ovrt €OtKar; hr; uuwoiar; T/lJOr; ou 

This recalls what Ie cA Socrates to remain in Piraeus, where he was subsequently 

embroiled in a mammoth discussion. Polemarchus had seen him and Glaucon oi'Ka'a€ 

(;)PW'fJjkElJOUr; (Rep. 327b2) and had sent a slave to call them back: 

Kat jkou omrrl3€lJ 0 nair; Aa/3ojk€lJor; TOU l""aT/ou, K€A€u€t ujkar;, €<P'Y}, 

IToA€jkapxor; n€pljk€IlJat. Kat €')'w jk€T€rrrprup'Y}lJ T€ Kat rhPOjk'Y}lJ onou aUTOr; 

€i~. (Rep. 327b4-6) 

They wait and Sh0l1ly afterwards Polemarchus appears, accompanied by Adeimantus, 

Glaucon's brother, Niceratus and several others. This Adeimantus is one of the chief 

interlocutors of the Republic,44 and after the argument with Thrasymachus which tills 

most of the first book, he and his brother take up the bulk of the discussion with 

44 Adeimantus is also an interlocutor at the beginning of the Parmenides. Two other men with the 

Ilame Adeimantus are mentioned at Protagoras 315e4-5: Ka; T(~ , A()EljLaVT(IJ ~4>()TEP(IJ, ;; 7t K'I'lm()os-
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Socrates, as he attempts, at their insistence, to demonstrate why justice IS worth 

possessing in and for itself. 

Lucian's Adeimantus was distracted by the thought of all the wealth that such 

a ship as they had seen would bring, and this leads to the four men taking turns to 

express their greatest fantasies. Adeimantus would wish for unbridled wealth and 

Samippus dreams about commanding an all-conquering army, both of which meet 

with Lycinus' cynical disdain. Timolaus is the last to indulge himself (at the 

conclusion Lycinus passes on his turn: he has had enough fun laughing at the others) 

and he wants Hermes to meet him and give him a set of rings with certain powers 

Nav. 42). Among one which will give him health, another which will make him strong, 

one which will enable him to fly, one which will put people to sleep and unbolt any 

door, and another which will make people fall in love with him, is: 

This, of course, is a reference to the story of Gyges' ring, which is found ill the 

Republic as Glaucon and Adeimantus are formulating their request for a 

demonstration that justice is worth possessing in and for itself. Glaucon's argument is 

that just people are just because they do not have the power to be unjust, and that 

both the just and the unjust would be unjust if they had the freedom. One way in 

which this freedom could be achieved would be €; aUTo/~ "(EvolTo oiav TrOTE <paCTlv 

who found a ring, and while at a meeting he fiddled with it: 
, 

Kal 

(;/aA€"(€CT8at (V~ Tr€P; O;XOIh€VOtl. Ka; TOV 8atlWl/';€/v T€ Kat miA/v 

rn/t/nJAa</)(7wTa TOV (;aKTuAlOv O"Tp€tj;al €~(u TIJV CT<p€v(;ov7}V, Kat O"Tpifavra 



cPaVEPOV ,,(EV€aiJat, Ka; Tofho EwOrf;o-aVTa (J/Tf01TEtpaafJa TOU OaKTt.JAIOt.J Ei 

TaUT'Y}V EXOt TI]V ouvaJjJIV, Kat aVT(!J OUTW o-t.JJjJ!3aIVEtV, O"TpMJOVTt JjJEV E;a-W 

TI]V o-$EVOOVY)V aOrf;A(tJ "(1"(vE0-8at, ESW OE Orf;A(!) (Rep. 35ge6-360a7). 
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Adeimantus is not as common a name as Hipparchus,45 only 5 out of 50 attestations 

are dated later than the second century Be and one of these is Lucian's fictional 

character. These statistics, allied to the case outlined above, make it a reasonably 

secure suggestion that Lucian named his Adeimantus after the interlocutor of Plato's 

Republic. His purpose in so doing was to highlight the relationship between his work 

and Plato's. 

Lucian's Symposium, another work with an obvious debt to a Platonic 

predecessor, may also contain a character whose name was derived from a Platonic 

source. At Symp. 26 Hetoemocles, in a stroppy letter, casts aspersions on the 

philosopher to whom Aristaenetus, the host of the party, has trusted his son Zeno: 

E; OE wi) a;ax,oov 1]v €JjJE A€"(EtV Ta TOtaUTa, Kav Tt rrpOo-€Fh}Ka, 01TEP o-u, E; 

6€AEtc;, 1Tapa ZW1TUp0t.J TOU 1TatOa"(w"(ou aUTou JjJa801C; (LV aArr;8Ec; OJ), 

Zopyrus is also the name of Alcibiades' tutor, whom Socrates mentions when he is 

destroying Alcibiades' claims that he amounts to something: 

0-0; 0', (7) , AAKtptaorr;, I1EptKA1}'c; €1T€O"T'Y)o-E 1TatOa,,((lJ,,(oJ) T/;)J) 0IKET(7w TOJ) 

aXOEloTaTov U1TO "(rf;pWC;, Z(:mupoJ) TOV 0p(j,Ka, (Plat. Ale. I 122a8-b2) 

It hardly seems likely that the conjunction of name and job description IS a 

coincidence, especially given a passage from a letter of Alciphron, where the parasite 

Oenolalus is complaining to Poteriophlyarus about the sudden stinginess of the young 

man on whom he depends: 

.j:i LGPN I has 9, II :26, lILA 10, and IILB 5. 
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" '" 1\ a i. ....... \ \ '5' "~, , 
EKE/VOU 'Yap UTWt; Olaf'J0N(J TU1rE/t; Ta £UTa 1rEpl Tat; OO(TE/~ KaTEa-M') 

1M KP01rPE1rECTTEPOt; Kat c/>E/(;WA(fj T(fj jkETP(p KE'XP'Y)Tal 1rEP; Tat; oamLVat;. 

(Alciphr. 3.21.1) 

This Zopyrus fulfils a similar role and Benner/Fobes comment that "The name was 

perhaps suggested by Lucian, Symposium 26.,,46 Perhaps it was, but it is also possible 

that Alciphron took the name directly from Plato. At any rate, the case that Plato i5 

the ultimate source seems guite convincing - the name Zopyrus each time refers to the 

tutor or foster-father of a young man and he does not appear - but the sheer number 

of attestations in LGPN might easily count against it, for I has 85, II 181, III.A 106, 

and III.B 117.47 These statistics might make us think again here, for the parallel is 

one-dimensional and not as water-tight as that for Apuleius' Socrates. I would argue 

that it is in such cases that caution should be exercised and the argument considered 

possible rather than probable or certain.48 

Another Platonic name that finds its way into a work of Lucian is 

Euthydemus.49 At Hermotimus 11 Lycinus explains to the budding Stoic Hermotimus 

why there is no point going to the lecture of his teacher, because there is not going to 

46 (1949), p.201, n.d. 

47 A significant total of 489. 

48 It should also be noted that there is a Zopyrus in Chariton's novel. He is named twice as 

Rllodogune's father (5.3.4; 7.5.5) and is present to give an air of historical verisimilitude (cf. Her. 

3.160.2; TllUc. 1.109.3), for which see Hunter (1994). 

49 Jones (1986), p.30, suggests that tbe mention of this character may represent "a dash of actuality 

'" since a very eminent member of the school (sc. the Peripatetic school), a teacher of Galen, was 

called 'Eudemos"'. However, in tlle light of tlle literary associations which tllis name can evoke, it 

seems more likely tllat it was chosen for such a reason. 
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be one. For his teacher had had dinner at Eucrates', had argued with Euthydemus the 

Peripatetic, had drunk and eaten too much and had been ill. Hermotimus asks who 

won the argument, and Lycinus replies that at first they were level, but that the Stoic 

Tpa0J-a rraI1-I1-E7E(jE~ €xovra €)) Tfj KEcPaAfj (Herm. 12). Lycinus, with heavy sarcasm, 

then relates how Hermotimus' teacher won and how Euthydemus came by his wound: 

, , ~ "'"I ' -11 ,~ ~ , "I ' , a '"\ "." , .L. 
P~OIO)) aUTO)) EI\E7XErnJal, 0 OlOao-Kal\O~ o-OU 0 ,...,EI\T/O"TO~ 0)) E/X€ o-KUqJOV 

€KpaT'Y}o"EV. (Ibid.) 

Euthydemus is characterised as €AE7KTIKO~, and this is a trait he shares with his 

Platonic namesake. In the eponymous dialogue Socrates tells Crito of the discussion 

that occurred the day before between himself, a young man called Cleinias, Ctesippus, 

who is one of Cleinias' lovers, and the sophist brothers Euthydemus and 

Dionysodorus.5o Socrates claims that he was overawed by the wisdom of the sophists, 

for as well as being skilled at fighting in armour, speaking in court and being able to 

teach both, they have added another skill: 

This they put into practice on Cleinias, whom Socrates said needed the education. 

They asked him a series of sophistic questions which were designed to trip the young 

man up, the first of which was: rroTEpo; E;o-I Tivv al.l(jp(~rrwl.l 01 p.av(javovrE~, 01 0-0<1>01 ~\ 01 

50 See BrcUlham (1989), pp.69-80, for an analysis of the humour in this dialogue. and ch.2. passim. 

for the relationship between Lucian' s dialogues and their Platonic ancestors. 
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alka8€%; (Euthd. 275d3-4). Cleinias was uncertain and Socrates urged him to say what 

he thought: 

K \, , f 1\ '!\ '.1, '\ \.,.. I 

al €V TOtJT({J 0 UIOVtJ(TOOWPO~ rrpO(TKtJ4fla~ IWI /kIKpOV rrpo~ TO OtJ~, rravtJ 

/k€/~/a(Ta~ T(t> rrpO(T(V7r(p, Ka; /k7)V, €c/Yf} , (Toi, iJJ LWKpaT€~, rrpOA€.'yw OTI 

This is what happened, and what happened repeatedly, showing how fond of refuting 

the pair were. 

The unwillingness bf Lucian's Euthydemus to expose himself to refutation 

(OU~E rrap€IX€ P9-~IOV aUTov €/...€'Yx€af)al Herm. 12) is also paralleled by his Platonic 

namesake and his brother. After the discussion, and the ostensible education of 

Cleinias, failed to make satisfactory progress and both Socrates and Ctesippus had 

broken in out of frustration, Dionysodorus agreed with the question that Socrates 

posed in perplexity at one line of argument: liMo TI t/;€tJ~ij A€'Y€IJ) OUK €(TTW; (Euthd. 

286c6). Socrates asked whether he was just saying this to be shocking, 7}' (;)~ aA'YJ(k;'~ 

~OK€I (TOI OU~€;~ €lval a/kafYh~ av8p(Vrrwv; (Euthd. 286dI2-13). Dionysodorus replied: 

(Dionysodorus) 

(Socrates) 

(Euthydemus) 

(Socrates) 

• A ii' ,,, J.. "i t" ft/\./\a (TtJ, €4J'YJ, €/\€'YSOV. 

In fact Euthydemus and Dionysodorus were not so much unwilling to be refuted as 

being in denial that such a thing as refutation was possible! 

Socrates had another go at questioning Cleinias, in an effort to show the sort 

of thing he imagined might be beneficial, and after an intervening discussion with 
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Crito as to what exactly they had been trying to get at, Socrates relates how 

Euthydemus offered to tell him what he wanted to know. His argument was the 

fallacious one that if someone knows something, he is knowing, and therefore he 

knows everything. Socrates summed this up (Euthd. 293d4-8), to which Euthydemus 

moved up a gear: 

T'~' '" ~" , '5' E'll'~ '" II ~ ", 'll " 1 O€, 'YJV 0 €7(V, W . I)rJI)O'YJJ.h€, (jl) 01) 7r€7TovrJa~ TOI)TO TO aUTO rrarJo~; €7W 

Ti;w OVTWV, To' ~€ OUK m/a-raa-8ov; (Euthd. 293e2-6), 

to which the reply was: (lHKIa-ra 7€ (Euthd. 293e7). This refusal to be persuaded (cf. 

7r€i8€a-8at OUK ,;}8€A€V Herm. 12) continued as the brothers culminated in claiming that 

they knew everything from the time of their birth (Euthd. 294e9-10). No one believed 

this and Euthydemus said he could prove that Socrates too would agree, if he 

answered his questions. Socrates replies: ' AJJ..o, WY;v, .)jv ~' €7W, 0~/a-ra Tau-ra 

After both Socrates and Ctesippus had conversed with EUthydemus and 

Dionysodorus and no progress had been made, Socrates describes to Crito the 

rapturous reception the sophists received and the heavily sarcastic encomium he 

delivered to them. He said that their most magnificent achievement was that they 

cared nothing for men other than their own sort: 

" , '5' ~ (I I 'i I , \" ,.", , '" 

€7(V 7ap €I) olOa OTt TOI)TOI)~ TOI)~ 1\07ol)~ 7raVI) Jh€V av 01\'70' a'Yamp€v 

Crito on the other hand is not so convinced: 
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!\ ' I "'t' '1' "" , ( , E'l)~' ..!.."\"\'" KIl.JOIJl.JEIJW J1-EVTOI Ka'}'w Elt; EIl.Jal TWl.J 0UX 01l-0IWl.J 1J[]IJO'Y)J1-(tJ, a/V\ EKEIl.JWl.J 

ifw ~rY; Kal (J'U €AE'}'Et;, TWl.J ';;~IOl.J al.J €gEAE,},'XPJ1-€l.JWl.J uno TWl.J TOIOVrltJl.J Ao'}'wl.J 

,;; €gEAE'}'XOvrWl.J. (Euthd. 304cS-d2) 

The implication, of course, is that Euthydemus and his sort would rather refute than 

be refuted. 

The final element of the character of Lucian's Euthydemus is that he is aAaS(~l.J 

(Herm. 12), and this too may be derived from Plato's eponymous dialogue. For after 

Socrates had finished his first example of the form which he thought a hortatory 

dialogue should take, Dionysodorus took up the challenge and asked: 

(Socrates) ilal.J1J J1-Ev 00l.J. 

(Dionysodorus) NUl.J ~€, 1} ~' Ot;, IO..€Il.Jlat; nOTEpOl.J (J'o<pOt; €fJ'TIl.J ,;; oU; 

(Socrates) 

aAaS(~Jl.J. (Euthd. 2S3c5-S) 

The reader is to infer from this that someone who claimed to be wise, at least in the 

opinion of Socrates who famously denied any knowledge to himself, would be 

aAaS(~Jl.J. The whole dialogue revolves around whether Dionysodorus and Euthydemus 

are as wise as they claim to be, or even wise at all, and they themselves are shown to 

be guilty of aAaSOl.JEla by Socrates' exposing of their sophistic tactics. In short, 

nothing could better describe Plato's Euthydemus and his brother than Lucian's 

description of his Euthydemus. 

That such a short passage could be expected to remind a reader of an entire 

dialogue might be supported by another instance of the same name, this time in 

Alciphron. 4.7 consists of a letter from the courtesan Thais to a young man called 
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Euthydemus.
51 

He has deserted her for philosophy, and she claims that his master is a 

hypocrite and asks, before proving the opposite, whether Euthydemus thinks sophists 

are better than courtesans: oi'€1 ~€ ~,aq,€p€'ll €Ta;pa~ (TOq"O'T"!;ll; (4.7.4). Part of her proof 

that the company of courtesans is to be preferred consists of a comparison of the 

teaching abilities of Aspasia, who taught Pericles, and Socrates, who taught Critias. 

The mention of Socrates might be thought to direct the reader's attention to Plato, 

and in particular the philosophical protreptic which is the theme of Plato's 

Euthydemus, but Benner/Fobes note that "The name of the addressee (sc. 

Euthydemus) may have been suggested by Xenophon, Menwrabilia i.2.29, where 

Critias and his friend Euthydemus are mentioned together.,,52 Xenophon relates the 

story of how Socrates tried to dissuade Critias, who was enamoured of Euthydemus, 

from unbecoming conduct. This forms part of a larger defence of Socrates against the 

charge of corrupting the youth, and Xenophon concludes his treatment of Alcibiades' 

and Critias' relationships with Socrates, the two most obvious cases of failure,53 by 

arguing thus: 

q,afrrJV ~' all €7W7€ IJ/Y)~€ll; 1h'Y)~€Ih;all €lllal rra;~€()(Tlll rrapa TOU Wl} 

ap€(TKOllTO~. KpIT;a~ ~€ Ka; 'AAKIj3I(J,~'Y)~ OUK ap€(TKOllTO~ aUTol~ LWKpaTO()~ 

/vlhl/..'Y)(TaT'Yjll 0)" XOOllOll (VIU/"€'T'Yjll aUT(!J, aM' €UeU~ €S apx0~ (;)IhP'Y)KOT€ 

rrpOHrrallal T'ii~ rro/..€w~. (Mem. 1.2.39) 

51 Goldhill (1995), p.99, briefly analyses this letter, but does not note whether the name Euthydemus 

might be significant. 

52 (1949), p.263, B.C. 

", S X MIl 2 12' 'A ...... ' !,!L- NE 0 Ka...,../wolV, LCIJKpaTEI Of..LIA'l]TU rElIOf..L€lICIJ K,oITj~ TE Kat . . ee en. ell. .. . J-VV\ 0:;'V'1 / • '/' ,.., 

, A 1 (3 '~# .1 ~ "'1' , 
fV\KI lav,l'> 1T/\€/(l'Ta KaKa 'T'Tjll1TO/\/lI €1rOI"f}U'a'T'Tjll. 
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This might be thought a problem for the case that Alciphron names the addressee of 

the letter with this text in mind, for it forms part of an argument designed to show that 

Socrates was not in fact to be held accountable for the actions of his rogue students. 

The mention of Critias in the letter is also not surprising, given his notoriety and the 

argument the courtesan is making. 

Benner/Fobes do not point out that Euthydemus is the interlocutor for large 

parts of Mem. 4, and this seems like a better source. Mem. 4.2 tells how Socrates 

observed that Euthydemus was confident that his collection of books had given him 

wisdom beyond his years (J)o/hlt;ovra ~/a<b€P€/J) TWJ) 'hAIKIW'T(7)J) €J) (To<f>'{L Mem. 4.2.1) and 

sought to try him out and show him that he needed instruction. Socrates makes 

various overtures, and eventually, during the course of their conversations, 

Euthydemus realises that his philosophy is insufficient and that he can not provide 

answers even about things which one should know (Mem. 4.2.23). Unlike many who 

were put off by Socrates' elenctic method: 

, ~"" ~ , " ~ ~ ,~ , , ~ (M 4 2 40) aJ)a'YKalOJ) €lrrJ' €J)la O€ Kal €/hItJ-€/TO (uJ) €K€/J)05 €1T€T'Y)OEU€J). em... 

This conversion of Euthydemus to Socrates' philosophy would seem to be the ideal 

model for Alciphron's letter. However, part of Thais' argument: rro(T(!) ~E a/h€/J)ou5 

4.3, where Xenophon claims that Socrates tried to instil (T(u<PPO(TuJ)'rj, and gives as an 

example a conversation with Euthydemus: rrp/if-roJ) /hEJ) ~~ rr€p; fi€OU5 €rr€lpaTO (T(~<ppoJ)a5 

rrOI€W TOU5 (TtJJ)oVTa5 (Mem. 4.3.2). 

There are other factors to consider. Alciphron's Euthydemus does go to the 

Academy (€i5 -rhJ) 'AKa~rrJ/h,aJ) (TOP€'i5 4.7.1) to pursue his philosophy, and Thais' jibe 
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that: ou(J' aglO~€v a(J€Ac/>a~ Kat JJIY)Tparrl fJ-I')'Vurr6al TOUS (Lvopas. aM' O~6E 'Yuvat9v 

aMoTp/ats (4.7.5) seems to be a dig at Plat. Rep. 457c-461e. 54 On the other hand the 

mention that Euthydemus' master rrporrc/>B€lp€Tal (J€ 'EprruM/(Jt TV M€'YG,pas appr;t 

(4.7.3) seems to allude to Aristotle's concubine. In addition, Alciphron can hardly be 

intending the historical Euthydemus to be meant, since Socrates and Critias are 

referred to in the past tense (4.7.7). 

The case of Alciphron's Euthydemus highlights the amount of textual 

knowledge and cultural background which an educated Greek reader could be 

expected to bring to a text. Rather than rely on Plato or Xenophon alone, Alciphron 

has woven a letter, whose theme may be familiar, but whose texture is rich. In such 

cases, where it might appear that there is no clear candidate, it might be thought futile 

to argue that one source was the inspiration for a character's name. On the other 

hand, although Alciphron is drawing on a tradition of philosophy and anti

philosophy,55 the fact that the name he used occurs in one or two parts of that 

tradition might be adequate.56 After all, the whole letter need not depend on the work 

from which the name was derived, nor need it be consistent with it, and the theme of 

Plato's Euthydemus and Euthydemus' conversion in Xenophon's Memorabilia are, I 

54 See 1.2.2, p.14-S, for Lucian's fondness oftllisjoke. 

55 See Goldhill (1995) for the argument as a whole. 

56 It might, of course. occur in parts which are lost. but tllat is of 110 great cOlleem if the parts which 

all' not lost are enough in tlH.'Illselves. 
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think, sufficient to argue that these are the sources for the name of Alciphron' s 

Euthydemus. 57 

The above examples demonstrate that Plato was one source on which second 

sophistic authors could draw for their names. But not only did they take names from 

the Platonic corpus, they also used these names for the allusive texture which they 

could lend their works. The nature of these allusions is varied, from the contrast 

between the famous Socrates and a character who shares his name, but who is 

pointedly very different, to the brief description of a Euthydemus which at once 

recalls the characterisation of his namesake in Plato's eponymous dialogue. The 

persuasiveness of individual cases is also affected by the data provided by LGPN. 

Given the occurrence of the phenomenon of Platonic names in other writers and the 

fact that Achilles Tatius has not yet been noted as having any particular source or 

sources for his names, an investigation into whether some of the names in Leucippe 

and Cleitophon are derived from the Platonic corpus can proceed unimpeded. 

1.4 Achilles Tatius and Plato 

Although it will vary slightly,58 my procedure in dealing with names that occur in both 

Plato and Achilles Tatius will be the following. I shall first consider how common 

each name is, using the data contained in LGPN.
59 

I shall then investigate whether 

57 Euthydemus is attested 63 times in LGPN. There is only one non-fictional atlestation for the 

imperial period, and there are 50 attestations in II, 43 of which are from the 5th to 3rd centuries Be. 

58 In the case of Charm ides, where I shall first consider how tile name is reserved by Achilles Tatius 

to be revealed in a particular episode, before exploring whetiler any allusions to Plato can be 

detected. 

59 See tile Appendix for my use of the LGPN data. 
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there are any allusions in tenns of verbal echoes, similar character traits and/or 

deliberate, humorous perversions between the respective words, deeds and situations 

of those bearers of each name in Plato's works and of the characters to whom 

Achilles Tatius assigned the same name. I shall lastly consider other fictional instances 

of each name to see whether those that predate the novels are better candidates than 

Plato's figures, and whether the bearers of those that are roughly contemporary with 

Leucippe and Cleitophon exhibit any similarities with their namesakes in the novel. 

1.5 Charmides 

1.5.1 Charmides in LGPN 

BC AD 

. ... .. 
i I II iii IV V Total VI v IV III II 

I I 5.5 6.3 3.8 2.3 19 

II 0.5 7.5 6 2 8 2 1.3 3.3 3.3 34 

ill. A 0.3 0.3 0.3 1 

III.B I I I 1 4 

Total 1.5 9.5 11.5 9.3 11.8 4.3 1.6 4.6 3.6 58 
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Charmides is not an uncommon name. The majority of bearers date from the classical 

and Hellenistic periods, and the relative scarcity of imperial examples is increased by 

the fact that two of the second century instances are fiction al characters from Lucian 's 

DMeretr. 2 and 11 (on which, see below, 1.5.4). The argument that it is a name with 

literary connotations would be enhanced if Lucian 's uses are relevantly similar to 

Achilles Tatius ' . 

1.5.2 Charmides in Achilles Tatius 

Charmides is introduced at 3.14.1 as (; a-rparrryoc; , at which point he is not named, 

even though Cleitophon, by virtue of the fact that he is narrating pas t events, is in a 

position to name him. He does not meet Leucippe, for she is in the possession of the 

bandits, but encounters Cleitophon among those his army has rescued fro m the ir 

clutches. Impressed by Cle itophon's riding skills he makes him a (; /-LOTparr€SOlJ (3. 14.2) . 

At dinner he asks Cleitophon for his story and is moved to tears by it (3. 14.2-4) . Even 

if the general ' s name had not been revealed to him e~u-lie r , it is very unl ikely that 

Cleitophon would not have leamed it during the course of his conversation wi th him , 

yet he still does not le t his narratee know what it is. At 3. 15.S C leitophon mentions 

that the ge neral witnessed the (a pparent) disembowelment l) [ Leucippc aml th at. at 

3.16.1, he tried to conso le him . Afte r C le itophon has bee n reunited with 1enclaus amI 
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Satyrus, and they have explained the trickery of Leucippe's Scheintod, he takes 

Menelaus to the general, who interviews him about the size of the enemy force 

(3.24.1-2). At 4.1.1 the general decides to wait for reinforcements. 

It is not until 4.2.1 that Cleitophon reveals the name of the general: 

At this point Charmides becomes one of the familiar love-rivals of the Greek novels: 

KaA€1 orq 7TPO~ T7;v 6Eav (sc. of the hippopotamus hunt) rY;/J-a~ (; 

'J..LJ 1..'" , 'A' ). \ t " 'lJ' ( __ 1. ' 
ot/Jf}a/,+,-,Ol)~ €IX0/J-€V, Em €UKI1!7r'YJV u€ ° o-rpaT'Y)'Y0~' Kat EUOl)~ HL/\(uKEt. 

(4.3.1.) 

In order to feast his eyes he tries to keep the couple near him as long as possible by 

extending the conversation about the animal. He then takes the opportunity to embark 

on a lengthy description of the elephant and the sweetness of its breath (4.4) and then 

on the source of that sweetness (4.5), at the beginning of both of which chapters 

Cleitophon refers to him by his name. 60 When at last he finishes he sends for 

Cleitophon's friend Menelaus and asks him to procure Leucippe for him (4.6.1-2). 

Menelaus cannily agrees and tells Cleitophon the situation (4.6.3). They decide to 

humour the general, so as not to risk his wrath (4.6.3-4). 

Cleitophon delayed the introduction of Charmides' name and has only used it 

three times until this point. During the next chapter, 4.7, which forms the crux of 

Charmides' infatuation with Leucippe and his reaction to it, Cleitophon calls him by 

name no fewer than five times. Menelaus returns 7TPO~ 'TO)) Xap/J-IOrrj)) (4.7.1) and tells 

60 0 X(J,PfL;~I~ (dITE (..J..4.1), and €4nJ X(J,PfL;~ (4.5.1). 
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him that Leucippe, after much protestation, has consented, but wants to wait until 

they arrive in Alexandria, for at the moment they are in a village and everyone can see 

everything (4.7.1-2). Charmides, however, says that that even a small delay is 

anathema to him, so extreme is his desperation. He argues61 that waiting is a risky 

business while one is at war, that he needs prompt healing, and that sex with Leucippe 

would be a good omen before battle (4.7.2-5). Menelaus counters this by saying that 

it would not be easy for her to trick Cleitophon who is greatly in love with her, but (; 

XapJh;~'Y)~ is not afraid to send Cleitophon away (4.7.5-6). Menelaus, 'Opivv ... TaU 

XapJh;~Ol.J -r0v O'7TOl.J~'l}v, resorts to concocting the excuse that Leucippe began her 

period the day before (4.7.6-7). (; XapJh;~'Y)~ agrees to wait, but still wants her to go to 

him so that he can hear her voice, hold her hand, touch her and even kiss her (4.7.7-

8). The problem for the protagonists posed by Channides is obviated by Leucippe's 

fit, which now takes centre stage, and thereafter he is not referred to by name. He 

comes to see what is happening (4.9.3), is glad to send for the anny doctor (4.10.3), 

is ordered by the satrap of Egypt to fight the bandits and makes preparations to do so 

(4.11.1-2), approaches the bandits' stronghold (4.13.1), refuses to accept the terms 

they offer (4.13.5), follows them (4.13.6), and is killed (4.14.4). 

Almost all the named characters in Leucippe and Cleitophon are named as 

they appear, shortly after they appear, or even before they appear. The exceptions to 

this are Charm ides, Pasion, and possibly Satyrus. Satyrus is named at 1.16.1, where 

Gaselee complains that he is "rather inartistically introduced without further 

61 , X ''1<- T (4 7 2) o J aPJJ.-/U'r}<; E mE ., . 
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description".62 It is possible that he is referred to at 1.6.5, where Cleitophon is woken 

from a dream: 

, i'" (I ,i' 
arrOA€(ra~ OlJEtPOlJ OI.lTW 'YAI.IKI.IlJ. 

Cleitophon immediately storms off to search for Leucippe. Pasion is fIrst mentioned at 

5.25.1. Melite goes to see Cleitophon who is being held in a ~wJ-LamolJ (5.23.7), and 

talks to the guard before slipping inside (~taJ...Ex6EIO"a T(f> n}lJ cPI.IAaK'YW n}lJ €wYw 

rr€1rtO"TEI.lIk€lJ({) EiO"€PXETat rrpo~ J.hE Aa()ouO"a TOU~ aJJ...OI.I~ 5.25.1). She seduces Cleitophon 

and they make a plan for his escape (5.25.2-6.1). As Cleitophon, dressed in Melite's 

clothes, leaves, the guard makes way (0 cPuAa,£ TOU OiK'i)J.haTO~ alJEX(Vp'I'}O"E 6.2.1). When 

he has got away, Melantho, Melite's maid who is in on the scheme, goes back and 

alJOI'YEtlJ EK€AEI.IElJ a(;()t~ 6.2.2). This he does. Melantho goes in and tells Melite of 

Cleitophon's escape and then calls the guard (KaAEI TOlJ cPuAaKa 6.2.3). His reaction is 

understandable: 

Melite tells him that she deceived him, not in case he might be unwilling to 

comply, but that he might be blameless. She then gives him some money so that he 

can stay or flee. Only at this point is he named: 

62 (1969), p.49, n.3. Vilborg (1962), p.33, remarks that Satyrus is introduced "Without further 

notice", and points out that he has been thought to be the 1T(LI~ who plays and sings at dinner (1.5.4). 

Satyrus, however, is surely too old to be described in this way, and one might expect the song of 

Apollo and Daphne which so inspires Cleitophon 0.5.5-7) to appear in a later conversation, if it was 

Satyrus who had sung it. 
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Kat (; TIa(TIWV - Toih'o 'Yap ?}'V OVOJ.ha TqJ cPuAaK' -, "TICl-vU," €cP'Y), "O€OirOllia, 

TO (TOI OOKOUV KaJ.hol OOKEI KaAw~ €XE'V." (6.2.5) 

Melite advises him to go away and return when Thersander is less angry, and this is 

what he does. 

If it is Satyrus who is referred to at 1.6.5, there is little opportunity for him to 

be named, especially since Cleitophon does not relate what was said at the time. Nor 

is an actual conversation with Pasion related, until Melite explains her actions to him 

at 6.2.4-5. Only now does Cleitophon tell his narratee what his guard's name was. It 

is possible that the name was reserved for a reason, but also equally possible that 

there had been no need to reveal his name until the frrst time any words addressed to 

him were related.63 Direct speech involving Charmides, on the other hand, occurred as 

early as 3.24. The small number of exceptions to the normal naming practice in 

Leucippe and Cleitophon and the fact that Charmides is the one of these where 

Achilles Tatius could have most easily and naturally revealed the character's name 

earlier than he did, point towards some significance in the way the name Charmides is 

held back until the episode where he becomes infatuated with Leucippe. 

63 This raises the question of why go to tlle trouble of giving him a name at all, and this may point to 

sometlling more elaborate. Pasion is not, however, a Platonic name, and so does not concem tllis 

tllesis. 
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1.5.3 Charmides in Achilles Tatius and Plato 

Cha11llides is familiar to a reader of Plato from several passages in different 

dialogues.
64 It is to the eponymous dialogue that it is natural to tum first. Plato's 

Charmides contains a discussion between Socrates, Cha11llides and Critias concerning 

the nature of (Tw<pPO(Tuvy). Its alternative title was rrEpt (Tw<PPO(TuVY)~ (D. L. 3.59). In it 

various definitions of (Tw<PPO(Tuvy) are advanced, first by Charmides, and then by 

Critias, all of which are more or less refuted by Socrates. However, it is not from any 

of these definitions that Achilles Tatius draws in portraying his own Charmides, rather 

he derives humour from the contrasts and comparisons between the characterisations 

of his Charmides and Plato's Cha11llides. The Platonic dialogue focuses on (Tw<ppoa-Uv'Y) 

ostensibly to see if Cha11llides possesses it. After the preliminaries and before the 

discussion proper Critias says of Charmides: 

Critias) 
'~I ~ ~ ~ J.. I ,_ "1"1 ' "~ I 'f" J..' , 
IUErtt UOKEI Ula~EpEIV, a/V\a Kal aUT(!) TO UT(!) , OU (TU tpV~ "M}V 

hr(!)~~V €XEIV' <piJ~ ~€ (TW<PpO(TUVY)~' ?) ,ap; 

(Socrates) ilavu ,E, ?}V ~' €,(v. 

,..., , ,...,. ii' ,tI ( '1 ,tl , ~ , 

T({)V VUVI, Kal Ta/V\a rraVTa, E/~ O(TOV 'Y)/\IKla~ 'Y)KE/, OUU€J)O~ 

XEtPWV l!Jv. (Plat. Charm. 157d 1-8) 

In the episode in which he falls in love with Leucippe Achilles Tatius' Channides is 

not at all (T(v<PP(uv. The significance of Achilles Tatius' not revealing his name through 

Cleitophon until this episode and then using it only while the episode lasts can now be 

64 Of his appearances in Platonic dialogues, whether thought genuine or otherwise, all will he 

discussed except Prot. 315al-2, where he is merely mentioned as one of those dancing auendance on 

Protagoras. 
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seen:65 Achilles Tatius wants to highlight the discrepancy between the characters of 

the two figures with the name Charmides. 

Charmides in Plato is not so straightforward, however, and there are other 

correlations between Plato's portrayal of him and Achilles Tatius' character. At the 

end of Charmides Critias and Charmides between them agree that Chaimides should 

put himself in Socrates' (philosophical) care. Socrates asks (somewhat ironically, for 

Charmides is the sort of youth to which Socrates was attracted and with which he 

spent a good deal of his time) what they are plotting: 

B I " '" l\" I "!\" I I 1\ I (Socrates) taO"'(} apa, 'Y)V 0 €'yw, Kat OUO avaKplOWI-'-0t O(tJ<TEI~; 

, I ,..... \.,.. a "')" '" , 
€7TtTaTT€/' 7TpO~ TaUTa <TU au t-J0U/\€UOU OTt 7TOt'Y)<T€t~. 

(Socrates) 

" , ,...., _1J 'lJ I 
€<TTal €val.lTIOU<TUat avop(tJ7TWv. 

(Socrates) Ou TOIVUl.l, 0v ~' €'Y(~, €val.lTtWa-0l-'-at. (Charm. 176c5-d5) 

This passage IS alluded to by Achilles Tatius in 4.6.3-4 where Menelaus and 

Cleitophon (but not Leucippe!) discuss what they can do about Charmides' 

infatuation with her: 

65 The last mention of Channides' love for Leucippe occurs at 4.10.3 and is couched in general 

tcnns: Xa1POl)(J"/ 'Yap 0; EPWlI'W; €i~ Ta EP(UTIKa rrpOG"TU'YJLaTa. This, along with tlle fact that Cieitophon 

does not use the general's name, indicates tllat tllis facet of the narrative has now heen subordinated 

to the puzzle of Leucippe' s madness. 
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'E a A ' II 'l' '''!I ~, "E:JiI t: :JiI \ ,\ , /'Jou €U0Jf,t€oa OUJ) TI O€I rrpaTT€/J/, oo<;,€ O€ atJToJ/ arraT'ij(]"al. To T€ "Yap 

aVTIA€"Y€/J/ OUK aK;J/~UJ)oJ/ ?lJ/, W~ Ka; f>;aJ/ rrpo(]"a"YaY(J, TO OE cP€U"Y€/J/ 

, :JiI' aOUJ/aToJ/ .•. 

Cleitophon and Menelaus need to plot something against Channides, just as Socrates 

thought Critias and Channides were plotting against him and as Channides advises 

Socrates to. Nor can they oppose Channides, in case he should use force, just as 

Socrates (for different reasons) can not oppose Channides if he is being forceful. 

The same side of his character can be seen at Theages 128d8-129al, where 

Socrates gives examples of the effect his ~alJf,toJ/lOJ/ (Thg. 128d3) has on him. 

Channides provides one such instance. He was telling Socrates that he was training 

for the race at Nemea, when Socrates said to him: 

(Socrates) 

~ ~ \ , 
J/IKaJ/, "Y€ TOUTOJ/ TOJ/ ')(pOJ/OJ/ 

This recalcitrance was no doubt intended by Plato to chime in with his reader's 

knowledge of what at the dramatic date was Charmides' future career.66 The 

promising start of Channides' adult life described by Plato is already tainted by traits 

which the reader assumes will come to the fore and dominate his later actions. It is 

also, I would argue, reflected in Achilles Tatius' Charmides refusal to say no when it 

comes to Leucippe. He simply will not listen to any of Menelaus' excuses. Thus his 

66 See Xen. Hell. 2.19.4, where it is described how Charmides fell in battle with Critias. He had 

assisted him in the oligarchic revolution of 404, but perished when the democrats returned under 

Thrasybulus in 403. Achilles Tatius' Charm ides dies in battle too (4.14.4). 
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character at once embodies both the antithesis of the temperance that Plato's 

Charmides is supposed to possess and the obstinacy observable in Plato's depiction of 

his Charmides. 

One further Platonic passage in which Charmides is mentioned occurs in the 

Symposium. At the end of his speech Alcibiades says that it is not only he who has 

been mistreated by Socrates, for Charmides, Euthydemus and many others have 

suffered the same treatment: 

Ka6hrraTai alIT' €parrrou. (Symp. 222b3-4) 

This is recalled with a twist by Achilles Tatius in the passage quoted above ("E~OgE ~€ 

alJTo)) arraT0O"al) , for whereas Socrates has pretended to be Charm ides ' lover only in 

fact to become the object of his affection, Menelaus will pretend on Leucippe's behalf 

that she is willing to submit to Charmides' desires. 

It is worth mentioning the Axiochus, a dialogue that may well have been 

considered spurious in Achilles Tatius' time, for Diogenes Laertius lists it among the 

Platonic spuria: ))06EUOllTal ~€ T(~)) ~/aA()'rW)) otJ-oA.o7ol)v1))w~ ••. 'A90Xo~ (3.62). At Ax. 

364a3-5 Socrates says that he saw Cleinias running ",ETa ... XaptJ-;~OI) TOU rA.aUKW))O~. 

The author of this dialogue evidently considered it desirable to "authenticate" his 

work by including characters found in genuine Platonic dialogues, and if Charmides is 

one of those who are the most obvious candidates, this helps the case that he would 

be readily remembered by the reader of Leucippe and Cleitophon. A reader might also 

recall that Charmides was a member of the Socratic circle from Xenophon's 

Symposium, where he is an active participant in the dialogues, and also from 
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Xenophon's Memorabilia 3.7, where Socrates tries to persuade Channides to enter 

public life. Nothing is owed, however, by Achilles Tatius' Charmides to Xenophon's. 

1.5.4 Charmides in Lucian 

As mentioned above, Lucian's DMeretr. accounts for two other uses of the name 

Channides in fiction. At DMeretr. 2.4 Pamphilus explains to his lover Myrtion how 

her slave Doris could have thought he was marrying Philo's daughter. There was a 

wedding next door to his own house, and Doris had mistaken this for his. Pamphilus 

recalls the words of his mother: 

€<P'Y} 'Yap, ~O ITalk<P1A€, 0 Ik€V rf)AIKI(;JT'Y}C; UOI Xaplki'a'Y}c; TOU 7€iTOlJOC; 

'Ap,UTallJ€TOU u;oc; 'Yalk€1 ?j'a'Y} Kal U(tJ<PPOlJ€1, UI; 'a€ Ik€')(pl TilJoc; ETaipr;t uUV€/; 

The virtuous behaviour of Channides is contrasted with that of Pamphilus, and his 

charactelisation seems to be based on that of Channides in Plato's eponymous 

dialogue, especially at Charm. 157dl-8.67 There Plato's Channides is said to surpass 

his contemporaries (rf)AIKlltJT('i>V Charm. 157dl) in u(tJ<ppOuUlJ'Y}. Lucian's Channides is a 

contemporary (rf)AIKHVT'Y}C;) of Pamphilus and he surpasses him in temperance. 

The behaviour of Charmides in DMeretr. 11, this time one of those taking part 

ill the dialogue, is very different. 68 He has hired the courtesan Tryphaina to make 

Philemation, with whom he is in love, jealous. When she has discovered the reason for 

his unwillingness to take full advantage of her services and who it is he is in love with, 

67 Quoted above, p.64. 

68 It is impossible to tell whether or not this is supposed to be the same Charmides as in DMeretr. 2. 

If he is, then (],W¢POlJEI (2.4) either is shown to be untrue by Charmides' behaviour in this dialogue, 

or, if 11 comes before 2 in tenns of dramatic chronology, is given added force by comparison with 

what he wa-; like before he decided to get married. 
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Tryphaina tells him that Philemation is 45 years old, mostly bald, greying where she is 

not bald and suffers from a skin disease. Charmides, who has been hopelessly in love 

for seven months, immediately goes off Philemation and decides after all to get his 

money's worth out of Tryphaina. 

This Charmides shows very little lTwcPPOlTuvy}. His fickleness is not paralleled in 

either Plato or Achilles Tatius, but his falling in love on sight and the strength of his 

feelings are similar to the situation that the latter's character suffers. At 11.1 

Chatmides says that: "EpcuS" ikE a:rroMulTlJ/; at 4.6.2 Achilles Tatius' Charm ides says to 

Menelaus: AEUKITr1M'} II-E arroAwAEKE; at 11.2 Charmides says that he has been caught: 

€aAWKa; at 4.3.1. Cleitophon says that Charm ides, when he saw Leucippe, EUf)u~ 

€aA(VKEI. Now these are hardly rare verbs and their repetition in these cases would not 

be significant in itself were it not for the name of the characters involved. The name 

Chanuides, otherwise relatively rare in the imperial period, links these two passages 

and establishes a relationship between them and DMeretr. 2.4. The exact nature of 

this relationship is not easy to gauge, for the dating of Leucippe and Cleitophon 

relative to the DMeretr. of Lucian is an open question. However, it would seem that 

all three owe a debt to the Channides of Plato, whether by using him as a direct 

model, as in DMeretr. 2, or as a foil. That Lucian expected his readers to be familiar 

with the Charmides of Plato can be inferred from DMort. 6.6, where Menippus asks 

Socrates who those around him are. Socrates replies: Xaplkl'o'Y)s" , (V M€J/l1rTr€, Kat 

ipal~poS" Kat (; ToD KAEIJ/IOU (sc. Alcibiades).69 

69 Macleod (1961), p.187, n.I. compares Luc. DMar. 2.2 (Ka; OVKET' OA(t~ EV E/LaVTov.j]v), where 

Polyphemus describes tlle effects of tlle drugged wine which Odysseus gave him, witll Plat. Charm. 

155d4 (Ka; oVKh' EV E/LaVTOV .j]v), where Socrates is captivated by Channides. 
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1.5.5 Charmides in Roman Comedy 

The Rudens and Trinummus of Plautus both contain characters with the name 

Channides.
70 

In the fonner he is the Sicilian companion of Labrax, both of whom have 

abducted Palaestra and Ampelisca with the intention of selling them. In the latter he is 

an Athenian merchant who returns from abroad to fmd that his son has sold his house 

and who plays an active part in resolving the situation. Neither character could be 

of 
argued to be the inspiration for Achilles Tatius' Charmides or for either LLucian' s 

characters of that name. 

1.6 Gorgias 

1.6.1 Gorgias in LGPN 

(not including 2 inc. in II): 

BC AD 

VI V IV iii II I I II ii IV V Total 

I 1 1 4 9.5 21 10 5.5 2.5 2.5 57 

IT 1.5 4 7 2.5 10.5 10 4 21 0.5 1 62 

ITI.A 1 2 4.5 6.1 4.1 3.6 1.5 1 1 25 

III.B 2 2 2.3 9.8 6.3 4.5 27 

Total 5.5 7 17.5 20.4 45.4 29.9 15.5 24.5 4 1 171 

70 The Greek originals on which tlley are based, by Diphilus and Philemon respectively, are nOl 

extant. It is possible that the originals contained elements which we do not find in Plautus' plays and 

which could be traced in Achilles Tatius' Channides. See, however, 1.12. 
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Gorgias is a reasonably common name, and so to claim that a character was Diven it b 

as an allusion to someone with the same name in the work of one particular author 

requires strong justification. One of the bearers from the second century AD is 

fictional and occurs in Lucian DMeretr. 8 (for which, see below, 1.6.3). Again, if this 

use is consonant with that of Achilles Tatius , the case is strengthened. Another 

instance listed as fictional occurs in Alciphron 3.2. This accounts for the single 

"fo urth" century AD example. Alciphron's letters are set in the fourth century Be, 

and in calling his Gorgias 'ET€OpotJTa~'l/~7J he is aiming at verisimilitude. This Gorgias 

is thus out of the reckoning . There are four other fictional uses of the name Gorgias . 

Three of these occur in Menander and the other is found in a list of characters in 

P.Antinoop . 15 , a fragment of a play which mayor may not be by Menander. I shall 

deal with these earlier fictional instances after considering the relationship between the 

Gorgias of Achilles Tatius and the Gorgias of Plato , and the n that of th e Gorgias of 

Lucian to these. 

7 1 According 10 L...,)} "(I genuine son of Buies, onc of til e Lunily which surpli ~d Lh~ 11 'rcdilary pri c~t.\ 

or ALl1 cna Po lias". Bccause LCPN dee m ulis Gorgias fictional, he is assigned A lcipl1ron· s dalc. 
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1.6.2 Gorgias in Achilles Tatius and Plato 

Gorgias does not actually appear in Achilles Tatius' novel. He is, however, named 8 

times, 7 of which occurrences are found in 4.15. That Achilles Tatius used the name 

Gorgias 7 times within a relatively small amount of text would seem to be a device to 

draw the reader's attention to it and highlight any allusions this name was intended to 

evoke. He is first named at 4.15.1 by Leucippe in her sleep. She is still suffering from 

the madness that came upon her at 4.9.1. Cleitophon and Menelaus look for a Gorgias 

and meet Chaereas, who tells them that Gorgias was an Egyptian soldier. Gorgias' 

servant had told him that Gorgias had fallen in love with Leucippe and persuaded 

Leucippe's and Cleitophon's servant to administer a love-philtre. He mistakenly gave 

her this undiluted and this is what had caused her madness (4.15.1-4). He then says 

that Gorgias' servant knows how to cure her, for a fee. This he does (4.15.5-17.4). 

Putting into action the root of Leucippe's malady is the only thing in the 

narrative that Gorgias does, apart from fall in love and be killed. He was a natural 

Plato's Gorgias persistently sings the praises of rhetoric and the power of 

persuasion.72 That this fictional Gorgias was able to persuade the servant to betray his 

master and mistress can be no coincidence. There is, however, one passage in 

72 Carg. 452e-57c; 458e-60a. Cf. Phil. 58a7-b2 where Protarchus says: "HKOliOV /LEV E'YVytE, (1 

L(VKpaTEr;, f.KCUrTOTE r on/oll rroMCLKIr; (~ ,ry TOO rrEi8Elv rroAu (Slaq,EPol rralT{,w TEXV(';)V - rraVTa 'Yap uq,' alrrf/ 

(SoOAa (S,' €KDVT(UV W' 01; (SUL !3Iar; rrow'iTo, Ka; ll-aKplp ap/fJ"TI} rram';)v Ei~ T(';)V TEXV(';)II .•. Cf. also Gorg. 

HeI. 8-1..J., where Gorgias spends roughly a third of his work describing the power of rhetoric. 
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particular which Achilles Tatius seems to be drawing from here. Asked by Socrates: 

T/~ 1roTE rYJ ~uJ/ajJ-/~ EaT/J/ Tfj~ P"l}TOPIKrY}~ (Corg. 456a4-5), Gorgias, as part of his reply, 

says: 

ErrEI (]"a , OUK aM'(J TE?()/'(J 'h' Tfj P"fJTOPIKfj. (Corg. 456bl-5) 

Gorgias boasts of his ability to persuade otherwise unwilling patients to undergo their 

treatment, including drinking their cPa"jJ-aKoJ/. Achilles Tatius' character persuaded 

Leucippe's servant to mix a cPa"jJ-aKoJ/ into Leucippe's drink. Gorgias gets to put the 

skill of which his namesake is so proud to use in an attempt to satisfy his desire. 

Once the connection between the Gorgias of Achilles Tatius and the Gorgias 

of Plato has been established, other reminiscences come to light. In Plato's 

eponymous dialogue Gorgias defends his art against the criticism that some abuse it. 

At the end of his analogy of physical training he draws the conclusion that: 

" " , ii' ~ " "" (j ~ (C 457 2 4) EJ/EKa EaT/J/, a/V\ 01 jJ-"I} !(P(ujJ-EJ/OI oljJ-al op (tJ~. org. a -

He then u-ansfers this back to his own art: 

OU TOJ/ ~/~asaJ/Ta ~E/jJ-I(]"E/J/ TE Kal EK~aME/J/ EK T(:;')J/ 7r(JAEWJ/. EKE/J/O~ jJ-Ev 

'Yap Err; ~/Ka;01j !(PE/'" rrap€~(uKEJ/, (; ~' EJ/aJ/T/w~ !(prY}Tal. TOJ/ oUJ/ OUK op(jtJ~ 

'1\' \ , ,a ''1''\ ' , " i 1. I , , 

!(P(;J!l-EJ/OJ/ jJ-1(]"E/J/ alKalOJ/ Kal EKfJa/v\E/ll Kal arrOKTE/llWal a/V\ OU TOll 

~/~aSal/Ta. (Corg. 457b6-c3) 

(4.15.4). The servant has been persuaded and instructed by Gorgias, but he gets it 

wrong, and Leucippe's madness is the result. It is not always wise to argu~ for a 

verbal echo on the basis of one word, especially a common one, but !(p"l}(]"aIkEllo~ picks 
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up, I would maintain, the repeated uses of the verb and its cognates in the speech of 

Gorgias from which the above extracts are taken.73 What happens to the servant who 

failed to carry out his instructions correctly and, albeit unintentionally, used the skill 

handed over by Gorgias to disastrous effect? He is punished by Cleitophon (4.15.6), 

just as Gorgias in Plato's dialogue enjoined. 

The power of rhetoric, according to Plato's Gorgias, may be greater than that 

of the other arts, but it should be used like any other alwv/~ (Corg. 456c8). 

"Competitive skills" should not be used against just anyone, and if someone: 

, ~ , J.. 'i ' '._A"" , '.' 'J.. 'i ~ ,.., 
KpE/TTWV EIVat Kat 'PtAWV Kat e,J()Jp(IJV, OU TOUTOU EVEKa TOUS 'PI/\OUS OEt 

TUTITEIV OU(;€ KEVTEIV TE Ka; a7rOKTEtvuVat. (Corg. 45 6d2-5) 

Gorgias goes on to explain that if anyone did abuse his skill in this way, it is he who 

should be punished, and not his trainer (Corg. 456d5-457a4). This analogue finds a 

place in Achilles Tatius' novel, where Gorgias' </JrLpJkaKOV takes its effect on Leucippe. 

Cleitophon and Menelaus are told that she has suddenly fallen down and that her eyes 

are rolling, so they run to her and find her lying on the ground. Cleitophon goes up to 

her and asks her what is wrong: 

Leucippe is not abusing some skill she has learned, but the facts that she does strike 

out at her ftiends and that this is indirectly caused by Gorgias point to the passage in 

Plato. It is true that Gorgias has not been named at this stage in the novel, but the 

73 Instances other tban those quoted in the text above are: wYjlTfl(LI (456c8); wYjlTflat (456d 1); wYjrrfiat 

(456e3); xp(7wrat (457a1); XPijlTflat (457b4). 
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henneneutic process of discovering what lies behind her madness automatically links 

this with what we are told later. Her behaviour is striking enough to remain in the 

memory too. 

Two more, less important, connections are discernible. The tirst is that when 

Socrates offers Gorgias the option of ending the discussion and Gorgias seems willing 

to accept (Gorg. 458b2-c2), Chaerephon says: 

At 4.9.3 0opu(30~ 00)) 7rOAU~ 7r€P; TYY;)) rTK'Y}vY;)) aip€Tal where Leucippe is having her fit 

and struggling with Cleitophon and Menelaus. In both cases the results of Gorgias' 

eff0l1s are described with the same word. The second connection is that at the start of 

Plato's dialogue Callicles tells Socrates that Gorgias has just given a presentation on 

(Gorg. 447a5-6). At 4.15.3 Chaereas tells Cleitophon and Menelaus that: 

r ' '\' , A" ,,.... !\' '" ~- ii' " 
0p'Y,a~ 'Y})) Ik€)) ••• ''Y1.J1IT10~ rTTpaTI({Yr"fJ~' ))1.JJ) U€ OUK €rTTl)), a/V\ €P'YOlJ 

Both the presentation of Plato's Gorgias and the death of Achilles Tatius' Gorgias 

occur offstage, as it were, and the irony derived from the contrast between the two is 

quite possibly deliberate. 

1.6.3 Goq:ias in Lucian 

DMeretr. 8 consists of a discussion between the courtesans Arnpelis and Chrysis, the 

latter of whom has a lover by the name of Gorgias. The theme is Arnpelis' opinion 

that jealousy is what indicates real love in a man: TO ()€ rrop oAo)) €K Tij~ t;'Y}AOTU1T;a~ 
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Ea-rllJ (8.1). This manifests itself in violence: (~)a-r€ €; Kat O"E, (;)~ <l>iJ~, (; rop'Yi~ parriS€1 

that Gorgias' violence should be a good sign (Ta av-ra; Ti A€'Y€I~; (LEI parr/s€w /l-€; 

Ibid.), and so Ampelis explains that he would not be jealous and hit her were he not in 

love. Chrysis still does not seem to appreciate his affections: 

(Chrysis) 

, Av-1T€A/~lOlJ. (8.2) 

Ampelis then relates one of her own exploits in which she aroused jealousy in the 

miserly Demophantus by rejecting him for the painter Callides. Eventually this had the 

desired effect as Demophantus waited for her door to open and then: EKAa€lJ, ITu1rT€JJ, 

rl}rrdA€1 <pOlJ€UO"€llJ, rr€pl€pprf;'}'lJ1J€ -r7}lJ Ea-MjTa (8.3). This theme of violence towards 

lovers reminds the reader of the passage from Plato's Gorgias quoted above in 

connection with the violent madness of Leucippe which was brought about by the 

machinations of a Gorgias. Here it is a Gorgias himself who is the perpetrator of 

violence towards a lover, and I would suggest that Lucian's theme, coupled with the 

Platonic passage, suggested the name Gorgias to him for the violent lover. 

Another common factor between Plato, Achilles Tatius and Lucian can be 

found in the final paragraph of the dialogue, where Arnpelis describes Demophantus' 

wife's reaction to his jealousy-inspired infatuation: 
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Here it is Gorgias who is to be the victim of TO </Jap{l-G-KOJ), recalling Gorgias' boast in 

Plato's dialogue that he is able to make unwilling patients </Jap{l-G-KOlJ 7rlEIV and 

paralleled in Gorgias' use of a </JapjhG-KoJ) in Achilles Tatius' novel. There also seems to 

be a direct relationship between Lucian's DMeretr. 8 and Leucippe and Cleitophon 

manifested in two verbal similarities between: aKpaTqJ 'XP'Y}rTa{l-EJ)ot; T(~ </Jap{l-G-K(t-J (L. & 

C. 4.15.4), and 'X.P(;) ... T(~ G-UT(!> </Jap{l-aK(l> (8.3) on the one hand, and: ll,a rT€ {l-aIVOjhG-l, 

rOP'Y1G- (L. & C. 4.15.1), and uno <!>apjhaKWv €K{l-7)VG-I{l-1 G-UTOV (8.3) on the other. Which 

way the relationship operated, however, it is hard to say, but what does seem possible 

to claim with confidence is that both Achilles Tatius and Lucian gave their characters 

the name Gorgias as an allusion to the Gorgias of Plato and that they both had in mind 

the same speech of Gorgias. 

1.6.4 Gorgias in New Comedy 

It is necessary to consider also the four fictional instances of the name Gorgias in New 

Comedy, even if the above connections are thought persuasive enough not to warrant 

the mention of possible objections. 

A Gorgias appears in the Dyscolus, Heros and Georgos of Menander and "is a 

poor boy who works on the land" in each.74 He is thus one of the stock Menandrian 

characters with the same name. A Gorgias also occurs in the cast list contained in 

P.Antinoop 15. In the opinion of Barns and Lloyd-Jones "it is likelier than not that the 

piece is his (sc. Menander's)".75 In that case it would not be surprising if this Gorgias 

too were "a poor boy who works on the land". Even if this fragment is not by 

74 Gomme/Sandbach (1973), p.132. 

75 Bams/Uoyd-Jones (1964). p.31. 
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Menander, it certainly belongs to New Comedy. It is idle to speculate, but the 

possibility exists that the Gorgias of another New Comedy playwright might have 

shared the same job description as Menander's character. At any rate there is nothing 

to link these characters with the bearers of the name Gorgias in Plato, Achilles Tatius 

and Lucian. Indeed, "In view of Greek methods of etymology ... one may guess that 

Gorgias was associated with 'Y€WP'Y05. More scientifically the name should be 

connected with the adj. 'YOP'Y05, 'active, strenuous,,,.76 

It is possible to find here the reason for the popularity of the name Gorgias in 

Attica in the second century AD (see 1.6.1).77 Menander was a native Athenian and 

set his plays in and around Athens. His plays were also extremely popular in the 

second century AD. The name of a generally admirable character of a popular local 

playwright would seem to be an obvious choice for parents. This popularity, however, 

would not have obscured the allusions to the Gorgias of Plato found in Leucippe and 

Cleitophon and DMeretr. 8 owing to their explicit nature and the popularity of Plato 

himself. If I am correct in this suggestion, the very practice of naming children after 

fictional characters would have made readers aware of the fun that could be had by 

authors with names found in literary texts. It should also be noted that the historical 

Gorgias was not without his advocates. Philostratus Ep. 73 defends Gorgias against 

those who criticise him and begins by claiming, interestingly, that Plato emulated the 

sophists, rather than being envious of them. However, this letter presupposes a weight 

76 Gomme/Sandbach (1973), p.132. The connection with 'YDP'r~ can be discemed at Plat. Srmp. 

19 8c1-5: KlL; 'Yap IU: r on/ou 0 }.JyYO<; a))ff.L/f.LV{}(TKf)), (~)(TTf aTfXV(7!s" TO ToD 'Of.L~pOU rnmo))(hr f<po/30UWf}lJ 

f.1,~ f.L01 TfAfUT(7))) (; 'A'Ya8(,))) r oP'Y/ou Kf<PlLArf}lJ ~f/))oD AE'Yf/)) f)) T(I> Aify(p hr; TO)) ff.LO)) Aifyo)) 1TEf.Lt/;W; lLtiTO)) 

f.1,f A,f)ov -rii a<p(,)));", 1TO/~(Tf/f)). 

77 Allhough, of course, other reasons are conceivable. 
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of opinion on the opposing side, as Philos tratus explicitly owns: Ei Kai o-<poOpa ElJ;O / ~ 

~OKEI TOlho . The fact that we possess some fragmentary remains of Gorgias' writings 

might also indicate a readership for him in the second sophistic and thus crea te a rival 

for the provenance of his name, but it is from Plato that a reader wo uld have deri ved 

an impression of his character and it is to Plato that allusions can be traced in the 

works of Achilles Tatius and Lucian. 

1.7 Chaerephon 

1.7.1 Chaerephon in LGPN 
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Chaerephon is not a particularly common name. Indeed, over half of the instances 

date from the same century and are restricted to a geographically limited area. There 

are no attestations for the time when Achilles Tatius probably wrote. It seems 

reasonable to infer, therefore, that a second century reader who encountered a 

fictional character with this non-current name would make a connection with any 

other literary instances of this name. I first shall deal with the Chaerephon of Plato 

and the Chaerephon Achilles Tatius and then consider other instances that occur in 

fiction. 

1.7.2 Chaerephon in Achilles Tatius and Plato 

In Leucippe and Cleitophon Chaerephon makes a cameo appearance from 2.14.6 to 

2.15.1. He is mentioned at no other place. He is a 01.Ja'Tpa/T'i1'YOt; (~)V TOU LWa'TpaTOU 

/J-€/(WV (2.14.6) and his sole role is to endorse Sostratus' interpretation of an oracle 

which was current in Byzantium (2.14.1): ITaJ.ITa /J-€V TOll 'XP'iJrT/J-OV ... €S'iJ'Yrf;rTW Ka; 

KaAlJt; (2.14.6). He then goes on to give three examples of the miraculous qualities of 

water in response to Sostratus' interpretation of the third line of the oracle (EV(j' 

"H<I>ala'To~ EX(VlI xatp€l 'YAaUK(;'rmv 'A(}rf;lI'iJlI) as the symbiotic relationship between an 

olive tree and the fire which blazes among its branches. His digression is utterly 

. . I 78 lI1consequentta . 

The Chaerephon of Plato is also associated with an oracle: 

n Vilborg (1962), pp.51-2, comments: "The author begins here, abruptly and irrelevantly, a 

description of three curious waters.", and Hagg (1971a), p.108, n.2, has similar sentiments: "Perhaps 

tlle digression on water etc. in II, 14,6-10 may be singled out as tlle most far-felched one (Sc. 

digression utLered by a character otller than Cleitophon)". 



\ " 'l\' 't' "J' X 1.. ...... f: ,J.. ~ \ , J..' fl f, " 
Kal IOIE O'l} OIDS 'l}1I alpE<p(,)JI, WS (J"<pOOpOS E<p OTI 0PIJ/'f)(J"E/ElI. Kal O'l) 1TOTE 

Kat ds llEAcPous EA8(,')JI ETO~'l}(J"E Tofho /kaJITEU(J"arr8al - Kat, 01TEP AE'YC{), /k7; 

80pu/3€iTE, (T) allopES - 1}PETO 'Yap 07; Ej'T/S E/kOU Ei1; (J"OcP(DTEpOS. aVE/AEv OUlI rl) 

nu8Ia /k'l}o€va (J"OcPiirrEpov Elval. (Plat. Ap. 2Ia2-7)79 

81 

That a second century reader would have ready recall of this fact can be inferred both 

from Lucian Hermotimus 15, where Lycinus asks Hermotimus why he became a Stoic 

rather than joining any other philosophical school: 

, I 'l: ( I I 

aplOlOUS E;, a1TaJITWV 1TPO(J"EI1TWV; 

and from Lucian Rhetorum Praeceptor 13, where Lucian outlines the response a 

youth would get from the professor of public speaking who is being satirised: 

I would suggest that since both men with the name Chaerephon were associated with 

oracles, a reader would have formed a connection between the two and realised where 

the Chaerephon of Achilles Tatius derived his name. 

Once a reader had made such a connection, he may have remembered the 

other snippets of Plato's works in which Chaerephon appears and have compared his 

character with that of Achilles Tatius' Chaerephon. Chaerephon in Plato is given two, 

79 " ~" \ !~'j '1 " Xenophon mentions the same element of Socrates' defence speech: A"(f VII aKOUCTaTf Kal fLfVI.a, I~a 

fTl J1,aMov 0; POUAOJ1,fVOI VJ1,(7Jv a1TlCTT(7)CTI Tfi) EJ1,E TfT/J1,7jaf)al Vrro (JalJ1,f)))(ov. Xalpf$(7wTO<; "(fLP r:rr.t 

ErTfP(I)T(7Jvro<; EV D..fAq)Ol<; rrfpI EJ1,oD rroM(7Jv rrapollTwv aVflAfV 0 'ArroM(I)v /J/Y}(jiva tTval avfJp(;)1TVW fP,OU 
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albeit related, character traits. The first is apparent from two passages in which he is 

portrayed as impulsive and zealous: 

2Ia2-3) 

(Plat. Charm. 153b2-3). 

The second is his willingness to demand other people's time: 

(Socrates) 

a'Yop~ alla'YK(UTar; ~lhar; ~,aTp'l/Ja,I. 

(Chaerephon) OMElI rrpa'Ylha, (i) L(;)KpaTEr;' €'Y(I) 'Yap Ka; la(]"0ll-al. cbiAOr; 

€all ~E {3oUA'(}, Eir; au81r;. (Plat. Corg. 447a7-b2) 

(Chaerephon) 
, ,~, 

EIhOI () .,... ",..... " I " "1 ' (I OUlI Kal aUT(t) 1h'YJ 'YElIOITO To(]"aUTI] aaxo/\.Ia, (V(]"TE 

rrpoUP'Y,aITEpoJ) TI 'YEJ)€~al aMo rrpaTTEIJ). (Plat. Corg. 

458c5-7) 

In Achilles Tatius these traits are shown in Chaerephon' s over-eagerness to discourse 

on a completely inelevant topic and in what we can imagine is the ensuing delay of 

those around him, who are keen to proceed with the necessary sacrifice in Tyre. 80 

80 Similar traits can be ohserved in Xenophon's account of Socrates' attempt to reconcile 

Chaerecrates with his hrother Chaerephon (Mem. 2.3). Socrates thinks Chaerephon is more ohstinate 
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Indeed, as soon as he has finished speaking, we are told that: Tav-ra €im;)JI -N;lJ 8uo-IalJ 

It is worth noting that Chaerephon appears as an interlocutor in two of the 

dialogues, Gorgias and Charmides, which it is my aim to show Achilles Tatius 

expected his readers to know. The only other place he is mentioned is at Ap. 21 a2-9, a 

passage of which Lucian expected the same. Chaerephon also features as Socrates' 

sole interlocutor in Halcyon, a dialogue listed by Diogenes Laertius among the 

the case of Channides, the use of a genuine Platonic name, and of a devoted friend of 

Socrates at that,81 is a device used by the author to authenticate the work. 

1.7.3 Chaerephon in Aristophanes 

The Chaerephon of Plato is also well known to us from the comedy of Aristophanes, 

where he is presented as a dedicated follower of Socrates, which agrees with what we 

can gather from Plato and Xenophon. He is most prominent in Nubes, although 

according to Dover he did not appear in the play.82 One point of contact between this 

play and Leucippe and Cleitophon might be seen between: 

(Strepsiades) A€'Y€ vw €/.-WI 8app/vv' €'Y(~) 'Yap OUTOo-; 

7)KW MafhJ~~ €i~ TO <pPOJ/T1a-rrfJPlOlJ, 

" , " " ~ , J. i ' " ,""1 Q' or' (Me!II 21 16)' and will not Kat rraVLJ TaXLJ fTOt vrraKOLJfTETa,. OLJX opr,u;, (tl<; 'Ptl\O'TtjJ,O<; EfTTl "at EI\ELJrJEpt ";>' • --' , 

81 Cr. (in contrast to AIcibiades and Critias) w..a, Kphwv TE L(I)KpaTOLJ<; .;jv OjJ,tJ..'TfT0t; Kat XatpE<p(7w ... 

(Xen. Mem. 1.2.48). 

X2 (1968), pp.xcv-xcvii; pp.266-7. 



and: 

(Pupil) Aigw, ))ojh,U'al '(;€ Tau.ra X?iJ jhtJrrrY;pla. 

a))7)pET' aPTI Xalp€c/>WlJTa LWKpaT'f)~ 

tPuMa)) o1T6U'otJ~ ruOITO TOU~ alrMj~ 1T6,(;~. (Ar. Nu. 141-5) 

'EB€aU'a/J-7))) 'Yap E'YW TOlaUTa /J-tJrrrY;pla. (L. & c. 2.14.7) 

84 

Chaerephon's use of the word jhtJrrrY;pla to describe the miraculous nature of water 

recalls the jhtJ~pla (of a suitably comic nature) to which, as a member of Socrates' 

school, Aristophanes' Chaerephon was privy. This link strengthens the case outlined 

in the previous section, for we are concerned with the same Chaerephon. We can 

reasonably claim that Achilles Tatius expected his reader to have some knowledge of 

Aristophanes, or at least know of what sort his humour was, from: 

TI "'Ill' ~"" '" "-' ''"' "~, ''''I ~€" ap€/H](tJ)) O€ 0 I€P€tJ~ - 7))) O€ €11T€/)) OtJK aowaTO~, jhaA/o-ra 0 T'f}V 

(8.9.1) 

However, given the correspondences noted in the prevIOUS section and Achilles 

Tatius' practice with other Platonic names, it seems more likely that Plato's works 

were the principal inspiration behind Achilles Tatius' choice of this name. 

1.7.4 Chaerephon in Middle and New Comedy 

A Chaerephon also appears in later Comedy. He is the butt of jokes in several 

fragments of Middle Comedy and in early Menander, most notably at Sam. 603-4.83 

He was evidently a well known parasite. Nevertheless, despite the contemporary 

g3 See Gomme/Sandbach (1973), pp.613-4, for the references. 
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popularity of Menander, there seems to be no reason to associate Achilles Tatius' 

Chaerephon with this one. 

1.8 Cleinias 

1.8.1 Cleinias in LGPN 
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Cleinias is not a rare name, although its frequency decreases considerably in the 

imperial period . One of the second century instances is a fictional character from 

Lucian's DMeretr . 10. There are other fictional instances of the name in cw ~Uld 

Roman Comedy, and the case is complicated by the fact th at there are nu Ccwcr Lhan 
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four bearers to be found in the works of Plato. I shall deal first with the latter, 

comparing them to the Cleinias of Achilles Tatius, and then consider the others. 

1.8.2 Cleinias in Achilles Tatius and Plato 

Three of those with the name Cleinias are related to Alcibiades. One, his brother. is 

mentioned twice in Aleibiades I (104b5-6 and 118e3-5) and once in the Protagoras 

(320a4-bl). All that we can gather about him is that, with his brother, he was left to 

the guardianship of Pericles and that he was uncontrollable. Another is Alcibiades' 

father, and he is only mentioned as such (Ale. I 103al; l04bl; l05d2; ll2c4; 113b9; 

121a8; 131e2; Ale. 2 14lb4; Gorg. 481d4; Prot. 309cIO). Neither of these two 

appears in any of the dialogues, and the lack of information about them rules them out 

of the reckoning for the main reference point of any potential allusion intended by 

Achilles Tatius in naming one of his characters Cleinias. The other Cleinias who is 

related to Alcibiades does make an appearance and is an interlocutor in the 

Euthydemus.84 We are told that he is: 

, .1,' Sl< ' ~ ",,, , A i a I Sl<" ~" ~ TT i I " ) , 
aUTaVE"I/IOC; ()E TOU VUV OVTOC; iV\KI"Jla{)OU' ovo/ha () aUT(!) 1V\EIVIa<;. HFTI uE 

V€OC; (Euthd. 275alO-b2). 

This is remarkably similar to the introduction of Cleinias in Leucippe and Cleitophon: 

The similarity can be completed by the consideration that Alcibiades and his brother 

Cleinias had lost their father: 

84 He is also an interlocutor at the beginning of tile Axiochus, his presence there having the same 

authenticatory effect as that of Charmides. See above, p.67. This Cleinias is also mentioned at Xen. 

SI'"lj). 4.12-25 as tile object of Critobulus' affections. 
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0 1' '\\ " , T' 'At:iv,' , "l\ ' IllJat OE Kat Tot<; EJI aJla'YP'l- IfflJlatWJI TE Kat AaKEOatllJOJltWJI Ka; 

Achilles Tatius has combined facts about two of the men with the name Cleinias found 

in Plato in the description of his own. It is, however, with the fourth Cleinias that the 

heaviest debt lies. 

This Cleinias is the Cretan interlocutor of the Laws and Epinomis. There are 

two passages of the former, one of which far outweighs the other in importance, 

which are crucial here. The first, Lg. 636b4-d4, hints at the second in its concern for 

the regulation of sexual passion and behaviour. The Athenian states that the pleasure 

that a male and female feel when they have intercourse with a view to procreation is 

natural, whereas homosexual relations are unnatural and crimes of the first rank 

through the participants' inability to control their desire for pleasure. 

The second passage, Lg. 835b5-842aIO, elaborates on this. It is worthwhile 

giving a brief schema: 

1. 835d-37a - How should erotic pasSIOns be controlled to save the state from 

trouble? Nature says heterosexual relations are good, homosexual 

ones bad. Crete and Sparta would disagree. Another argument is that 

laws should encourage virtue. Homosexual relations do not. 

2. 837a-e There are three types of love. The third, that which aims to make 

Socrates to Alcibiades); TOU lToD rnlTplmou TI€PIKAEOUS" (Ale.l 118cl-2, So(,'fates to AJcibiades); Ale. I 

118d 1O-e5, where Socrates asks AJcibiades whom Pericles has made wise and, after Pericles' own 

sons, wonders about Cleinias; '0 €rriTp01T'X; (; €f..L~ /3€ATlcUl) €ITTI Kal lTo<p(;lT€P'X; 7i TI€PIKA-Yk 0 IT~ (Alc. 1 

124c5-6, Socrates to AJcibiades): KA€Il)ial) ... rnITp01T€U(Ul) (; aln~ oVr'X; avrlP TI€PIKA-Tk (Prot. 320a4-5). 
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young men perfect, should be kept, the others outlawed. Megillus 

agrees. The Athenian leaves off trying to persuade Cleinias. 

3. 838a-39d - There is a simple, but difficult, way of putting this law into effect = 

public opinion founded on religious sanction. 

4. 83ge-40c - Great athletes abstained from sex. Young people in the state should 

do the same in the pursuit of the noblest victory, that over pleasure. 

5.840d-e 

6. 841a-c 

7. 841d-e 

8. 842a 

A law should be enacted that citizens' standards should not be lower 

than those of the animals, who live chastely and faithfully. If citizens 

are corrupted by seeing others' behaviour, a second law is needed. 

Shame would lead to less frequent indulgence and a decrease ill 

desire. Privacy, not complete abstinence, should be regarded as a 

nonnal decency. 

One of the following laws should be imposed: I. Of respectable 

citizen women, sex is only allowed with one's wife; no sex with 

courtesans or men; 2. No sex with men; sex with hired women must 

take place without the knowledge of anyone else. 

Megillus agrees enthusiastically. Cleinias reserves judgement for 

later. 

This passage is taken from an extremely long text, and the argument that a reader of 

Achilles Tatius would have had it in mind for the purposes of comparing the two 

characters named Cleinias requires some sort of proof that it was particularly well 

known, or was one of the most famous passages of this dialogue. In fact we do seem 

to get some such indication from the fact that both Alcinous at Didascalicus 33.3 and 

Apuleius at de Platone et eius Dogl1U1te 2.14.239-40 used what is section 2. in the 
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above schema as the basis for their descriptions of the three different fonus of love. 86 

Lucian also refers humorously to this passage in the second book of his Verae 

Historiae, where he describes the sexual practices of those on the Isle of the Blest: 

, 1.~" ., , ~, 

alla<jJaliooli 7TallTWlI 0PlOllTWlI Kat 1'lJlIat9 Kat apPEO"t, Kat ou~al1-/v~ TOllTO 

This is the opposite of what the Athenian demands in three respects. Firstly, that sex 

should be conducted in private (Lg. 841b2-5; 841d5-e4); secondly, that 

homosexuality is unnatural and should be banned (Lg. 636cl-7; 836b8-c6; 840d2-e2; 

84Ic8-e4); and thirdly, that shame should be a controlling factor (Lg. 841a8-b2). The 

probability that Lucian is referring to Plato is increased by the consideration that the 

only exception to this behaviour is Socrates, who claims that his relations with young 

men are pure, despite Hyacinthus and Narcissus protesting to the contrary: 

Lucian proceeds to make an obvious joke which maintains the Platonic atmosphere: 

86 Dillon (1993), p.20l: "A's (sc. Alcinous') discussion of eros here seems to be intluenced by that of 

Plato in Laws 8.837a-d, though witllOut direct verbal echoes". For tlle autllOrship of tlle latter, see 

Harrison (2000), ch.5. 

g7 Cf. Alciphron 4.7.5, mentioned above, p.56, and cf. 1.2.2, p.IS. 
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Plutarch even quotes Lg. 839b4: rroMou rrrr€PJkaTo~ J.1,€(TTO~, with a change of word 

order, at Amatorius 751 e: rrrr€pJ.1,aTo~ rroMou J.1,€(TTO~, in a work which is abundant with 

Platonic elements88 and shortly after having explicitly mentioned Plato: KaTCt ffiaTwlIa 

CArnal. 7 SId). 

There are two hints, found in sections 2. and 8. in the above schema, that 

Plato's Cleinias is not entirely enthusiastic about the Athenian's opinions and 

recommendations on sexual relations. The first occurs after the Athenian has asked 

the leading question which makes implicit his approval of retaining the third type of 

837d4-5). Megillus readily agrees with him, but the Athenian seems to sense that 

Cleinias is not going to be so easily persuaded: KA€'lI;~ ~€ Jk€TfL TaUTa Kat €i~ aufh~ 1rEpt 

aUT(7Jv TOUTWlI 1rE,parrOJ.1,a, m~owlI 1rE,(J€lV (Lg. 837e5-6). The second comes after the 

Athenian has laid down his two laws on the subject, and Megillus has again voiced his 

approval: 

(Cleinias) "EaTa, TauTa, (IJ M€,}"ME, o1rDTav '}'E or/; JkO' ~O~7J T'~ 

rrapa1r€1rTWK€lIa, Ka,po~' lIUlI wYw €(7JJ.1,ElI TOll g€lIOll €T' Ei~ TO 

1rporr(iEV rrpoi'€lIa, T(7JlI lIOJ.1,WlI. (Lg. 842a5-9) 

Achilles Tatius seems to have drawn on Cleinias' tacit disagreement with the 

Athenian's opinions and proposals in the portrayal of his own Cleinias, who 

represents this disagreement in his words and actions. 

X8 See Trapp (1990), pp.157-61. 
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As soon as Cleinias has been introduced in Achilles Tatius' novel we learn that 

h . hI' ':\"" ". (1 7 1) 89 . , e IS omosexua, Jk€lpaKIOU OE 0 EPWC; 'Y)ll .. , and that Cleltophon: ' EO"KW1!TOll OUll 

Charicles, his beloved, enters with bad news, and Cleinias asks: Tllll 'tEI/kaXEaf)al; to 

which the reply is: ra/kOll 0.7.4.). Cleinias' reaction to the news is vehement: 

0.8.1). He likens wedding preparations to the sending off of someone to war, 

adduces several mythical exempla to demonstrate the wickedness of women and then 

bemoans the fact that marriage /kapalllEI -rrYJll aK/krf)ll (1.8.9). So far Achilles Tatius 

seems to be making Cleinias an advocate of exactly the opposite of what the Athenian 

expounded in the Laws passage. He is homosexual, not heterosexual. He is a slave to 

erotic pleasure, not one of those T0c; T(7w 'h'tollivll llIK'Y)C; €'}'KpaTEIC; ollTac; (Lg. 840c5). 

He abominates the institution of marriage which is the cornerstone of the Athenian's 

sexual code, and is a lover of one of the kinds that the Athenian wishes to ban, the 

lover that looks to bodily gratification. 

His opposition to the Athenian's VIews IS demonstrated in the contrast 

between their respective uses of mythical exempla and by the fact that they both use 

the stage as the source from which people know these exempla. The Athenian claims 

that the reason there is an almost universal lack of desire to have sexual relations with 

attractive relatives is that from an early age people encounter in both comedies ,md 

tragedies the opinion that such relations are bad: 

89 Cleinias in Plato's Eurhylicmus is a fLE1piu<t0ll. See below, 1.8.3, p.96. 



OTal/ ,;; 0u€o-ras ,;; TIl/as O;~/no~as €;(J"U7wrTll/, 'h' MaKap€as TIl/as a~EAcba~ 

1J-€/xfJ€VTas AafJpalws, o</>fJ€VTaS ~€ E-rOIIJ-WS fJUl/aTOV alrro'is €7rlTlfJ€VTat; 
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Achilles Tatius' Cleinias introduces the list of exempla by which he shows the 

perfidity of women by saying to Charicles: 

'AJJ....' €; IJ-€l/ ;~I(~S 0~a IJ-0 U(J"I Krijs, 7}'}'l/O€/S all Ta TlVl/ 7UVaIKCul/ 

~pUlJ-aTa' l/Ul/ ~€ Kal/ aMolS A€70IS, O(J"Wl/ €l/€1rArrwal/ l1-uf)Wl/ 7uvalKES Tr)l/ 

(J"K'Y)l/rf;l/ (1. 8.4). 

Cleinias uses his exempla to argue against associating with women at all, whereas the 

Athenian wants to proscribe any other sort of relations. And the humour is enhanced 

by the fact that Cleitophon is supposed to be marrying Calligone, his half-sister 

(1.3.2), and the only reason that he is not attracted to her any more is that he has 

recently clapped eyes on Leucippe, the novel's heroine (aM' atITou 11-01 lJ,lJW(J"1 

1. "I ' "A' , " 1.f)~ ') .. ,,, 1 11 2) 90 TUtp/\(VTTW Kal npos €UKI7T'7T'YJl/ 1J-0V'YJl/ TOUS Otp UHIP'0US EXW. . . . 

Charicles then goes off on what is to be a fateful horse-ride, giving Cleitophon 

the opportunity to tell Cleinias of his love for Leucippe and how desperate he is 

(1.8.11-9.2). Cleinias, on the other hand, tells him how lucky he is, because he is with 

(J"UI1-1r/l/E/S (1.9.3).91 This is in contrast with the situation that lead the Athenian to 

desclibe his views on sexual relations, where he was worried by: l/€OUS TE Kat l/€as 

Ol1-lAOUVTas q>tAO<PPOl/(US aMrf;AOIS (Lg. 835d5), and wondered how the state would be 

90 Cleitophon outlines his dilemma in tllis regard at 1.11. 
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able to regulate relations when: 6uO"Iai O€ Kal EopTa; Ka; xopo; rr(LO"IJI jk€AOUO"IJI ala PIOU 

(Lg. 835el-2). Cleinias next says, with a suitable admixture of P"Q.4Lk-.K 

although given the nature of his relationship with Charicles, the reader might assume 

this not to be what Cleinias actually thinks, but a rather lame consolatio. At any rate, 

he quickly moves on to what Cleitophon wants to hear about and says: 'R}'(~ Of 0"01 

Kal TO €P"IOJl €O"€O"(jai Taxu /haJIT€UO/hai (1.9.5). The reader realises that we are going to 

hear advice which flatly contradicts the first, and ideal, law thatthe Athenian proposes 

"IajkeNJt; EauTou "IUJlaiKot; (Lg. 841dl-3). Indeed, Cleinias uses an analogy from the 

TaUTV jkaAax8€,'YJ Kal "IU~ (1.9.6), a form of comparison that the Athenian employs at 

Lg. 836c3-6 and 840d2-e2 to argue for his case by the criterion of what is natural. 

After Cleitophon asks how he is to win his beloved, Cleinias first tells him 

detailed advice anyway. The advice he gives is a perversion of the argument that we 

find at Lg. 841a8-b2: 

, "S' - I 'i\ I " , 
"lap au T(P TOtOUT(tJ 01 aurxulI'Y}JI XP(O/h€JlOI, 

For Cleinias makes a big play of shame and what it signifies. He advises Cleitophon to 

l)2 See 4.1, passim, and pp.203-8 on CIeinias' advice. 



DaiS 'lap Ka; rrap(jEvOS O/hOlOt /hEv €;(]"IJ/ €is a;oiv' rrpos OE ~lI 7'iis 

'Ac/>pooIT'Y}S xaptll Ka)) 7V(;)WYJS EXW(]"IJ/, a rraOXOU(]"IJ/ aKOU€tll ou (jE).OU(]"I' 7"'~;; 
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To which he adds, rather cheekily: rwalKas /J-E)) 'lap €uc/>pal))€t Ka; Ta prf;/J-aTa (Ibid.). If 

a man aiTrf;(J"'(JS TO EP'l0 )) (1.10.4), she will think she is being insulted and " Kall 

lmOox€a-6at (j€A'(J T7})) xapt)), aiOXU))€Tat (Ibid.). The [mal mention of shame in this 

speech makes the point explicit: 

Ka)) /hE)) rrpoa-fj Tts (J"wfh;K'YJ -Mis rrpa~€WS, 7ToMaKtS OE Ka; €Kou(J"at rrpos TO 

EP'l0 )) €Pxo/h€))at (j€Aou(J"t ~tat;€a-6at OOK€W, I))a Ti} oO~'(J -Mis G,lIa'lK"f)S 

The Athenian wanted to use shame to lessen indulgence ill sexual pleasures and 

thereby lessen the desire for them, whereas Achilles Tatius' Cleinias claims that 

shame, although impeding courtship of a more blatant nature, does not have the effect 

that the Athenian wanted. On the contrary, far from lessening the desire for sex, it 

merely leads to a game of manners in which the woman has to pretend to be coerced 

lest she be shamefully charged with compliance. 

Cleinias' homosexuality is again emphasised at 2.35.2-3, where Cleitophon, 

with his customary tact, begins his attempt to cheer up the grieving Cleinias and 

Menelaus by initiating a AO'l0l1 €pltJTtK'ijS €XO/J-€lIO)) t/;uxa'lw'l,as (2.35.1): 

(I "(j ('""' ~\"" '"''' ~ \" (' 0' (t)(]"7TEP EI(O Et. P{LO)) uE a)) Et7Tot ))W "f)Tot, (OS KOtllWlIO)) EPlOTOS EUP(tW. UK 

It is in fact Menelaus who discusses the matter with Cleitophon of which make better 

lovers, women or boys. In trying to prove that there are two sorts of beauty, one 

oupa))lO)) and one rra))o"f)/ho)), Menelaus adduces the mythical exemp/ulll of the abduction 

of Ganymede by Zeus as an instance of the fOlll1er with a quotation of Homer Iliad 
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20.234-5 (2.36.2-4). Cleitophon rebuts this with exempla that show Zeus actually 

descending to earth for the sake of beautiful women: 'H,oG,~ /k€lpaKIOfJ cI>PJ70~, 

G/J,;rrrya"'(€'v €i~ oupalJou~ TOlJ <I>pu"'(a' TO ~€ KaMo~ TWlJ ",(waIK(lJlJ atholJ TOll .6.'a Karr}7a7€lJ 

€I; oupalJou (2.37.2). The same exemplum can be found in the flrst passage of the Laws 

mentioned above: 

7TallT€~ ~€ ~1} K,o'Y}T(Vll TOll 7T€PI r allfJwf;~'Y} /kU6011 KaT'Y}70pOU/k€1l (~~ 

A0707T01'Y}(TG,llTWll TOUTWll' €7TEI~1) 7Tapa .6.IO~ aUTO/~ 0; llO/kOI 7TE7TlaT€fJJhEvOI 

t}}(TalJ ",(€",(OlJ€llal, TOUTOll TOll /kU6011 7TP0aT€fh}K€llal KaTa TOU .6.IO~, Ilia 

€7TOIhElJOI ~1} T({J 6€({J KapmVllTal Kal Ta~lJ ~lJ rf}~ovf}lJ. (Lg. 636c7-d4) 

The claim that the Cretans invented the myth just so that they cold enjoy the pleasure 

that its imitation entails makes Menelaus' argument rather specious, and such a debate 

in itself draws on a tradition in which the Laws passages are key.93 

1.8.3 Cleinias in Lucian 

A Cleinias is the subject of the conversation that forms Lucian's DMeretr. 10.
94 

He is 

a young man who has stopped coming to see his courtesan Drosis because of the 

injunction of his philosophical tutor Aristaenetus.95 He is named after the Cleinias who 

93 See GoldhiIl (1995), pp.52-6. 

94 Described by Goldhill (1995), p.98, who, as with Euthydemus in Alciphron 4.7, does not note 

whether the nmne Cleinias is significant. 

05 It is not clear to which philosophical school this Arist:'lenetus belongs; he is accustomed to walk in 

the Porch (~ €;£v8€ /-L€7a T(011 /-L€lpaKhvll 1r€pmaT€/ll Ell -rfi TIoIKI)Vn 10.1), and this is where Drosis sent 

Nebris to look for Cleinias (rn€/-Lo.j;a ~ll N€$pitla n€pUTK€o.j;O/-L€ll'rW aVroll ,;.; Ell arop~ tl,aTpi$ollTa ,;.; Ell 

llolKiA77 10.2), but when she had spotted them, they went off to the Academy (€IT' E$atll(Oll CLILa €~ 7'i}1l 

'AKaCh]/-Liall Ibid.). I doubt whether it matters whether he is supposed to be a Stoic or a 

Platonist/Academic, but if he is a Stoic, this would not militate against any Platonic allusions. For 
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was AIcibiades' cousin and who is the interlocutor in the Euthydemus, a fact which 

can be discerned in the following points of reference. They are the same age: TO 

jh€lpaKIO)) 0 KA€I))/Q,5 (10.1),96 and TO 'Agoxou jh€lpaKIO)) ?})) (Euthd. 27Ibl).97 When 

Drosis' friend, whom she had sent to find out what is going on, nodded to Cleinias, he 

blushed and did not look up: €K€WO)) of: €pu()plauQ,l/TQ, KaTw Opa)) KQ,I WY)KETI rra,p€))€'YK€/)) 

TO)) OcP()Q,~O)) (10.2).98 When Euthydemus asks Cleinias which are the men who learn, 

the wise or the ignorant, Cleinias: rlJpu()P/Q,U€)) T€ KQ,; arrOprf;(TQ,5 E))€PAE1/;€)) €i5 Ejh€ (sc. 

Socrates) (Euthd. 27Sd6). Cleinias has been forced to leave Drosis: 0 rrQ,~p 'Yap 

'Ap'UTQ,I))€T(rJ rra,p€OWK€ Jh€ cPIAOUOcP€/)) (10.3), and because Aristaenetus said that: rroAu 

'Yap ajh€/))O)) €7))Q,1 T7})) ap€~)) rrPOTI/ha)) Tfi5 rf)OOvY}5 (Ibid.).99 Socrates wants Euthydemus 

and Dionysodorus to demonstrate their new power and: TOUTO)); TO)) ))€Q,))/(TKOll rrE'(TQ,TOll 

Lucian seems to have been particularly fond of baiting the Stoics (see his Hermotimus and Jones 

(1986), p.28: "the Stoics are perhaps Lucian's favorite butt"), and a dialogue of Plato would have 

been as good as anything with which to beat one over tlle head. The father of Channides in DMeretr. 

2.4 is called Aristaenetus, but there is no indication as to whether he is the same man. 

96 Cf. o~ Ei(08E I1.ETa T(';)l/ Jl-Elpa.K/(Ol/ rrEpma.TEw (10.1, on Aristaenetus); 0 /1-Elpa.K;(J"KO<; (10.2); TO /1-E lpaKIOl/ 

(10.3); oAO<; rrEpl TO Jl-ElpaKIOl/ €(J"T1l/ (1004, on Aristaenetus). 

97 Cleinias is referred to as a Jl-ElpaKIOl/ at Euthd. 273b6; 275a8; 275b5; 275d5; 275e6; 276al; 276b4; 

276c2; 276d5; 277b5; 277d3; 278d2; 282e2; 285b6; 290el; 293a3. Crito's elder son Critobulus is 

also described as a Jl-ElpaK/Ol/, at 307a2. The Elllhydemus accounts for 18 of the 41 uses of the single 

of Jl-ElpaKIOl/, and of tlle 66 total uses, in tlle entire Platonic corpus. 

n Cf. oA(t)~ o~(;€ rrpocr$AErWl/ ruep O~(;El/1 EgE(J"TIl/ OTI Wf} €KE/l/(jl (sc. Aristaenetus) (10.3, from Cleinias' 

leun). 

99 Cf. €'Y(V JI-€l/ OUl/, (1) KpiT(Oll, €llllii) €XW TO/V al/(;pO/ll rra.pa.(;OW(LI €J.La.'JTOll (Euthd. 272bl-3). 
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, \ 1. "\ 1. ~ \' ~, "\ ~-'J (E hd 100· OJt; 'XP'Y) (fJIAO(]"O(fJEIJ) Kal apET'Y)t; E1TIjhEAElauai ut . 275a5-6). ChelIdonium, Drosis' 

friend and interlocutor, decides to write on the wall in the Ceramicus where Cleinias' 

father often walks: 'ApurralJ)ETo<; ~,acP6E/pE' JO..€/J)/a); (l0.4). As part of his request to 

Euthydemus and Dionysodorus Socrates says of Cleinias that: cPo/3oujh€6a ~0 TrEpt 

~,aJ)OlaJ) Kat ~/acP6€/PrJ (Euthd. 275 b2-4). Chelidonium's scheme also alludes, of 

course, to one of the charges brought against Socrates in his trial: €X€I OE TrWt; (;)OE· 

Lucian even seems to be alluding to the character of Socrates, or at least how 

he liked to portray it,102 in his Aristaenetus, by having Dromo describe him to Drosis 

as a pederast who keeps company with the handsomest youths ((]"!.JJ)€IVal TOI<; 

(VpaIOTaTOI<; Ttl))) );EW); 10.4) on the pretext of teaching. Cleinias, in whose company 

Socrates finds himself, is described by Crito as: TrPOcPEP7}<; Kat KaAo<; Ka; O-"(afJot; n]V Ot/;IV 

(Euthd. 271 b4_5).103 Aristaenetus also makes promises to Cleinias: iOlrt£ AO,,(OTroIElufJai 

is a reference to the way the beloved of Socrates' great speech in the Phaedrus is 

lUU . 'l.\' ~ , ~ 'l.\ 't: ' , , " ')'/(1/ TE Ka; ap~'" Ct. TO uE "'1 /LETa TaVTa f7TIUEI<;,aTOV rrpOTpf7TOVTE TO /LElpaKIOV omuc; XO'Yl (T0<p~., - •. ,., 

101 As Goldhill (1995), p.98, points out. 

102 Cf. DMort. 6.6 and Verae HislOriae 2.17-19. Cf. also what Theomnestus thinks of Platonic love at 

Ps.-Luc. Am. 53-4. 

1113 Cf. Socrates' reply to an answer of Cleinias which Crito does not believe was spoken by him: Elf-II 
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treated by the lover once the latter has gained mastery over the bad horse of his soul: 

confirmed by what Dromo said next: a)J.a Ka; ava'Y1')'V(;)OX€I /.her' aUTou €P(t.JTIKOU~ 

explicitly refers to Plato, just in case the reader had not realised his game. One fInal 

possible correspondence, and one which brings the argument back from more general 

Platonic allusions to the specific case of the Euthydemus, is the way in which 

Aristaenetus is twice characterised by Drosis: 'EK€IVOV ~'Y}/.hl TOV aAasova (l0.1), and: 

earlier,l04 Socrates seems to be making a similar accusation, albeit subtly, against 

Euthydemus and Dionysodorus at Euthd. 283c8: €07IV (sc. Cleinias) (j/;, ?]V (j' €'Y(~, OUK 

That Lucian named his characters Gorgias and Charmides as allusions to the 

Platonic characters of the same names was seen to help by corroboration the 

argument that Achilles Tatius had drawn inspiration from the same source, whatever 

the relationship between the two writers of fiction. This does not mean that the case 

outlined above with regard to Cleinias in Leucippe and Cleitophon is signifIcantly 

weakened, for there is only one Gorgias and one Charm ides in the Platonic corpus, 

whereas there are four characters with the name Cleinias. Thus the odds are 

lengthened that the two authors would be alluding to the same one. Both the Cleinias 

who was Alcibiades' cousin and the C1einias of the Laws play prominent roles, and it 

is largely to one each that Lucian and Achilles Tatius can be seen to refer, although 

1114 P 5'> p. _0.,. 
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the latter does seem to borrow something from Plato's description of Alcibiades' 

cousin too. 

1.8.4 Cleinias in New Comedy 

A Cleinias appears in both the Misoumenos and Theophoroumenos of Menander. 

However, as was the case with the Chaerephon of Middle and New Comedy, there is 

nothing in what fragmentary remains of these plays we possess to link these characters 

with the Cleinias of Achilles Tatius or the Cleinias of Lucian. 

1.8.5 Cleinias in Roman Comedy 

There is a Cleinias in Terence's Heautontimoroumenos. He has been Cleitophon's 

friend since childhood. lo5 They become involved in an intrigue involving their 

respective girlfriends and fathers. There is also a celebration of Dionysus Day to 

which Chremes, Cleitophon's father, invites Menedemus, Cleinias' father. lo6 There 

would be little to support an argument that Achilles Tatius' Cleinias was descended 

from the play of Menander on which Terence's Heautontinwroumenos is based,I07 

except for the connection between Cleinias and Cleitophon in both. However, given 

the Platonic case outlined above, the possibility of the involvement of New Comedy 

does not rule out an allusion to Plato. IDS 

105 Cf. L. & C. 1.7.1. 

106 Cf. L. & C. 2.2-3. 

107 Assuming, tllat is, tllat Terence ret-lined tlle names of the Greek original. 

!IIX Sec 1.12 for more on tllis. 



1.9 Cleitophon 

1.9.1 Cleitophon in LGPN 

( no t includin g 1 inc. in I): 
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The case of the name Cleitophon is similar to that of Chaereph on in that it is not 

particul arly common and there are no attes tations for the tim e in whi ch Achil les 

Ta tius probably wro te. Indeed, there are no recorded instances in our era . A reader 

may well have realised thi s and have been on the look-o ut for some s i g n ifi c~U1 ce in the 

choice of the name. 
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1.9.2 Cleitophon in Achilles Tatius and Plato 

The use of the name Cleitophon is part of a wider argument which I shall pursue in 

Chapter 2. See 2.10 in particular. 

1.9.3 Cleitophon in Roman Comedy 

See above, 1.8.5. 

1.10 Hippias 

1.10.1 Hippias in LGPN 

(not including 1 hell.-imp. in ill.A): 

BC AD 

. .. 
m IV V Total VI V IV III II I I II 

I 1 1 5 6.3 12.3 4.3 8 1 2 41 

IT 1 0.5 3.5 2 3 10 

ill. A 1 4 6 10 2 5 0.3 0.3 0.3 29 

III.B 1 7.5 16 7.5 2 34 

Total 4 5.5 22 34.3 24.8 11.3 8.3 1.3 2.3 114 
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Century 

Hippias is a common name, although, like Cleinias , its popularity does dwindle 

considerably in the imperial period. There are no other fictional instances of this name 

in Greek literature, at least in that covered by the volumes of LGPN so far published. 

1.10.2 Hippias in Achilles Tatius and Plato 

Hippias is fairly prominent in the first two books of Leucippe ond Cleitophon. He is 

the hero's father and so is involved in the domestic affairs that take place in the first 

yuarter of the novel. There is, however, not a great deal to link him with the Hippias 

of Pla to , other than two subsequent points. 

At 5.9-10 Cleinias tells Cleitophon , whom he has just found in Alexandria , 

what happened to him after the shipwreck at the beginning of book three. In S.IO we 

learn lint he had been rescued from death by the crew of a ship fortuitou sly bound fur 

Sidon. Two days after Cleinias had returned to Tyre, Hippi as ca.me back [rom 

Palestine to find a letter from Leucippe's father, which had anived the day after the 

couple ' s elopement, be trothing her to Cleitophon. Hi ppias is understandably 

dislressed allhe turn of events: 



'Ev rrOIKIAalt; OUV 0v O"Ulhc/>Opaft; uva'}'VOUt; To' ,},palhlhaTa Ka; nJV UlhETEpaV 

UKOUO"at; c/>U'}"Y)l.I, TO IhEV (;)t; TO T'Y;t; E7TlO"TOA-Y}t; arrOAEO"at; a6AOJ) , TO 'dE OTI 

rrapo' IhIKPOV OUTWt; rf) TuxYJ To' rrpa,},lhaTa Efh}KE (5.10.4). 

Quite what the prize is on which he has missed out is not clear. Gaselee comments: 

Not very clear; was Leucippe herself the prize? And if so, could Hippias 

be said to have lost her? Or is the reference to the dowry, which would 

thus come from the family of Sostratus to that of Hippias?lo9 
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Vilborg prefers the fonl1er option: "The prize is probably Leucippe herself; Hippias 

had lost her for his family". IlO 

The answer to this puzzle, minor though it be, can be found in Plato's Hippias 

Major. After a typically Socratic discussion concerning the nature of TO KaAOll, 

Hippias gets rather frustrated with KvY;O"lhaTa .•. Kat rrEplTlhrf;lhaTa T(7JlI AO'}'(tJlI (Hp.Ma. 

304a5) and advances a description of what he thinks is KaAoli Kat rroMou aSlOli 

(Hp.Ma. 304a7): 

oioll T' Elval EU Kat KaA(7)t; Ao'}'oll KaTaO'T'Y}O"alhEvOJ) Ell 'd'KaO'T'Y}pI(!) 'h' Ell 

{30UAEUT'YJP lctJ 'h' Err; aMY} Till; ci,px7}, rrpot; ';;11 all (; Ao'}'Ot; ii, rrEio-al.lTa 

oi'x.E0-8al c/>€pol.lTa OU To' o-IhIKpOTaTa aMo' To' IhE'}'/O"Ta TWlI a6Awll, 

b3) 

Although the theme of speaking is absent in Achilles Tatius, the safety of his 

possessions and his loved ones, in the form of the dowry and Leucippe, is precisely 

what his Hippias has lost. It might well be that Achilles Tatius left the nature of the 

prize ambiguous in order to cover both options. At any rate this seems to be a 

109 Gaselee (1969), p.2S7. n.3. 

110 (1962), p.97. 
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humorous allusion on the part of the novelist, and the word a8Aoll, which Gaselee 

found so tricky, can therefore be explained as an echo of this Platonic passage. 

The second link between the Hippias of Plato and the Hippias of Achilles 

Tatius is to be found near the end of the novel. Sostratus is telling the hero and 

heroine what happened to Cleitophon' s sister Calli gone and reports what Callisthenes 

said to her, after he had abducted her and fallen in love with her, (2.13-18): 

K I -, l\'~ " - , " tl '" f. at 0-01 rrpol Ka €rrlU 10 W/kl , TO jh€J/ rrp(UTOll €jhaUTOll, €1r€/Ta OfT'YJlI OUK all 0 

The implication here is either that Callisthenes is so in love that he will be more 

generous than CaUigone's father, Hippias, will ever be, or that he has more money 

than Hippias. This would have reminded the reader of the first part of the Hippias 

Major of Plato, with its emphasis, earnest on the part of Hippias, ironic from 

Socrates' point of view, on money. Hippias is proud of his money-making, and two 

quotations from his speech at Hp.Ma. 282d6-e8 will suffice: 

7). 

ourTnllas- {3ouA€I TiZJJ/ o-oqmTn';'w. (Hp.Ma. 282e6-8) 

On either of the two interpretations of Callisthenes' above statement, it seems to be 

another humorous allusion to the Hippias Major. If Hippias is to be imagined as 

poorer than he, then we have a contrast with what Plato tells LIS about Hippias the 

sophist. If Hippias is to be thought of as generous, by comparison with which 
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Callisthenes will be romantically extravagant, then he would seem to be the opposite 

of the greedy sophist Hippias. 

Even if these two links are accepted, it may be argued that they are not 

sufficient to prove that Achilles Tatius named his character after the Hippias known 

best from Plato. I would argue, however, that Achilles Tatius' practice in using other 

Platonic names suggests that he did have Plato's Hippias in mind when naming 

Cleitophon's father. This case is also perhaps helped by the fact that Cleitophon, 

Gorgias, Channides, Philebus, Hipparchus and Euthydemus all gave their names to 

dialogues, and so may have been even more memorable for this reason. There are two 

dialogues which take Hippias' name. We should not expect every aspect of Hippias' 

activities and personality to accord, or have some point of contact, with Plato's 

Hippias. Charmides is a good example of a character whose name clearly derives from 

his Platonic namesake, but whose part in the plot is larger than the episode in which 

his literary ancestry is revealed. It is true that the correspondences between Leucippe 

and Cleitophon and the eponymous Platonic dialogue are less marked in the case of 

Hippias than in the case of Charm ides , but this is not decisive. Achilles Tatius 

frequently indulges in a game with the reader which involves the latter trying to 

interpret why the author has included what he has and how it relates to the rest of the 

work. III Just so here Achilles Tatius uses the name Hippias with the expectation that 

his reader would be on the look out for allusions to Plato, alerted to this possibility by 

the use of other Platonic names. That this search is initially frustrated in the first two 

III One thinks primarily of drecillls and paintings, some of which are closely connected with the 

action, some of which seem to be red herrings introduced by !lIe au!llOr as part of his g;une. Sec 

GoldhiIl (1995), pp.91-4, and in particular Bartsch (1989). 
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books and satisfied in Hippias' later appearances in books 5 and 8, and then only 

partially, makes the game more interesting. 

1.11 Other Names that Occur in both Achilles Tatius and Plato 

1.11.1 Nicostratus 

The name Nicostratus makes one appearance in both Plato and Achilles Tatius. In the 

former he is mentioned by Socrates at Plat. Ap. 33e4 as the brother of Theodotus and 

as one who could therefore testify against him as a corrupter of young men. He does 

not do so. In Achilles Tatius' novel the name is also used in the context of court 

proceedings. Cleitophon and Leucippe are on trial, and after the priest's speech 

against Thersander their advocate is about to speak on their behalf: 

OVTO~ ~€ < T'ij~> f30/jII!Yj~, A€'l€IV (8.10.1). 

He is prevented from speaking by the interjection of Sopater, Thersander's advocate, 

who addresses the first advocate as: (V j3€ATIUT€ NIKOUTpaT€ (Ibid.). There are thus 

certain similarities between the two. However, it seems unlikely that an allusion is 

being made here to a figure who appears nowhere else in Plato and who is merely part 

of a list where he does. It is improbable that Achilles Tatius would have named him 

with this passage in mind, let alone that he might have expected his reader to 

recognise the reference. This is borne out by the popularity of the name: a colossal 

total of 471 attestations in LGPN. 

1.11.2 Satyrus 

The name Satyrus occurs once in Plato, at Prot. 310c3, as the name of Hippocrates' 

runaway slave: (; 'lap '1'01 1Ta'i~ #h€ (; LaT/jpO~ a1T€~pa. Satyrus in Lellcippe and 
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Cleitophon, on the other hand, is one of the central characters. He is also a runaway 

slave, for, after the bungled seduction of Leucippe by Cleitophon, to which he was 

party as his trusty servant, he considers with his master what they should do: 

'H ""' ~\ , ,... lJ' t , , 
jh€/C; O€ €(J'K07TOUM€J) , Kau €aUTOUC; 'Y€J)Ojh€J)Ot, TI 7TOt"f}T€OJ) €17}, Kat r(JOK€1 

The elopement covers the next few chapters until they are on board a ship and sail off 

in 2.32. Thus, again, a similarity can be observed, but in this case too I doubt that any 

reference is intended. For the Platonic passage is relatively insignificant, and Satyrus is 

also a very popular name: a total of 390 attestations in LGPN. 

1.11.3 Theophilus 

The name Theophilus occurs twice in Plato, at erato 394e4 and 397b5. In the first 

instance it is a name unsuitable for: T(!J EK TOU d)(J'€(3ouc; (ipa 'Y€J)OIJ.€J)({J a(J'€p€1 (394eI), 

and in the second it is an example of a name given in the hope that it will prove 

appropriate. In Leucippe and Cleitophon Theophilus is mentioned by Cleinias at 

5.10.1 as one of the Sidonians on board the ship that rescued him. He asked him not 

tell any TyIian that he might meet how he had survived the shipwreck, lest it be 

discovered that he had run away with Cleitophon. There is, therefore, nothing to link 

these two bearers of this name, which is, in any case, very common with a total of 349 

attestations in LGPN. 

1.11.4 Zeno 

Zeno in Plato is the Eleatic philosopher. He is mentioned at Ale. I 119a4-5 as the man 

by association with whom Pythodorus and Callias became wise~ at Soph. 216a3 in 

conjunction with Parmenides as the men around whom a crowd gathers, one member 
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of which Theodorus is bringing to see Socrates; and he figures largest in the 

Parmenides. In Achilles Tatius' novel Zeno is first mentioned, although not yet 

named, at 2.16.2 as Callisthenes' trusty servant to whom he gives the job of abducting 

Calligone, whom he mistakenly thinks is Leucippe. This he does successfully, and his 

role is finished by the end of 2.18. There seems to be nothing to link the characters, 

and Zeno is a common name in its own right: a total of 315 attestations in LGPN. 

1.12 Conclusion 

One ready objection to the argument that Achilles Tatius named several of his 

characters after some of those found in Plato is that Comedy might be thought a more 

obvious source. Indeed, the names Chaerephon, Charmides, Cleinias, Cleitophon and 

Gorgias are all found in Comedy of one description or another, and Achilles Tatius 

also has a Chaereas and a Sostratus, both of which names are familiar from 

Comedy.Il2 Chariton, for example, has a Plangon, Longus a Gnathon and Heliodorus 

a Cnemon. 113 There are also motifs from New Comedy to he found among all the 

novels, including tokens of recognition and various character types.
114 

The case for 

Comedy heing the source of the names in question is also reinforced hy the fact that 

we have relatively little to go on. The amount of Menander's work, for instance, 

which we do not possess and which may have been availahle to a second century 

112 The latter is a young man in Menander's Dis. Ex. and Dysc. The fonner appears in Men. Asp., 

Dysc., Con. and Fab. Inc. 

113 On Cnemon see Bowie (1995), pp.272-3. 

114 See Billault (1996), pp.117-8. Bowie (1995), pp.270-2, briefly illustrates the relationship between 

the novels and New Comedy. On the relationship between Daphnis and Chloe and New Comedy sec 

HUllter (1983), ,Uld pp.67-72 in particular. 
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reader, is considerable. It may have contained countless other characters with the 

names shared by Platonic characters and even more of the other names which we fmd 

in Leucippe and Cleitophon. On the other hand, stock characters with stock names do 

recur in what little we have, and it would be reasonable to suppose that they might 

also have appeared in what is lost. This might have eliminated a few candidates. 

Conversely, if there were dozens of characters who were all very different with the 

same name, the reader's task might have been insurmountable. 

In reply to this objection, the point must be emphasised that what Comedy we 

have allows little help for the argument that it is the origin of the names. It is true that 

we may be missing vital pieces of evidence, but even this is not an indefeasible 

objection, if the cases outlined above for the Platonic predecessors are persuasive, or 

at least more persuasive than the cases that could be made for their rivals from 

Comedy. In fact only the Cleinias and Cleitophon in Terence's Heautontimoroumenos 

bear any similarity to Achilles Tatius' characters. However, it would not be wise to 

rule out of hand such resemblances in case the reverse procedure was carried out on 

the arguments of this chapter. 

A more reasonable approach would be to see the coincidence of the names 

from Plato and from Comedy as deliberate. Although the amount of extant Comedy 

makes this speculation, Achilles Tatius may have chosen names that occurred in both 

Plato and Comedy in order to exploit the potential for allusions to the two. His use of 

more than one Cleinias from Plato shows the possibility of more than one source for a 

character, and the relationship between Cleinias and Cleitophon in the original on 

which Terence's Heautontimoroumenos is based might be blended with the Platonic 

sources. This need not have been the case for each of the names, for Achilles Tatius 
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could have been playing a game with his reader, giving him a name with a multiplicity 

of potential sources. One name, such as Cleinias, might allude to several namesakes, 

another, such as Charmides, might have utilised only one. 115 

N one of this should be seen as diluting the arguments for Platonic influences 

made in this chapter. Just because a Platonic influence does not discount other 

int1uences, so other int1uences should not negate the amount of Plato present. We 

have, as far as we can tell, all of Plato's work,116 and only a fraction of Comedy, but a 

good Platonic case would merely be embellished by some use of Comedy. Also the 

cumulative effect should not be ignored. If there was only one name in Leucippe and 

Cleitophon which also occurred in Plato, but it and several others occurred in 

Comedy, the fact that the argument for an allusion to Plato was stronger in this case 

than for an allusion to Comedy would still necessitate caution. As it stands, however, 

there are Six
117 names in Leucippe and Cleitophon which can be argued to descend 

from Plato, and their bearers have no, or far less, resemblance to their namesakes in 

Comedy. In favour of the case for Comedy outlined as an objection at the outset of 

this conclusion it was pointed out that New Comedy found echoes in Leucippe and 

Cleitophon. But this same point can be made for Plato with, I hope, more force. 

Platonic references abound in Achilles Tatius' novel and these would put the reader 

on guard for Platonic reasons for certain names, and vice versa. 

115 Lost instances notwithstanding. It is also ironic that the name whose Platonic case is perhaps 

weakest, Hippias, does not, as far as we know, occur in Comedy. 

116 Even more than that, we have some works which were probably or certainly not by Plato at all. 

tl7 Including Cleitophon, the reason for whose name will be covered in tlle next chapter. The lotal 

reaches seven when Leucippe is added, but tllat argument is more involved. See cl1.3. 
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It should also be noted that seven out of the thirteen names dealt with in this 

and the next two chapters (Cleitophon, Channides, Euthydemus, Gorgias, Hippias, 

Hipparchus, and Philebus) are also dialogue titles. This may have made them more 

recognisable, and they reflect the central character (in the case of Euthydemus, one of 

the two central characters) of the eponymous dialogue, or the character whose views 

are being assessed. The only exception is Hipparchus, for he neither appears in the 

dialogue, nor do his views fonn the true focus of it. It is therefore noteworthy that the 

use of his name in Ps.-Lucian's Onos is the only case in which the subject of the 

eponymous dialogue is alluded to rather than the character, words or actions of the 

Platonic namesake. The remaining six names are: Socrates, which is the best known 

Platonic name; Adeimantus, who plays a large part in a long and well known dialogue; 

Zopyrus, whose case is questionable owing to the popularity of the name and the brief 

nature of his mention in Plato; Chaerephon, who was a devoted follower of Socrates, 

known to Lucian's audience for his trip to the Delphic oracle and who features in 

Aristophanes; Cleinias, which name is borne by four Platonic characters; and 

Leucippe, whose case depends on a particularly famous passage of arguably Plato's 

most popular dialogue. Other than Zopyrus, therefore, none of the thirteen names 

would have been obscure to a second sophistic reader. 

In this chapter I have aimed to demonstrate that Achilles Tatius named a 

significant proportion of his characters with their Platonic namesakes in mind, and that 

this practice was pursued by other roughly contemporaneous authors. If the 

arguments are accepted, it should already be clear that the amount of Platonic allusion 

in Leucippe and Cleitophon is extensive, and that Achilles Tatius enabled his reader 

to play a complicated and involved game, drawing on a wide range of Platonic 
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dialogues. The question of Platonic sources for names will recur in the next two 

chapters. It will play one part in dealing with a particular question in Chapter 2. and 

will return in a more sophisticated form to be the focus of Chapter 3. 



Chapter 2. 

The BeginninglEnd Discrepancy in Leucippe and 

Cleitophon 

2.1 The Problems 

113 

With the critical rehabilitation of the Greek novel it has become normal to consider 

what were previously regarded as faults in Leucippe and Cleitophon as virtues, or at 

least as intentional effects. l However, in the words of Most, "one notorious weakness 

has so far resisted redescription: the awkward discrepancy between the romance's 

beginning and its ending.,,2 This discrepancy has elicited a variety of opinion, a variety 

which highlights the perplexing nature of this problem.3 There are in fact four 

questions involved here: 

1. Why is the initial frame, involving the conversation between the anonymous 

author and Cleitophon, not resumed at the end of Cleitophon' s narration? 

2. Why is Cleitophon to be found in Sidon at the beginning, when he has left himself 

in Tyre at the end of his narration?4 

1 See, in particular, Anderson (1982), ch.3, and Most (1989), p.l14. 

2 Most (1989), p.114. 

3 Those who have made comments on this topic include: Vilborg (1962); Scl..o(es!kr..C1on (1966); 

Gaselee (1969); Hagg (197la); Hunter (1983); Bartsch (1989); Most (1989); Winkler (1989); 

Reardon (1994a); Goldhill (1995); Fusillo (997); and Anderson (1997). 

4 L/~(Vll ... 'EVTa08a 7}KWlI 0.1.1-2), as opposed to: Kai ~/f'}'ll(~'Kap,fll ill -rii Tup<tJ rrapaXf/p,atTaVTEt; 

rnaVEA8f./1I Eit; TO BvsaVTlOlI (8.19.3). The flrst two problems are summed up hy Gaselee (1969), p.455: 
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3. Why is Cleitophon unhappy in the initial conversation, when his narration has the 

obligatory happy ending?5 

4. Where is Leucippe? 

I shall outline the various reactions to these questions, their positive points and their 

deficiencies, and then propose my own solution. This will build on the more modern 

opinion that Achilles Tatius was a writer of some sophistication and examine his 

purposes in leaving these discrepancies in his novel. The overall problem is intimately 

bound up with the narrative structure of the work, and I shall suggest that Achilles 

Tatius used the Platonic model of an initial dialogue with an open-ended frame and 

that there is wealth of Platonic allusion in the initial dialogue, including the name 

Cleitophon, which signals this relationship. 

2.2 Solution 1. 

The first method of solving this puzzle has been to accuse Achilles Tatius of 

incompetence. He simply forgot how he had started his novel and failed to finish it 

appropriately. This is mentioned as a possibility by Vilborg and Anderson and seems 

"Our author seems to have forgotten that the story began by being Clitophon's narration to himself. 

The narration took place at Sidon, and there should have been a few words to round up £lIe book to 

explain how it came about £lIat Clitophon found himself at Sidon, and for £lIe au£llOr to £llank him for 

his interesting narration." 

5 That CleiLophon is not as happy as he ought to be is suggested by what he says at 1.2.1: "'E1(0 
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to be suggested by SJ.tllt.s}ke.U0r! .6 This solution answers Question 1., and can be 

extended to Questions 2., 3. and 4., for if the author was forgetful enough to fmish his 

novel, he surely would have been capable of forgetting where his hero was at the 

beginning, what emotional state he was in and of failing to include Leucippe at the 

start. 

However, if this seems a little far-fetched as an explanation, it becomes 

ludicrous when it is considered that overall Achilles Tatius takes a good deal of care 

over the structure of his work. It is true that there are some discrepancies in the 

novee but these are positively minor compared with what the author is being accused 

of here. Reardon deals with the question of Achilles Tatius' ego-narrative, its uses and 

its inherent difficulties,8 and points out things that Cleitophon could not have known 

6 (1962), p.140; (1997), p.2284; and (1966), p.245 respectively. The last comment, bluntly, "By tlle 

end of tlle story the author has forgotten iliat he began wiili his tllird-person narrator viewing a 

picture." 

7 There are two examples of any note cited by Gaselee. The first, TOO TrOAEIWI.I 'Yap, (~ €4niv, (J'Tpa;T'rl'Y~ 

l}V oiho<; (2.14.2), is a mist.:'lke, since all we know of Sostratus so far is contained in 1.3.1, wbere no 

mention is made tllat he is a general. The second, Ka.1 'Yap, (~ €4niv EV apxfj T(IJ AO-yq) , EV Tup(!) TrOTE 

€'Y€'YOV€I Tr€PI -r0v T(';)V 'Hpa.KA€;(uV €O~V (7.14.2), could be iliought an inconsistency, for Sostratus did 

not t.:1ke part in tlle sacred embassy to Tyre: he was fighting in Byzantium at ilie time, as we learn 

from Pantllia's lament over her daughter's supposed loss of virtue: 0,/1.01, L(~(J'Tpa.T€· uV /LEV EV 

Bl.Isa.l!T/q) TrOA€/L€/<; (2.24.2). Hagg (1971a), pp.203-4, on tlle otller hand, argues tllat "it is more 

natural to regard tllis reference .. , as being directed to ilie previous history of tlle romance". The 

remaining inconsistency, iliat Cleitophon did not say any such tlling towards tlle beginning of his 

story, is tllUS more minor. 

8 (l994a), using Hagg (1971 a). 
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or have come to know.
9 

Achilles Tatius is forced, whether consciously or 

subconsciously, to extricate himself from the straight-jacket of his chosen mode of 

narration. "The longer his story goes on, the more complex it becomes, and the less 

strictly can he observe his own narratorial convention".10 However, it is not that 

Achilles Tatius is slapdash, for "he tries very hard to clear up loose ends where he 

" 11 AdM . 12 A h'll T' . f can. n, as ost pomts out, c 1 es atms IS generally care ul to ensure that 

Cleitophon is able to account in retrospect for things that he could not have been 

aware of when they were taking place. The most notable example of this is the way in 

which Cleitophon explains how he knew about Callisthenes' story a staggering six 

books after it was narrated. 13 This is the point to bear in mind, that Achilles Tatius felt 

constricted by the form of narration he had chosen right up until the end of his novel. 

At this point, according to Solution l., he forgot what he was doing. Solution 1., 

then, is unsatisfactory, especially given the fact that most scholars now recognise that 

Achilles Tatius was a writer of some skill and sophistication and had a clear idea of 

what a first person narrative entailed. 

9 Ibid., p.8S. 

10 Ibid. 

11 Ibid. 

12 (1989), p.11S-116. 

13 " Ap'Xrral ~ Af'YEIV, a c/J8a.vw -rrPO€IP'YIK(~ a-rravra ... (8.17.2), which refers to what he had narrated at 

2.13-18. The other example given by Most is '0 ~€ hrl (3a(Ta.vou<; €aUTOV a.'YOILEVQV i~(~v, rra.vra (Tac/J(7J<; 

Af'YEI ... (8.15.1), where Sosthenes' confession is supposed to provide Cleitophon with knowledge of 

events beyond that which he could be expected to know. 
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2.3 Solution 2. 

The second solution is to assume that the text is incomplete. This is mentioned as a 

possibility by Vilborg and Anderson. 14 This would answer Question 1., and would 

seem to be a way of answering Questions 2., 3. and 4. Until, that is, one asks, as Most 

does,15 what fOlm could the missing ending have taken? How exactly could Achilles 

Tatius have invented a conversation which would have had Cleitophon in the wrong 

place, in the wrong mood and without Leucippe and not have ruined the end of the 

novel? He could not. 

2.4 Solution 3. 

This solution claims that Achilles Tatius left his novel open deliberately: the end of the 

novel as we have it is how he intended his readers to have it. This reformulates 

Question 1. as: 

1. a) Why would Achilles Tatius have wished to leave his novel open, that is, not 

resume the initial frame? 

This is a question that needs to be answered if Solutions 1. and 2. are rejected. There 

are four answers which can be addressed immediately. The first of these seems to be 

the most prevalent of all the solutions, with the notable exception of Most: 

a) The responses of Vilborg and Hagg convey this answer: 

the author may have found that it would disturb the narrative to take up 

the frame story again. (This) possibility seems most probable; as a 

14 (1962), p.140, and (1997), p.2284, respectively. 

IS (1989), p.117. 



matter of fact, the ordinary reader hardly feels that something is amiss 

here. 16 

(Achilles Tatius) never had a real "frame-story" in mind at all. He has 

made use of an epic situation only to get the story going ... Having 

served this purpose, it is simply dropped and it is questionable whether 

the ordinary reader ever misses its resumption after 175 pages of first

person narrative. I7 
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There is an underlying underestimation of "the ordinary reader" in both of these 

answers, as if he were incapable of noticing what they themselves had noticed. It is an 

attempt to answer a question which they have raised, and which has been raised 

frequently, by claiming that there is no real question. It might be argued, however, 

that a reader of a papyrus roll/papyrus rolls would be less likely to remember the 

beginning of the novel (by virtue of having to unroll the text completely, or at least 

the first roll, to find it) and so would not realise that the frame is left open. If we are 

prepared to allow this, and I would not be, Solution 3. might, by extension, be able to 

deal with Questions 2., 3. and 4., for if the reader did not notice the absence of a 

frame-resumption, he might have forgotten what that frame contained. Questions 2., 

3. and 4. would thus not occur to him. This would surely be to assume an 

unwarranted degree of incompetence in the reader, whom Achilles Tatius himself pays 

II> (1962), p.140. 

17 (1971 .. ), pp.125-6. Reardon, (1994a), p.94, 11.15, after dismissing Solution 2., seems to propose a 

similar answer: "More probably he thought tbat a logically satisfactory closure would be pedantic 

and would detract from the ending of the real story, thus creating worse problems tIl,Ul it solved." 
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the compliment of being capable of remembering what 8.17.2 referred to. This 

extension would also require a level of ineptitude, or at least inconsistency, on the 

part of the author, which was not pennitted in the discussion of Solution 1. 

b) Another answer to Question 1. a) might be found by extending what Hunter has to 

say when discussing the prologue of Longus: 

In the stratagem of both Longus and Achilles Tatius Perri8 sees a 

device for avoiding having to tell a lengthy and serious fictitious 

narrative in the first person, which would breach the literary propriety 

which charged the author with responsibility for the truth of what he 

asserted. 19 

Thus Achilles Tatiuslthe narrator can disclaim any authority for what Cleitophon 

says.20 The author felt no need to complete the frame, as the desired effect had 

already been achieved. But this still leaves Questions 2., 3. and 4. unanswered. Two 

more answers fail in exactly the same regard. The first c) is that the frame is some sort 

of Beglaubigungsapparat, and the second d) is that the narrator's interest in 

Cleitophon's story is a device to draw in the reader.2! These last three answers may, 

of course, contain some truth - Achilles Tatius may be disclaiming authority, making 

18 (1967), p.llO-ll. 

19 (1983), p.39. 

20 Hunter (1983), pp.39-40, fits in with this: "Achilles was perhaps also influenced by tlle humorous 

(not to say scandalous) nature of tlle tale which he has to tell." 

21 So Hunter, ihid., p.39: "we should bear in mind ... tlle fact tlwt tllis device calls the reader's 

attention to tlle interest and amusement of tlle story which is to follow, i.e. tlle interest taken by 'tlle 

autllOr' in tlle narrator's story invites the reader's interest in it." 
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his story believable or drawing ill the reader - but they do not solve the central 

problems addressed here. 

2.5 Solution 4. 

As a response to the shortcomings of the above solutions, Most proposes Solution 4. 

He argues that: 

in virtually every such case (sc. "of smaller first-person narratives 

embedded within a larger third-person context" in a "Greek erotic 

romance") the first-person narrative is a lament for the misfortunes the 

narrator has suffered in the past and is still suffering at the time of his 

narration. 22 

Most then concludes that Achilles Tatius must have been constrained by the same rule 

that a stranger's tale must be one of woe. He then, in section II,23 argues that this is a 

feature of archaic and classical literature and concludes that someone, specifically a 

stranger, with a tale to tell had to respect the sensibilities of the listener and put 

himself at his mercy, as it were, by intimating that he is not as fortunate as that 

listener. 

22 (1989), p.118. Two possible exceptions are Xen. Eph. 5.1.2-3 and Long. 2.3.1.ff. Both of these are 

dismissed by Most, pp.119-120, on the grounds that the narrator is sufficiently familiar with the 

n:UTakes for his tale of non-woe not to grate. The idea that the degree of familiarity is central to the 

question is tllUs introduced witllOut due emphasis. 

23 Ibid., pp.120-27. 
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This solution answers Questions 1. and 3., but seems not to deal with 

Questions 2. and 4. Most raises Question 4.,24 but does not answer it directly. Its 

solution might, however, be accounted for in the way in which he tackles Question 2. 

Most argues that: 

Achilles Tatius may even have been trying to conceal the contradiction 

by precisely not returning to the framing situation of the temple of 

Astarte at Sidon with which he had begun.2s 

And, by implication, the absence of Leucippe performs the same function. Questions 

2. and 4., then, can be subordinated to the other two Questions. The problem with 

suggesting that Achilles Tatius added two discrepancies in order to conceal the 

contradiction between Cleitophon's respective emotional states is that the 

contradiction is only highlighted the more. However, there are other serious problems 

with this solution. 

The first weighty objection to Most's theory is that there is a ready exception 

ill the text of Oio Chrysostom' s 7th Oration, the fITst half of which is not too 

dissimilar from the novels themselves.26 Oio relates how he was shipwrecked on 

Euboea and met a hunter. He tells him where the deer he has been hunting is. The 

hunter takes what he wants from the deer and invites Oio to dine with him at his 

24 "Where is Leucippe when Cleitophon meets the anonymous narrator in tile temple at Sidon? Has 

Cleitophon lost her yet again?", ibid., p.117. 

25 Ibid., p.119. 

26 An exception need not be novelistic or date from the Imperial period, for Most derives tile 

novelists' practice from archaic and classical literature, but tile fact that Oio 7 does fulfil these two 

criteria might seem to make it a more forceful exception, altllOugh see p.124. on 

archaising/ciassi cising. 
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nearby hut. He asks him what had happened and then puts him at his ease (7.1-10). 

Dio follows him and: 

'.05" 00)) E/3a~/SOjh€)), ~t'Y}'Y€ITO jhOt KaTa T7))) O~O)) Ta aUTov rrpa'YlhaTa Kal 

TO)) /3/0)) 0); ES'Y} jh€Ta 'YU))atK05" aUTOV Ka; rra;~W)). (7.10) 

What follows is a channing, famous, tale, which Dio uses to highlight the idyllic 

nature of rustic existence. There is no hint that the tale is one of woe. 

The only two ways that this could not be an exception would be a) if there is 

deemed to be sufficient intimacy between Dio and the hunter for it not to be necessary 

for the tale to be one of lament, or b) if Most's rule does not apply here. To take the 

first possible objection, one could claim that by the time the hunter tells his tale, he is 

no longer a stranger to Dio. Dio's help in finding the deer and the hunter's offer of 

hospitality are by themselves sufficient for the hunter not to feel that there is any need 

for him to present his tale as one of woe. In fact some support for this might be 

derived from the text where the hunter says: 

aM' ,'(Jt Ka; 1h'Y}~€V ~€/0"'(}5". vvv IhEv EK TYYJ5" KaKorra(J€/a5" avaK-rrh(JY{J O"aUTOV' 

€i~ auptov ~€, ;; Tt (LV ii ~UJ)aTov, rntjh€A'Y}O"olh€(Ja ;;rrw~ O"w(Jfj~, Err€t~rf; O"€ 

E'}'VltJlh€V arras. (7.7) 

The implication, however, is not that the hunter knows Dio; it is that by tomorrow his 

family will know him. Nor will it do to say that because Dio is the recipient of 

hospitality, he is therefore in a position to be told the hunter's story, for he has not 

even received anything yet. 27 By any standards, Dio is a stranger to the hunter. 

27 Most (1989), p.B3, mentions "the iron-clad law of Homeric etiquette, that strangers be fed before 

they are questioned about their background; for one result is that thereby they have become less fully 

strangers before they begin their autobiographical discourse." The same, presumably, applies to the 
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The second way of arguing that Dio 7 should not be regarded as an exception 

would be to claim that Dio' s specific purpose here is such that he need not pay any 

heed to the strictures described in Most's theory. His work is didactic and his story, 

whether we believe him that it is factual (7.1) or not, is deployed to illustrate his 

point, that a simple rustic life of hardy but virtuous poverty is in all respects better 

than a life of urban luxury. Yet it is not clear how this purpose would enable Dio to 

bypass what Most argues is a fundamental part of Greek culture. Perhaps the hunter's 

lack of inhibition is meant by Dio to be another facet of rustic simplicity. He is not 

bound by the complicated rules of normal conversation. Indeed, during the hunter's 

speech we get the impression that he is not au fait with "normal" conventions of 

social intercourse.28 But there is no indication from Dio that his directness here is at 

all remarkable. Perhaps a reader with a developed sense of what was and was not 

acceptable would have seen the hunter's behaviour as indicative of an attitude that 

was unaware of the over-complicated nuances and rules of interaction found in 

everyday life elsewhere in the Greek world and would have regarded it as something 

to be emulated. But while it is straightforward to accept that an ancient reader would 

have realised the merits of the hunter's lifestyle, the objection still persists that, on 

reverse: the host cannot burden his guest willi his life-story until he knows him well enough or the 

guest is bound by the hospitality he has received. 

28 A good example of this occurs when a man, whom the hunter recognises as Sotades, and another 

man support the hunter's insistence tllat he is helpful to tllOse who have been shipwrecked. The 

\ \' / , \ ,\ H t ~\ ~." "A j.'(j a 0-:, 
hUIller reacts by kissing him: Kal rrpQ(TEAfk)ll E<biAOVJ) aUTOV Kal TOJ) ETEP0J). ° uE V'II-"O<; eyE a fTljlO p • 

'_~ '1 " '" '" ~ '1 ' J. 1 ~ !. ...... ..:,) (7 ')9) EIjlI/\OtJJ) aUTOtJ~. TOTE eyJ)(VJ) OTI EJ) T(L/~ rro/\f:(T/ OtJ IjlI/\OtJfTlJ) rL/V'."'Y'0ZX; -- • 
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Most's theory, the reader would merely have found his tale an undue intrusion 

towards Dio, something that it is clearly not meant to be. 

It may be that there is a way of modifying Most's theory to include Dio 7. or 

that it can be accommodated to it as it stands, but there is a second objection to the 

application of this theory in the case of Achilles Tatius' novel. That is to claim that the 

restrictions governing "self-disclosure" are not as relevant in the Impelial period, for 

which Dio 7 is a good example. Indeed the evidence Most adduces is mostly archaic 

or classical and he himself admits that: 

It is interesting to note that the Greek romances, which arise in the 

Hellenistic age and flourish under the Empire, continue to retain these 

Archaic and Classical limitations on autobiographical discourse at a 

time when they seem somewhat less coercive in reality. 29 

But he swiftly deals with this problem by suggesting that: "This is evidently a generic, 

and presumably an archaizing, feature of these romances".30 The fact that there appear 

to be no exceptions in the novels would seem to corroborate this argument. 

A way to maintain that Most's theory is of no relevance in the case of 

Leucippe and Cleitophon is to deny that Question 3. exists, that is, to claim that 

Cleitophon is not unhappy at the beginning. Indeed, according to Most the 

"fundamental contradiction ... between Cleitophon's character and situation at the 

beginning and at the end of the romance" has "apparently not (been) noticed 

before".3 I One reason for the failure of so many commentators to spot this 

29 (1989), p.133, 11.99. 

30 Ibid. 

31 Ibid., p.l17. 
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contradiction could be that it does not exist. But, as Most points out, Cleitophon's 

"very first words" are strong: "'E7(~ TaUTa all €i~€i'Y}lI," €<P'Y}, "TOrraLrra~ i)$P€/~ €S €P(UTO~ 

rra8(vlI" (1.2.1), and there is no hint at all that he is in the position or mood in which 

we find him at the end of novel, or in which we would expect to find him, given the 

likely ending of the novel. 32 

Most's theory, the generic tendencies of the Greek novel notwithstanding, has 

run into difficulties of varying severity, but if we accept the theory, we only create 

another, more serious problem, which is the following Question: 

5. Why did Achilles Tatius choose a stranger for Cleitophon to narrate his adventures 

to instead of a friend? 

After all, there might be no discrepancies if Cleitophon could tell his story to someone 

with whom he was sufficiently familiar for the restrictions of "self-disclosure and self

sufficiency" not to apply. In fact, in his concluding paragraph, Most almost suggests 

tl1is question: 

Speaking before friends and relatives, Cleitophon would likely have 

praised himself or recounted his good fortune, without doing more than 

boring or initating those nearest and dearest to him.33 

One could imagine a situation in which the anonymous author is an old school friend. 

He would be looking at the painting of Europa (in the same city as Cleitophon find\) 

himself at the end of his narration - Question 2.) and comment on the power of Eros, 

32 (1989), p.117, with n.16. Cf. H~igg (1971a), p.234, iJf3p€/<; "alludes only to the negative effects of 

Eros on his life". The idea that any suspense that a reader might experience on a first reading would 

be ruincd by a triumphant Cieitophon at the beginning will be dealt with under Solution 5. c). 

33 Ibid., p.133. 
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when Cleitophon would say that he too has been affected by his power and has 

undergone many adventures.
34 

The author would then recognise Cleitophon, remark 

on how long it has been since he has seen him and ask what has happened to him in 

the meantime. Then the conversation would not have to differ significantly from that 

in the text until Cleitophon's narration begins. The autobiographical details of l.3.1-2 

would be accounted for at appropriate moments in Cleitophon's narration.35 The 

frame might be resumed, without difficulty, at the end (Question 1.),36 at which point 

the author would ask where Leucippe was, and Cleitophon would provide a plausible 

answer,37 or Leucippe could even turn up after an afternoon at the shops (Question 

4.). At any rate, a writer of Achilles Tatius' wit and invention could have written such 

a scenario, had he wished, and obviated all four discrepancies. 38 

34 His statements, by being neutral in terms of reflecting what mood he is in, would thus not 

contradict with a happy ending, nor would they ruin any suspense. Question 3. is thus neutralised. 

See under Solution 5. c). 

35 Along the lines of: "And then my father, Hippias .,. ", or: "Sostratus, who, you may remember, is 

my uncle, ... " 

36 There would be no need for it not to be, for on Most's theory it isthe fact that Cleitophon narrates 

his tale to a stranger that is the cause of the frame not being resumed. 

37 E.g. "She's looking after her ill mother, and I miss her terribly ... " CIeitophon would thus he able 

to tell his whole story, including the parts conceming Melite, without Leucippe cramping his style. 

3M As Reardon (1994a, p.94, n.15, puts it: "it is hardly likely that Achilles would go to so much 

trouhle in order to end lip painting himself into a comer." 
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2.6 Solution S. 

This solution follows directly on from Solution 4. by assuming that the theory behind 

it is correct. Questions 1. a) and 3. are answered because Achilles could not resume 

the frame if Cleitophon's emotional state at the beginning has to be unhappy,39 and 

Questions 2. and 4., as subordinate questions, are answered by Achilles Tatius' desire 

to "conceal the contradiction". The issue now is that Solution 5. must answer 

Question 5. Solutions 3. a), c) and d)40 do not help in answering Question 5., because 

having a fIiend as the narratee would have made little or no difference. There are 

three possible ways of answering it, the first corresponding to Solution 3. b).41 

a) Achilles Tatius chose a stranger for Cleitophon to narrate his story to so that the 

stranger, who is also the author, might be distanced as far as possible from the events 

recounted by Cleitophon. Achilles Tatiuslthe stranger thus disclaims any responsibility 

for what Cleitophon says. There are two objections to this solution. The first is that 

no more distance is gained by the author being a stranger than there would have been 

if he had been a fIiend, for in the scenario outlined above the friend would be hearing 

the story for the first time. This is true at the level of the conversation. But at the level 

of wliting, could someone claiming to be a friend of a man with such a far-fetched tale 

to tell be held at least partially responsible for it by acquiescing in it so far as to write 

it down? Perhaps, but Cleitophon himself practically makes a disclaimer on his, and 

39 Which it docs, hecause he is talking to a stnmger. 

40 That Achilles Tatius needed a way to "get the story going", that the frame is a 

Beglaubiglll1gsapparat, and that Achilles Tatius was trying to entice his reader. 

41 That Achilks Talius wanted to disclaim authority for the story. 
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therefore the author's, behalf, for in the very act of protesting the veracity of his story 

he likens it to fiction: 

And it seems as if the author, given what Cleitophon has said, is prepared to treat his 

story with a little scepticism, and thereby lets the reader know that he has abdicated 

any responsibility for its contents: 

(1M?) KaToKvY;rrT)t;, (J) (3€ATIOL€," €l/>"YJv, "rrpot; TOU D..IOt; Kat TOU "Ep(UTOt; 

aUTou, TW:;TT) /J-aMov ,;jrr€lJ/, €; Kat /J-lliOIt; €OIK€." (1.2.2), and: 

"mi,J/TWt; (J€ (; TOIODTot; TOrrOt; 7}(JUt; Kat w~6wv aSIOt; EP(VTIK(7)V." (1.2.3) 

After such an introductory conversation, a friend reporting what Cleitophon had to 

say could hardly be held accountable for, or be disgraced by, his story. 

The second objection is far simpler: even if, by being a stranger, the author is 

distanced a little from Cleitophon' s story, is it worth paying the price of the large 

discrepancies in location and mood that are entailed by his being a stranger? The 

answer must surely be "no". 

b) Achilles Tatius chose a stranger to add to the character-portrayal of Cleitophon. 

The proponent of this solution would have to argue that the fact that Cleitophon tells 

a long, and rather tall, story to a stranger enhances, and is consistent with, the 

portrayal of his character throughout the novel. Cleitophon is hardly an ideal hero, a 

fact possibly best summed up by Gaselee's note to 8.1.2: 

The reader, bearing in mind Clitophon's behaviour at his previous 

meeting with Thersander (V. xxiii.),42 will by this time have come to the 

42 Where Clcitophon failed to defend himself against Thersander's attack. 



conclusion that the hero of the romance IS a coward of the purest 

water.43 
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Cleitophon's attitude to sexual relations is probably the clearest example of his unideal 

character. If Cleitophon is prepared to bare his soul and tell his most intimate secrets 

to a stranger, including things that he has not told his own wife,44 then the reader 

would have appreciated just the sort of shameless person that he is.45 This solution, 

however, suffers from the same problems as those outlined for 5. a): the effect of 

Cleitophon's story being delivered to a stranger instead of a friend would not have 

been so much greater as to make it worth paying the price of the discrepancies 

involved. In fact I would maintain that there is a good deal to be said for an argument 

similar to this, but I would use it in a very different way.46 

c) The third way to answer Question 5. is to claim that Cleitophon needs to be 

unhappy for the novel to contain any suspense. Achilles Tatius had him talk to a 

stranger so that, following Most's theory, he could feasibly not be in the state in 

which we would expect to find him at the inevitable happy end of a Greek novel. On 

this solution the author, standing in for the reader, does not know what the outcome 

will be.47 In fact he may assume the worst, given Cleitophon's apparent misery. It is, 

43 (1969), p.390. 

44 Most notably at a dinner at which Leucippe and her father Sostratus are present 'Em;; (J€ KaTa ~1I 

M€AiT"Y}lI €'Y€1I0JL'Y}1I, €tmPOll TO rrpo''YJLa €JLaVTOU rrp~ O"W<PPOa-UVY}lI JLETarro/(7Jl1 Kat ou(J€v €tj;€U(foJL'YJlI (8.5.2), 

and "Ell JLOllOll rrap7]Ka T(-;)V EJLaVTOU (JpaJLaTWlI, n]1I JLETa TaDTa rrpOc; M€Ai'T'Y}lI a;(f(-;) (8.5.3). 

45 See 4.4 and 5.3 for similar facets of Cleitophon' s character brought out by, among other things, 

the narrative technique of the novel. 

46 See below, p.133, under 2.9 

47 Or at least at the lime of the original conversation he did not know what the outcomc would hc. 
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of course, only at the end that the author/reader discovers that all is well, and at the 

same time he realises that Cleitophon's unhappiness was merely a ploy to enable him 

to embark on his story, in accordance with normal social conventions. 

5. c) has the advantage over 5. a) and b) that the price paid for this suspense 

could be argued to be worth it. But, as has been pointed out, Cleitophon would not 

need to be brimming over with happiness if he were speaking to a friend. He could say 

something neutral which would not prejudice the end of his story, but which at the 

same time would not be disconsonant with it.48 Thus the discrepancies could quite 

easily have been written out. Besides, any suspense gained by this device would be 

soon undermined by what Cleitophon says at 1.3.2: 

If Question 5. can not be answered, then there is no Solution 5. which might save 

Solution 4., and another approach is needed. 

2.7 Solution 6. 

This solution has been suggested by many, and is probably best stated by Hunter: 

critics might be slower to castigate Achilles for failing at the end of his 

novel to recur to the initial conversation if they were to reflect that 

" - ,,- '" '.I.' ~,' ~ ,'8 'A'(TrTTnr." 121) "You don't 
48 E.g. (in response to: 01011, E/noll, apXE/ (3PEI/JDI; OlJpallOlJ I<.a./ 'Y""; "a./ a. a ~.,., .. 

d " know the half of it - wait until you hear what happene to me. 



similar neglegentia is found in Plato (cf. Symposium, Protagoras), who 

was very likely Achilles' model for this technique.49 
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It might be thought that in a thesis concerning the influence of Plato on Achilles 

Tatius' novel, this would be the solution adopted. Unfortunately it does not answer 

Questions 2., 3. and 4. Solution 6. can only be considered as subordinate to a solution 

that answers these Questions. Solution 4. did, but then Question 5. was raised and 

there was no satisfactory answer to it. I shall return to Solution 6. later. 

2.8 Solution 7. 

Fusill0
50 

discusses the ending of Leucippe and Cleitophon and dismisses Solutions 1. 

and 2. by claiming that "such criticisms raise the wrong questions". He then mentions 

Solutions 6. and 3. C).51 But these solutions are not considered satisfactory. In the 

search for an/the answer he adduces a fact which has not been used as evidence in the 

discussion so far: the final paragraph of Leucippe and Cleitophon is extremely rapid. 

49 (1983), pAO. Cf. Winkler (1989), p.284, "That there is no closure of the framing narrative in 

which Kleitophon's long tale is set is more likely to be a deliberate act, for which there was 

precedent in Plato's Symposion"; Reardon (1994a), p.94, n.15, "and as has been pointed out before 

now, he had the precedent of Plato's Republic and other dialogues to justify him - the best possihle 

precedent for so literary ~Ul author"; and Anderson (1997), p.2284, "the possibility that ... the frame 

was left open on purpose, in imitation of such a classic among Achilles' models as Plato's 

'Symposium"'. It is, of course, noteworthy that all these critics cite the example of Plato in 

parti cular. 

511 (1997), pp.219-221. 

51 "It is common for a frmne not to be repeated (e.g. Plato's Symposium and Theocritus 13): the 

introduction in this case has an authenticating function that gives the Heffet de reel,'· but does not 

require Ull' auUlOr to repeat at Ule end Ulat he heard the story from Clitophon." 



Fusillo concludes that "This closural weakness can be adequately explained only with 

reference to the thematic and structural peculiarities of the entire novel." That is. 

Achilles Tatius' novel is an "ironic and ambivalent pastiche of the Greek novel." and 

"Giving such limited space to the crowning marriage does little to celebrate the chaste 

and faithful couple, while breaking off the narration frees it of organic structure."S2 

It seems a priori a good idea to tie the beginning/end discrepancy in with the 

nature of the contents of the novel. If there is consistent play with novelistic 

conventions throughout, it seems reasonable to attempt to solve the problems at issue 

here with an appeal to this aspect. However, to say that "breaking off the narration 

frees it of organic structure" does not solve the Questions that need to be answered, 

although it does at least provide us with a starting point. 

52 And along the same lines: "The aesthetic response Achilles Tatius aims to provoke in his public is 

as ambivalent as his authorial attitude toward the erotic novel," and: "Leucippe aruJ Clitophon's 

ending can be explained as anticlosural from the cultural and thematic point of view". Goldhill 

(1995), p.79, is not too far from this position: "the play between the generalizing, predictable models 

of eros - what we all know - and the (un)expected twists and turns of the love story - the surprises of 

the make-believe - is a driving narratological force in the novel as we move towards the expected 

conclusion in marriage, though not the expected closure, as the novel ends unexpectedly without 

returning to the frame of the scene in Sidon to explain why Cleitophon is at the temple of Astarte 

telling strangers his life story." Bartsch, (1989), p.170, sees the issue in a slightly different, although 

similar, light: "it is hard to believe that he (sc. Achilles Tatius) would be so careless as to overlook as 

drastic a fault as tlle novel's 'unpolished' ending. Perhaps we should consider this an intelllional 

omission, a hint that we are to view the work itself as we view the (often unintegrated) descriptive 

passages that it contains ... Achilles Tatius' whole work, like his descriptions, may well he 

characterised as a deliberate artistic creation". 



2.9 Solution 8. 

My own solution is an amalgam of developed forms of Solutions 6. and 7. To deal 

with the latter first, I would go further than Fusillo and suggest that the beginning/end 

discrepancy is a deliberate device to subvert, or at least endanger, the conventions of 

the ideal Greek novel.53 This would make it one of many instances in Leucippe and 

Cleitophon of what have come to be seen as playful ironisations of what a reader of a 

Greek novel might expect.54 The sexual infidelity of Cleitophon is the most glaring 

example, and others include the overwrought rhetoric scattered throughout55 and the 

triple Scheintode of Leucippe.56 

It seems to me that this debate presupposes that a reader of the sophistication 

that Achilles Tatius' novel seems to require would ask Questions 1., (and therefore 

53 For whether or not it is possible to talk of such conventions, see 1.1. For another anti-elosural 

54 Cf. Bartsch (1989), p.159: "Achilles Tatius is doing ... nothing quite so destructive as parody; he is 

playing, as always, upon the readers' expectations - in this case, some of the expectations they may 

be bringing with them from other romances." 

55 E.g. 3.5.4., where Cleitophon prays to Poseidon: Ei (J€ Kal ffrJpiOJll ~W; !30PUll rrrnpvJTal 'YEllEaf)al, ETc; 

(2000), who does not think thar humour is the aim at 5.7, where Cieitophon moums over what he 

thinks is Leucippe's decapitated body. 

56 Durham (1937) still has many good points, inspite of his chronology, and Anderson (1982), ch.3, 

is not slow to draw attention to possible elements of humour. See above under Solution 5. b) and 4.4 

and 5.3 for elements of Cleitophon's characterisation which show Achilles Tatius portraying him in 

a less than tlattering light. 
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Question 1. a)), 2., 3. and 4. Most himself runs through the doubts that would enter 

the reader's mind on completing the novel and draws attention to Question 4.: 

Where is Leucippe when Cleitophon meets the anonymous narrator in 

the temple at Sidon? Has Cleitophon lost her yet again?57 

In a note to this last sentence, Most expresses the implausibility of this possibility, 

although he does not count it out: 

This is of course hardly likely: but note that it IS not ill the least 

excluded by the language of i.3.2.58 

Other ways of resolving this dilemma have been considered and they have all been 

found wanting. The discrepancies, where they have been explicitly dealt with, have 

been seen to be a problem. But a more satisfactory outcome is reached if we credit 

Achilles Tatius with enough intelligence to have known what he was doing and view 

the discrepancies in a positive rather than a negative light. He knew full well that his 

reader would wonder why Cleitophon is in Sidon, why he is unhappy, and where 

Leucippe is. The author expected his reader to entertain the doubts that the 

discrepancies involve. There could be any number of ways to explain away these 

doubts and to account for the initial situation, but the fact that Achilles Tatius does 

57 (1989), p.l17. 

58 Ibid., n.17. Cf. Hagg (1971a), p.234, "since the hero, Clitophon, is the one who tells the story, the 

outcome is guaranteed to the reader at least in one respect - the hero survives. On the other hand, 

there is absolutely notlling in tlle account of the initial scene 0.2) tllat reveals anytlling about the 

heroine's fate, whetller she is alive and whetller the two have been united in marriage." In fact 

Cleitophon says tllat they were married in Byzantium (KaK€/ Tout; rrOAU€UKTOUt; rnIT€AEO'rLlIT€t; rrLl'-OU<; 

8.l9.2), but tllis does not vitiate Hagg's point tllat Leucippe, or any mention of her, is entirely ahsent 

(rom tile initial conversation. 
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not provide such an explanation only increases these doubts. Cleitophon may well 

have lost his beloved again, something that would be unthinkable in an "ideal" Greek 

novel. 

The text gives added weight to this interpretation by offering two sugg~stions 

that the temporal gap between the narrated time at the end of Cleitophon's story and 

the narrative context is quite small. The first occurs at 1.2.2: 

"K ' , I {j ".,. CI "" (j I "t"... '''.1.' \ 
al TI Tr€TrOvoa~, €/TrOV, (I) a'Yao€; Kal 'Yap OP(I) (TaU T'l')V a 'II' V au v-aKpav 

The god here referred to is, of course, Eros, who is leading Zeus in the painting. The 

idea of initiation suggests recent exposure to him, and for Cleitophon not to be far 

from being an initiate would seem to indicate that his love for Leucippe is not 01d.59 

Visible symptoms are associated with a love as yet unrequited at 1.7.3, where 

Cleitophon approaches his cousin Cleinias, announces that he too has become a slave 

to love, and Cleinias: 

"'E ~ " '" tI, ~ 'i ll~ "1.11_1 •• I i I ,/60 
prp;, €/Tr€V, €prp; aNY}ow5' 01 O<pOtu"P'01 (TaU /\€'Y0U(T'V, 

The fact that the narrator can see that Cleitophon is in love gives the impression that 

he has not yet come to grips with his emotions, something which would be more 

fitting for a man who has not yet even won the object of his affections than for 

someone who has been married for any considerable time. 

59 Noted by Hagg (1971a), p.126, who is otherwise careful to point out that "TIle interval in time 

between the narrated events and the day of tlle narration is never specified", ibid. 

(1) Cf. tlle two would-be lovers of Theoc. [d. 1.37-8: 0;' ()' &rr' €P(UTos/ lh/Ja !\UAO/()U)(/w,tC; t,(:)(TlIL 
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The other indication that the temporal gap between the end and the beginning 

IS not large, and one which might help us to determine more exactly how far 

Cleitophon is from being an initiate of love, is meteorological. The last sentence of the 

novel, which raises Question 2., is also relevant here. 

Tyre is where Cleitophon leaves himself at the end of his narration and where he plans 

to pass the winter with Leucippe. At the beginning of the novel we are given basic 

details about Sidon and a description of its harbour. This has the effect of emphasising 

the location of the beginning and to make it more memorable to the reader when he 

reaches the end.61 We then learn that the author arrived there after a severe storm: 

'Evra08a ?}KWJ) €K 7ToMoD X€IJhWJ)ot; (1.1.2). It does not seem too fanciful to suggest 

that the reader would associate the storm of the beginning, which otherwise has no 

significance or function,62 with the impending winter of the end. Of course, storms do 

not always occur in winter, but this connection is not out of the question. 

If these two factors can be taken as indicating that the beginning of the novel 

is temporally close to the end, Solution 8. is enhanced. For it is harder to explain, 

without appealing to the subversion theory, why Cleitophon's emotional state and 

location should be as they are in the frame, if the happy ending of his narration 

61 Indeed, as Most (1989), p.IIS, notes: "the romance's very first word is L/~(VI/ and its very last word 

. B f" " IS ti':,allT/01/ • 

62 It might be argued, and it is the case, that the stonn bas the function of bringing the autllOr to 

Sidon. But there are many other ways in which Achilles Tatius could have accounted for his presence 

tlll're, and that a storm is chosen would seem to have some relevance. 
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occurred shortly before. Moreover, the absence of Leucippe is quite inexplicable, if 

the couple have only recently married. The narrator is not allowed to resume the 

frame because he would only ask the questions that the reader himself asks. If such 

questions were asked in the text, they would require answers, or at least some sort of 

response; by leaving them to the reader, Achilles Tatius leaves the possible answers to 

him too. 

It IS not necessary to conclude that everything has gone wrong, that 

Cleitophon has lost Leucippe and that the entire world of the Greek novel has been 

turned upside down, but the possibility remains. It must also be noted that this 

solution has the advantage that it makes Solution 4. irrelevant. Cleitophon is not 

unhappy because he is talking to a stranger; he is unhappy because Achilles Tatius is 

subverting novel conventions.63 This raises Question 5. again: why did Achilles Tatius 

choose a stranger for Cleitophon to narrate his adventures to instead of a friend? 

Solutions 5. a) and C)64 still suffer from the problems outlined above, but Solution 5. 

b), that Achilles Tatius has Cleitophon tell his story to a stranger in order to portray 

him as a buffoon, is now important in its own right and will be explored further.
65 

And 

so it seems that Achilles Tatius, by having an initial frame which is at odds with the 

63 If Most's theory is correct, however, it could be that AchiIIes Tatius chose a stnmger as tJle 

narratee rather Ulan someone familiar to Cleitophon (Question 5.) in order to facilitate Ule lack of a 

logical conclusion. The issue is not iliat iliere could be no way in which Achilles Tatius could reswne 

tJle frame and square tJle narration's happy end witJ} Cleitophon's unhappiness in Ule frame: 

Achilles Tatius knew tJlat by having a stranger as tJle narratee, he would have to leave the end open 

and thus leave hanging tJle doubts that suggest a situation which we would not expect. 

64 That distance and suspense respectively were tJlUS achieved. 

65 In 4.4 and 5.3. 
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ending and by not resuming that frame at the end, has pulled off the biggest trick of 

them all: a Greek novel with a non-happy non-ending. 

2.10 Platonic Allusions in the Frame of Leucippe and Cleitopholl 

It may well be asked how this problem fits into a thesis which aims to deal with 

Achilles Tatius' use of Plato, but Plato, under Solution 6.,66 does have a large part to 

play. There are several echoes of Plato in the initial scene, concentrated in the 

conversation between the narrator and Cleitophon. Three of these allusions have been 

spotted in passing, but their individual functions have not been properly dealt with, 

and their collective effect has been neglected. 

The first allusion already noticed by commentators echoes Socrates' response 

to his interlocutors, who are unwilling to let him get away with not describing what he 

(Rep. 449c4-5). He reacts by saying: a vuv U/k€/~ 1rapaKaAoUJ/T€~ OUK j'O"T€ 00"011 €O"/kO)) 

AO'}'(tJ)) m€,},€/p€T€ (Rep. 450a10-b 1). When the anonymous narrator asks C1eitophon: 

"Kat TI 1r€1ro))6a~,"( 1.2.2), he replies: "LJ.t1j))O~ a))€'}'€;p€t~ ••. AO'}'W)) (Ibid.). As Hunter 

puts it: "with easy virtuosity Achilles has substituted synonyms for €O"/kOV and 

€1r€'}'€/P€T€ and altered the order of the words.,,67 But is there a purpose behind this 

allusion? Socrates' remarks reveal his reluctance to embark on a discussion which he 

knows will prove controversial and which he thinks will slow their progress (Rep. 

66 That Achilles Tatius did not resume tile frame in imitation of otiler autilOrs, especially Plato. 

67 (1983), p.1l4, n.99. This allusion is also spotted by Vilborg (1962), p.20. See also HId. 2.21.5, 

where Calasiris responds to Cnemon' s requests to hear what misfortunes he bas suffered: (J'/L-i)J.i0<; 

f"'\ '\' ' {3 '.(1" , , \ ,... 
K(L/((t))) I<(LI TO)) €I< TOUT(r))) 01,+,0)) (L1T€IPO)) €TTl (J'€(LVTOIJ KI))€I~. 
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450a7-b2). He is not sure whether what needs to be said is feasible, or whether it is 

for the best (Rep. 450c6-d2). He also does not wish to make a mistake and corrupt his 

friends in a matter of the gravest importance (Rep. 450d8-45Ibl). This is in stark 

contrast with Cleitophon, who needs little encouragement to tell his tale,68 and who 

seems to think nothing of burdening a total stranger with a significant part of his life 

story. The reader may also be expected to recall Socrates' subject matter and bear it 

in mind when reading about Cleitophon's adventures. Socrates' reluctance concerned 

the equality of women and the arrangements in his state for marriage and procreation 

(Rep. 451b9-46Ie4). Cleitophon's tale is centred around his love affair with Leucippe, 

a form of sexual interaction that could not be further from the genetic and social 

engineering envisaged by Socrates. 

The second draws on a distinction made famous by Plato. To complete the 

EOIKE." (1.2.2). This distinction between fact (AO'}'os-) and fiction (p,u6oS-) , by which 

Achilles Tatius has his fictional character protest that while his story may seem like 

fiction, it is actually fact, can be found in several of Plato's dialogues.
69 

In order to 

discover what /J-u6os- was for Plato, Murray has discussed the relationship between 

AO'}'o~ and /J-u6o~ and concludes that /hu6oS- has many "different functions,,;7o that "It is 

l I nf d . " 71 " h as if Plato sets a distinction between muthos and ogos on y to co oun It; t at an 

eschatological myth can be labelled as logos in one dialogue and muthos in another 

68 He does not even pause to learn the narrator's name! 

69 Pointed out by Morgan (1994), p.78, n.8, and Hunter (1983), p.114, n.99. 

70 (1999), p.260. 

71 Ibid., p.256. 
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suggests that the meanmgs attached to these words depend to a large extent on 

context.";72 and that "If we look in Plato's work for a consistent distinction between 

muthos (myth) and logos (reason), let alone a development from one to the other, we 

look in vain.,,73 However, what is needed for my case is that there should be frequent 

occurrences in Plato of a distinction between A070S- and /J-uOos-, not that there should 

necessarily be any consistency in them. 

Perhaps the most explicit example is to be found in the Gorgias, before the 

concluding myth, where Socrates prefaces what he has to say with: 

523al-3) 74 

Here we find an indication that A070S- is to be taken as something like fact, and that, by 

extension, #huOoS- refers to something unbelievable. We also see a denial that a 

seemingly fictitious tale/myth is not true. The sentiments here are similar to those 

contained in Cleitophon' s words at 1.2.2. In fact this passage of Plato is suggested 

even more strongly later in book 1 of Leucippe and Cleitophon, where, as part of his 

attempted seduction of Leucippe, the hero embarks on a series of descriptions of love 

in the natural world, including that of palm trees. He prefaces his account with: 

i' ~ ,\ \ ,....~ "i ,.... 'O~\i' (1173)75 /\070V Elval, lOt WY) Kal rralOES- E/\E70V 7EltJP70W. OE /\070S- •.• . . . 

72 Ibid., pp.256-7. 

73 Ibid., p.261. 

74 Mentioned by Murray, ibid., pp.255-6. 
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Again we have the protestation that something that seems fictional is in fact true. 

Another occurrence of this distinction occurs in book 2 when Satyrus has to deal with 

a servant called Conops in order that Cleitophon and Leucippe might enjoy a 

rendezvous at night. Satyrus tries to ingratiate himself with him, but Conops, €i(J(v~ TOU 

"LaTupou T'f))) T€XV'r))) (2.20.2), decides to give him a warning by means of a tale: 

(2.20.3) 

The tale describes how a lion thought that it was wretched for fearing a cock until it 

met an elephant that was in mortal danger because of a gnat, the implication being 

that Satyrus should watch his step. Satyrus replies with a more rhetorically elaborate 

story in which a boastful gnat teases a lion before being caught in a spider's web. But 

before he begins it, he comments: 

t"'A ''"' i"''''' KOU(]"O)) Ka,J-0U TI))a /\070)), €11r€)), 

(2.21.5) 

Satyrus seems to be using the distinction between A070S" and ll-u(}0S" deliberately, as if to 

suggest that his story is truer and that its contents are more relevant.
76 

In addition to the passages discussed by Murray,77 a distinction between A070S" 

and ll-u(}0S" can be found in several other places in Plato, and it is worth noting some of 

75 The irony of equating rral()€~ (J"o</Jwv with rraj()€~ •.. '}'€wP"'/wv might be intended to undermine the 

truth claim here, but that does not invalidate the distinction. Vilborg (1962), p.35, observes that 

"Achilles Tatius has possibly got the distinction from Plato (cf. Tim. 26E)." 

76 The fact that he heard it from a philosopher might even point to the origin of Ulis distinction in 

PlalO. 
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them here in order to help demonstrate just how prevalent this opposition is in the 

Platonic corpus. In the Phaedo Socrates has a dream which says: ""-n L(VKPaTE~ ... 

1h0urrlKri)v 1TOtEI Kat EP7a rou." (Phd. 60e6-7). His response to this is to write 1TOl'i}p,aTa 

(Phd. 61 b 1). After writing in honour of the god whose festival is preventing his 

execution, he soon realises that he is not suited for it: 

Elva/, 1TOIEIV Jhu(jou~ aM' ou )\()70U~ (Phd. 6lb3-S). 

Being no JhU(jOA07IKo~, he decided to versify 1TPOXEtpOU~ ... w~(jou~, and they were TOU~ 

Airr(;mou (Phd. 61 bS-7). Thus JhU(jou~ here are fictional, in contrast with his praise of 

the god, which must correspond to the A070U~ referred to at Phd. 61 bS. 

The opposition of A070~ and IhU(jo~ abounds in the Timaeus. In addition to the 

passage discussed by Murray,78 another example occurs before Timaeus embarks on 

his account of the origin of the universe and everything in it. It is worth quoting in 

full: 

, I tJ' f.I 'f" \, i' 'i ' "J' 
aJhETa1TT(tJTOU~ - Kau orrov OIOV TE Kal aVEI\E7KTO/~ 1TP0(JY'()KEI 1\0701~ Elva I 

Kat aVIKrf;TOI~, TOUTOU (jEI WYj(jEV EME,7rElV - TOU~ (jE TOU 1TPO~ P,Ev EKEIVO 

" " ,... " ~- i I CJ ' , .,... .,. L' 
1TpO~ 7EvErriv ourrla, TOUTO 1TpO~ 1TIrrTIJ) aNYjUEla. Eav ow, (tJ (t)KpaTE~, 

1ToMa 1TOMe))) 1TEPI, (jEiDV Kat -Mi~ TOU 7raJ)TO~ 7EJ)ErrE(t)~, p,ri) 6waTOt 

7/7V(;)p,Efia 1TaJ)T'n 1TaJ)T(t)~ aUTOU~ €aUTO/~ OIhOA070IJJhEJ)Ou~ A0701J~ Kat 

77 Including, where the distinction is explicit: Rep. 377ff.; Prot. 320c and 324d; Carg. 523a; and 

Tim. 26c-e. 

7S Tim. 26c-e, (1999), p.260. 
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, a' '~'"" \ lJ I ''1i' '"'' 1\ \ '?' 
a1T'fJKplfJWIJ£lJOU~ a1TOOO UJJal , IJ/YJ vaulkafT'(J~' a/V\ EalJ apa lk'Y}OElJO~ 'Y}TTOlJ 

1TapEX(~JkE6a EiKOTa~, a,},a1TalJ 'XPri), JkEIkJn}Ik€vou~ w~ /; A€'}'wlJ €,},(V UJk€'~ TE 

E/KOTa IkU(}OlJ. We find similar sentiments later in Timaeus' speech: 

'" i i ~ \ ~ , ':!!I \ 'i":!!1"\ '_ .-ll \ ~ " 
Ta/V\a OE TWlJ TOIOUTWlJ OUaElJ 1TOIKI/\OlJ ETI ala/\O'}'UTau-val T'Y}lJ T(ulJ €IKOTWV 

, [j 1\ ' '1\ I (\ f.I , f f.I " " .... 
IkUVWlJ JkETaOI(uKOVTa toEaV' 'Y}lJ OTav T/~ aVa1TaUfTEW~ ElJEKa TOU~ 1rEpl T(OV 

1TOIOITO, (Tim. 59c5-d2) 

The Politicus is also important in establishing the antithesis between Ao'}'o~ and 

IkU(}O~. During the attempt to define the statesman, the Visitor realises that he and the 

aVTI1rOIOUJk€lJOU~ (Pit. 268c8-9) and says that: 

He says that they: (jEt Ka6' €-r€pav o(Jov 1TopEu67jlJal T/lJa (Pit. 268d5-6), which he defmes 

as: 

1TPO(T'XP"f;fTaafJaI (Pit. 268d8-9). 

At the end of the IkU(}O~ he links it back to the Ao'}'o~: 

. \ \!~ ii' "~' (J' JI ~1 a aT (LV 
79 The phrase is also encountered at Tun. 68c7-d2: Ta (IE U./V\a ano .OUT(I)l1 ITXE 0 VIP' c; 
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KaA TO /-h€J) O'Y} TOU /-hUOOU T€/\O~ €X€TW, 'XP'Y}(J"I/-hOJ) Of aUTOll 1TOI'Y}(J"O/-h€8a 1TPO~ 

€J) T(f) 1TPOof}€ AO,},(l-'. (PIt. 274d8-e3) 

and the relationship is commented on again: 

8auj.ha(]"ToJ) O,},KOJ) apaj.h€J)oI TOU WJ8ou, j.h€'roJ)1 TOU ~€OJ)TO~ 7}1la,Kcur6'Y}/J-€J) 

a!hou j.h€PEI 1Tpoaxo'Yj(]"aof}al' ~,O /-haKpOT€pall n}J) a1TO~€Ig;ll 1T€1TOIrf)Ka/J-€ll Kat 

1TaJ)TW~ T(f) WJ6(l-' T€Ao~ OUK €1T€6€/-h€J) , aM' aTEXll(v~ 0 Ao'}'o~ rry/J-IJ) ('/J07f€P 

r(f)OlJ n}J) Egw8€J) j.hEJ) 1T€PI,pa4>rf)ll EOIK€ll iKall(V~ EX€IJ), n}J) ~E oToll TOts

cPapj.haKOI~ Kat TV (J"U,},Kpa(J"€1 T(VJ) 'XPW/-haTWll €llap,Elall OUK a1T€IA'Y}cP€ll(J,' 

1TW. (PIt. 277b4-c3) 
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Quite what Achilles Tatius uses this distinction for at 1.2.2 has not been 

discussed to my knowledge, but it should first be stressed that the /-hu8o~/Ao,o~ 

opposition is not, of course, exclusive to Plato. And its use is not unparalleled in other 

second sophistic writers. See, for instance, Longus at D. & c. 2.7.1: 1Tallu €T;PcPfhj(]"all 

" '"'6' ") , " 80 d O' 1 49 (V07f€P j.hU Oll OU /\O'}'OJ) aKOUOJ)T€~, an 10. : 

While it would be hard to argue that the occurrence in Daphnis and Chloe owed a 

great deal to Plato, the likelihood that Oio is drawing on the distinction as used in 

Plato is increased by Trapp's arguments that Oio alludes to the setting of the 

Phaedrus, that the priestess who Oio claims told him the story is reminiscent of the 

Oiotima of the Symposium and that Plato is never too far from the surface of much of 

80 With Hunter (1983), p. 47ff. with nn., and Morgan (1994), especially p.76 with n.8. 
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the rest of the Oration.
8

! The distinction in Leucippe and Cleitophon is first used in a 

context which is heavily laden with Platonic references, and these should have the 

same corroborative effect as the allusions in Dio 1. 

As for the use that Achilles Tatius makes of the opposition between J1-ufioc; and 

Ao'}'oC;, I have already mentioned the fact that in protesting his story's truth by making 

the disclaimer that it is like fiction, Cleitophon only emphasises its fictionality. The 

narrator's reactions: 

, ~ , ~11" "'£J" "(122) d aUTOU, TaUT'(} J1-a/v\OlJ 'Y)O"EllJ, EI Kal JJ-UVOIC; EOIKE. .., an : 

complicate the issue, for it is not clear how he is going to take Cleitophon's story. Is 

he accepting that it will be factual, but rather tall, or is he patronising the young man 

and willing to listen to a nice tale, regardless of its truth content? It is not the case 

here, as it is frequently not elsewhere, that Achilles Tatius is making a simple allusion. 

He does use the J1-ufioC;/Ao'}'oC; distinction, but he muddies the water.82 He is describing a 

fictional story which a fictional character claims is true, but which is like fiction, while 

trying to make it realistic. Where the truth lies is thus distorted by Achilles Tatius as 

he takes the reader away from the cosy opposition between fact and fiction. 

81 (1990), pp.l41-5. See also Trapp (2000), p.229. 

82 Much as Plato does. 
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The third allusion, or set of allusions, to Plato in the opening conversation of 

the novel that has been noticed before83 is contained in the surroundings in which the 

narration takes place: 

, , " £J ' r:'i' , , £J' 1 2 ) aUTOlJ em TtlJ05' [J(uKOU xa/ha,~"f)/\ou Kat aUTo5' rrapaKautO"a/hfJJo5' ( . .3 . 

The plane trees (rrAaTalJot /J-€lJ ErrEcPUKEO"alJ rroMat Kat rrUKlJal) remind the reader of the 

setting of the Phaedrus:84 

(Socrates) T; WY;lJ; 

, 
(Socrates) Kat 

(Phdr. 230b2-3); 

(Socrates) urro -MJ5' rrAaTalJOU (Phdr. 230b6); 

and from further on: 

83 By Trapp (1990), p.17!, 0' Sullivan (1978), p.326, n.61, Gamaud (1991), p.S, Plepelits (199 6), 

pAOO, and Vilborg (1962), p.21, to name but a few instances of recognition. However, none of them 

gives deL:'lils of the allusions or attempts to discem their function. 

84 Almost inevitably, given tlle popularity of tllis passage in the second sophistic, which is <unply 

demonstrateu by Trapp's (1990) list of second century allusions to it on p.171. 



(Phaedrus) O/l-lIUJ1A tap 0"0' - T/lla /l-MOI, T/lla 8€iVlI; ';i {3ouA€, n}1I 

rrAaTallOll TaUT'Yjll/; - ... (Phdr. 236d10-e1). 
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The cool, clear stream (rrap€pp€, "a€ iJ"awp t/;UXOOll T€ Ka; "a,aU7€5, 07011 o:rro XU)V05 G,pTI 

Au8€/0"'Y)5 EPX€TaI) echoes: 

(Phdr. 229b7-8); and: 

(Socrates) ,;; T€ au 1MI7rf} xap'HrraT'Y} urro T7J5 rrAaTavou p€l/haAa t/Nxoou 

iJ"aaT05, (~)O"T€ 7€ T(f) rro"a; T€KwY;pa0"8a,. (Phdr. 230b5-7)85 

And fmally the idea of sitting down (Ka8/O"a5 OUlI aUTov Err; T'V05 8(~KOU Xatha,t;-i;Aou Ka; 

aUTo5 rrapaKa8,O"a/l-€lI05) is repeatedly mentioned: 

(Phaedrus) aMa rrou "arf} (3ouA€, Ka8,t;o/l-€1I0, ulIa7lliV/h€ll; 

€v ~O"ux;~ Ka8,t;'Y)O"o/l-€8a. (Phdr. 228e4-229a2); 

229a7); and: 

(Phaedrus) 'EK€IO"K,a T' €O"T;1I Ka; 7rlI€u/ha J-L€TP/ov, Ka; rroa Kaett;€af)a, ,;j 

all (3ouA(l)J-L€8a KaTaKAllnjlla,. (Phdr. 229b 1_2).86 

85 That the stream will be cool is also suggested by: p(j.,U"TOV OQV r(yLIV K(LTa TO u(J(iTtOV {3PEXO[)(TI TOUs-

1T()(J(L~ iEV(L/, K(LI OUK a'T}(J€~, ru(~ TE K(LI '1"I]V(JE n]v ('/JP(LV TOV ho~ TE K(LI -ri}t; r(yL€P~. (Pluf,.. 229a4-6) 

86 SOcTates actually lies down: 1T!:LVTWV (J€ KOp,t/;OT(LTOV TO -ri}t; 1TO~, ;n., €V ";lP€p,(L 1TPO(T(:LVTE' iK(Lvr) 1TEciJUKf: 

KlLTlLKA/v€VT' n]V KEcPlLA,.qv 1T(LrKaA(~ EXE/V. (Phd,.. 230c3-5); and: vvv (J' OQV €V T<I) 1TILPOVT/ (JEVP' 
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The function of this nexus of allusions to the setting of the Phaedrus has the effect of 

locating the main narration of Leucippe and Cleitophon in the literary world of that 

dialogue.
87 

On encountering such a scene the reader would expect the rest of the text 

to engage with the contents of the Phaedrus, or at least to share certain subject 

matters with it, and that this will be the case is suggested by the narrator's invitation 

to Cleitophon for him to begin his tale: ""Dpa (TOI," €<P'Y}JI, "T7j~ T(-;)JI AO')"(tJJI aKpOa(THtJ~' 

with the Phaedrus would have recognised this as confirming his expectations. The 

same reader might also have compared the participants in the respective dialogues, 

and the last mention of the plane tree88 may have reminded him of the circumstances 

in which it was made: Phaedrus is trying to make a seemingly reluctant Socrates speak 

in reply to Lysias' speech. The contrast with Cleitophon's token resistance is obvious 

enough, as is the comparison between the narrator's enthusiasm for the spot in which 

they find themselves, and Socrates' attitude that he is only in such a pleasant setting 

because he wants to hear Phaedrus recite Lysias' speech and that he would rather be 

. h 89 
10 t e town. 

The narrator's invitation ('''Dpa (TOI," €<P'Y)JI, "T7j~ T(-;)JI AO,},CtJJI aKpOa(T€ctJ~' 

a,<PtKOfLEl)G<; €'Y{~ ,tEl) fLOt (JOK(V KaTaKEio-E0-8at (Phdr. 230e2-3). This does not annul tlle allusion, tllOugh, 

for tlle idea of silting down is firmly planted in the reader's mind. 

87 See eh.5. for tlle use of tlle Phaedran scene by otller autllOrs and for further use of it hy Achilles 

Talius. 

88 Phdr. 236dlO-el. 

89 Phdr. 230d2-c4. 
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Phaedrus' remarks in the eponymous dialogue where he describes what he and Lysias 

had been spending their time on: 

by 'tJ,€Tpf!30I.1£lI, OUK 071;' OllTllIa TP01TOll €PWTIKO~. (Phdr. 227 c3-5) 

The idea of hearing is picked up by the narrator's words ('1] aKorf; - n;~ T(;'W AO,),(uli 

aKpoa(J"€W~), as is the erotic nature of what is said (AO')'OS" ... EPWTIKO~ - jku8wlI .•. 

EPWTIK('JlI) and the suitability of the material, although this is transferred from the 

Socrates of the Phaedrus to a setting that strongly evokes that of the Phaedrus (Kat 

, (J " c' ~ ) 90 jkUOWlI a';;,l0~ €PWTI K(.t)lI . 

That a AO,}"OS" ... EPWTIK0S" would be appropriate for Socrates to hear leads on to 

another suggestion that Plato is prominent in the background of the opening scene, 

and by extension in the whole nove1. 91 At 1.2.1, just after the description of the 

painting of the abduction of Europa and before the introduction of Cleitophon, the 

narrator explains which part of it he concentrated on and why: 

He concentrates on the god Eros, because he is interested in erotic things.92 This, I 

believe, is intended to evoke the character of Socrates, and goes hand in hand with the 

other allusions in the opening conversation. As well as the above quotation from the 

90 rrallT(vS" (Je 0 TOIOVTO<; TOrrO<; ~(Jt;S" might also be intended to recall: TO EVrrvOW TOU TOrrOlJ (~IS" a'Ya:n'YfTOll 

Ka-i a-c/J6(Jpa- ~1JU (Philr. 230c1-2). 

91 Unlike the previous three allusions, this potential reference has not been noticed. 

97 '(1969) 9 d t tile correct me('lIling', - Gaselee's translation: "a lover myself , p., oes no convey 

Winkler's "for I have long been fascinated by passion" (1989), p.I77, does. 
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Phaedrus, a number of passages give the impression that Socrates "was interested in 

erotic things"; indeed, on occasions they are all he claims to know about. 

While indulging in a display of characteristic irony, Socrates at Theages 

128b2-6 claims that it is not worth seeking his education rather than that of the 

sophists, because: 

\ i ' ~ I ,\ f..1 " , ~" ''"'' ~ \, , 

Kat /\E'YW U'Y)7roU aEI OTI E'Y(u TU'YXallW (I)S eTrOS EI7rE/lI OUOElI E7r/a-ra/J-ElIOS 

~ ~ 

T(ull lIUlI. 

It is to the Symposium, however, that we must turn for the best examples. In response 

to Eryximachus' proposal for a topic to discuss it is reported that Socrates said: 

... (Symp. 177d6-8) 

After Aristophanes' speech Eryximachus said that: 

Eipij~al (Symp. 193e4-7). 

When it came to Socrates' turn he made great play of his ignorance, and his statement 

is tinged by his subsequent sarcastic realisation that he did not know how to praIse 

things (as if one should tell the truth!): 

Kat ElIElIO'Y)(J'a TOTE a,pa KaTa'Y€Aaa-ros WlI, ~lI;Ka U/J-Ill (~/J-oAo'YoUl/ Ell T(tJ 

/J-€PEI /J-Ef)' V/h/VlI E'YK(tJ/J-la(J'E~al TOll "EpwTa Kat Ecb'Y)lI Elllal (JEll/OS TO

EpWTIKa, OU(J€lI Ei(J(~)s a,pa TOU rrpa'Y/J-aTo5, (~5 E(JEI E'YK(tJ/J-la(EllI OTIOUlI. 

(Symp. 198c5-d3) 

And after his account of the instruction Diotima gave him, Socrates said: 



TaUTa or;, (T) <I>aIOpE TE Kat 0; aMol, €<P'Y} /k€1I AIOTi/ka, TrETrElfT/kal 0' €'Y(~' 

TrETrElfTjhElIOe; O€ TrElpWjhal Kat TOUe; aMoue; TrEi6€1l1 OTI TOUTOU TOU K-rrY;/kaTOe; 

TV a1l6pWTrEi~ <purrEI fTUlIEP'YOll a/kEillW "EpWTOe; OUK all TIe; p~/we; Aapol. 010 

o~ €'YW'YE <P'Y}IU W-y}lIal 1r(LlIa allopa TOll "EpWTa TI/kall, Kat au-roe; TIIU7) Ta 

€pWTIKa Kat ola<pEpOllTWe; arrKW, Ka; TOle; aMOIe; TrapaKEAE'Jo/kal, Kat lIUlI TE 

Kat aEt €'YKWjhlasw ~11 OUlIajhlll Kat allopE/all TOU "EpWTOe; Ka6' OfTOll oIoe; T' 

E//kl. (Symp. 212bl-8) 93 
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Socrates' interest in €pWTIKa did not go unnoticed by other second sophistic 

writers. In his attack on "Platonic love" at Ps.-Luc. Am. 54 Theomnestus casts doubt 

on its possibility and its worth: 

, "..,." , f ~, \ t, , 'A'1 CJ '!\ EPWTIK0C; 'Yap 'Y}1I, EITrEp TIe;, Kal 0 ~WKpaT'Y}e;, Kal UTrO /klall RAKlfJlaO'Y}5 

Less explicit, although still clearly referring to Socrates, is the characterisation of the 

life of the Platonic philosopher at Lucian Vit.Auct. 15: 

While in the first of these passages €PltJTIKOe; is used directly, although rather 

scurrilously, of Socrates, and in the second Lucian obviously has Socrates in mind, 

Achilles Tatius is not describing Socrates, and the erotic nature of the narrator would 

not be very likely to remind the reader of Socrates by itself. But the compounded 

reminiscences detailed above amount to the inescapable impression that Achilles 

93 Cf. Xen. Mem. 2.6.28 where Socrates says to Critobulus, who is keen to know how one knows who 
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Tatius is using a great deal of Plato, and in this context I would argue that an allusion 

to Socrates is intended in the interest of the narrator in EpWTIKa. The contrast between 

the nature of these EpwTIKa, the power of sexual love as represented in the painting, 

and those that interested Socrates, the metaphysical usefulness of beauty as the first 

step to discerning the Forms (outlined in Diotima's speech in the Symposium), reflects 

the difference between the respective contents of this dialogue and the Platonic 

dialogues: Achilles Tatius is interested in a love affair, Plato in the metaphysical 

nature of absolute reality. And the desire of Socrates to hear Lysias' speech, whose 

erotic nature Phaedrus thinks will suit him, is recalled in the narrator's enthusiasm for 

hearing Cleitophon' s tale of love. 

Another link between Plato and the opening (and the rest) of Leucippe and 

Cleitophon is the name of the hero itself. I have already argued that various names 

deployed by Achilles Tatius are inspired by Platonic characters, and Cleitophon, I 

would suggest, is another of these. 94 However, it is not in his character that the 

reference resides, nor in any words he utters nor those used to describe him. Rather it 

is the form of the novel that led Achilles Tatius to adopt this name for his hero. 

Cleitophon in Plato is a relatively minor character. He is the sole interlocutor 

in the eponymous dialogue, is mentioned as being present at the discussion described 

in the Republic,95 and takes a brief part in that discussion. 96 The latter two are only 

incidentally relevant, for it is the relationship between the Cleitophol1 and the 

Republic that is important here. According to Slings the Cfeitophol1 was written after 

'14 For the statistical dat.:'l and their implications, see 1.9.l. 

95 KaTEAa(3oILEv ... Kat KAEITo<p(7IVTa TOV 'Ap/(rnvvul"0u (Rep. 32Sb5-8). 

Q6 Rep. 340a3-bS. 
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the Republic and was intended by Plato to remind the reader of it.97 The former seems 

secure, but the latter less so. A later work can be meant to be read before an earlier 

one. Even if each dialogue was published on completion (ignoring the possibility that 

Republic 1 was published separately as Thrasymachus vel sim.), a later work can still 

be intended to precede an earlier one, and those readers for whom it is too late could 

exercise their imagination and read the dialogues "the wrong way around". At any 

rate, the matter is of no consequence, as Plato's intentions are not necessarily relevant 

to the order in which his works were read in the second sophistic. The order seems to 

have been various, as far as we can tell from D. L. 3.62: 

, A i a' "lI ~ 'r • 'l.' , 'C\ ' " 1\' E' n' 1. "i i 1-V\KlfJlaoou TOU IJ-EI':,oJ)OC;' 01 0 a1m \':'JEa'}'oUC;' EJ)101 OE UVU'IIPOJ)OC;' a/V\01 

T.Ti 1. ~ 'T" 1\" 'ffi'!\ " C\ ' ii' J.V\E1T0'll(OVTOC;' TIJ)EC; lJ1-alOU' 01 0 a1m \jIalopou' €TEPOI \':'JEarnyrou' rro/v\ol 

'l.' <' ')'A i' '" ~ OE arr rrOl\o'}'lac; T'Y)J) ap'X:f)J) rrOIOUVTal. 

But at the time Diogenes Laertius was writing it seems that the dominant order was 

that recommended by Thrasyllus, in which the eighth tetralogy was headed by the 

Cleitophon (T'i}c; o'}'~(n}c; rf},},EITal KAE/TO<pWJ) 3.60) with the Republic second. Thus 

whoever made this arrangement thought that the Cleitophon should precede the 

Republic. It is not difficult to infer the general reasons for this. Cleitophol1 consists of 

a conversation between Socrates and Cleitophon and is framed by two mentions of 

Thrasymachus, at Cleit. 406a3 and Cleit. 410c7. The first book of the Republic 

mainly comprises an argument between Socrates and Thrasymachus, with an 

intervention from Cleitophon at Rep. 340a3-b8. In the former Cleitophon wants to 

know what comes after the protreptic at which Socrates is so good: he wants to know 

what ~'KalO()"uVr} is. The latter is ostensibly entirely concerned with this question. It is 

97 (1999). 
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as if the arranger of the dialogues saw the Republic as demonstrating that 

Thrasymachus, towards whom Cleitophon in the eponymous dialogue is leaning for 

some concrete answers, is not the man to help him. Socrates has the answers he is 

looking for, and they are brought out in the rest of the dialogue in exploration of the 

nature of justice. Thus, as far as we can infer from the order of the dialogues handed 

down to us, the Cleitophon seems to have been read as a preliminary to the Republic. 

An interesting piece of evidence is to be found at Hippolytus Haer. 1.19.21, where he 

quotes Cleitophon 407d4-8 with the words A€SIS TOVTOLJ EJ.h<baV€O'TG/T'Y} EO'TIV Jv TV 

iloAIT€'al. One could take this as meaning that the Cleitophon was read as part of the 

Republic, but Slings prefers to see it another way: 

It is an interesting slip, best explained if we think of a complete Plato 

which contained both Clitophon and Republic (or part of it). In other 

words, Hippolytus or his source consulted an edition of Plato in which 

the dialogues were grouped in tetralogical order.98 

The former approach cements the connection between the two dialogues; the latter 

admits that their grouping linked them inextricably. 

The similarities of the link between the Cleitophon and the Republic on the 

one h<ll1d, and the relationship of the initial conversation and the rest of Leucippe and 

Cleitophon on the other, are twofold. Firstly, the latter contains an introductory 

conversation between Cleitophon and a figure whose erotic interests may recall the 

Platonic Socrates. The Cleitophon, which seems to have been read as an introductory 

conversation to the Republic, consists of a dialogue between Socrates and 

Cleitophon. Secondly, the Cleitophon anticipates the discussion recounted in the 

98 (1999), p.:23, n.37. 
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Republic by asking the questions that it aims to answer. The initial scene of Leucippe 

and Cleitophon, with its description of a painting of the abduction of Europa by Zeus 

in the form of a bull, and with the conversation, which draws attention to the power 

of Love and in which the anonymous narrator asks to hear Cleitophon' s story, fulfils a 

similar function. The former foreshadows the erotic theme of the novel, and the latter 

explicitly draws attention to the erotic nature of the narration to follow. Achilles 

Tatius, however, has switched the interlocutors around. In the Cleitophon it is 

Cleitophon who asks the questions and in the Republic it is Socrates who provides the 

answers, whereas in Leucippe and Cleitophon the anonymous narrator (Socrates) 

asks the questions that Cleitophon's narration answers. Achilles Tatius, therefore, 

named his hero Cleitophon in order to suggest similarities between the relationships of 

the Cleitophon and the Republic on the one hand and of the initial conversation of his 

novel and the narration that fills the rest of it on the other.99 

2.11 Leucippe and Cleitophon: A Quasi-Platonic Dialogue-Novel 

These five reminiscences of Plato each have their own function. loo Collectively they 

create a strong impression in a short amount of text, but as yet they can not be 

brought to bear on the question of the beginning/end discrepancy. The next step is to 

claim that this wealth of allusion, and the allusions of various forms throughout the 

novel,101 suggest to the reader that he is reading a quasi-Platonic dialogue-novel. How 

lJl.! See Trapp (2000), p.234, where he argues tllat Dio Or. 13 is based on Plato's Cleitophon. 

lOll That is the swarm of stories, tile J..LC8oc;/A()'yoc; distinction, the setting, tile interest in erotica ,Uld the 

mune Cleitophon. 

101 See chs. 1., 3.,4., and 5. passim. 
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can this help with our problem? If a reader of a Platonic dialogue did not think it 

amiss when a frame was not resumed (Solution 6.), then Achilles Tatius may have 

utilised his Platonic references, which still retain their individual functions, to make 

the reader think that he was reading a work that would bear narrative similarities to a 

Platonic dialogue. This proposition calls for an analysis, albeit rather rough, of Plato's 

narrative technique in his dialogues and for a comparison of this with that of Leucippe 

and Cleitophon. 

Achilles Tatius' novel has two frames: the narrative frame of the story told by 

the anonymous narrator, and the dramatic frame of the conversation between the 

narrator and Cleitophon. Neither of these is resumed. Of the works of Plato, including 

h . 102 h 11 d . d . I tho . 101 Th t e spuna, most are w 0 y ramatlc, an so are lITe evant to IS enqUIry. - ose 

that are largely narrative are the Phaedo, Theaetetus, Parmenides, Symposium, 

Amatores, Charmides, Lysis, Euthydemus, Protagoras, Republic, Demodocus II-IV, 

Eryxias and Axiochus. There are two broad categories: those that are strictly 

narrative, with the narrator addressing an unknown addressee/the reader, and those 

whose frame is dramatic, but whose bulk consists of a narration of past events. Both 

thus contain elements found in Leucippe and Cleitophon. 

I shall deal with the latter category first, examining each dialogue briefly. 

102 Whether or not the spuria really are spurious, and whether those dialogues whose authorship is 

disputed are spurious, does not matter. What matters is whether they were considered spurious in 

Achilles Tatius' time. If they were not, their narrative technique counts as evidence of what Achilles 

Tatius thought Plato's narrative technique was; if they were, their n~UTative technique was 

presumably meant to retlect that of Plato and so is wortll considering. 

1lI3 The Epistles are neither dramatic nor can tlley easily be analysed in n:UTative tenlls. 
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1. The Phaedo consists of a framing conversation between Echecrates and Phaedo 

h· h . d h . 104 Th b w lC IS resume at tree pomts. e ulk of the dialogue is taken up with 

Phaedo's account of the final conversation and death of Socrates. 

2. The Euthydemus is similar, with the framing conversation between Crito and 

Socrates resumed twice,105 although at various points in his narration Socrates 

addresses Crito by name without reply. 

3. The Protagoras has a framing conversation between Socrates and an anonymous 

friend which is not resumed. The rest of the dialogue contains Socrates' account of 

the conversations that took place when he and Hippocrates went to Callias' house to 

see Protagoras. 

4. The Symposium IS similar to the Protagoras in that it begins with a framing 

conversation between Apollodorus and an anonymous fliend. The situation IS 

complicated, however, because Apollodorus tells his friend that he has recently told 

Glaucon what he wishes to hear, and then he tells his friend too. He had heard it from 

Aristodemus. Thus the frame is doubled: Apollodorus tells a friend what Aristodemus 

told him. The second frame is repeatedly referred to directly, or by use of oratio 

obliqua. The first frame is not resumed. 

5. The last of this category is the Theaetetus. This dialogue is unique, for instead of 

being dramatic/narrative like the other four in this category, it is dramatic/dramatic. It 

begins with a framing conversation, which is not resumed, between Euclides and 

Terpsion. Euclides then gets a slave to read his rendering of a dialogue between 

1114 Phd. 88c8-89aIO; Phd. I02a4-1l; :md Phd. 118aI5-17 (the end). 

105 EIf/IIlI. 290el-193bl: and Ellthd. 304c6-307c4 (the end). 
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Socrates, Theaetetus and Theodorus. His rendering of it is dramatic. 106 The Sophist 

and Politicus are sequels to this dialogue, and in neither of them is the framing 

conversation resumed. 

The second category contains those dialogues that are strictly narrative. 

1. In the Amatores, Charmides, Lysis and Demodocus II-IV the frame is resumed 

throughout when the narrator recounts events rather than reporting what was said. 

2. In the Republic and Eryxias the frame is resumed throughout, although not at the 

end. 

3. In the Axiochus the narrative frame is resumed once. 107 

4. The remaining dialogue, the Parmenides, is particularly interesting. Cephalus tells 

the unknown addressee/the reader of a conversation he had with Glaucon and 

Adeimantus in which they decided to go to Antiphon to hear him recount the 

conversation between Socrates, Parmenides and Zeno that Pythodorus had told him. 

The primary frame is not resumed; the tertiary frame is resumed at 130a3-8 and 

136d4; and the secondary frame is resumed at 136e5-8. Thereafter none of the frames 

is resumed. 

This analysis, although brief, serves to show that a framing structure is a 

common feature of the narrative Platonic dialogue, and that several of them contain 

no resumption of this frame. This feature is used by other second sophistic authors in 

106, .1,' 1\' ~. "1' ", "" ' 1\' • 1\ ~_ ! 1,\' 1\/,,1"''110''''-''''0'' 0-"'" E'YPCL'f'eLJL'YJV uE VII OUT(ulTl TOV /\O'}'OV, OUK EJLOI ~(uKPCL7"Y) UI'Y/'Y0UJLEVOV (US' UI'Y/'YE/,O, (L/\/\CL U ""/\" I ,-"''''' " 

E'c/n] (;,eLAEX{fYjVCLI. E'c/n] (J€ "ril, TE 'YE(uJL€TP1J 0EO(J(~,P(P KCLI T(!J 0ECLI...,]TCp. i'VeL ot/v €V -rfi 'YPCL<bfj WY}1TeLPEXOIEV 

1Tpa..'YJLCLTCL eLi JLETCL~U T(7,v AO'Y(uV (J''Y/'Y'I]lTElq 1TEpi CLVi-oD TE arrenE A€'Y01 0 ~(UKPa..7"Y}q, oTov "KCLi €"Y(~ E'c/n7v" 7i 

1117 Ax, 364dl-365aS. 
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dialogues in which they are striving for a partly Platonic effect. Plutarch's Amatorius 

begins with a conversation between Flavian and Autobolus, Plutarch's son, in which 

Flavian has already asked the latter to recount a conversation in which his father took 

part. Before long this is what he does, and the opening frame is not resumed. The 

Amatorius contains much that is Platonic,108 and it is reasonable to think that this 

framing technique is also indebted to Plato. Lucian's Symposium likewise owes much 

to Plato, largely by way of .parody, and it too has a similar framing dialogue. 109 Philo 

asks an ostensibly reluctant Lycinus to tell him what happened over dinner at 

Aristaenetus' house the night before, and Lycinus eventually obliges. This frame is 

resumed four times, at 10, where Philo comments on the guests, at 21, where Philo 

anticipates the contents of Hetoemocles' letter, at 38, where Lycinus asks Philo to 

remember what he has told him, and Philo says he will, and at the end, where Lycinus 

addresses Philo directly. Lucian has used the Platonic technique of a dialogue within a 

dialogue. This is also used by Ps.-Lucian in his Amores.110 Theomnestus turns around 

Lycinus' request for more tales and asks him to say which are better, those who love 

women or those who love boys. Lycinus replies by recounting a conversation he had 

with Charicles and Callicratidas. At the end Lycinus asks Theomnestus for his verdict, 

108 See Trapp (1990), pp.157-61. 

109 See Branhmn (1989), pp.104-20, on Lucian's Symposium, especiaUy p.105, where he says that it 

is "fonnally identical to Plato's Eurhydemlls", and pp.237-8, n.4, on Lucian's "Platonic" dialogues. 

110 See Goldhill (1995), p.102: "as so often in Plato this (sc. Ps.-Luc. Am.) is thus a dialogue reported 

in a dialogue". 
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and the frame is briefly resumed. Again there is much that is Platonic in this work,IlI 

t. 
and the framing technique finds a likely f01fear in Plato's narrative strategy. I 12 

These other examples increase the probability that a reader of Achilles Tatius' 

work, when put in mind of Plato at many junctures and especially in the opening 

conversation, would recognise another Platonic feature when finding that the double 

frame was not resumed at the end of the novel. None of the dialogues has exactly the 

same narrative structure as Leucippe and Cleitophon, but this should not be regarded 

as a problem, for it is the general practice of having a frame which is not always 

resumed that I wish to show is a significant feature of some of Plato's works. My 

argument is enhanced if it is right to think that Achilles Tatius' Cleitophon is named 

after the Platonic Cleitophon. For the Cleitophon could be read as an introductory 

conversation to the Republic, and was presumably intended to be so read by the 

arranger of the tetralogies we possess. The Republic is one of those dialogues in 

which, while it is resumed at various points throughout, the frame is discarded at the 

III See Trapp (1990), pp.156-7. 

112 See Trapp (2000), p.223 and p.230, for Dio's use of Platonic compositional technique. A passage 

which bears many similarities to Plut. Amat. and Ps.-Luc. Am. is the debate at tbe end of book 2 (L. 

& C. 2.35-8). As with the lack of a logical conclusion which would respond to the opening frame of 

the novel, Achilles Tatius seems to undermine his reader's expectations here too by not bringing the 

debate to a definitive close. He deliberately leaves it open-ended, as if to let the reader decide for 

himself who has won. See Goldhill (1995), pp.9lff. 
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end.
Ii3 

Thus the reader who spotted this correspondence would realise that the 

dropping of the double frame at the end was similar to Plato's practice. 

But does this not confuse the issue? In expanding an answer (Solution 6.) to 

the beginning/end discrepancy problem, have I not shown that the problem no longer 

exists, by arguing that a reader would be primed for such an ending by his knowledge 

of Plato? I do not think so, for the questions that this debate presupposes would still 

be asked by the reader who did not think it strange that the frames were not resumed. 

The recognition that the end of Leucippe and Cleitophon reflects Platonic narrative 

practice would not obscure the discrepancies that are bound up with the imitation of 

this practice. It might be objected that Platonic dialogues do not contain the sort of 

discrepancies involved in Achilles Tatius' novel, and that the reader would ignore 

them, deceived by the Platonic imitation. But that would be to underestimate both the 

reader and the seriousness of the discrepancies. 

2.12 Conclusion 

How, then, is Solution 8., that Achilles Tatius set up discrepancies between the 

opening frame and the end of his novel in order to call into question the most basic 

novel convention, to be married with the argument that Achilles Tatius consciously 

imitated Platonic techniques of narration? If the subversion theory is secure, and I 

hope to have shown that it is in terms of both logic and consistency, the issue is how 

does Achilles Tatius' evocation of a Platonic open-endedness in his work fit in with 

113 This is not to imply that the Cleitophon is to be/was meant to be interpreted as a frame to tile 

Republic, for if Socrates were addressing the latter to Cleitophon, he would surely not have referred 

to him impersonally during its course. 
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the subversion?114 I would argue that Platonic narrative technique, specifically the lack 

of frame-resumption, gave Achilles Tatius the wherewithal to accomplish his aim of 

raising the possibility that he has subverted the greatest novelistic convention of them 

all: the happy ending. The imitation of Platonic technique did not lead the reader to 

ignore the discrepancies, rather it enabled their existence. For by this method Achilles 

Tatius was able to avoid resuming his frames, thus engineering the doubts that a 

reader entertains upon fmishing the novel and comparing its end with its beginning. It 

is true that Achilles Tatius did not need to imitate Plato in this way: he could merely 

have not resumed his frames. But by evoking an author whose regular practice it was 

to leave his works open-ended, he softened the blow. A reader of Plato would not 

miss the logical ending of Leucippe and Cleitophon, but he would realise the 

repercussions of its absence. 

114 Why Plato should not have wanted to resume his frames, or why he wanted to have frames in the 

first place, is beyond the scope of this thesis, whether the answer be distancing Plato/the reader from 

the material, dramatic realism, literary aesthetics, any other reason, or a comhination. 
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Chapter 3. 

The Naming of Leucippe in Achilles Tatius 

3.1 Leucippe in LGPN 

There is only one attestation of the name Leucippe in LGPN. It would be an obvious 

advantage for this thesis if this sole instance occurred in Plato. Or, if it did not, it 

would be convenient, if I wanted to argue that Achilles Tatius named his Leucippe 

after the sole attested bearer. Neither is the case, however, for she belonged to first 

century Be Attica and nothing more is known of her which might have been of use 

here. The rarity of the name is, of course, a bonus, and it would seem that the prima 

facie case that Achilles Tatius derived this name from a particular source would be 

enhanced by this. 1 However, the male equivalent of Leucippe, Leucippos, is not as 

uncommon: LGPN I has 22, II has 4, lILA has 3, and III.B has 1. There is also a 

Leucippodorus and a Leucippidas in III.B. This raises the question of whether the fact 

that there is only one recorded instance of the name Leucippe is due to its having 

belonged to a woman, rather than to its having been especially rare. Below is a table 

containing the number of attested males, females and indeterminates for each volume 

of LGPN with the respective percentages.
2 

1 As was the case for Philebus in Apuleius' Metamorphoses, for example. 

2 I have used the updated figures of www.lgpn.ox.ac.uk. These include 3 more attestations for I (there 

is no indication of numbers per gender in the published volume 1), 1 more male for II, 2 more males 

for III.B, and the switch of one indeterminate to the total of males in III.B. 
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Male Female Indet. Total 

I No. 60,249 5,700 540 66,489 

% 90.6 8.6 0.8 100 

II No. 56,618 5,691 52 62,361 

% 90.8 9.1 0.1 100 

III.A No. 36,848 6,335 78 43,261 

% 85.2 14.6 0.2 100 

llI.B No. 38,752 4,620 84 43,456 

% 89.2 10.6 0.2 100 

Total No. 192,467 22,346 754 215,567 

% 89.3 10.4 0.3 100 

Roughly 90% of attestations belong to males and 10% to females. Thus the lack of 

bearers of the name Leucippe in LGPN should not be so surprising, if we assume that 

males were more likely to be attested than females. If the ratio of males to females 

was roughly 1: 1/ this might indicate that were other women with the name Leucippe 

who are unattested. However, one fonn of attestation comprises literary sources, 

from which Achilles Tatius is more likely to be drawing if he intended some fOIl11 of 

allusion.4 There may have been a Leucippe, or more, who appeared in a workls which 

is/are no longer extant,S but if a plausible case can be made for another reason why 

Achilles Tatius gave his heroine the name Leucippe, it is not necessary to worry 

3 It is more likely to have been nearer this than to 9: 1, which is the ratio of the attestations ill LGPN. 

4 As I hope to have shown in the previous two chapters. 

5 Sec below for Leucippe in Plato's Cririas. 
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unduly about unknown possibilities. At any rate, the statistical data (even Leucippos is 

not that common) are no great burden for any argument to bear. 

3.2 Leucippe in Plato's Critias 

There is also a Leucippe mentioned ill the Critias of Plato.6 Having fmished his 

description of Athens and the life her inhabitants lived, Critias proceeds to do the 

same for Atlantis. Poseidon received the island as one of his domains and shaped the 

place for his descendants, who were the result of his union with the daughter of an 

original inhabitant: 

TOUT(tJ if 1]1l €llO'KO~ T(~ll EKE' KaTa ci.pxa~ EK '}'0~ all(;p(~ll '}'E'}'OllOTWll 

EU1}llWP /.hEll Ollo/.ha, '}'uvaIK; (;E (]l)llOIK(~ll AEVK'1nT'lf KAEIT(V (;€ IhOVO'}'EvrY} 

6v,},aT€pa €'}'€vJn}O'aafhw. (Plat. Crit. 113c8-d2) 

This is all we are told about this Leucippe, and it is not enough to substantiate any 

claim that Achilles Tatius had her in mind when naming his heroine. The fact that her 

daughter is called Cleito, and that Achilles Tatius' hero is called Cleitophon, is 

tantalising, and the possibility that this passage had some part to play can not be ruled 

out. However, it has already been maintained that Cleitophon is named after the 

eponymous interlocutor of Plato's dialogue, and it should be noted that this passage is 

relatively obscure.7 

6 This Leucippe does not (yet) appear in LGPN, and tilis highlights the dangers involved in dealing 

with a) statistical data and b) statistical data that are incomplete. Besides, since she is described as an 

inhabitant of ancient Atlantis, it will be interesting to see in which volume tile editors of LGPN 

decide to put her! 

7 See the Index Locorum in Dillon (1993) - 26 of Plato's dialogues appear; the Critias is one of the 

few that does not. 
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3.3 The Leucippe of Achilles Tatius and Plato's Good Horse of the 

Soul -

I wish instead to argue that Achilles Tatius derived the inspiration for naming his 

heroine Leucippe from a passage of Plato that was particularly famous. After a brief 

argument for the immortality of the soul (Phdr. 245c5-246a2) Socrates describes its 

7). Gods' souls are entirely constituted from good parts, but those of others are 

mixed: 

,,-., __ i ' "IJ ' \, , t 1\' 't'" \ 
aUT(t> KaAO~ TE Kat a'Yaoo~ Kat EK TO/oUTWlI, 0 () E<;, ElIallTtWlI TE Kat 

€lIallT;O~ (Phdr. 246b 1-3). 

Socrates picks this up at Phdr. 253c7 and proceeds to describe the two horses of the 

soul. Among other things, the good horse is AEUKO~ i~EW (Phdr. 253d5). What I intend 

to propose is that Achilles Tatius named his heroine after the Platonic good horse of 

the soul, splicing together the words AEUKO~ and '(mro~. I shall first adduce a passage 

from Aristophanes8 as part of an argument to show that Greeks were aware of the 

force of constituent parts of a name; I shall then argue that the passage of the 

Phaedrus in which the white horse appears was particularly well known; and finally I 

shall provide some allusions to the Platonic passage in Achilles Tatius' novel which 

act as clues to the provenance of Leucippe's name. 

8 From a play, Nubes, that Achilles Tatius may have expected his readers to know - see 1.7.3. 
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3.4 Constituent Parts of Greek Names 

At the beginning of Aristophanes' Nubes Strepsiades bemoans his lot, and especially 

the debt he is in owing to his son's passion for horses. He tells the audience that he 

had argued with his wife over what they should call their son: 

~ \ 'f.1 'lJ'" 
'Y) JJ£lJ "Yap t1T7TOlJ rrpOO"ETIO€1 rrpoc; TOW0IJ-a, 

3alJ6'1T7TOV 'h' Xapl1T7TOlJ 'h' KaMI1T7T;~'Y)lJ, 

€"Y(/) ~€ TOU rra1T7TO!.l 'Tt6EIJ-'Y)lJ <P€I~WlJ;~'Y)lJ. 

This neatly combines two points: first that the presence of 11T7T in a name could be 

expected to convey associations with horses, and second that compound names 

retained the meaning of their parts. 9 This situation is analogous to the case of names 

such as Smithson. In normal usage the name has no significance beyond the fact that it 

denotes a person. But it actually has, or rather had, a meaning too: the son of a smith. 

Aristophanes here conveniently gives us an insight into Greek naming practice, 

or at least portrays a familiar or plausible scenario. The importance of the parts of a 

name can also be discen1ed from various other sources. As far as historically attested 

names are concerned, it can hardly be a coincidence that Chaerephon and 

9 Dubois (2000), p.43-4, remarks that AEUKI1mO<; is a possessive compound, but that it was not 

necessarily understood as such. Hippolytus, whose etymological meaning is "he whose horses are 

unyoked" (Ibid., pp.48-5l), was very likely understood as meaning "loosed by (i.e. torn apart by) 

horses" - Homblower on p.12 of Homblower/Matthews (2000), with n.6. Therefore the etymological 

meaning of Leucippe need not obstruct my case, if there are reasons to think of it as meaning, or 

rl'fl'lring to, something else. 
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Chaerecrates lO share the first of the component parts of their names and that the sole 

attested Leucippe is the daughter of a Leucis. In Plato's Cratylus, especially 394ff., 

Socrates gives examples of names which should be given in a manner appropriate to 

their constituent parts. When considering what an impious man should be called, one 

name that is ruled out is Theophilus ll and another is Mnesitheus. This brings us to one 

or two fictional examples from second sophistic authors. A man bearing the name 

Mnesitheus is mentioned by Zeus in Lucian J. Tr. as one who was mean in his 

sacrifice, despite the fact that his ship had just been rescued. 12 While I think it wilikely 

that Lucian had the passage of Plato's Cratylus in mind, it is reasonable to suppose 

that he chose the name with a sense of irony in awareness of its etymological meaning. 

At the end of book 2 of Heliodorus' Aethiopica, as Bowie notes,13 a "spontaneous 

oracle" "spells out for the reader" that the "chief criterion" of choosing the names 

Theagenes and Charicleia "was clearly the sense of the component Greek terms": 

However, some indication that the parts of a name are meaningful in themselves must 

be given if these meanings are to be realised. This occurs explicitly in the passages 

from Aristophanes, Plato and Heliodorus and can be inferred in the passage from 

10 See 1.7.2, pp.S2-3, n.SO. 

11 See 1.11.3. 

I.'" "~ !. i " 'tJ ' ,~,,~ 'at KOP' .rtllVTa, Ka,t )../{3a,II(UTOV 
- €KKa,/(J€Ka, 8€01.)(; €O'T/(Oll (L/\€f,.-rPI)OIla, 1L01l01l Ka,T€!JI)(7"€, 'Y€POVTa, Ka,K€/1I01l 'f}Vfl 1\ ~, , 

XOIl(JPOI)~ Trnap~ €U 1LG.J..a, €UPWT/(7JVT~, (~ alnlKa, f1Tl~€rr87jIla,/ T(I) (l1l8pa,K/, IL'f}(}E 0(7"011 (lKP{L Tfi p/J)i 

, ' '~" •• a ';}..n.r Vrrotr<Voll.€lIrv" <mOT€ 'iJ 1Ia,'Cs" ~ 
0(7"cPpa,III€(7"8a,/ TOO Ka,1r!I0D rra,paO'XOVT~, Ka,/ Ta,I)Ta, €Ka,TOp.tJ<U; 0 ~ v I'v t"" .,., 

13 (1 <)<)5), pp.277-S. 
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Lucian. That a reader of Achilles Tatius' novel was expected to carry out the same 

procedure on the name Leucippe and its constituent parts requires proof in the form 

of indications in the text, for otherwise the reader may not have realised that the name 

had some such sort of significance. 14 

3.5 The Popularity of the Phaedrus and Socrates' Second Speech 

It seems reasonable to expect that a second century reader would have readily 

recognised any allusion to Socrates' second speech in the Phaedrus with its 

memorable mythical images, for second century writers seem to have had the same 

expectation. I5 Trapp considers examples of allusions to this speech with discussion!6 

and lists!7 references to the part concerning the soul of the lover in a number of 

second century authors, including Xenophon of Ephesus, Achilles Tatius, Longus, 

Plutarch, Ps.-Lucian and Dio, although the list for Achilles Tatius should, I hope to 

show, be expanded. 0' Sullivan lists some further instances of allusion in Achilles 

14 A partial analogue is Apuleius' use of the name Thrasyllus. Although I have argued that he chose 

it for another reason, Repath (2000), it does have an etymological connection with 8paa-ut;, to which 

Apuleius himself draws attention: Thrasyllus, praeceps alioquin et de ipso nomine temerarius ... 

(Ap. Met. 8.8). 

Urr°SU'}'/O)) , arrOAah'T/ITat; 'Ta KaAa Kat m,mpla mLlJ'Ta ••• , with Pelling (1988), ad Loc., and Virl. 1Il0r. 

(I \, f' , ", , , , f' ~ .... ' NKUY01'_€VOll 
all-a Kal 'TO)) 'rj))/OXO)) (J,a'TapaTTOlJ'TOt;. alJ'T€X€I)) OTrllTCtJ Kal KaTaT€I))€I)) VITO ITTrOUv,1'> a))a I ~, r . 

16 (1990), pp.148-164. 

17 Ihid., p.l 72. 
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Tatius 1.18 It is even more likely that a reader would be attuned to spotting any such 

allusions if he was reading an erotic novel. As Anderson puts it: 

Novelists and their readers alike could be expected to know both the 

Symposium and the Phaedrus. Both texts represented Plato's literary 

elegance and humour at its most whimsical and refined; both are largely 

concerned with love, and extensively imitated in many other 

genres .... The novelist who encounters these literary touches in the 

standard set text on the psychology of love will have a ready-made 

arsenal. 19 

Moreover, by the time the reader encounters Leucippe he will have negotiated a 

Plato-laden opening and will have had his awareness of the possibility of Platonic 

references aroused. 20 

3.6 Achilles Tatius' Leucippe and The Horses and Charioteer of the 

Soul 

The starting point for this argument is Leucippe herself. If she is described in the same 

or similar terms to the good horse of the soul, the prima facie case would be 

reasonably strong. The next task is to compare the description of the bad horse with 

the portrayal of Leucippe, with the assumption that any clear echoes would indicate a 

18 (1978), p.326, n.61. Many of these will be discussed below and in ch.4. 

19 (1982), pp.5-6. 

20 An attempt has been made by Drake (1968-9), pp.108-9, to argue that in Apuleius' 

Metamorphoses Lucius' white horse, which reappears as Candidus at Met. 11.20, is inspired by 

Plato's white horse of the soul. This would be partially analogous to what 1 shall argue. Griffiths 

(1978), pp.159-61, however, is sceptical. 
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perverSIOn of the Platonic material. The behaviour of the two horses and their 

charioteer in the myth is the next source. Finally it will remain to consider whether the 

descriptions and behaviour of the two horses and their charioteer find any reflections 

in the novel as a whole. Any obvious allusions would help the case that Leucippe was 

named after the good horse by demonstrating that Achilles Tatius expected his readers 

to remember the Platonic passage, to recognise the references and to understand their 

purpose. This method involves taking some passages of Leucippe and Cleitophon out 

of order and so may not reflect the way in which information was revealed to the 

reader, but it does allow for a more logical argument, at least in terms of dealing with 

the Platonic source materia1. 21 The case will be cumulative, built up on a nexus of 

allusions which involve the reader in a hermeneutic game. 

The Platonic good horse of the soul is described as follows: 

o /.hE)) TO/))l,)J) aUTolv E)) TV KaN./O))I (T'T(UJ"€I (D)) TO T€ €raO~ op60~ Kat 

~''i}p6plV/.h€))O~, ut/;aU')C'f})), hr/'}'PtJ1TO~, A€LJKO~ ;~€I)), /k€Aa))oJ.4ULTO~, 'TI/.h~~ 

Epaa--ri;~ /.h€'Ta (J"w<ppo(J"uVY)~ T€ Ka; a;~ou~, Ka; aA'i}6IVYi~ ~og'i}~ halpo~, 

a1TA'i}KTO~, K€A€u(J"/ka'TI /kO))O)) Ka; AO'}'lt' ~lJlOx€hal (Phdr. 253d3-e 1). 

Parts of this description could be argued to be echoed where Achilles Tatius is dealing 

with Leucippe herself. When Cleitophon first sees Leucippe he is struck by her 

appearance. As well as her golden hair and rosebud lips, he emphasises her black 

eyebrows and white cheeks: 

o<bpu~ /.hEAaI))a, TO /kEAa)) a KpaTOJ) , A€tJK7} 1Tap€IIL, TO A€LJKO)) €i~ /.hE(J"OJ) 

€<POIJ)/(J"(J"€'TO .. , (1.4.3) 

21 The other options were a) considering the novel's passages in strict n~UTative order, which would 

have disabled the comparison of similar points, and b) dealing with Ole more concrete allusions first. 

which would have had the disadvantage of not following either text in a logical fashion. 
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Her whiteness is emphasised, although this is perhaps not in itself remarkahle, having 

been an attractive feature of a woman since at least Homer's time, and it is Leucippe' s 

beauty that is the focus here.
22 

Later, when Thersander goes to see Leucippe in the 

house in which she is being kept, Cleitophon relates that she cried and indulges in a 

generalisation concerning the power of tears to accentuate the character of the eye. 

Ea)) (;€ r/j(;US Kat ToD Ik€Aa))os €I(W)) n})) aa4rYw rhp€lka T(!J AE1.JK(!J 

O"TE<Pa))OUIkE))OS ... TO (;€ Ik€Aa)) 7TOP<PupETal ... TOlaDTa AE1.JK;7T7T"YJS ~)) Ta 

(;aKp1.Ja (6.7.1-3). 

While I do not think that these passages would automatically remind a reader of the 

white appearance of the good horse (A€1.JKOS ;(;EW Phdr. 253d5) and its black eyes 

C#kEAa))OlklkaTOS Phdr. 253d5-6), and it would clearly be inadvisable to build my case 

on this example alone, I believe that in conjunction with manifold other allusions to 

the description of both horses of the soul and their activities these passages can be 

seen as part of an allusive network. 

The portrayal of the bad horse finds an echo in a passage already discussed 

with regard to the naming of Gorgias. Leucippe has been maddened by his cbaplkaKO )) , 

but when Cleitophon and Menelaus go to her and the former asks her what is wrong: 

pA€7T01.Jrra (4.9.2.). 

22 Chloe is described in similar tenns, with her whiteness also a prominent feature: E8a.ul1-a.ff€1l 1Yr' ... 

\" ""I' !."I 8 ~ ,~~ ,~ !. i rv- (LOIlg [) & C 1 17 1)' 0 (JE (sc 1<a.1 TO rrpOff(JJrrOll OTI /\€UI<OT€POll tu\'Y) ~ I<a., TOU TWll a.1'Y({)1l 'Y(k/\a.,,-r~., ., ...., . 

€il<a.ff€) 11-'1)).(1' TQ rrpOff({)1TOll a.lrrij<; (h, A€UI<Qll Ka.i Ell€P€u8E~ ~ll. (0. & c. 1.24.3); a.lrri} To,.€ r.p(';r-:o'.; 

l:.a4)Jl,(J~ (;P(7JJlT~ EAoUffa.TO TQ ff(7JI1-a., A€UI<Qll Ka./ Ka.8a.PQll VrrQ Killou~ Ka./ OV(JEll AOUTP(7'11 E~ Ka.M~ 

(}€011-€1l01l (D. & c. 1.32.1). Callirhoe is also notable for her white flesh: (; XO(~ 'Yap A~UKO<; ;;rrr,):.j,f:ll 
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Leucippe u<balJJ,oJ) /3A€rroua-a might allude to the epithet u<balJJ,o~ (Phdr. 253e3), which 

is given to the bad horse among other undesirable characteristics at Phdr. 253el-5. 

These are the only occurrences of u<balJJ,o~ in both Plato and Leucippe and 

Cleitophon. In the latter uq;alJJ,oJ) (3A€rroua-a clearly means "her eyes all bloodshot", as 

Gaselee translates it.
23 

According to LSJ u<balJJ,o~ in the Phaedrus means "hot

blooded" and is used to convey the temperament of the bad horse. However, the 

description of the bad horse is mainly concerned with outward form, and, 

furthermore, u<balJho~ follows 'YAauKoJJ,JhaTo~ in the list of attributes and so is more 

naturally taken as referring to its eyes. 24 A strict dichotomy in meaning is not 

necessary, though, for bloodshot eyes were evidently taken as symptomatic of an 

aggressive or unbalanced mental state. 25 There does not, at any rate, seem to be any 

semantic reason why the use of u<balJJ,o~ here by Achilles Tatius could not be an 

allusion. The probability that this is a reference is increased by the fact that Leucippe 

is described as O-J)a7T'Y}(;rf;a-aa-a at Cleitophon, her beloved. This is the reverse of the 

good horse's reaction when the charioteer sees TO €PWTIKOJ) oJJ,JJ,a (Phdr. 253e5): 

€aUTOJ) KaT€XEI WfJ ffil7T'Y}(;(iJ) T(t> €PWJJ,€J)(P (Phdr. 254a2-3). The adverse effect of the 

<bapJJ,aKoJ) on Leucippe results in her adopting an aspect of the appearance of the bad 

horse of the soul and leads to her acting in the opposite way to the good horse, which 

23 (1969), p.207. It is a common enough phrase: cf. Aelian NA 3.21; Men. Epit. 900, and Luc. Par. 

41. 

24 Rowe (1986), Hamilton (1973) and NehamaslWoodruff (1997) all take it to mean "bloodshot", 

pace Hackforth (1952), who concurs willi LSJ. As for whether a horse could be bot.h 'YAaVKOI4LaTCX; 

and iJc/>a1f-Lo,>, tlle fonner would concem the pupil and tlle latter the "white" of t.he eye. 

25 Cf. Eur. HF 933, where bloodshot eyes are a sign of madness. 
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is, by implication and from what follows (Phdr. 254a3ff.), the way in which the bad 

horse wishes to behave. The incongruity between this and the name Leucippe is 

symptomatic of Achilles Tatius' humour. It is also ironic that it is the love-potion of a 

rival of Cleitophon that makes Leucippe behave like the bad horse towards her own 

beloved. 

The only other part of the description of the bad horse that might be alluded 

to, at least with reference· to Leucippe herself, is the fact that it is ppaXUTpaX"fJAo~ 

(Phdr. 253e2). Although this word does not appear in Leucippe and Cleitophol1 , 

Tpa,)(:r/Aor; occurs four times in all, two of which instances refer to Leucippe. 26 The first 

of these two occurs as Satyrus is giving Cleitophon advice on his next moves with his 

beloved: 

This, again, is not remarkable, but it is strongly and verbally linked to the other 

occurrence, where Thersander is attempting to force his affections onto Leucippe: 

(6.18.4) 

The use of TpaX'Y)Ao~ would not here constitute a reference by itself, but it is possibly 

significant in light of the explicit allusion that immediately precedes it. Thersander has 

gone into the cottage in which Leucippe, with whom he is in love, is being held 

captive. Although he composes himself, he is inflamed by the sight of her, and I1-IKPOU 

26 Of the otiler two, one is used of Charicles' horse (on the behaviour of which see below, 3.7): '0 (JE 

l\al\o(Jal/1.(J)v XapII\At(j<; tlrrO TOO 7'ijt;. imTf=/~ TaAa'J)ToUo/1.fY~ I\U/1.aT~, EI\ 7'ijt; E(Jp~ E(T4>alp/~ETo, rrOTE I,-t'.! Err' 

oupav l\aToA/(]"()aIV(t)'J), rrOTE (JE Err; Tplt~ov I\U(3'(TT("JV 0.12.4), and the other is metaphorical and refers 

to tile isthmus which bound Tyre to tile mainland: (TUv(J€/ 'Yap alrr-i}v rrpo.; -rr}v 7]rr€IPOV (TT€vo.; ILU'O)'.!, I\al 
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/hE)) 1TPOrrTr€fJ(V)) 1T€PI€XUfh} TV KOPTJ (6.18.2). He manages to control himself, however, 

and begins to speak to her, but his words are incoherent. This enables Achilles Tatius 

to embark on one of his favourite topoi, the psychological sententia: 

TOIODTOI 'Yap 0; €ptJlJT€C;, OTa)) 1TPOC; TaC; €PW/hEvac; srrrrrf)fJwfJl AaJ...€W· OU ')'ap 

€1T/(rrrY)fJalJT€C; TO)) AO,),lfJJJ-O)) TOIc; AO,),OIC;, aMa n])) 1/;u;d})) €iC; TO €P(:)/h€VO)) 

Although this takes us beyond the descriptions of the horses, it would seem to be a 

clear reference to the charioteer of the Phaedrus myth. For although the charioteer is 

not explicitly equated with reason in the Phaedrus, consideration of the passage in the 

Republic in which Socrates distinguishes the three parts of the soul makes it plain that 

this should be the case. Having established that the soul can be the source of 

contradictory desires (Rep. 439c2-d3), Socrates claims that there are (at least) two 

rrpOfJa')'op€UOlJT€C; -ITjc; 1/;uxiic; (Rep. 439d5-6). This is clearly the role of the charioteer in 

the Phaedrus myth, and the similarity of the overall structure of the soul is confirmed 

at the end of the dissection where the positions of the horses are adumbrated: 

TOUTOU; (Rep. 441e4-6) 

The reader of Plato would surely have realised that the charioteer represented the 

rational part of the soul, as Plutarch points out: 

Kat fIAaTW)) aUToc; dKafJac; fJUJJ-cPUT(!) S€U')'€1 Kat ?j))I()X(t' TO TrYjc; 1/;uxrYjC; €~OC; 

?j))/OXO)) JJ-€)), (~)C; 1TalJTt ~iiAO)), arr€cP'Y}))€ TO AO,),/O'TIKO)) TiD)) ~E ;lrnlu)) TO /hE)) 
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The reader of Achilles Tatius, therefore, would not have needed to think twice about 

whether the passage from Leucippe and Cleitophon was a reference. Thersander's 

desire for Leucippe is so great that reason is allowed to play no part in his dealings 

with her. This is a relatively straightforward allusion, and emphasises Thersander's 

baseness in contrast with the virtue of Leucippe. It is not the bad horse in Thersander 

that is causing the problem, rather it is the absence of the controlling part, the 

charioteer. After some time spent trying to kiss her, Thersander resorts to force: 

This might remind the reader, especially given the reference to them above, of how 

the charioteer and his horses react to sight of the beloved: 

" ~ '1' ,. t' t.' J.. '!\ HI"" I "1 () , 
TOU7TUTW E/\Ku(]"al Tas- 'r}J,!lat; OUTW (]"~o()pa, (u(]"T €7T1 Ta 'ox,a av-~w Ka I(]"al 

aKOVTa. (Phdr. 254b7-c3) 

The twists of what Achilles Tatius is doing with his model should now become clear. 

Thersander speaks without the control of the charioteer in his soul and tries to force 

Leucippe, his beloved, back (€lAKEJ,! E/t; TOU7T'(]"W). The analogue for this behaviour is 

the charioteer of the soul trying to do exactly the opposite, drag the bad horse away 

from the beloved (E/t; TOU7T/(]"W €AKu(]"al 'n1s- ~J,!'as- othw (]"q,o~a). Thersander's force 

I , ~, \ " ...... -

and Leucippe's resistance (J,!EUEI KaTw, KaTE~V€TO, avrIKaTEOU€TO Kal EKPiJ7TTE, T7J T'r}t; 

XElPOt; 7TaAv 6.18.4-5) recall the charioteer's struggle with the bad horse of the soul 

(PhdI'. 254a3ff.). However, Achilles Tatius reverses the roles with Thersander's 
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intemperate behaviour described in terms of the charioteer, and Leucippe's chaste 

refusal reflecting the bad horse's recalcitrance. The perversion is complete when one 

considers that the white horse, after whom I am arguing Leucippe is named, willingly 

obeys the charioteer in being dragged backwards. 

Another firm allusion occurs with the very appearance of Leucippe. When the 

bad horse forces its yokemate and charioteer to go up to the object of their affection 

and suggest the pleasures of sex (Phdr. 254a3-7), the other two resist at first, but then 

yield and agree to do as they are told (Phdr. 254a7-b3): 

aa7parrTOu~av. (Phdr.254b3-5) 

We infer from Sostratus' letter to his brother Hippias ('HKOU~I rrpo5 ~€ 6u,aT'Y}p €Ih~ 

A€UK'1r1M7 Kat llav6€la ,uv(; 1.3.6) that the two women who are brought back from the 

shore by Hippias at 1.4 are Leucippe and Panthia. The latter is described first by 

Cleitophon (,w~ 1.4.1) and then he tells: 

, , 
auT'Y}v, 

(l.4.2)27 

27 Heliodorus seems to be alluding to this passage at 1.21.3 where Charicleia is asked for her reaction 

to Thymnis' proposal that they be married: Kal ()i} mrr€ rrpo~ 7011 0uajJ.IlI all7~(Ta(Ta Kal rrA€Oll 7i 

aVVY}8€~ Kal 70 (3A€jJ.jJ.a K€KlVY}70 rrp()(; 70 'YOP1'O-r€POll). The tlush of her cheeks picks up Leucippe' s 

natural colouring (A€uK'i) rrap€Ia, 70 A€UKOll d~ jJ.€(TO)) E<p0I1I;(T(T€70 1.4.3) mId the look of her eye is 

reminiscent of Cleitophon's description of Leucippe's U>jJ.jJ.a 'YoP1'O)) Ell ,.q()ovfj Ibid.), to which Xen. 

Eph. 1.2.6 011 Anthia should be compared: 6<p8a/..jJ.ol 'Y0P1'0I. Cf. also Hid. 9.14.1: "H~ 'Y0UlI 

70lt; ;;nAo/~ 70 n€()U}lI Ka7arr-rpa1T7W)) , ;md especially HId. 3.3.4, where Theagenes appears ill I.he 
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The metaphor of beauty as lightning is not unique to these two authors,28 but the 

possibility that the lightning flash of the beauty of her face recalls the striking beauty 

of the beloved is increased by the fact that Cleitophon's reaction cnS" ~€ €~Oll, €u8uS" 

Ka-rapp€1 1.4.4) is also reminiscent of the Phaedrus at two separate points: ~€galh€lloS" 

(Phdr. 255c5-7).29 However, it is not only at this point that the comparison between 

beauty and lightning figures in the novel. 

At 6.6.3 Leucippe hears the doors of the cottage, in which she is being held, 

open. As she looks up, Thersander catches his first glimpse of her: 

'r'" ' "'~ 0' 0(1)).1 0"" 

In a textual note on this passage 0' Sullivan argues that ap1rat;olh~).I (urrpa1rrY)V should 

be read instead,30 and this seems reasonable. If this emendation is accepted, 

Leucippe's beauty is described in terms of lightning at the points where the two 

(AP 12.110); and Philostr. Ep. 34: €; {Ji K(L/ arrO(A.J(rn. aa-rpa1TT€/lI 1"0, €lI{JOll oTf.L(L/. See also Musaeus 792-

he is imitating Achilles Tatius. See Hopkinson (1994), ad loco 

29 See 4.1 for this and other allusions to the same passages. 

30 (1977). See also idem (1980), q.v. aa-rp(LrITJ. Tile only other instance of arrrp(LrITJ occurs at 3.2.2. 

where it has its literal meaning. 
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principal men in her life first see her. And just in case the reader was in any danger of 

forgetting that the Phaedrus is behind all this, Cleitophon proceeds to add a 

generalising comment which is reinforced by what Thersander said: 

Err' au~v Kat E;a-rrY;KEt TV (jEff (;E'OEJkEVot;, €TrlTYrJP('"Jv rrOTE ao{jtt; ava(3A€1j;Et 

rrpOt; aUTOv. \Ot; 'Oe €vEiN]"€)) Eit; ~v 7iiv, A€7Et' "T; KaTw j3A€rr€tt;, 7UVat; T; 

~ ii' , '" (6 6 3 4)31 Jka/V\ov pEETW TOl.Jt; EJkOl.Jt;. " - -

This echoes the same parts of the Phaedrus quoted above ill connection with 

Cleitophon's reaction to his first sighting of Leucippe's beauty. 

The cognate verb, aa-rpaTrTw, appears four times in Leucippe and Cleitophon 

and is also used, exclusively in fact, of beauty.32 At 1.19.1 the beauty of the peacock, 

described by Cleitophon to Satyrus in 1.16, is compared with that of Leucippe: 

, 
rrpO(T(vrrol.J. 

By implication Leucippe's KaMot; is more aa-rpa7ITo)) than that of the peacock.
33 

Cleitophon proceeds to claim that her beauty rivalled the flowers of the meadow and 

that: 

31 See 4.1. 

32 A point emphasised by 0' Sullivan (1977), p.239, while discussing tile emendation mentioned 

above: "And, of course, (Urrpa1rrfjl/ suggests til at tile beauty of Leucippe is a(J'7p(L1ITol/ like all the best 

beauty in Achilles Tatius." 

33 On !lIe peacock's place in the garden, see 5.2. 
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This reminds the reader directly of the description given by Cleitophon at 1.15 of the 

garden where this attempted seduction is taking place.34 Ivy embraces the trunks of 

the trees (1.15.3), the shapes and colours of the rose and narcissus are described 

(1.15.5), and then Cleitophon passes this comment on the violet: 

7aArf)lflJ. (1.15.6) 

The violet gleam of Leucippe's eyes (1.19.1), then, would seem to have the colour 

that a calm sea acrrpurrrEI. Shortly afterwards Leucippe leaves to play her lyre, and 

immediately, at the beginning of book 2, Cleitophon follows her. She sings a piece of 

Homer and then a song celebrating the rose. One of its assets is that it possesses 

KUMO~ acrrpurrro)) (2.1.2).35 That this comes from the mouth of Leucippe might seem 

to be enough for the argument that she is connected with this method of depicting 

beauty and that this derives from the effect that the beloved has on the charioteer and 

his team at Phdr. 254b3-5. But the connection is made more explicit by Cleitophon 

who, having finished relating the subjects of the songs, says that: 

, i ' 1.." , ~, " i 1..' (2 1 3)36 KaAUKO'; TO 1TEpIIJlEpE'; EI'; TIl)) TOU crrOlJ-aTO~ EKAEUTE JhOplJl'Y)))· .. 

In each of these instances of acrrpuTr'Y) and its cognate verbs, Leucippe's beauty is 

directly or indirectly referred to. 37 Her beauty recalls that of the beloved. which is 

34 Noted by Vilborg (1962), p.37, and Bartscb (1989), p.52. 

35 Cf. Philostr. Ep. 3: TaDTa (sc. roses) 'Yfk arrrparra/. 

Long. D. <-~ C. 1.18.1 (Daphnis on Chloe): X€/A'Y} /-LEV PO~(lJV a;rraA(;rTfpa. 
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what she is to Cleitophon. Her position is thus ambivalent - both "white horse" 3.J1d 

beloved, and here again Achilles Tatius exploits the potential for the contamination of 

the constituent parts of his Platonic source. 

Another network of allusions to the charioteer and horses myth in the 

Phaedrus can also be connected with Leucippe. Almost at the very beginning of the 

novel the anonymous narrator describes a painting he came across while walking 

about Sidon. It is of Europa (Eup(;YTr'YJS rf) 'Ypacbr/; 1.1.2). Having related the 

surroundings in the painting, he concentrates on Europa and the bull. She is sitting 

side-saddle: 

TV Aal~ TOU K€PWS €XO/k€Jn} , (~/)(J"1r€p rf}lJIOXOS xaAllJou' Kat 'Yap (; /3ous 

mErrrparrro TaUT'l) /haMOlJ -rrpos TO T'iis X€IPOS €AKOlJ rf}lJIOXOU/k€lJOs. (1. 1. 10) 

rf)lJIOXOS, rf}lJIOX€W and xaAIlJOS figure prominently in the Phaedrus, 38 especially where, 

from 253e5 to 255al, Socrates describes the struggles that occur between the 

charioteer and the bad horse when they see the beloved. However, this much would 

not have been likely to make a reader think of the Platonic passage, for charioteers 

and bridles are far from rare in Greek literature, and it would not have been surprising 

for Europa riding the bull to be described in this way. Nevertheless, when this bull is 

referred to later, we can see something of more significance emerging and so can look 

back to this passage in a different light. 

37 The fourth occurrence of a,O"Tpa;TrntJ, while it does refer to beauty, is used to describe the city of 

Alexandria: 'Aw)l!TI 'Ci€ f..L01 KaTa Tits" 'HA;OIJ KaAoLJf..L€lIat; mJAat; (1"LJlI'Y}l!TaTO €MHx; -Nk rroAtux; a,o-rparrroll TO 

KaMo<;, Ka; IWLJ TOU~ o<b8aAp,o~ €'Y€f..LI(J"€lI 'Ij'Ciovij.;. (5.1.1) 

38 15,2 and 3 times respectively. 
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Callisthenes, a N€av;o"Ko~ ... BIJ?;aVTIO~ (2.13.1), gets himself appointed as one 

of the ambassadors who are to perform a sacrifice to Hercules at Tyre, in obedience 

to the oracle which Sostratus interprets at 2.14.1-6. Conspicuous among the victims 

for this sacrifice are: oj TOU N€iAolJ {30€~ (2.15.3). Cleitophon describes the appearance 

of the Egyptian bull, and among its features are its thick neck: TOll aVx€va 1t'axU~, 

which is reminiscent of the bad horse being both KpaT€pau/CYJll and ppaXUTpa/CYJAo~ 

(253e2). The link between this bull and the Phaedrus myth becomes stronger when 

Cleitophon moves on to its colour: 

The horses of the Thracian to which Cleitophon is referring, as any reader of Homer 

would have known, were those that Odysseus and Diomedes stole in Iliad 10 and 

they, of course, were white: 

TOU (sc. Rhesus) ~rf} KaAAi0701J~ 'hmolJ~ ;~Oll 7}~€ /-Leyi07olJ~' 

A€UKOT€POI XIOllO~, 6€'€IlJ~' aV€/-Lolo"ll/ Op,olOI (Il. 10.436-7).39 

The bull, then, is the same colour as Homer's famous white horses, a fact given added 

significance when one considers that it is a different colour from the bull in Moschus' 

poem: TOU ~rf; TOI TO /J-€V /LMo ~€/J-a~ ~a1l6oxpOOll €tTK€ (Eur. 84). This change of colour is 

significant, for, although in Lucian DMar. 15.2 Zeus as the bull is A€IJKO~, Achilles 

Tatius appears to follow the model provided by Moschus in his description of the 

bull's horns: 

39 This passage seems to have been memorable enough for Vergil to imitate it when describing 

Tumus' horses: qui candore nives anteirent, cursibus auras (Aen. 12.84). 
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I would argue that, whether he has switched the bull's colour or is maintaining a more 

contemporary opinion, by comparing it with Homer's famous white horses, Achilles 

Tatius is really drawing the reader's attention to the white horse of the Phaedrlls. This 

is something strengthened by the fact that at the culmination of Cleitophon' s 

description of the bull we find a more straightforward allusion to the white horse of 

Plato: 

One of the white horse's traits was that it was lJl,tKL0:rJlI (Phdr. 2S3dS). And once the 

connection between the Egyptian bull and the good horse has been established, the 

bull is compared with the bull of the Europa story: 

, (/ ,~, "~".ii a ~, a ... ' E')1.'· 
• •• Kal (t)a-Tr€P €1T1U€1 KlIUJ1-€1I05 OTI TO)l/ a/V\WlI fJO(VlI €CrTI fJa(J"II\€UC;. I u€ 0 

~lJ E" '... tJ.!. A" a ~ • Z" , (2 IS 4)41 J1-uuo5 UP(t)'T'PY}5 aNr)1I'IJ5, l'}'U1ITlOlI fJow 0 €u5' €J1-'W'f)(J"aTo. . . 

So, Europa rode the bull as a charioteer would a horse with a bridle, and this bull, 

according to Cleitophon, must have been an Egyptian one, for they are kings among 

40 Luci;m merely has: Ttl K€pa-Ta-EUKa-fJ-~ (DMar. 15.2). 

41 Another connection between the two bulls might be that the flowers at the sacrifice are ])apK'(T(TOt; 

Kal po?}a- Ka-I fJ-uppiva-, (2.15.2), and the flowers in the meadow in the painting of Europa and the bull 
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bulls. They also carry their necks high and are as white as Rhesus' horses. But what 

does all this have to do with Leucippe? 

The most obvious link between her and Europa and the bull occurs at lA.3. 

Having been struck with the lightning flash of Leucippe's face, Cleitophon, according 

to the majority of the manuscript tradition says: 

TOlaun}ll ETOo]) €7W 1TOTE Err; TaupqJ 7E7P~JJ,ivrJ]) LEA?]ln}]) 

This is read by Garnaud and Vilborg, but instead of LEA?]])')'}]) Gaselee adopts Eup(~m}lJ, 

arguing that "it seems necessary to adopt the reading of the (3 MSS. Eup(~]) to give 

some point to the introduction of the story.'.42 If the latter is preferred, the link 

between Leucippe and Europa is straightforward and explicit.43 However, there are 

three problems with this:44 LEA?]])')'}]) is the leetio diffteilior, it has stronger support in 

the MSS, and 1TOTE would then be inapt.45 Yet even these problems are not 

insurmountable. In 1.2.1 the anonymous narrator arrives in Sidon and offers thanks 

for his safety to the goddess of the Phoenicians (uiJo-rpa €6uo]) EJj,aUTOU 'rii T('J]) 

42 (1969), p.14, n.l. Bartsch (1989), p.165 reads the same, witllOut comment. 0' Sullivan (1980), 

beyond noting tlle two variants, is silent on the matter. 

43 As Vilborg (1962), p.21, notes, Europa "gives a still closer connexion witll tile deSCription of the 

girl riding on the bull." It should also be remembered that Cleitophon mentions the mytll of Europa 

at 2.15.4. 

44 See Vilborg (1962), pp.21-2. 

45 As Hagg (1971 a), p.203, argues, TroT€ "obviously alludes to something outside and before the 

action of tile romance, linked to this only by Clitophon's association", and, ibid., n.2, "€1(1011 7rOTE 

cannot possibly ... be interpreted as an allusion to the situation narrated in 1.1-2." This docs not 

mean, of course, tllat tile reader would not tllink of tilat situation. 
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wanders about the city, 1r€plo"Kom7w Ta ava(jrf)/haTa, among which is the painting of 

Europa. That this painting is an offering, and that there is a grove nearby (TIVO~ a)\tTOLJ~ 

••• 'Y€ITOl/O~ 1.2.3) might indicate that this painting is to be found in a temple, possibly 

that of Astarte. At Lucian Syr.D. 4 we are told the following: 

, ~ i.l. ~ 47 
ao€/\tp€'Y)~ . 

This opens up the possibility that Selene and Europa were identified, or confused, and 

that Achilles Tatius made Cleitophon refer to the former at 1A.3 in order to make the 

connection between Europa and Leucippe less straightforward.48 At any rate that 

there is a connection can hardly be doubted, as it is not by Vilborg, who prefers to 

46 Diggle (1972) argues that (]'(7xrTpa (-rfi 'Aq,po()/'T7}) e8()ol/ €lLavroD -rfj TWl/ C!>Olll/KWl/ should be read, 

citing Fr. Gr. Hist. iii c 2.790, F 2.31 Jacoby, where the Phoenicians say tllat Astarte is Aphrodite. 

No such emendation is necessary, however, for tlle text as it stands implies that the goddess of 

Phoenicia has different names in different parts of Phoenicia, not that the Phoenicians called her 

sometlling different from the Sidonians. 

47 Lucian proceeds to relate the Europa story and claims tllat he bad heard it from otller Phoenicians 

too, alUlOugh tlley deny Ulat tlle temple belongs to Europa. 

48 Such a L:'1ctic would be commensurate with much of what Bartsch (1989), passim, argues is Iw, 

strategy of complicating the reading process. 1rOT€ might then have been added by a scribe who did 

not fully realise what was going on. 



Nevertheless, the author certainly intended to allude to the picture of 

Europa. Selene is sometimes depicted as riding on a bull, so Achilles 

Tatius could use her to give associations to Europa.49 
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The mention of a picture of a woman riding a bull, so soon after the description of the 

painting of Europa, would not fail to arouse the reader's curiosity, and there is 

another connection between Europa and Leucippe here. On the one hand the 

anonymous nan"ator describes Europa's posture, her dress,5o her body and the way 

she is holding her veil in considerable detail (1.1.10-12), but does not mention her 

face or hair, while when Cleitophon first sees Leucippe, he talks only about her face 

and hair. It is as if Achilles Tatius is completing the description of one woman. For the 

sequence of thought would then be; "I saw this amazing woman. She reminded me of 

Selene/Europa on the bull. (Achilles Tatius knows the reader has already been told 

about the dress, body and situation of Europa). Her face and hair were as follows ... " 

Europa and Leucippe are also linked by the similarities between the meadow 

in the painting (1.1.3-6) and the garden in which Cleitophon later begins his seduction 

of Leucippe (1.15).51 The closeness of the trees in the meadow and the roof that their 

leaves fonn: 

(J€VOp(VV aUT07~ aV€/J-€/J-IKTO <baAa')lS Kal qWTl7w' fJ"UV€x:rJ TG- o€vOpa' 

fJ"uvYJP€<b0 TG- 7rITaAa' fJ"uvrf}rrTOV 0; rrTopfiol TG- cb uMa, Ka; €')ItV€TO TO'~ 

av8€fJ"1V opocbo~ ~ T(;)V cPuMWV fJ"u/J-7rAOK'i), (1.1.3) 

is picked up by the description of the trees in Cleitophon's garden: 

49 (1962), p.22. 

50 Including tile fact !llat: A€VK~ 0 X/T(~11 (1.1.10). 

51 See Bartsch (1989), pp.50-2, for this. See also 5.2 for a more detailed analysis of the description of 

!lIe garden. 
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t \ ~ \ -, "'l\ '1' t ...... ~ I ~ , " (J ii' 
U1TO O€ TOt~ KIOO"IV €VUOlI 'Y}V 'Y) T(OV O€VOpWV 1TaJ..l'Y}"YUpt~. Eoa/V\ov 0; KAaOot, 

O"UJ..I€1T1TTOV aMrf}AOt~ aMO~ E1T' aMov' al "Y€ITOV€~ T(;)V 1TETaAwv 

1T€pmAoKal, T(;)V c!>UMWV 1T€pt(3oAal, TWV Kap1TWV O"Ujh1TAoKal. 0.15.1-2) 

The mottled shade that this creates: 

is similar to that created in the garden: 

, , , , ,~" (1 15 4)52 uyxpav €jhapjhatp€v 'Y) "Y'Y} T'Y}v O"Ktav. . . 

The meadow is enclosed by a wall: 

~ 

TOU 

as is the garden: 

, ~, '" .1 ' , "~, (I 15 1) 
T€O"O"ap€~ U€ 'Y}O"av 1T1\€Upat - KaTaO"T€"Y0~ U1TO x,OP(tJ KIOVWV . . . 

The flowers in the meadow: 

A t ~ \ ,..--, ll' t' , ,~. i ""'.1.""" ~, 

t U€ 1TpaO"tat T(IJJ..i avo€wv U1TO Ta 1TETaI\a T(IJJ..i (jJ1JT(OV O"TOtX'YJU01..1 

, J... ' , , , ,~ " (1 1 5) €1T€(jJUK€O"av, vapKtO"O"O~ Kat poua Kat jhupptvat. .. 

have their counterparts too: 

And finally the position of the spring in the meadow, the constriction of its flow and 

even the verb used for its bubbling up: 

52 Gamaud accepts the emendation which 0' Sv((N~~ (1978), pp.325-6, proposes, arguing thal this 

is a reference to the Phaedrus. 
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are remarkably similar to those of the spring in the garden: 

'E ' ~,~" CJ ' , '.Qi ~" , 
v /kEO"OlS OE TOIS aVOEO"I 1T'Y}'Y'Y) aVEfJ/\U~E Kal 1TEpleyeypa1!TO TETpa';'lVVOS 

These parallels between the meadow and the garden seem to invite comparIson 

between what occurs in and around each of them. Zeus in the form of the bull seems 

to have taken Europa from the meadow, for the maidens, who are looking out to sea, 

Europa had been with them before her abduction. 53 In the garden described by 

Cleitophon in 1.15 he and Satyrus try to intimate the former's desires to Leucippe by 

discoursing on erotic topics from nature (1.16-18). Bartsch adds the point that: 

One effect of this unusual assimilation of painting and nature is the 

strengthening of the association between Europa and the novel's 

heroine Leucippe, who is associated with Clitophon' s garden because 

he explicitly compares her to it at 1.19.1-3, and because the fIrst 

successful steps to their love affair are taken in it.,,54 

53 Cert.'linly if Moschus' poem is anything to go by, Eur. 63-112. 

54 (1989), p.52. Cf. ibid., pp.53-4, where she argues that through the representation of Europa as 

"strangely calm" (in contrast with, for instance, Luc. DMar. 15.2: rrallLl €""1TAa'Y~) "the picture of 

Europa not only foreshadows Leucippe's dangerous joumey across the sea and the eventual outcome 
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Therefore, the links established between Europa and Leucippe, through Cleitophon' s 

comparison at 1.4.3 and through the other parallels, make it seem that Cleitophon is 

playing the role of the abducting Zeus. The connection is strengthened by the fact that 

at 2.15.4 Cleitophon claims that Zeus must have taken the form of an Egyptian bull. 

For this garden is where Cleitophon' s advances begin, advances which eventually lead 

to the couple's elopement to Egypt in 2.31-2. 

By an elaborate network of descriptions ill which information is revealed 

piecemeal and the reader is left to work out how it all interrelates, we come to the 

position where Leucippe is equated with Europa. Europa rides the bull which is itself 

explicitly compared to a bull which is white and has characteristics of the white horse 

of the soul. The method of Europa's riding, in this light, can be seen to be an allusion 

to the charioteer's control of his team, and the very obedience of the hull is 

reminiscent of the compliance of the good horse. Rather like in the episode with 

Thersander at 6.18 where he lost his metaphorical charioteer and Leucippe's 

behaviour was similar to that of the bad horse, here Europa/Leucippe is in the position 

of the charioteer on a bull which is the equivalent of the white horse. If the 

substitution is completed and Cleitophon replaces the bulUZeus, we have the situation 

where Leucippe is seemingly in charge of her lover. But the case of Europa and Zeus 

is not this simple, for Zeus was the more active partner, and this fits in with 

Cleitophon's role in the drama. Leucippe is thus the charioteer in Europa, the white 

horse by virtue of her name, and the beloved as the abductee/seductee. On a more 

simplified level, and to return to the initial argument, the fact that Leucippe is linked 

of sanctioned union, but also Leucippe's very laxity concerning her own virginity, which she agrees 

to yield to Clitophon (2.19.2) and her readiness to flee with the hero." 
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with Europa who is riding a bull which recalls the white horse of the soul is another 

piece in the jigsaw which would have lead the reader to realise the derivation of her 

name. 

3.7 Horses and their Riders and the Charioteer and Horses of the 

It remains to consider other allusions to the passage of the Phaedrus which contains 

the myth of the charioteer and his good and bad horses, to determine whether at any 

other points Achilles Tatius uses this myth at all, or with any sort of pattern. The next 

logical step, after considering those passages where Leucippe is directly or indirectly 

concerned, is to deal with those parts where horses are an important feature. 

The first such part is relatively substantial. At 1.7.1 Cleinias, Cleitophon's 

cousin, is introduced, and his passion for his young lover is mentioned. In fact: 

The object of his affections, Charicies, appears at 1.7.3 and announces that he is being 

married off to an ugly girl (1.7.4). Cleinias urges him to refuse and abuses the whole 

female sex with considerable vehemence and at some length, before Charicles 

declares, rather level-headedly, that there is plenty of time to sort out the issue and 

that: 
't' I \ tl , I \ To ()€ VUV €XOll, icb' tmraa-lall arr€IJj,I' is ou 'Yap Jj,ol TOll ImrOll €Xapl(T(U TOll 

KaAOll, oUmu (TOU T(';ill (}(~P(Ull arr€AaU(Ta. 'EmKOucb/€1 ()€ Jj,ol TO 'YUJj,lIG,(T/olI 

-Mit;; t/;ux0t;; TO AU~VJj,€lIoll. (1.8.11) 
1 

But Cleitophon adds the ominous comment that '0 Jj,€lI OUlI arriJ€I ~lI T€A.€UTalal/ 060l/, 
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confirmed at 1.12 by the equivalent of a messenger's speech, in which one of 

Charicles' servants tells how the horse was startled, went berserk and killed its 

master. 

There was a noise: 

, i' ~ , " '" 55 'Yap XaA1VOJ.) uaK(,W Kal TOV aux€va o-IJuuo-a5 ••• (1.12.3). 

This echoes the passage of the Phaedrus at several points. First of all the leaping of 

the horse (1r'rJ~~) recalls, and is opposed to, the reaction of the good horse of the soul 

good horse does not impose itself on the beloved and respects its master's wishes, 

whereas here Charicles' horse is a present from his lover and causes his terrible death. 

Its rearing straight upwards (OpfJlOv ILpfJ€15) echoes the posture of the good horse: TO T€ 

€~05 oPfJo5 (Phdr. 253d4), although in this instance it is not an admirable property, 

rather it is a prelude to the manic behaviour which is to follow. Its wild movement 

(aA0'YifITW5 €cP€PETO) is a reference to the reaction of the bad horse when it sees the 

beloved: f3,c;t cP€pETal (Phdr. 254a4). The substitution of f3/c;t with aA0'Y1OLw5 is a signal 

to the reader of the danger Charicles is in. For a horse (described in tenus of the bad 

horse) to be moving without reason reminds the reader of the control that the 

charioteer, who was earlier equated with reason, AO'Y1o-j-L05,57 exerts on the bad horse. 

55 The text in the first half of this quotation is uncertain: see 0' Sullivan (1980) q. v. ope/O<; and 

1T'YJ~a(j). However, the general meaning, whatever the reading, is unchanged, and the proposed 

emendations do not omit any of the words that I wish to concentrate on. 

56 Discussed ahove on pp.173-4, where Leucippe herself was the culprit. 

57 See p.175. 
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If Charides' horse is moving without reason, i.e. its charioteer, then it will pose a 

serious threat to him, the beloved. It is also literally out of control for, in wiping off 

the sweat from his horse, Charides let go of the reins: TOU p1.rrijpoc; G-lu.Arf;rrrL5 (1.12.2). 

Its biting of its bit (Tall 'Yap XaAllIOll ~aK(Vll) is almost a direct quotation of Phd,.. 

254d7: €lI~aK(VlI Tall xaAllIOll.58 The latter extract comes from the point where the bad 

horse is attempting its second violent approach to the beloved, and the relation 

between the two passages is dearly that the sexual violence on which the bad horse is 

intent is being compared with the carnage that Charides' horse is about to cause. And 

finally the bending of its neck (Tall avxba rrl/Mdrrac;) by Charides' horse alludes to two 

elements of description of the bad horse: its strong neck (KpaT€paUxrrJlI, Phdr. 253e2) 

and its snub nose (rrlj.J,07Tporrw7Toc;, Ibid.). Such a concentrated piece of allusive writing 

invites further investigation into the rest of the speech, and then into those passages 

concerning the events that the speech contains. 

In the rest of the messenger speech the verb 7T'Y)~aw recurs twice more and in 

both instances it refers to the wild actions of the horse: allw T€ Kat KaTW 7T'Y)~(~)JI 

(1.12.4), and: '0 ~€ I'mroc; ••. €C; uA'Y}lI hrrf;~'Y}rr€ (1.12.5), reinforcing the allusion to the 

good horse's self-restraint (Phdr. 254a2-3) and, by implication, the opposite wishes of 

its yokemate. And lastly Charides' horse is €KTapaxfktc; T(t' 1rT(Dj.J,aTI 0.12.6), when 

the youth falls off it, and this recalls the effect that the violent recoil from the beloved 

58 Cf. Dio 36.46: Xa)\Ill0ll lJ)NLfJ-allTO<; fll(JaKOllTa, with Russell (1992), ad /OC., and Trapp (1990), 

pp.149-50. Cf. also Luc. Nav. 30: TOll xaAlllOll €v(JaK(~ll, where Lycinus claims that he will not be able 

to control his horse, if Samippus makes him Imrapxo<; and his horse is 8U/LOE/(}iy;. The overall 

Platonising of the works in which these two phrases occur (for the former see Trapp (1990), pp.148-

52; for the latter see 1.3, pp.44-8) guarantee their status as verbal references. 
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suffered by the charioteer (Phdr. 254b7-c3) has on the bad horse: (; 6€ A?]gQ.5 n;~ 

After this speech Cleitophon accompanies Cleinias to see Charic1es' body, and 

both the latter's father and lover lament. 59 One word that recurs in their mourning is 

TrOJ/"f}pO~. Towards the beginning of his speech the father exclaims: (;j TrOVf}p/;)v 

iTrTraO"{ULTW]) (l.13.2), and near the end he contrasts the hoped-for marriage torch with 

the funeral flame and says: "0 TroJ/"f}pa~ TaU"MJ~ 6~60UXta~ (l.13.6). However, neither of 

these instances is sufficient for it to be connected with the categorical description of 

the bad horse at Phdr. 254e6: (; TrOJ/"f}po~. In Cleinias' lament, on the other hand, 

TrOJ/"f}pO~ is applied directly to the destructive horse. Cleinias bemoans the fact that it 

was he who gave his beloved the horse ('E1"(~ 6€ (; KaKo6atIJ-W]) EXapISOIJ-'YJlI fh}Ploll 

IJ-€lpaK/{t) KaAib l.14.2) and that he decorated TO TrOVf}POll fh}Ploll (Ibid.) with luxurious 

trappings. Almost immediately afterwards he addresses the horse: "ITrTr€ mLl/T(Ull 

continues by contrasting the care that Charic1es took over the horse with the 

treatment that the horse gave its rider: 

,~ '1\' '1\'" , , (1143) €'rrTJ])€1 TO]) UPOIJ-O]), O"U U€ aTr€KT€llla~ €Tral])OUIJ-€])O~. . . 

The wiping away of the sweat was mentioned in the messenger speech (TOll imroll 

before the fateful noise occurred, but the rest of this quotation seems to show 

Cleinias' own picture of the events. At any rate, it is the repeated mention of the 

~q '~8' "11 ' ~, '(1141) as Achilles Tatius puts it, with his ' Kal -ijv P'l')V(()J) a/L'lV\a, €paU"TOU Kal rraTp~ . . , 

characteristic, and, one (l'iSmneS, deliberate lack of taste. 
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horse's sweat which may have some significance. For, after the fust attempt by the 

bad horse to leap on the beloved and the violent counter-reaction by the charioteer, 

the good horse: u;r' aia-xuVYJ~ T€ Kal (jaJJ13ou~ ;~pit)TI ;rG-rral) €j3P€S€ T7)l) t/;ux:Y;l) (Phdr. 

254c4-5).60 Finally a reference may be discerned at 1.8.11, where Charic1es announces 

that he going for a ride on the horse that his lover gave him: ES ot) 'Yap IkOl TOl) ;mrol) 

ExaptrrW TOl) Ka)..Ol) , ou;rw rrou TWl) ~(~PWl) a;r€)..aurra. The idea of enjoyment is 

connected with the bad horse, who, after much time has been spent in the company of 

the beloved, unsurprisingly want things to go that extra bit further: 

El) 00l) TV rru'YKOIJ.,L7)rr€l TOU IkEl) Epaa-rou (; aKo)..aa-ro~ 'hr7To~ €X€I chi )..€'YrJ 

;rpo~ TOl) rf)l);OXOl/, Kat aSIO, aJ/T; ;roM/vl) ;rol)wl/ rrlklKpa a;ro)..aurral (Phdr. 

255e4-256al) 

In Leucippe and Cleitophon, however, the roles are reversed, with the beloved 

wanting to enjoy the gift of the horse instead of the horse wanting to enjoy the 

beloved. 

Where do these references, some of which are more secure than others, lead 

us? Cleinias, in his slave-like devotion,61 gives his lover a horse whose behaviour is 

largely reminiscent of that of the bad horse, and which destroys him. In a literal sense 

Cleinias' over-indulgence has lead to the death of his beloved. On a metaphorical 

level, it is as if Cleinias has given Charic1es his bad horse, and this leads to the 

60 Which recalls the etIect that seeing a fi€o€I(J€r; rrp(XT<IJ1TOll .•• t<aJJ..or; €u Wf..L l f..L7JlLEvOll 7i TIlla fT(~f..LaTor; 

i(JEall (Phdr. 251a2-3) has on the man who has recently witnessed the Fonns: i(}ollTa ()' av-roll aTOll Et< 

-Mk cbpi,,'¥'f}<; f..L€Ta{3oArl} T€ Ka; i(Jp(~ Ka; (j€Pf..LirM7r; arl}()rqr; Aaf..L!3ull€I (Phdr. 251 a7 -b 1). 

61 When Cleitophon introduces his cousin and relates how he impulsively gave Charic\es his horse, 

he says: "EfTK(tJrrTOll OUll av-roll at; 'T'ijc; ~€Plf..Lll;~, ;n., oxoAu(€I cblA€/ll Ka; (JoDA~ EI77/11 EP(tJT/".,y" rl}CJovY;;. 

(1.7.2) 
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inevitable consequences. In the Phaedrus the lover and his beloved who condescend 

to a physical relationship do not suffer too greatly,62 because, although their souls do 

not grow the wings that those of the Platonic lovers do, they still retain some sense 

that they do not consider it the culmination of their relationship: 

TaX' alJ nou €lJ JL€8atc; .;; TIlJI a)Jv(J aIhEAE/~ TW aKOAaaTW aUTollJ InrOSU'}'IW 

A~OlJTE Ta:;, t/;uXac; a<ppoupou:;" O"wa'}'a'}'OlJTE Eic; TaUTOlJ, -r-Y;v uno T(~lJ 

nOMtiw \ " lhaKapurrY)lJ alpEO"IlJ \ ~ /::.' ~ Kal Ol€7rprL~au VIIV' 
\ 

KrLl 

This situation, which Plato would have us believe is slightly unfortunate, only arises 

through carelessness and the scheming of the bad horses. The use of the word 

that Cleinias and Charicles conform to this type of lover. However, the implication is 

there that if the bad horses got out of control, the consequences would be devastating. 

Socrates does not mention this, as he is trying to argue for the benefits that can be 

derived from the man who is a lover (TaiJTa ToO"aiJTa, (i) nal, KrLI 8Em OVTW 0"01 

(;(Uprr;O"ETal 'l) nap' €PrLaTOU <p,AIa Phdr. 256e3-4), but the opinion of the majority, that 

sexual intercourse is the best thing (Phdr, 256c3ff.), does hint at the darker 

possibilities. It is some such situation that I would argue Achilles Tatius is describing 

in the death of Charicles. Cleinias' love for him may be of the kind which leads to no 

great harm, but the danger is there of a lapse into base physicality. This, I believe, is 

represented in the gift from the lover of the horse which recalls the bad horse. 

The point at which Charicles' horse is frightened: 

62 In facllhey: 01.; rTMIKPOll ?L8AOll 7'ik EP<UT/h-.fy; Mallia,,; .pfpOllTal (Phdr. 2S6dS-6). 



t/JO<P05 KaT07rlll 7 /11€Tal, Kat (; i'rm05 EKTapaxf)€t5 1M'J~~ 0p()/oll rlp()€;5 Ka; 

aA07/fTTW5 E<P€P€TO (1.12.3) 
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IS recalled in nearly exactly the same words ill book 2, where Cleitophon IS with 

Leucippe in the garden at sunset, embracing and kissing her: 

'.05 ~€ Kat ErfeX€lpOVll TI 7rPOUP70U 7rOI€llI, t/JO<po5 TI5 7)11-(;))) KaT01Tl1l 71711€Tal' 

Kat TapaX()€lIT€5 all€1M'J~rY;rral1-€lI. (2.10.4) 

This passage is surely meant to remind the reader of the earlier one, and it would 

therefore seem appropriate to search for some significance. At first glance the 

relationship appears to be one of contrast between the physicality of the feelings that 

Cleinias has for Charicles and the unconsummated nature of Cleitophon's and 

Leucippe's romance. The latters' springing apart prevents them from doing anything 

further, whereas in the previous instance the violent horse needed only small 

provocation before it destroyed the beloved, the damage having been done in the 

giving of the horse by the lover. However, I think it would be unwise to see Achilles 

Tatius as pursuing and endorsing a strictly Platonic moral code, especially given what 

we know of his sense of humour and subversive tendencies. After all, it is not as if 

Cleitophon and Leucippe want to be chaste; it is only the fault of chance and 

circumstances that they do not fulfil their desires. 63 In this case it is Satyrus who made 

the noise: Kat aUTo5 t)jll 0 7r0lrY;rra5 Tall t/JO<POlI, 7rpOrrlOllTa ()€arral1-€lIo5 TllIa (2.10.5). Later 

in the book, after elaborate preparation, the couple are actually in bed when Pantheia 

has a disturbing dream and: TapaX()€lrra OiJlI U7rO ~€ll1-aT05, (;)5 €7X€1I alla1M'Ja~ Kat Err; TO)) 

T'ii5 ()U7aTP05 ()aAal1-OlI TP€X€I (2.23.5). Cleitophon TOll t/JO<pOll aKovrr~ a))OI'}'OI1-€lIW)) T(;))) 

63 At least in tenns of the story. Of course, Achilles Tatius the author is in control ,UlO so he manages 

to stay, alheit cheekily, witllin tlle conventions of the genre. 
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(JUPWV, €U(JU5 averr"ho'Y}o-a (2.23.6). Many of the elements of the sentence from 2.10.4 

tj;oc/JOV - tj;Oc/J05) reminding the reader of the previous occasion on which they were 

interrupted. And when Cleitophon tries to press his claims at the start of book 4 

( t:., ,\ 'l" " '" 'r- .-Ll '0 \II' , " "M' '" rr€pl7rru~a/h€V05 aUT"1)l1 0105 1"€ 'Y}/h'Y}v aVOp'';,€UUal. 5 O€ OUK €1rETP€1r€, €'XP' rr01"€, 

€7rrOJl, "X'Y}P€UO/h€V 1"(;)v Tfi5 'Ac/JPOOI7"'Y}5 OP'YIWV; 4.1.2-3), he is prevented from 

succeeding by Leucippe's dream in which Artemis said: M€v€~ O€ rrap(J€v05, €aT' av o-€ 

VU/hc/JOaTOA"ho-w (4.1.4). So, although Leucippe and Cleitophon metaphorically want to 

give free rein to their bad horses, external factors prevent them from doing so. The 

contrast between the situations found at 1.12.3 and 2.10.4 is thus more complicated 

and problematic than the reader of an "ideal" novel would expect or want, agam 

raising the issue of the games that Achilles Tatius is playing with this genre. 

Charicles' horse, although the main and strongest instance, is not the only part 

of the novel where a connection can be discerned between horses and those of the 

Phaedrus passage. The other tragic homosexual sub-plot also involves horses.
64 

On 

board the ship on which Cleitophon and Leucippe are eloping with Cleinias and 

Satyrus in tow is a man who asks them to join him (2.33). He is called Menelaus and 

he tells them he is returning to Egypt from exile. He had accidentally killed his 

beloved while hunting (2.33.2-34).65 A boar had sprung out, and the youth had chased 

it until the boar turned and charged, at which point Menelaus shouted: 

64 And a link between the two is established after Menelaus bas finished his story: 'E1W~aKPlJo"l-;J 0 

KA€IV/ILr; ILVroD A€')"OllTor; TIaTpoKAov TrPOc/>ILO"IV, aVILILV'fla11€Ir; XILPIKA€Our;. KILl 0 M€v€AILOS", "T~a 

1\ ' ""J~"" " ~'~ ,yc'" ~Tc"a{::n/ oiJv 0 KA€lv/n/ KILTILA€')"EI TOll XILPII.:A€IL KILl 7r;!! UILKPUf/t;. fo/'/I 'Y) KILl O"€ TI TOIOVTOll f""I/IL,,,, "'" " .. ':>...., -~ 

" ", , ~ (2 14 7) rmrov, KIL,),,<t1 TIL fILILVTOlJ. . _, . 

65 The Adrastus story of Hdt. 1.35-45 is tlle model here. 
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Th;" recalls what the charioteer does when he sees the face of the beloved: Ka; al-La 

7)))a'YK(UT6'Y} €i.; Toirrr/rrw EAKUrrat Ta.; ~))/a.; (254b8-cl). In this case it is not the horse 

which is TW))'Y}PO)), it is the boar. Menelaus also uses the same word of himself, when 

the youth, whom he has hit with a poorly aimed javelin cast, refuses to blame him: OUK 

€I-L/rr€t I-L€ TO)) 1TO))'Y}PO)) (2.34.5). In this case it is Menelaus' over-indulgence which 

indirectly causes his beloved's destruction,66 and it is a combination of him and the 

boar, both described with the same term, 1W J.l'Y}pO)) , which kills him. The youth, on the 

other hand, failed to follow the charioteer's example in trying to avoid the potentially 

dangerous object he was pursuing by reining in his horse. 

The issue of being able to control a horse arises at two other points. The first 

concerns Callisthenes, the man who abducted Cleitophon's sister Calligone under the 

mistaken impression that she was Leucippe (2.13-18). His chief characteristic was his 

licentiousness. He fell in love with Leucippe without ever having seen her, and 

according to Cleitophon: TOrraUTI'} 'Yap TOI'; aKoA!un-ot.; u{3pt.; (2.13.1). He asked 

(2.13.2). These passages recall the epithet applied to the bad horse of the soul as it 

suggests to the charioteer that some enjoyment of the beloved is due: (; aKOAaaTo,; 

(Phdr. 255e5). The same adjective is used of the bad horses in the lover and his 

beloved when they take the souls of those who pursue a less contemplative way of life 

off guard: T(D aKOAaaT(tJ (Phdr. 256c2). This aspect of Callisthenes' character is 

picked up in the news that Sostratus has for Cleitophon and Leucippe when everyone 

, " {J . ' " • , '" (2 '14 1) OI.lK f7TE/(JOll, EI7TOIJ/Y}ll K(J/'((u Em T~ (J,'Yp~. ._1. 
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has been reunited in the final book. He begins as if his contribution will concern 

... a~EAcbrf)v 8.17.1), but we have already been told about her abduction at 2.13-18. 

and the remainder of his speech concentrates on Callisthenes. He describes how 

Callisthenes learnt that Calligone was not Leucippe, but fell in love with her anyway, 

and how his character underwent a dramatic conversion. Sostratus is reminded of 

Themistocles: 

Sostratus regrets his initial rejection of Callisthenes and then, as if it were a major part 

of his rehabilitation, tells how he: 

Callisthenes' character change is symbolised by his ability to control horses in a 

disciplined manner. And, of course, by reforming himself and rejecting his former 

aKoAao-tav, it is the bad horse of his soul, (; aKoAarrroc;, that he has learnt to master. 

The other point at which the ability to ride seems to be an issue is at 3.14.2. 

Cleitophon and some others have been rescued from the Herdsmen by Charmides and 

his forces. The general asks who each of them is and orrAa ~(~o-EIV urrE(J"X,ETo (3.14.1). 

Cleitophon asks for a horse: 

'E'Y(') (;€ I1mOV 1iTO!.JV, o-<po~pa 'Yap 1i~EIV ;1r1rEUEIV 'YE'YU/k))ao-/kEvoc;. 'Dc; (;E TIC; 

rraptYi)), rrEpUl,'YctJV TO)) I1mO)) ErrE~€IKVuwrJV EV pU()/k(~ TO. T(7w rroAE/WUVTCtJ)) 

, " \ \ \ J..''). , , ('J 142) o-x:rJlkaTa, (oOIE Kal TO)) OIpaT'Y}'Yo)) o-!poopa €1ral))Eo-al. _1. • 
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Cleitophon is an expert with horses, but again the reader is asked to consider what 

this might mean on the metaphorical level. Is Cleitophon, who fell in love with 

Leucippe at first sight and who wanted to let his bad horse loose, really as 

accomplished a horseman as he claims? 

3.8 Conclusion 

Achilles Tatius relies on the knowledge of his reader of a particularly famous piece of 

Plato in deriving the name of his heroine from the description of the good, white horse 

of the soul. But, as with much else in this novel, the allusions and echoes are not 

straightforward. This is not necessarily to argue that Achilles Tatius was moralising, 

condemning homosexuality or endorsing Plato's views, rather he used a well-known 

myth in a way that would enrich his narrative and increase his reader's interest in it. 

Achilles Tatius delights in the incongruities that having a heroine called Leucippe 

entails and frequently warps his source into a playful mixture of reference. 

In the first chapter I argued that various names in Leucippe and Cleitophon 

and other second sophistic literature were more or less straightforward allusions to 

their namesakes and that they opened up a wealth of references around them. In the 

second chapter I maintained that the use of the name Cleitophon was one important 

part of the nexus of allusions in the opening conversation of the novel and that this 

helped to signal to the reader that Achilles Tatius was employing Platonic narrative 

technique. In this chapter I have developed this approach and aim to have shown that 

Leucippe is a more sophisticated onomastic reference to a very famous piece of Plato 

and that Achilles Tatius engages his reader in a complicated hermeneutic game. 
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Chapter 4. 

Seeing and Digressing 

4.1 The flow of Beauty 

A number of allusions which have been noted in Leucippe and Cleitophon, but not 

fully explored, consist of clear references to the flow of beauty which is described in 

Socrates' second speech in the Phaedrus! O'Sullivan and Trapp have listed what they 

consider to be allusions to this, but the extent to which this idea pervades Leucippe 

and Cleitophon and the purposes of the allusions to it have been neglected.2 The two 

passages of Plato which are the basis for this idea are the following: 

1 See 3.5 for the popularity of this. 

2 (1978), p.326, n.61., and (1990), p.155 and p.l72. Vilborg (1962), passim, also notes several 

echoes in passing. Bychkov (1999) notes the allusions at 1.4.4, 1.9.4 and 5.13.4, and compares 6.6.4, 

but his main concem is to argue that "Achilles' remarks on visual perception were inspired by the 

Epicurean school which was 'flourishing' in the second century A.D.", p.341. I do not share his 

confidence, and he undercuts his own argument, ibid., n.S, by saying "Achilles Tatius could have 

had in mind also the simplified version of Plato's theory of vision from the Phaedrus." At any rate, 

he does not deny that the Platonic allusions are present, and on the other hand I would not want to 

preclude the use of other sources. In fact, if he is right that there is an admixture of atomist theory, 

this points towards an interest in philosophy on tbe part of the novelist and an imaginative blending 

of sources. 
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2)/ 

where a man sees a beautiful face or form which reminds him of absolute beauty, and: 

t ,.." 'i , , _ i' ~, ,.." " "'f' '1, ", ./~ ..... .-.! p€u/ha 7Ta/\,v €,t; TOV KUI\OV u,a TWV 0/h/haTWV IOV, 1} 7T€(JJUK€V €7T, T'YJV 1f'V')(.'IiV 

lEva, (Phdr. 255c 1-7), 

where the lover and beloved benefit from their companionship. There are three points 

in Leucippe and Cleitophon at which explicit references to these passages have been 

spotted, and I shall deal with those first; yet the number of other occasions where 

Achilles Tatius alludes to these passages, or where his novel can be argued to display 

looser evocations of them, is quite considerable and therefore requires further 

in vestigation. 

The first such instance occurs as Cleitophon sees Leucippe for the first time:
4 

'n~ ~€ €7(;ov, €Miut; a7TWA(;)A€,v· K6).).Ot; 'Yap OSUT€POV T'TPlVO"K€' {3€AOUt; 
I 

Ka; ~,a TlVV ocb6a),/J,(Vl/ €it; n}l/ t/;uJdiv KaTapp€l· oc!J6aJ..,J,Ot; 'Yap o~Ot; 

3 Cf. ErrtPPVElO"Yj<; (Ji 7'Yj.; Tpo4>rii; (Phdr. 251 b5), and: O-rrL1/ Il-€v 001/ !3}"hrOV(TrL rrpOt; TO TOO rrrLt(J(x; K6JJ..rx;, 

'':'Q ' . ' , ., , "~)1.' ~" _1 ~ )1._ O"'-/:'J'Y) (Phdr 251c5-7) where the 
fKflVf)) Il-ffYYJ f1rlOllTrL KrLl PfOllT - rL VII utrL TrLV'TrL tll-fPa<; KUJl.fITrL/ - Uf::X r~' ., . , 

idea of a now is repeated. 

4 Vilborg (1962), p.22, merely comments that: "The tenet (sc. that love enters man through the eyes) 

is found several times in the erotic literature ." and derives perhaps ultimately from Plato (Phlir. 

251B)." He also compares 1.9.4-5 and 5.13.4. 
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The effect of this allusion is to emphasise Leucippe's beauty, for it is referred to in the 

same terms as that which was a clear reminder of absolute beauty in both passages of 

the Phaedrus. But the relationship between the allusion and its sources raises 

questions. Although in the first quotation the flow of beauty occurs in one direction 

only, in the second the reciprocity seems to be the crucial point, as it accounts for the 

weaker feelings of love in the beloved (Phdr. 255c7-e4). Just how reciprocal is the 

situation we find in Leucippe and Cleitophon? The answer is not at all, for all we are 

told is that Cleitophon stared at Leucippe, not that their eyes met. Here, right at the 

beginning of the novel, we get a glimpse of how self-absorbed Cleitophon is - the flow 

of beauty is one way, and that is all that is needed for him to fall head over heels in 

love. However, owing to the verbal similarity between the two Phaedran passages, 

one cannot be sure whether Achilles Tatius has one or the other or both in mind. 

Nevertheless, it remains possible that the reader was supposed to realise how self

centred Cleitophon is, necessarily perhaps, given the nature of his narration.
5 

The next allusion to the two Phaedran passages forms a major part of the 

consolation which Cleinias offers Cleitophon before he advises him on how to win 

Leucippe (1.9.2-7). Cleitophon is finding the pain of being in love unbearable and 

thinks that: Ou 'Y€'YoJ)€J) u)J\(P TOlOllTOJ) G-TUX'YJIJ-a' TO 'Yap KaKOJ) IJ-OI Kal (TWOIK€I (1.9.2). 

Cleinias, on the other hand, chides him for talking nonsense, arguing that he is 

fortunate in just the respect that Leucippe is staying in the same house: 

5 Cf. 'Ell Totmp rroppv.l)€11 ;~OIlT€~ rrpo(J"IODG"all 7'Y}1I ()€parralllall ~/€AufJrryJ,€II, €1'(~ /kEII (LK{tW Ka; AI.I1TOU/k€llD<;, 7} 

~E OUK o1()' orr~ €TX€II (2.8.1), at which point Cleitophon and Leucippe have just enjoyed their first 

kiss. Reardon (1994a) offers an account for the reasons why Achilles Tatius chose such a mode of 

narration. 
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The idea that a look is enough for a lover reminds the reader of the ideal chastity 

practised by those who overcome the bad horses of their souls in the Phaedrus, 

although the implication here, of course, is that the lover is not really content with the 

situation, rather he is having to make do with it. There is no direct verbal 

remiruscence as yet, but the strength of the allusion in what immediately follows 

allows us to view the passage as a whole as engaging with Plato's philosophy of 

erotic psychology. For Cleinias contrasts the situation of the lover who is allowed 

only a look, or perhaps a word, with Cleitophon's good fortune of constantly being in 

the company of his beloved. But before he proceeds to offer his advice on what his 

friend should do next, he delivers an encomium of the pleasure that can be derived 

from looking and eyes meeting: 

0 ' Th 'f'" , , Q"I ' 'r ~" " , 
UK olUa~ 010)) €a-rl)) €PWJ.h€VYJ fJA€rrO/1-€VYJ' /1-€/~o))a T(O)) €P'YW)) €X€I TI'})) 

• 'li< ' '.L8 1..' , '"1"1'"1' "I ' " ., 'YjOOV'Y))), O~ a/\#",o I 'Yap a/\/\'YjAO/~ aVTa))aKNO/1-€))OI arro/1-aTTOtJ(TI)) (O~ €)) 

KaTOrrTp(p Tiv)) (J'W/1-aTW)) Ttl, €i(;(tJAa' rf) (J€ ToG KaMou~ arropporf), (JI' aUTlD)) 

, '.1,' , " " t: " , (1 9 4) 6 €/~ T'Y))) 'IIUX'Y))) KaTapp€OU(J'a, €X€I T/))a /1-19)) €)) arroa-ra(J'€1 .. . 

In addition to the Platonic flow of beauty entering the soul through the eyes, we fmd 

here two more elements derived from the second Phaedran passage. The beloved has 

received the effluence which rebounded from his lover and has been filled with 

feelings of love. He does not know what is happening to him or what to call it, aM' 

6 Gamaud (1991), p.17, says that this is perhaps from Phdr. 251b, and compares L. & C. 5.13.4. for 

which see below. 
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€V TqJ €PWJ.lTI €aUTOV opivv A€A'Y}6€v (Phdr. 255d4-6). In Achilles Tatius the idea of the 

mirror has been transferred from the beloved seeing himself in his beauty reflected off 

his lover to the eyes of both lovers receiving the images of each other as if in a mirror. 

And the images themselves have a Phaedran precedent in the description of the 

beloved's emotional state: €i~WAOV €PWT05 aJ.IT€pWTa €xWV (Phdr. 255d8-el).7 Cleinias 

might appear to be advocating a Platonic love, where the lovers, although here in a 

seemingly genuinely mutual way, derive satisfaction from the beauty of the other, but 

in fact he is trying to console Cleitophon, who is currently being denied further 

pleasures. For it is not the reminder of the Form of beauty which is the principal 

benefit; rather the meeting of eyes is described as a substitute for sex, as the phrases 

as they do directly before and after a clear verbal reference to the Phaedrus. Cleinias 

further describes the flow of beauty into the soul as: OA/'YOV €O"TI -rrYJ5 TWV (J"WjkG,TWV 

jklg€W5' Kal'vrf) 'Yap €O"TI (J"WjhG,TWV (J"ujJ/rrAOKrf; (1.9.5), which makes the point explicit. But 

Cleinias does nei seem to think that this, even with his ringing endorsement of it, will 

satisfy Cleitophon, for he says: 

7 Cf. Plut. Vito Ale. 4.4, which is a clear and explicit demonstration that this passage of Plato was 

particularly memorable or import.'U1t (on Alcibiades' relationship with Socrates): KaTa<PPOIl(';W (1' alnO<; 

€p(Jrr~, (Ve; c/n}(J"11i 0 TIAaTwlI, CLVTEpw-ra KT(~€II~, ••• Part of CallkTatidas' argument that a 

SocraticlPlatol1ic love is the best seems to be drawing on the same source: o-rall rap f-K rrai(J(tJlI /) 

(J"'ITou(Ja'io<; €P(~ €VTpa<p€;~ hr; -r7J1I ,;}?h) A01";~€cr8al eJullajJ-ElI'r}ll 7)AIKiali CLII(JP(JJ8fj, TD rraJ...al l/JIA'Y}8€11 G.,.wl$aio:x; 

€P(tJT~ CLVTarro(Ji(J(tJ(J"llI, Ka; (Juax€P€~ aicr8Ecr8al rrOTEpou rr/rr€p~ €parrrrfy; €(J"TIV, W(J"'ITEP CLrr' E(J"Orrrpou ..r;.; '7"oC 
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'E ' ~, \ \" ".-LJ \ 1 , , 

'YW OE 0-01 Kal TO EP'YOJ) EUEuUai TaXU /l-avrEU0/l-al. ME'Y/UTOJ) 'Yap EUT/J) 

€c/JOOIOJ) Ei~ rrE'(i(~ rruJ)EXrf;~ rrpo~ EPW/l-€v-qJ) O/l-IAla. ' Oc/J8aA,J,O~ 'Yap c/)lAi~ 

7)OOJ)7}J) (1.9.4), for it is sexual intercourse in which Cleitophon is interested, and here 

the eye, and by implication the Phaedran flow of beauty through the eyes to the soul, 

is reduced to a procurer of what the philosophical lovers would avoid. 

The Phaedran atmosphere of Cleinias' advice is maintained by further 

allusions. After arguing that, since wild beasts can be tamed, women must be easier to 

soften, Cleinias claims that: "EXEI O€ TI rrpo~ rrap8€J)0J) rna'Yw'YoJ) 7)AIKI(~~ EpivJ) (1.9.6). 

This is reminiscent of part of Socrates' reply to Lysias where he argues that: 

t:'i \ 1\ ' \ t: i \ i' , \ t:/i (\ 'l' , 
'Y)/\IKa 'Yap O'Y) Kal 0 rra/\alO~ /\0'Y0~ TEprrE/J) TOJ) 'Y)/\IKa - 'Y) 'Yap olMal 'XPOJ)OU 

240cl-3). 

This is cited by 0' Sullivan and Vilborg as an echo,8 and the probability that it is an 

allusion is increased by what follows in Leucippe and Cleitophon: 

This is an echo of the image of love which the beloved received from the overflow of 

his beauty back from his lover: E;(feuAoJ) €PWTO~ avr€pWTa €xwJ) (Phdr. 255d8-e 1, see 

above).9 Rowe claims that avr€p(u~ is a term Plato invented,10 and his use of it is the 

earliest recorded in LSJ. Hackforth suggests that: 

8 (1978), p.326, n.61, and (1962), p.27. 

9 Spotted by 0' Sullivan (1978), p.326, 11.61, and Vilborg (1962), p.27. 

10 (1986), p.188, ad loco 
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It is possible that in using the word G-VTEPWS Plato is thinking of Aesch. 

A 5 44 '"" I " ."l. I 11 g. : ToW aVT€p(OVTWll 1J.h€P(p 1r€1rNYJ'YJ.h€llO'. 

Although the context there is not sexual, for the chorus are conversmg with the 

newly-returned herald, that Plato had this passage in mind might be increased by the 

similarity of what immediately follows it: 1roB€lll 1rOBOUVTa n]ll~€ rY}v o-rpaTov AE7€/S; 

(Aesch. Ag. 545), to the terms in which the relationship of the beloved and his lover is 

described: 1roB€1 Kat 1roB€lTal (Phdr. 255d8), which itself immediately precedes the idea 

of counter-love. Be that as it may, the possibility that Plato coined the word G-VTEP(tJS 

and the importance of the concept of mutual love in this passage make it extremely 

unlikely that Achilles Tatius is not deliberately referring to it here. It is, however, 

stripped of its metaphysical significance, as its causes, according to Cleinias, are what 

we would now recognise as the hormonal surges of youth and the gratification 

derived from the knowledge that one is found attractive. 12 

11 (1952), p.108, 11.3. 

12 A possible allusion to the Theaetetus, one which would mainL:'lin the Platonic, if not the Phaedran, 

atmosphere, occurs when CIeinias explains that CIeitophon requires no instruction in love: "DOiTEP 

'Yap Ta apTITOKa Tlov (3pEC/)(7w OU~EI~ ~/~CUTKE' TI]V TP04n]V, au-rO/LaTa 'Yap EK/Lav8aVEI Kal 01()EV EV TOI~ /La(o~ 

aurrav au-rol~ TI]V TparrE(av, oVr(() Kal VEaV;rrK~ €PWT~ rrpWTOKUWlJV au ~E'iTal ~/~arrKaA.;~ rrpo<; TOV TaKETOV. 

d.lrrfJrrE/~ TEKEIV, im' au-roD /La/(lJ8EI~ TOO 8EoD. (1.10.1-2) Cf. the passage from the Theaetetus where 

Socrates explains to the eponymous interlocutor that he is a practising midwife of the soul and that, 

although he is barren as far as wisdom is concemed, some of those who associate with him make 

also Plat. S.vmp. 208el-20ge4, with Dover (1980), p.151. 
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Another phrase that may derive from the Phaedrus occurs as Cleinias is 

dispensing further advice, after Cleitophon has asked how he is to make Leucippe 

know she is loved. He is to say W'f}~€J) ... rrpo~ TI]J) rrap8EJ)oJ) 'Ac/>pooiO"IOJ) (1.10.2), but is 

to attempt the deed in silence: 

rral~ 'Yap Kat rrap8EJ)o~ OIhOIOI IkEJ) €;O"Il.l €;~ a;~i;)' rrpo~ ~€ TI]J) 'Ac/>po~;T'YJ~ 

XaPIJ) Kav "(l.l(lJW)')~ EXWO"IJ.l, a rrao-xouO"IJ) aKOU€IJ) ou 8EAoUO"I (1.10.3). 

This echoes the actions of the bad horse when the charioteer has seen TO €P(tlTIKOJ) 

Olklha (Phdr. 253e5). Unlike the good horse which is obedient to the charioteer, the 

bad horse ignores him and springs forward: 

254a4-7) 

The bad horse's wish to mention sex to the beloved is portrayed as the wrong kind of 

reaction, the unphilosophical one, as the horse represents base desire. Cleitophon is 

told not to talk about sex, not because it is wrong, but because it will hinder his cause. 

Yet again Achilles Tatius can be seen to be playing loose with his Platonic material. 

The third point at which the evocation of the Phaedran flow of beauty has 

been noticed occurs in book 5, where Cleitophon, who thinks that Leucippe is dead, 

meets Melite for the first time since he has agreed to succumb to her overtures (5.12). 

She is described in terms similar to those used for Leucippe: po~oJ) ~€ €lkrr€c/>uT€uu8al 

Tal~ rrap€la'ic; (5. 13.1) recalls po~oJ) ~€ avh€M€v €K -M7~ rrap€la~ (1.19.1); 13 'ElkG,plkaIP€J.l 

13 Garnaud (1991), p.29, notes the correspondence. See Menelaus' argument: K(L; ,0 po1iov 1i1(1- TOVTO 

T17111 (1)'.AWll €U{LOp</JO-r€POll ErrTl cPUT(7111, OTt TO Killa<; (LU-roD </J€LJ"(€I T(LxU (2.36.2)! Cf. EK€/lio (sc. the rose) 

{LEll OUli, €; K(L; Kill'rrTOll allOE1tJll, /3P(LxV n111 (':JP(Lll, 1r(LP€rr€T(L1 'Yap TOIS' IDOlS' EW€rL(J'(Lli T1I' -iJp1 (Philostr. 

Ep. 51), and </JOOV€poll1i€/lil7l<; TO UllOa<; K(LI (~KU{LOPOll K(LI 1r(LU(J'(Laf)(L1 T(LxU. (Philostr. Ep. 4) 
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aUTrYjt; TO (3AE/h/ha jkapjkapuYY;lI 'A<PPOO/O"lOlI (5.13.2) is reminiscent of 1011 DE ,ry T(;)l1 

'1." 1 .. '" , , , '(119 14 , 
O<p a/\I»(t)lI €/hapjkalp€lI au'Y'Y) . .1); and KOjk'Y) rroMrY; Kat (3a"€,a Kat KaTrL'XPUO"Ot; T'ij 

'XPO/~ (5.13.2) might well remind the reader of KOjk'YJ sall(M, TO sall"oll ouAoll (1.4.3).15 

Cleitophon proceeds to relate that Melite could not eat properly and did nothing but 

look at him, for which he gives the following explanation: 

OUOElI 'Yap rYJOU TOts- €P(;)O"I rrArY;lI TO €P(;)jk€llOll' n}1I 'Yap t/;UxY;lI rraO"all 0 €Pwt; 

KaTaAa(3(t')lI OUOE a&Tf) x/lJpall O/OWO"I TV TPO<Pf}. 'H OE T'Yit; "Eat; rYJOOvr(; ou1 

, 1. I 16 , 'l!.' '" 'i i , , ~, '1. '" " '" 
T'Y)1I jkOp<p'Y)lI' 'YJ U€ TOU Ka/V\OUt; arroppO'Y) UI a<pallWlI aKT/lIWl/ €7T1 T'Y)l/ 

This excerpt contains verbal allusions to the two principal Phaedran passages under 

discussion, and also to Phdr. 255d4-6 and Phdr. 255d8-el, both of which are quoted 

14 /-Lap/-Latpw only occurs elsewhere in Leucippe and Cleilophon at 1.15.4, where it refers to the shade 

in the garden. 

15 The force of this last correspondence might be diminished, however, by the consideration that 

golden hair seems to be one of the generic factors tllat contribute to tlle heroine's beauty in tlle Greek 

novel. Cf. Daphnis gazing at Chloe: TOT€ rrp(7rroJ/ Kat n]J/ KOWYJJ/ a~ J8au/-Laa-€J/ OTI gaJ/~ (D. & c. 

1.17.3); Charicleia appearing at Delphi: ri} KOWYJ ~E OVT€ rriwT"11 ~/arr}..oK~ OVT€ aa-UJ/~€T~, ill' ~ /-LEJ/ 

rroM,q Kat Lnra1JXfJ/105 (V/-LOl5 T€ Kat J/(UTOl5 rn€KU/-LaiJ/€ n]J/ ~E arro KOPIJ</YYi5 Kat arro W'T(urrOIJ ~a<Pvrr; (LrraAot 

KA(7JJ/€C:; Ea-T€<POJ/ po(JO€tMj T€ Kal rijAH7Ja-aJ/ (Jta()fOJITE5 Kat a-o/3€1v Tal5 aupat5 E~W TOO rrpmoJIT~ OUK EdJlfJITE5. 

(HId. 3.4.5); Anthia appearing in the procession in Ephesus: KOW'fJ ~aJ/rJr7, ri} rroM,ry Ka8€ I/-Lfll'Y}, oAt'Y'YJ 

rnac/YiiKE /-L0IJ TOl5 o<b8~olC:; 0.19.2), where Leucippe leaves Cleitophon with her image. Vilhorg 

(1962), p.99, compares Xen. Symp. 4.21: (Critobulus to SO<'-lates reo Cleinias) OUK ora-ea OTt OVT(u 
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above.
17 

As always it is necessary to go beyond merely noting the existence of this 

allusion to investigate whether it is used for any purpose. The fact that this same 

allusion is used at the point at which Cleitophon fIrst sees Leucippe and that Melite 

here is described in similar terms to Leucippe would seem to provide one starting 

point, that is a comparison between the two women and the two situations. Melite is 

beautiful,18 but it is not her beauty that is given the same compliment as Leucippe's of 

being portrayed in words that remind the reader of the Phaedran beloved, whose 

beauty in turn stirs the memory of absolute beauty in his lover. She is established as a 

worthy rival through her similarity to Leucippe, but it is Cleitophon whose beauty is 

flowing and fIxing his image in the onlooker's soul. This is quite logical, for where it 

was he who was transfixed by Leucippe's beauty, here it is Melite who is smitten by 

him. The repetition of this allusion also invites a comparison between the passive and 

apparently reluctant behaviour of Leucippe and Cleitophon's reactions to the blatant 

attempts at seduction made by Melite. Leucippe acted coyly out of a sense of shame;19 

by way of contrast Cleitophon resists because he still can not forget Leucippe. There 

is also a comparison to be made with the other occurrence of this allusion noted so 

far, where Cleinias is offering his advice to his cousin and friend. There the flow of 

17 There is also perhaps an admixture of Stoic theory here too. Cf. D. L. 7.46: KfLTfLA'Yf1IT/~V /LEV, ~v 

KP1nJPlOV Elval TWV rrpa'YWJmov <paO"i, nJv 'Y'VO/LEVYw cmo Urrapxovro<; KaT' alrro TO Urrapxov 

EVfLrrEO"<ppa'Y10"J-LEVYW Kal EVarrOJ-LE/La'Y/LEVY}v. See also Bychkov (1999), pp.340-1. 

18 This does not make Melite the exception as a love rival, for Arsake is KaArf}, but depraved, (HId. 

7.2); Lycaenion is vEw Kat (vpalov KfLt a'YpoIKi~ U(3pirrEPW (D. & C. 3.15.1); and Manto is beautiful: "lV 

iJE KaA0 (Xen. Eph. 2.3.1) In fact Cyno is the exception, for she is not only deceitful, insatiable and 

homicidal, she is also hideous: 'YlJIJfLlKfL O<p fhjva I J-LlfLpaV, UKOVO"fhjVfLl rroAv xE/P(lJ, arraO"fLv aKpfLO"iav 

UrrEp(3t::(3A'Yj/L€VY}V (Xen. Eph. 3.12.3). 
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beauty was a mutual event which Cleinias tenned a different kind of intercourse, 

whereas here Cleitophon is again describing one-way traffic. Melite is infatuated with 

him, but by admitting that he finds her attractive (€~osa OUK a'Y}~tJ~ ;~€W nJV 'Yvva'iKa 

5.13.5
2
°), Cleitophon calls into question his ability to fulfil his oath: 

This makes it all the more of a surprise when he manages to put Melite off, which 

itself makes it all the more of a shock when he succumbs precisely at the moment at 

which his submission becomes culpable.21 

Another allusion to the flow of beauty, which, although extended, has 

previously been overlooked, occurs when Thersander sees Leucippe for the first time. 

At 6.6.3 Leucippe hears the doors of the cottage in which she is being held open. As 

she looks up, Thersander catches his first glimpse of her: 

" \ '5'LJ \, J.LJ 1... \ '.0. "'l aVaV€L)(Iatra JMKPOV, aU[}/~ TOU~ O\ll[}a'\fNou~ KaT€/Ja/\€v. 

lkaA/tTTa 'Yap EV TO~ O<jJ(jaJw,OI~ Kafi'Y}Tal TO KaMo~ - a<jJijK€ nJV l/;ux7lV En' 

aUnJv Ka; €;~K€I TV (j€~ ~€~EIk€VO~, e1rlT'Y}P(';)v 7rOTE au(j/~ avapA8j;€I 7rpot; 

" ( ~ \ " , \ ~ "'l' (IT" o."'l ' 'T' '!\, aUTOV. .ot; OE €J)EUtrEJ) E/t; T'Y}J) 'Y'Y}V, /\E'Y€I' I KaTW /J/\E7rE/t;, 'Yvval; I o€ 

19 A phenomenon explained to Cleitophon by Cleinias at 1.10.2-7. 

20 The repetition of OUK a'Y}~{o<; gives a sense of sly understatement, as if Cleitophon realises that it 

would be inappropriate to praise Melite's looks excessively, but also tllat he needs to begin 

motivating his lapse at tlle end of tlle book. 

21 See below, pp.233-4. 

22 See 3.6, pp.178-9, for tlle importance of tlle lightning metaphor here and 0' Sullivan's 

emendation. 
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jhaMOl.I P€€TW TOUt; €JkOUt;. (6.6.3-4) 
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Not only is Leucippe's beauty described in terms of lightning at the points where the 

two men in her life first see her, but Cleitophon also proceeds to add a generalising 

comment, reinforced by what Thersander says, that echoes the parts of the Phaedrus 

with which I have been dealing and which Cleitophon refers to in his remarks at 1.4.4. 

It might be argued that this is not an allusion, since there is not as close a verbal 

correspondence as seen in the passages discussed so far. However, all the requisite 

elements - the flow of beauty, the part eyes have to play and the involvement of the 

soul - are present, and it looks like Achilles Tatius is here tinkering with his Platonic 

model rather than abandoning it. 23 What is the purpose of the allusion here? 

Leucippe's beauty is, of course, emphasised again, but more interesting is a 

comparison between the two men involved. Cleitophon's and Thersander's reactions 

to her beauty are instructive. Cleitophon, as mentioned above, is more of a passive 

victim of extreme beauty, whereas Thersander aggressively seeks to divert the flow of 

Leucippe's beauty to his own eyes. This contrast is reflected in Cleitophon's rather 

fatalistic attitude and Thersander's recourse to force and abuse once his attempts have 

failed. 14 Another point of interest to come out of this passage is the use by Achilles 

Tatius of the flow of beauty in a situation where, instead of providing any benefits, it 

causes trouble. This is because Thersander's reaction to Leucippe's beauty is not one 

23 5.13.4 adapts the model too, after all. 

24 For the fonner see especially 1.9.1-2 and 1.9.7, where Cleitophon asks Cleinias for advice in his 

desperation, and 1.11 and 2.5, where he explains his dilemma; for the latter see 6.18, where 

Thersander tries to force himself on Leucippe. 
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of which the philosopher would approve. Of course, the reaction of Cleitophon 

himself is not entirely philosophical, but at least he does not attempt rape. 

This allusion is sustained in the following chapter where Leucippe bursts into 

tears in response to Thersander's words. Cleitophon embarks on a disquisition on the 

effect that a tear has on the eye: 6.aKpuoJ) "YUp oq,fiaAp,oJ) aJ)Ia-rrjCTI Kat rrOI€1 

rrpOrr€T€fTT€pOJ) (6.7.1). If the eye is ugly, a tear makes it uglier: if beautiful, more 

beautiful. The latter, of course, is the case where Leucippe is concerned. Thersander 

is smitten all the more and Cleitophon indulges in a crescendo of generalisations 

which culminate in another allusion to the Phaedran flow of beauty: tears naturally 

evoke pity, especially those of women; the more abundant they are, the more 

bewitching; if the weeping woman is beautiful, and the beholder her lover, he copies 

her weeping. 

" , )., ~ I '" J.{J_ 1.. ' " (6 7 5) 'Y)prraCT€, TO O€ uaKpUOJ) €/5 TOU5 OtpUf.M\fNOU5 €T'Y)P'Y)CT€J) .. . 

Again the reader encounters the flow of beauty to the eyes and its entry thereby into 

the soul. The lover's reception of this beauty (~€gap,€J)o5) also recalls verbally the frrst 

OlhlhaT(UJ) (Phdr. 251 b 1-2). Achilles Tatius has elaborated on the idea, however, and 

has Cleitophon claim that the flowing beauty stops at the eyes of the beholders and 

draws forth tears. This is not incompatible with what Plato's Socrates says, and the 

lover taking the beauty into his soul is thoroughly Platonic, but what follows is 

puzzling. How can anyone, let alone a lover, receive a tear? He can hardly receive his 

. . .? 
beloved's tear, but in what sense could he receive his own, the only remammg optIOn. 
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It is worth considering whether help can be garnered from the two other 

passages which deal with crying in physiological detail. The first occurs at 3.11, after 

Cleitophon has spent 3.10 bemoaning his, and especially Leucippe's,25 predicament. 

They have been captured by the Herdsmen and assume the worst, yet Cleitophon finds 

himself unable to weep. His explanation is that in moderate misfortune, tears come 

easily, evoke pity and offer relief. Whereas: 

Ell (;€ TO~ inrEpj3aMou(TI (;EIVO~ cPElrYEI Ka; To' (;aKpua Ka; rrpo(;i(;(tJ(TI Ka; 

TOl)~ ocP6aA,J,ov~. 'EVTuxouua 'Yap aUTo~ avaj3aivou(J"IJ,I rf} AV1M1 IO"T'Y}ui TE 

n]v aKJhrfJV Kat jhETOXETEVEI KaTacPEpouua uVV aUTfj KaTW' To' (;€ 

EKTpErrOjhEVa TYYj~ Err; TOU~ dcP6aA,J,ou~ 0(;01) Ei~ ~V t/Nx:YJv KaTappEI Ka; 

Here the tears, prevented by grief from reaching the eyes, flow back to the soul. This 

tells us that tears come from within, and that they can flow into the soul,26 thereby 

worsening its wound, but this is no great advance on T(VV (;aKpuwv n]v 1M1'YrfJv (6.7.5) 

which beauty activates in the beholder. The other passage again concerns Cleitophon. 

This time he is incarcerated and has overheard the false story that Leucippe has been 

killed. Although the next comment is: 'ffi6E (;E jhOI TOTE (;aKpua Ka; TO/~ o<b6~O/~ n]v 

AV1M1V arrE(;'(;OUJ) (7.4.3), he does not weep at first, likening the situation to a bruise 

which does not appear immediately or a wound whose bleeding is delayed. 

OLJT(tJ Ka; t/;UXrfJ rraTax6E/ua T(t) TYYj~ AU1M1~ j3EAEI TogEu(]"aVTo~ Ao'You 

ThpWTaI jh€V ,;j(;'Y} Ka; €XEI n]v TOjhrfJV, aAAa TO Taxo~ TOU j3ArfJlJ-aTO~ OUK 

aVE(pgEV OU1!'(tJ TO Tp a iJv-a , To' (;€ (;aKpua €(;,wgE 'revv d<b6aA,J,(VV jhaKpav' 

(;aKpuov 'Yap aTjha TpaUJhaTO~ t/;uxii~. "Orav (; TYYj~ AU1M1~ d(;ou~ KaTa IJ-IKPOV 

(3.10.4). 

26 Acting, incidentally, in a very similar manner to the now of beauty. 



T'r)'v KapOlaV €K</JU'Y1J, KaT€pp'Y}KTal jhEV T'i}~ t/Nx0c; TO TpaUjha, u'V€(tJKTal 6€ 

TOle; o</J8aAv,ole; rYJ T(-;)V OaKpUWV 8upa, Ta OE jhETa jhlKPOV T'i}c; u,voIg€WC; 

€gewf}o'Y}O"€V, OUTW KU,jhE Ta jhEv rrpCna T'i}c; u,KpOaO"€WC; TV t/Nxv 

(7.4.5-6) 
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That tears are aTjha TpaUjhaTO~ t/;u::cY}c; implies that it is the soul from which they come. 

This is reinforced by the fact that, by gnawing at the heart, the tooth of grief causes 

the wound of the soul to burst and the door of tears to be opened. The last sentence 

too confinns this impression, as the bad news attacks Cleitophon's soul and T(~W 

To bring the discussion back to 6.7.5, how does the spring of tears being 

located in the soul help in interpreting how the lover can be said to receive his own 

tear'? Tears can be prevented, by grief or a swift shock, from reaching the eyes, and 

so, far from being non-sensical, it would be pertinent and even significant, given 

Cleitophon's grasp of physiology, to say that a lover's tears had reached his eyes.28 

27 To tbis passage should be compared 1.6.2-4, where Cleitopbon describes why, inflamed by the 

sight of Leucippe, he was unable to sleep: "Ea"T1 /LEV 'Yap tjJU(TEI Kat Ta llia vo~aTa Kat Ta TOU 

(T{V/LaTOC; TpaU/LaTa VUKTt xaAi!mVTEPa Kat rnaV/(TTaTal /LaMOV ~/L/ll ~(T!)XUSOU(T/ Kat EpEe/SEI Tac; 

aA'Y"(/~ollW;' OTav 'Yap allarralnrral TO (T(0/La, TOTE rrxOAUSEI TO woe; 1I0(TE/II' Ta ~E ~ I/Nm TpaU/LaTa, /L,q 

KIIIOU/LEIIOU TOU (T{V/LaToe;, rroN) /LaMOV o~v{i. 'Ev -W-Epfl. /LEV 'Yap OtjJea~LOt Kat Jrra rroM-Yje; 'YE/L/~O/LElIa 

rrEpIEP"'(/W; ErrIKOUtjJ'SEI 'l'ik 1I0(TOU n]1I aK/L~II, allTl1TEplU'YOllTa n]1I I/NrfJlI ~ Eie; TO rrOllE/1I rrxOA-Yje;' (LV ~E 

~(T!)X/r;t TO (T(;)/La rrECh]8fj, Kae' alffY)lI ~ I/NrfJ 'YEIIO/LElI7} Tti" KaK[p KU/La/IIETa,. TIUlITa 'Yap €~E'YE/pETal TOTE 

28 Gaselee' s (1969) translation of tlle preceding phrase (Kat T(7J1I ~aKpUUJll n]V mrY7}1I (TWE$€AKETal 

6.7.5) as "and draws forth tlle fount of tears", p.317, might lead to tlle ohjection tllat the "fount of 

tears" is mobile and so cannot be situated in tlle soul. A more natural translation, however, and one 
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The solution must be to understand €i~ 7'OU~ o<b6aA,.J,ou~ velsim. Thus the lover receives 

both his lover's beauty and his own tear in his eyes ('0 O€ €pa~~ (;€saJ-L€Vo~ aJ-L<bw sc. 

€i~ 7'OU~ o<b8aAJ-Lou~), and, Platonically, takes the beauty into his soul (7'0 vRv KaMO~ €i~ 

€-r7;P"f}(J"€V,) in the belief that it will show that he is in love: J-Lap7'upiav 'YG,p 7'a~]) 

V€VOJ-LIK€V 07'1 Ka; <b,A€1 (6.7.6). The relevance of this is to show how Achilles Tatius 

adapts his model. By this stage in the novel the flow of beauty has become a tapas, 

but rather than simply entering through the eyes and flowing into the soul, here it 

draws forth tears, which come from the soul. 

Achilles Tatius' use of Plato's flow of beauty occurs at crucial junctures in his 

erotic narrative: when Cleitophon first sees Leucippe (1.4.4); when Cleinias gives 

Cleitophon the advice that is necessary to start the ball rolling (l.9.4)~ when 

Cleitophon first sees Melite after he has consented to a liaison (although not until they 

reach Ephesus)29 (5.13.4); and when Thersander first sees Leucippe and is inflamed by 

her weeping (6.6.3-4/6.7.5). Given the importance that Achilles Tatius evidently 

attaches to this Platonic idea, it is worth investigating whether it resonates throughout 

the novel in a form that allows it to be connected, verbally or thematically, with the 

explicit allusions traced so far. 

which obviates this objection, is "stream of tears". Cf. S. Ant. 802-3: i'axE/v lJ'/ouKh/ mrY~ (JullCL/La/ 

(JaKpuwv, and, for the singular: S. Tr. 851: €PPUY}'EII nara (JaKpuwlI. 
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4.2 The Eyes Have It 

The starting point is Cleinias' advice to Cleitophon and the idea that a lover counts 

himself lucky if he can see his beloved: "AJ.A(P jhEv 'Yap €pao-rfi Kal !3A€jhjha IkO))OJ) 

Ik€XPI T(V)) 0lkjhrLTW)) EUTUxfi (1.9.3). Cleinias' encomium of the pleasure derived from 

eyes meeting and its function as a substitute for sex is not straightforward, for he is 

trying to console Cleitophon and almost ignores what he has just said in proceeding to 

advise his friend on how to consummate his desire. But since his seemingly 

enthusiastic praise contains an explicit and manifold allusion to the concept of beauty 

and love in the Phaedrus,. it is worth exploring how the protagonists react to the 

position of only being able to satisfy their desires as far as their eyes are concerned, 

, .-., , 
jhE')(p' T(u)) 0jhjhaTW)). 

Between his first sighting of Leucippe (1.4.2) and Cleinias' advice to him (1.9-

10), Cleitophon has to make do with only eye contact. As he stretches TOU~ o<b6~ou~ 

towards Pantheia (1.4.2), Leucippe appears, Kat KaTarrrprLlrT€1 Ikou TOU~ o<b6~ou~ T(t) 

rrpo(]"(&TT({J (Ibid.).30 Already the importance of eyes is stressed, to be further enhanced 

by the first direct allusion to the Phaedran flow of beauty (1.4.4).31 Cleitophon is 

ashamed to be caught staring at her and: Tou~ ~€ o<b6a~ou~ lub€)..K€I)) Ik€)) arro TIj~ 

rr€la-lkaTI, Kat TEAO~ €))IW'f)O"a)) (1.4.5).32 Dinner follows and Cleitophon reacts 

30 Discussed in 3.6, pp.177-8. 

31 See above. 

32 This is reminiscent, although not verbally, of SOl-Tates' reply to Glaucon's suggestion that perhaps 

the spirited p;u-( of the soul is of the same nature as the appetitive part: ' AJJ·:, 7}11 (Y €rco, rurrE UKOUCTrL<; 
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ecstatically to his father's alTangement: /.kIKPOU rrpoo-€AfJ~)J/ TO)) rraT€pa KaTEc/JiA'Y)o-a, OTI 

/.k0l KaT' o<bfJa~ou5 a))€KAIl/E T'Y))) rrapfJ€l/O)) (1.5.2). He feasts on the sight of the maiden 

(l.5.3/ l.6.1) and has difficulty sleeping, although when he does sleep, all he can 

dream about is her (1.6.2-5). When his slave33 wakes him up, he tries to find her: 

The importance of seeing here is coloured with an allusion to the Phaedrus. 34 

Cleitophon's drawing off of love from the sight of the maiden (rnoX€T€Uo-~05 EK 7'ii5 

'YAUKUTaT'Y))) €)) T(t) rrapOllTl KaprroflTal. (Phdr. 251e3-252al). 

The metaphor of drawing off desire/love from the sight of the beloved and the near 

verbal identity of €rrOXETEUo-a/.k€))o5 and rnoXETEUo-~l/'Y) are not all that confmn this as 

an allusion. For immediately prior to the above excerpt from the Phaedrus Socrates 

rLi(]"80fJ-€VO<; V€KPOUI) rro,pfk 'T(l> Ch}fJ-/q) K€IfJ-€'VOUI), UfJ-o, fJ-EV i(1€'i'v Errl8UfJ-01, ufJ-a lJ€ at; ~uax€pa,/VOI Kat a:rrO'TprnOl 

€o,U'TOV, Kat 'T€.(UI) ,dv WiXOl'TO 'T€ Kat rrapo,Ko,AlnrrOI'TO, Kpo,TOIJfJ-€VO<; lY ot;v Urro'T'ijc; E-m8ufJ-lCU;, (J,€AKIJ(TCU; TO~ 

()(b8o,~OUI), rrpo(]"(Jpo,fJ-('uv rrpOI) 'TOUI) V€KPOVI), '''I(}ou VfJ-IV," E</Yr}, "Jj KaKo(}a1fJ-0V€I), E-fJ-7TAr/jaffrrr€ TOO Ka.AoO 

8EUfJ-o,TOI)," (Plat. Rep. 43ge6-440a3) 

33 Possibly Satyrus - see 1.5.2, pp.61-2. 

34 One noted by O'Sullivan (1978), p.326, n.61, Vilborg (1962), p.24, and Gamaud (1991), p.12. 
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describes how the soul is caught between the pleasure of seeing its beloved and the 

agony his absence causes: 

J:K (IE al1,c/>oT€PWV /hE/hE1'Y/h€VWV a(I'Y}/hovEI TE TV aTOrr/r;z, TOU rr(djou~ Kat 

arropoua-a A U'TT{L , Kat €/h/havi)~ oua-a OUTE VUKTO~ (IuvaTal Ka6Eu6EIV oinE 

/hE6' rf;/h€pav 01) av 71 /h€VEIV, 6EI (IE rr060ua-a Drrou av oi'rr}Tal otj;Eaf)al TOll 

ExoVTa TO KaMo~ (Phdr. 251 d7 -e3). 

The soul's inability to sleep is paralleled in Cleitophon' s insomnia: '.,O~ (IE Eit; TO 

its restlessness and hurry to see its beloved in Cleitophon's purposeful wandering 

about the house (1.6.6, quoted above). But although Cleitophon behaves in a similar 

way to the soul of the lover, he is rather more restrained. Just as he will be advised by 

Cleinias: /h'Y}(IEV /hEV Ei1r'n~ rrpot; T7;v rrap6€voll 'Ac/>p0(I/a-lOv 0.10.2), and this forms a 

contrast with the bad horse's unbridled shamelessness,35 here Cleitophon is prevented 

from running around like a madman after Leucippe by propriety and instead chooses 

the rather more genteel method of pretending to read in order to see her. The general 

state of the lover's soul, which is described in detail (Phdr. 25Ib7-252bl), might also 

be alluded to when Cleitophon says: a-acbiJt; arrY;Elv EXWV -ri)v tj;U?CY}v KaK(7,t; (1.6.6). 

However, Cleitophon's soul is in a bad way because he is filled with desire, whereas 

the Platonic lover thinks that seeing is 'YAuKUTa"M}V (Phdr. 251e5), and this again 

highlights the deliberate and humorous discrepancy between Achilles Tatius' use of 

Platonic material and the content of that material. 

35 See above, p.208. 
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Cleitophon gets no further for three days (Kat TaUTa JJ-OI Tpu7w rYJJJ-€pCw 

€rrupO"€':)ETO 1.6.6), and goes to Cleinias for advice.36 Cleitophon, however, remains 

worried, for he is betrothed to another. In the course of outlining his dilemma (1.11) 

the importance of sight is again stressed. His father wants him to marry his half-sister: 

KaArryv /hEV, iJ) 6EOt, rrptv AEUKtrrmw i~EIV' vuv ~€ Kat rrpOSTO KaMot; alrr7jt; 

TucbA(:JTTW Kat rrpot; AEUKt7rm)V /hOVY}V TOUt; ocb6~Ut; €Xw. (1.11.2) 

It would seem that she too only has eyes for him, as becomes evident at the banquet in 

honour of Dionysus (2.3). Cleitophon is still gawping at her, Tou ~€ rroTou rrpoioJ/Tot; 

';;~"f} Kat (i,vaIlTXUJ/TWt; €t; au~v €(vPWV (2.3.3), and she begins to behave in the same 

way: "H~"f} ~€ Kat au~ rrEpIEP70TEPOV Eit; €/h€ j3A€rr€lV €6parrUVETo (Ibid.). This continues 

for a further ten days (Kat TaUTa JJ-€V rYJJJ-IV rYJJJ-EpiDV mpaTTETO ~€Ka Ibid.). Then, in a 

phrase which recalls Cleinias' JJ-€'XP1 T(VV O{l1kaTwv (1.9.3) and his ensuing advice, 

It is clear that he, and presumably Leucippe, are not content with just looking at each 

other, even if it JJ-EtC;Ova T(VV €P7(VV €X€I ~ll rYJ~ov';)lJ (1.9.4). 

Cleitophon, who is finding that Cleinias' recommendation that he be subtle is 

not paymg dividends, now confides in Satyrus. He offers rather more forthright 

advice: 

t~£i ~E O"E Kat ~V KOP"f}V OU JJ-€'XP1 T(~)l/ OJJ-JJ-aTWll JJ-0llWV rr€lp all , aMa Kat 

P7J/ha ~PIJJ-UTEpOll EirrE/ll. TOTE ~€ rrpoO"a7E ~ll ~EUTEpall JJ-"f}XavY;JJ' 6/7E 

XElPOt;, 6Altj;OV ~aKTUAOV, 6A/j3Wll O"TEllaSoll. (2.4.3-4) 

There is a choice of readings for ~€'XPI T(~)l/ o~~aTwll /hOVWll, with ~€'XPI T(Vll O<b6aJ,.p,Wll 

and ~E'XPI Tivv O/h~aTWll ~OVOll the others. There are arguments in favour of both T(7w 

36 For which see above, pp.203-8. 
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oqliaAtM';w and T(VV 0lhlhaTwv. Achilles Tatius could be said to prefer the former, for 

whereas oqiiaJ..v,os does not occur in the Phaedrus,37 and Olklha occurs four times, two 

of which where Socrates is describing the flow of beauty (Phdr. 251b2 and 255c6),38 

when Achilles Tatius is alluding to these passages he seems to prefer oq,OaJ..v,Os, oJ-4ka 

being used only at 5.13.4. However, olhlka also occurs at 1.9.3 and 6.7.5, at places 

very close to these Phaedran allusions. In fact the latter instance affords a convenient 

example of Achilles Tatius' variatio in this respect, with there seeming to be no 

difference of meaning between oq,OaJ..v,os in: lkaAurra 'Ya" EV TOts oq,Oa)".wtt; Kafh;Tal TO 

KaMoS (6.6.3), and Olhlha in: 'E7r€I~-r) 'Ya" €is Ta OJ-4kaTa TWV KaAWV TO KaMOt; Kafh;Tal 

(6.7.5). Perhaps the best example of what seems to be their interchangeability occurs 

after Leucippe's mother, Pantheia, has asked her how there came to be a man in her 

room (2.28). Leucippe is defiant and feels grief, anger and shame simultaneously. 

These three emotions are described as Tpla Tfis 1j;u;6is KUlkaTa (2.29.1), and Cleitophon 

gives a grand physiological and psychological exposition on their workings. Shame is 

treated first: 'H IhEv 'Yap ai~(~t; ~,a TWV 0lhlkaTWV €ia-p€ouO"a T7}V TWV oq,O~(VV 

EA€UO€plaV Ka6alp€t (2.29.2). There is no discernible difference in meaning,39 and the 

language is incidentally Phaedran, albeit bizarre in the circumstances.
40 

On the other 

37 The closest is oc/lirLAt.t;rL, which is used as an analogy for what happens to the beloved as his beauty 

rebounds from his lover (Plufr. 255d3-6). 

38 The other two occurrences are used of the blinding of Stesichorus: T(7Jv 'Yap Of..4LaT(JJV U"TEprt}8Ei<; li,a 

n}v 'EMlI?JS" KrLf.."VY0P;rLV (Phdr. 243a5-6), and of the beloved when tbe charioteer of tlle soul first sees 

him: DTrLV (J' oov (; ?]VloXOt; i(J(vv TO f:P(JJTIKOV Of14..LrL (Phdr. 253e5). 

39 AltllOugh it could be asked why Achilles Tatius needed to use tlle two words, where ~v i). .. EufiEp;rLV 

rLlm7w would surely have been sufficient. 

40 The meaning oftlle phrase itself is rather obscure - see Gaselee (1969) ad loc., pp.112-3, 11.1. 
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hand, it might be argued that since the phrase /kE'XPi TWlI O/k/kaTWlI occurs at four other 

points in the novel,41 it should be read here. The meaning, at any rate, is identical, 

whichever reading is adopted, and the idea remains that it is insufficient for lovers 

merely to gaze at each other. Spurred on by Satyrus' advice Cleitophon does make 

further advances, and the couple do gradually get around to kissing and embracing 

(2.4-10), but just as something more seems to be on the cards, Cleitophon's father 

hastens his wedding preparations, 'ElIUnvIa 'Yap aVroll ~'€TapaTT€ rroMa (2.11.1). Eye 

contact between the two, at least as a substitute for sex, is no longer an issue, but 

before the theme returns with even more force and pertinence with the introduction of 

Melite, the reader is afforded two more examples of its importance. 

The first occurs as Cleitophon' s marriage to Calligone is prevented by her 

abduction at the hands of Callisthenes. Callisthenes is auWTo~ ... Kat rrOAUT€ArY;~ 

(2.13.1). He hears that Sostratus has a 6u"YaTEpa ... KaArf)ll (Ibid.) and wants to have 

her as his wife. Cleitophon, in familiarly sententious vein, continues: 

011 €g aKo-Yi~ €pao--rr/;~' TOUaUT'YJ "Yap TO'~ aKoAWrrol~ U~PI~, (V~ Kat TO'~ (VUtV 

€i~ €pWTa Tpuc!>all Kal TalJTa rraOX€IlI arro p<rJ/kaTWlI, a Tfi t/;uxfi ~,aKOVOU(],,' 

Tpw6€lIT€~ oc!>6a~o;' (Ibid.) 

A man in such want of self-control as Callisthenes suffers from mere rumours what 

anyone else feels on actually seeing someone beautiful. As well as emphasising 

Callisthenes' intemperance and temerity, this passage reinforces the function that sight 

plays throughout the novel. It can also be compared with particular passages. The 

wounded eyes and their relationship to the soul recalls Cleitophon' s comment when 

41 1.9.3, for which see above, p.217; 5.22.5 (twice); and 5.25.4, for which sec below. Cf. 5.19.3: 

TOlt; OI14k(LO"I Ta,},(Lfja;", also dealt with below. 
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course, a clear reference to the Phaedrus.42 The subsequent behaviour of the two men 

forms an illustrative contrast as Cleitophon dithers, seeks advice from his closest 

friends and moves painfully slowly, whereas Callisthenes asks Sostratus outright 

KOp'Y)V 2.13.2). Sostratus, f3~€AUTTOJh€VO~ ToD f3,ou niv aKoAan,av (Ibid.), refuses. 

Callisthenes feels insulted and is suffering from his love: 

The language here too invites comparison with other points in the novel. avarrAaTTw 

is only used elsewhere at 5.13.4: 'H (;€ -Nj~ (j€~ rfJ~ovi} (;Ia, TWV 0lJ4haTwv €;a"p€ouua Tot~ 

.,. . ~, ".i I , ..I.. I 43 Th b h t 
If'vx:rJ~ KaTOrrrp(p Kat aVa7TAaTT€I T'Y}V J..LOp(jJ'Y)V. e contrast etween t e wo passages 

is that in the first Callisthenes is actively imagining Leucippe's beauty, unencumbered 

as he is by actually having seen her, whereas in the second Melite is the recipient of 

the image of Cleitophon. <baVTaSOJh€VO~ (2.13.2) also finds resonances in the rest of the 

novel. The verb c/>aVTaSOjhai only occurs elsewhere at 1.9.1, where Cleitophon is 

telling Cleinias his predicament: OAO~ 'Yap jhOI 7TPOU€rr€U€V (; "Epw~, Kat aVTOV /hOU (;U;JK€I 

seeing anything else by the impression that Leucippe's beauty has left on/in him, 

whereas Callisthenes is fantasising about what he has not (yet) seen. A more 

42 See above, pp.202-3. 

43 See above, pp.208-II. 
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interesting comparison is provided by Thersander's reaction to what Sosthenes, his 

steward, has to say about Leucippe. Sosthenes had been dismissed by Melite 

(5.17.10/6.3.3), but when he heard his master Thersander was alive, decided to curry 

favour with him. He tells him about Cleitophon and then, having failed to win her over 

for himself, (V~ av aUTov (sc. Thersander) T'Yjt; M€A;T7}~ arra'Ya'YoI (6.3.4), claims to have 

bought Leucippe for him: 

"K' , '.,...~, i' .!.ii' ...... , !...ii " 
Op'Y)V €(tJV'Yj CTaJk'Y) V , (I) u€(J"7TOTa, Ka/l.'Y)V, f.L/V\a xp'Y)Jka TI Kf.L/V\OUt; amO'TOv' 

" " , " "~ , (6 3 4 5) OUTW~ aUT7}v 7TlO'T€UCT€Iat; aKOUWV, (I)t; IU{tW. ..-

Thersander reacts enthusiastically CErrvV€CT€V (; 0€pCTav~pOt; 6.4.1) and so is directly 

comparable to Callisthenes, who desired Leucippe without having seen her. Sosthenes 

whisks Leucippe off €i't; TI ~WJkaTIOV arropp'Y)ToV (6.4.2) and tells Thersander what he 

has done: 

, 
Kal 

Thersander too is busy imagining Leucippe's beauty to himself. We know from the 

description of Callisthenes that TOCTaUT7} 'Yap TOft; aKoAaO'TOlt; U/3Plt; (2.13.1), and 

therefore anticipate that Thersander's character will be much the same as his; and so it 

proves to be.44 After he has met Cleitophon, who is attempting to escape, and packed 

him off to prison (6.5), he enters the hut where Leucippe is being held and sees her for 

the first time, and at this point we meet one of the direct echoes of the Phaedran flow 

of beauty.45 As was noted earlier, actually seeing her inflames him all the more. 

44 We have already seen his violence in 5.23, where be assaults Cleitophon, although, it has to he 

said, he does do this with some justification. 

45 See above, pp.211-13. 
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Callisthenes, of course, never gets to see Leucippe, at least in the course of the novel, 

for by a clever, and contrived, device Achilles Tatius has him abduct the wrong girl, 

thus clearing the way for Cleitophon to woo Leucippe. For at the time of the first 

sacrifice Cleitophon's mother is ill, and Leucippe pretends to be ill so that she can see 

Cleitophon. As a result Calligone goes out with Leucippe's mother (2.16.1): 

K ii' ,~ , "~ i.l. ' , " , A' '" a/V\I"yov'Y}V 10(1)1/ T'Y)V aO€/\((J'Y}v T'Y)V €1h'Y}V, VOIhUTac; €UKI'TiTT'Y}V €IvaI -

Callisthenes' did not have to see Leucippe to fall in love with her, and he falls for 

someone else on sight.46 We do not get another full blown disquisition from 

Cleitophon on the flow of beauty at this point because it was never needed by 

Callisthenes for him to be inspired with passion. 

The second example of the importance of seeing is provided by the behaviour 

of the general Charmides.47 Cleitophon and Leucippe have been rescued by the 

soldiers who are waging war on the herdsmen, and, inevitably, Charmides falls in love 

TV A€UK/7r1T1J Tall dq,6aAv-ov (4.2.1). There is a hippopotamus hunt and: KaA€1 ~rY; rrpoc; 

46 And as we hear from Sostratus later, Callisthenes: "Ma8(~v KaTa TOV rrAoCv (~ OUK EI7} 8LYYILTrjp EfL?], , 

convenient! 

47 For whose name and its delayed introduction until this episode, see l.5.2. 
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~)) 8€a)) 7;/kaq (; a-rpaT'rryoq' Kat 7; A€UK/7rn7J (TUIJ/rrapij)) (4.3.1).48 This IS where the 

trouble begins: 

f , \, 8 ' t j' 49 B .", .,.. f _ " \ 

o a-rpaT"f}7oq' Kal €U uq €a/\(uK€/, OU/\O/k€JJoq ow 'Y)/kaq 1TapQ4h€JJ€/)) €1T1 

.1. ,.., tl , 

1T/\€/a-rOlJ, I)) 

A07W)) (4.3.1-2). 

He shows no attempt at self-control,50 but desires to give his eyes their fill, and, of 

course, he is not going to be satisfied with that. He asks Menelaus to procure 

Leucippe for him (4.6), but on his return Menelaus gives a series of excuses (4.7.1-7). 

Eventually he relents (Leucippe's alleged period is the clinching argument), but even 

so he demands what he can have: 

It is important to him that he be able to see her, although he wants to do everything 

else, barring full intercourse, as well. He is prevented from doing anything by a bout 

of love-potion inspired madness in Leucippe, but Charm ides nevertheless provides a 

48 This last clause might imply that tllis is tlle first time tllat Charmides has seen Leucippe. He did in 

fact observe her apparent disembowelment (Taiha 11€ OpWVT€~ 0; rrrpaTICrral Kal 0 rrrpanrrrx; Ka8' ;ill 

T(-;)II rrpaTTOIU~))W)) a))€,86w)) Kal TUs- Ot/;€I~ arr€rrrp€q,o)) -r1j.; ()€~ 3.15.5), but hardly in tlle circumstances in 

which he would be likely to fall for her! 

49 This is verbally similar to what happens to Callisthenes when he sees Calligone: 'Y})) rap €OJUOK(;1c) 

€K -r1j.; ()€~ -, ... (2.16.2). 

511 Unlike Cleitophon at 1.4.5. 
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clear illustration of the power of sight, and also that in an unPlatonic and unPhaedran 

way it is only the precursor to further pleasures, not a substitute. 

The theme of eye contact, as opposed to the effect that seeing can have, 

resurfaces with the introduction of Melite at 5.13.51 Eye contact remained the extent 

of Cleitophon and Leucippe's relationship only until Cleitophon sought some advice 

and got around to doing something about it. She was willing, which is more than can 

be said for her reaction to Thersander. She rejects him so utterly that, after their fIrst 

meeting, the issue of further eye contact is not raised. The case of Cleitophon and 

Melite is more complicated, for he is still devoted to Leucippe, although she is 

thought to be dead, but still fmds Melite attractive. She is nothing less than desperate, 

but, being a woman, can not attempt to use force as Thersander does. Thus a situation 

is engineered where all that takes place for a considerable amount of chronological 

time, although not narrative time,52 is eye contact, and this is described in Phaedran 

terms at 5.13.4. The focus from then on, at least from Cleitophon's point of view, is 

how he avoided Melite's advances, both on board ship to Ephesus and in Ephesus 

(5.14-6). The situation is complicated on their arrival there by the return of Leucippe, 

although barely recognisable, to the action (5.17). She reveals herself through a letter 

to Cleitophon (5.18), and he asks Satyrus whether she has come back to life. Satyrus 

51 See above, pp.208-1I. 

52 Melite has been pestering Cleitophon for four months already, if one accepts, with Vilborg (1962), 

p.98, that tile following is "a lapse of tile autilOr": Kat (}'(}(dO'lll €au7'YW Ka; rraO'all iau-rYj<; TJ]1l ovO"av. 6./' 

aVTOll 'Yap (No /L7Iva.; Ev8iL()€ (sc. Alexandria) (}IITPItj;€ll, aKoAoufJ.ijO'al (}€O/LEVT}. (5.11.6), Cf. (Melile to 

Leucippe, who she tilinks is Lacaena): 'E'Y(~ (}E, cb,A'Y}, /L'Y}ll(Vll T€O'O'CLpWll Ell ' M€gall(}p€,,,, (}I' al.r:(~',) 

(J'ITpltj;a, (}€O/LEll'Yj, AmapovO'a (5.22.4). 
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tells him that she was the girl they had met on the estate. Cleitophon excitedly asks: 

~€tKVU€ts Kat TOtS OJ-l-J-l-arrt Ta'Ya8a; (5.19.3). Throughout the novel so far it has not been 

enough for Cleitophon to enjoy Leucippe /h€'XPt 'Yap T(~)]; OJ-l-~TWV, but now he is even 

denied that pleasure, satisfied merely J-l-€'XPt TWV t'rrwv. Cleitophon replies with a letter 

of his own (5.19-20). He· then needs to put off Melite again, for, as he puts it 

(ironically in view of what happens at the end of the book): €/hOI ~€ a~uvaTov ,)]V 

A€UK'7T7T'Y)V a7rOAa(30J/Tt 'YuvatKa ET€paV Kav i~€tv (5.21.1). This causes Melite to go to 

Leucippe in the belief that she is called Lacaena and is from Thessaly in order to ask 

her for magical help. 

Melite has heard that a Thessalian woman can cast a spell to ensure that her 

lover is not distracted by another woman and asks Leucippe whether she saw the 

young man with whom she was walking the day before. She, lmoAa{3ourra rravu 

KaKOrY;()ws (5.22.3), asks whether she means Tov av~pa (Ibid.), to which Melite pours 

forth a sarcastic lament on how ironic this question is given the lack of marital contact 

that has occurred. She is usurped by a dead girl called Leucippe and has tried 

everything, but to no avail. At the climax of her complaint she says: 

MOAts ~€ T(!J 'XPOV(P 7r€'()€Tat' m€/rrfh} ~€ /h€'XPt T(;)V O/h/haTwv. "O/hVU/ht (frY; 

rrot n}v 'Ac/>po~/T'Y}V aUTI-;v, (VS ';;~"f) 7r€/h7rT'Y}V ~J-l-€pav aUT(!J rru'YKa()€u(fourra, 

, , " ", (5 22 5) 0J-l-/haTWV €XW TOV €P(u/h€VOV. . . 

Melite twice uses the phrase /h€'XPt T(;)V O/h/haTWV to describe the extent of her 

relationship with Cleitophon, but it certainly does not seem that she would agree with 

Cleinias' statement that eye contact /h€iC;ova T(;)V €P'Ywv €X€t -MJV ~(;ovrY;v (1.9.4). The 

Phaedran now of beauty is insufIicient as far as she is concerned, as indeed it was for 
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Cleitophon in his pursuit of Leucippe, and between these two instances of a phrase 

that serves as a reminder of the significance of eye contact the reader fmds another 

Platonic allusion: OUT(US' aJ/€rrT'Y)J/ iJJS' arro €uJ/OUxou. This recalls Alcibiades' account of 

the chaste night he spent with Socrates: 

rrp€(Tj3uT€POU. (Plat. Symp. 219c6-d2)53 

The appeal to the gods and goddesses is reflected in "O#kJ/U#k1 'tJrJ; (J"O' ~J/ 'Acbpo'tJIT'Y}J/ 

aUT"f;J/ (5.22.5) and Cleitophon's feat is even more impressive in that he has spent five 

nights with Melite, whereas Alcibiades only seems to have spent one with Socrates 

(KaT€K€/wrJll ~J/ J/uKTa OA'Y}J/ Symp. 219cl-2). The substitution of #kETO- rraTpoS' •.. 'h' 

53 Noted by Vilborg (1962), p.104., and Anderson (1982), p.25. This seems to have been a 
. 
,oS 

particularly memorable passage, for it is frequently alluded to. Itlexploited twice in Ps.-Luc. Am., at 

49, where Callicratidas is promoting Socratic behaviour as the ideal: b.€1 {J€ T(~V V€(VV Epav (~ 

'AAKI!3'/l,{JOU LWKPO:'N}I;, ~ Uno IJAfI- xAU-jLU{J1 rru-Tp~ VnvoUS' EKOljLf;~, and at 54, where Theomnestus finds 

himself unable to believe tllat Socrates abst:-1ined: EPWTIK~ 'Yu-p ?Jv, €;1r€P T/~, KU-I 15 LWKpO:'NJt;, KU-I Urro 

one of tlle defining characteristics of Platonic/Socratic philosophy at Luc. Vit.AuCl. 15: (Platonic 

humorous echo at D. & C. 3.9.5, where Chloe sleeps willi her motller and Daphnis sleeps with 

Chloe's fatller. Chloe's only pleasure is looking forward to the next day, when she will see Oaphnis 
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aOEA</>OU 1TPEaPUT€POU with (;)s- a1TD EUl/OUXOU should not be seen as problematic in terms 

of regarding this as an allusion. Achilles Tatius is not only indulging in variatio, for 

calling someone a eunuch is also used abusively by Melite when she is angrily 

accosting Cleitophon later in the book: EUl/OUXE Kat al/~O')lUJ/E Kat KaMOuS' (3cwXal/E 

(5.25.8), and semi-humorously when Thersander reacts incredulously to Leucippe's 

claim that she is a 1Tap6€l/0s-: 

,1'> i ' .J.. .,., , 0 ,~, , ,,... .,. , j, 8 1... ' " \jJII\OO"O(jJWl/ 'YJl/ TO 1TElpaT7)plOl/; UUEIS' El/ aUTOIS' EtXEl/ O'/' ar .. ,.kOUS'; 

(6.21.3)54 

Thus the pejorative overtones of the word make it particularly suitable in the context 

of Melite' s speech to Leucippe. 

Another facet of this allusion occurs in Melite's following words: f'j.€Olkal O€ 

lJ1TEprl)</>al/0l/
55 (5.22.6). For Alcibiades, directly prior to the passage quoted above, 

claims that Socrates will not contradict him (Symp. 219c 1) and that even though he 

tried his best: 

KaTE')I€AaO"El/ -MiS' €/hiis- l'vpas- Kat iJ(3Plo"El/ - Kat 1TEpt €KEIl/O ')IE /iJWfW TI Ell/ai, 

(Val/OpES' OtKaO"Tal' 01 KaO"Tal 'YeLp €O"TE -MiS' ~WKpaTOUS' VrrEP'YJ</>al/laS'. 

(Symp. 219c3-6) 

54 This passage again emphasises the important part that sight has to play in tile fonnation of desire. 

55 This is tlle only occurrence of Vrr€P"74>a].l~ in Leucippe and Cleitophon, altilOugh Vrr€p7}cPU J.lEW also 

occurs once, again referring to Cleitophon's rejection of Melite: (Satyrus to Cleinias): '0 ~€ OUK o~a 
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Socrates is also scomfully arrogant, but the fact that the same concept is used to 

describe the behaviour of the two men inevitably invites a comparison between their 

behaviour and their motivations. Socrates is entirely in control of himself and sees 

bodily gratification as an obstacle to the ascent to the Forms, whereas Cleitophon is 

trying in the face of dire temptation to stay faithful to the memory of the supposedly 

dead Leucippe. His detennination was only going to last until they reached Ephesus,56 

and he was only prevented from succumbing then by the reappearance of his beloved. 

The paradoxical nature of the situation in the novel is also emphasised by this allusion. 

Just as it was barely thinkable that an older man would have been able to resist the 

beauty of Alcibiades,57 so it is almost incredible that Cleitophon could have resisted 

the beautiful Melite. Leucippe has no reason not to believe Melite, for she is begging a 

virtual stranger for help, but Satyrus shows a more cynical, and as the reader can 

agree, more realistic view of Cleitophon's character in 5.20. Satyrus reassures his 

friend that he has told Leucippe that he had married Melite against his will. 

Cleitophon is aghast that he has mentioned this (' ArroA(DAEKa~ /hE 5.20.2), but Satyrus 

accuses him of stupidity (Tt}}~ Etrr}8E;a~ Ibid.), for the whole city knows that he IS 

married. Cleitophon protests, and is adamant in the face of Satyrus' disbelief: 

3) 

56 5.14.3 (Cleitophon to Melite): "Apf,EI ~€ .. , TWlI U1.JlIffrpa7w rfJ E;~ "EI/JECTOll rfJWVll aI/Jlf,I~. 

57 See Dover (1980), pp.164-5, for the comic paradox of an attractive young man failing to seduce an 

ohkr admirer here. 
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Leucippe agrees to Melite's request (5.22.7), and, just when a resolution to 

the drama is in sight, Thersander reappears, assaults Cleitophon and has him locked 

up (5.23), while Melite discovers Leucippe's letter to Cleitophon and realises what 

has been happening (5.24). She goes to accost him and reproaches him roundly, 

pitying herself and accusing Cleitophon and Leucippe of having fun at her expense 

(5.25.1-3). Her second speech concentrates on the wrongs that she believes she has 

suffered at Cleitophon's hands: 

"0'" ~ '1.,....... ,.... '\ '" 'i\ ' , 1 'i\"" \ 'iJ.01 OEI/\ata T(OV KaK(IW' Kat 'Yap TOV avopa a1UO/\€(Ta uta (J"E, OUTE 'Yap 

The phrase iJ.€XPI T/DV OiJ.iJ.aT(UV, which has come to stand for Melite's view of her 

relationship with Cleitophon, here recurs for the last time, in a speech which resonates 

with bitterness for pleasures denied. Her husband hates her for her iJ.01XElav, which has 

been aKaprrov and ava<PPOOtTOll (5.25.5); other women get pleasure as well as shame, 

where Melite has only enjoyed the latter (Ibid.); Cleitophon has insulted Eros and not 

been affected by her tears,58 her requests, the time they have spent together or their 

embraces (5.25.6-7). 

The worst thing of all is that he did not do anything, but got up as if he were another 

woman. This time Achilles Tatius employs variatio of both subject, Cleitophon 

instead of Melite, and noun, (;)~ aM'Y) 'Yuvr}, instead of (V~ anD EUVOUxou. In the fom1er 

58 Ou KaT€KA(UT€ O"€ TaD-ra Ta ol-Lf.kaTa ~aKpuoVTa; (5.25.6). This reproach is all the more forceful given 

Cleitophon's grand exposition on Ule power of tears at 6.7.1-7. 
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passage (5.22.3-6) the focus is on the extent to which Melite has tried to win over 

Cleitophon, and on his imperviousness: he is described as, or likened to AIOo,.;, tTi()'Y}po,;, 

S;UAOJ..l, T' Til))) aJ..la,tT8rf;TlUJ..I, and an EiKOJ..lO';. Thus it is fitting that Melite should be the 

subject and that Cleitophon should be insulted as someone unable to fulfil her desires. 

In the latter passage (5.25.6-7) Cleitophon's lack of daring is the focal point, and so 

he becomes the subject of the allusion. A different noun is employed partly to avoid 

repetition, much as the allusions to the Phaedran flow of beauty were each couched 

differently, but also because EUJ..IOUXE is reserved for the final outburst of insults at the 

end of the speech. But before hurling the torrent of abuse Melite wonders what it was 

that could have prevented Cleitophon from submitting to her: Ou J-l-€J..I ()7) 7E'Y'YJpaKLJ;~ 

aJ..l (iMo.; OT' Kal KaAfi (5.25.8). This is reminiscent of Alcibiades' complaint that 

Socrates: KaTE7€AatTEJ..I T'Yj.; €W1}'; (~)pa.; (Symp. 219c4). The reasons for Cleitophon' s 

and Socrates' forbearance are very different: the latter has no time for such physical 

contact and in fact considers it detrimental, whereas Cleitophon is trying to remain 

faithful to Leucippe's memory. Unfortunately, Achilles Tatius sabotages any nobility 

on the part of his hero by having him fmally succumb to Melite when he has come to 

realise that Leucippe is still alive. The irony of this is even emphasised, unwittingly, by 

Cleitophon himself when he gives the reasons for his lapse. Rather than argue that he 

could not resist her beauty, or that he needed to keep her on his side so that she 

would fulfil her promise of helping him to escape (5.26.11), he claims that he was 

afraid that Eros would be angry with him, 
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Achilles Tatius does not even allow Cleitophon to use persuasive arguments in his 

defence, such is his determination to present the reader with a problematic character. 59 

The allusion to Alcibiades' lack of success with Socrates recurs acrain in the 
t:: 

fmal book. Cleitophon, at Sostratus' invitation, is recapping the adventures he and 

Leucippe have undergone. In his narration to the anonymous narrator he relegates his 

account of the events recounted from 2.31, when they eloped, to 5.7, when he is 

injured, to just over 6 lines
60 

(8.5.1), and condenses the contents of books 6 and 7 

into 2 lines (8.5.3), while just over 8 lines are given over to his dealings with Melite, 

which cover the relatively small section from 5.11.4 to the end of that book. While 

these presumably do not correspond to the proportions given to these sections in 

Cleitophon's actual speech to Sostratus, it is not difficult to see why he should 

concentrate on the episode with Melite when he is giving an account of his account, 

for this is the most delicate part. How, Cleitophon's interlocutor and the reader 

wonders, is Cleitophon going to cope with this tricky subject? Will he be forced to lie, 

or might he come clean? As it happens, and as we would expect from Cleitophon, we 

get a partial and adapted version of events: 'ErrE; ~€ KaTa IT;J) MEAIT'Y}J) €'}'ElIOJ-t'YJJ) I 

't".' I \ J..' ,..., ,}., './, "l.' (852) H 
E<;,i}pOJ) TO rrpoqJ-ta E/-haUTOU rrpo~ (]"(U4JPO(]"UlI'Y}J) /-hETarrOIlOli Kat OU()EJ) E"IIEUOOJ-t'YJJ) .. . e 

mentions her love, his continence and her persistence. In fact he seems to be omitting 

very little: 

59 Goldhill (1995), pp.96-7, sees tbe humour in this passage, but not the effect that it has on the 

reader's perception of Cleitophon' s character. 

(,Ii In the BuM text. 
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,},uv,ry. (Ibid.) 

Again this allusion occurs towards the end of a speech or a section outlining Melite's 

and Cleitophon's relationship. Variatio is employed once more with the substitution 

being particularly suitable in the setting of Ephesus and as a goddess of chastity. The 

paradoxical force of the Platonic passage is also present in the allusion to it here, 

although Cleitophon uses it to portray himself in a good light. For whereas Melite, 

when Achilles Tatius had her make this allusion, expressed the sense of insult that 

Alcibiades felt on Socrates' rejection of him, Cleitophon intends to convey his 

temperance, the quality in Socrates that Alcibiades simultaneously admired. 61 

However, the force of the allusion this time is undercut, as far as the reader and the 

anonymous narrator are concerned, by the next sentence: 

Cleitophon does not lie (OUO€V Et/;€1JOOJh'YJv 8.5.2), he merely omits the incriminating 

part, and we know that, however impressive the reference to Socrates' legendary 

abstinence makes him seem,62 he fell at the last hurdle. A further erosion of 

<pPOVYj(J'/V Kat Eic; Kap7EplaV; (Symp. 219d3-7) 

61 Cleitophon' s reference even occurs at a symposium: ToD (;€ (;EI7Tl10U K(J,tPOc; 'Y1v (8.4.1); Kat 0v oAW 70 
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Cleitophon's integrity is achieved by the fact that he uses the same idea and similar 

phraseology as those employed by Melite to chide him at a time when he had not yet 

succumbed. He transforms a complaint into a boast, but by making him use the same 

allusion as Melite, Achilles Tatius is drawing attention to his guilt. 

The use of the flow of beauty and the chaste restraint of Socrates in humorous 

adaptations are complementary. Achilles Tatius takes a form of love which is attacked 

directly elsewhere
63 

to engineer situations in which his characters describe their 

thoroughly unPlatonic desires in Platonic terms. Not only is eye contact in which 

beauty flows from one to another wholly inadequate as a means of satisfying those 

,,~ 

desires, Socrates' famous forbearance can be turned around and used Ja form of 

abuse.64 Moreover, the ways in which these allusions are made raise other questions. 

4.3 The Place of Sententiae 

Cleitophon's economy with the truth when he is telling Sostratus his adventures raises 

the question of how Cleitophon' s manipulation of the relation of his story might affect 

his interlocutor's and the reader's appreciation of the narrative they receive. For there 

is perhaps not a great deal of difference between Sostratus asking for Cleitophon's 

story and the anonymous narrator's request for the same. Can we trust Cleitophon's 

story as we have it in the novel? Might he have omitted some of the more 

incriminating bits? It would be hard to argue that Cleitophon has presented himself in 

a pure light in the novel, and he has included incidents and thoughts that would surely 

be left out in a sanitised account. The reason he gives an edited version to Sostratus is 

63 At Ps.-Luc. Am. 53-4, for inst.'Ulce. 

64 See C.3 for more on this. 
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that Sostratus is Leucippe's father, and Cleitophon is therefore keen to impress him as 

much as possible, especially given the way he has treated him.65 But if what we have 

and what the anonymous narrator hears is the unadapted truth, what on earth is 

Cleitophon doing, telling some of his most intimate secrets to a stranger? This issue 

has already been addressed,66 but germane to it is the place that Cleitophon's 

philosophical, and other, digressions have in the narrative. 

One approach to this question has been made by Goldhill when, beginning 

with the surprising lack of an end to the debate at the end of book 2, he proceeds to 

generalise about Achilles Tatius' narrative technique.67 He wishes to progress beyond 

Bartsch's thesis that Achilles Tatius uses descriptions and digressions to "engage a 

reader in a necessarily failing process of interpretation,,68 and offers three points. The 

first is that: 

The self-conscious games with narrative and the self-conscious games 

with philosophical, physiological or psychological digressiveness are 

part and parcel of the same concern with that central category of 

ancient thought, to eikos - the probable or the natura1.
69 

The second springs from this: 

(8.4.1) 

66 Under the discussion of Solution 5.b) in 2.6 and Solution 8. in 2.9. 

67 (1995), pp.91-102. 

68 Ibid., p.92, referring to Bartsch (1989). 

69 Ibid., p.93. 
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it IS ill particular the rhetorical, philosophical, physiological 

discourses, and the characters' mobilization of them, that produce the 

most acute worries of appropriateness for readers. Thus what Achilles 

Tatius provokes is not just a question of 'Is this funny?', but, more 

scrupulously, a question of how seriously or how comically he 

challenges or supp()rts the acknowledgement of secure communal 

values, the proprieties of intellectual discourse.7o 

The third is an investigation of the ways in which cPIAo(J"ocP€W is used in the novel,71 

with the conclusion that: 

At crucial points ill this narrative, ill other words, 'to be a 

philosopher', philosophein, means 'to be committed to sexual chastity 

and its supporting arguments', or in one case 'to suffer in silence', 

'stoically', just as such terminology is set in humorous tension with the 

arguments and behaviour of the characters. 72 

The problem shared by these approaches, although I think that they are on the right 

lines, is that Goldhill does not distinguish between the novelist and Cleitophon. It is 

J.. i J.. ,n . . d' h 74 exclusively Cleitophon who uses the term tpII\O(J"OtpEW, - tWIce ill lfect speec, so 

while it is an interesting tack to ask how it is used and what it means, it also needs to 

70 Ibid., pp.93-4. 

71 Ibid., pp.94-8 

72 Ibid., p.98. 

73 At. 1.12.l; 5.16.7: 5.23.7; 5.27.1; and 8.5.7. The word c/JlAOCTOcbo<;, however, is only used by Satyrus 

at 2.21.5 and by Thersander at 6.21.3. 

74 5.16.7 and 8.5.7. 
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be considered whether it is important to ask who uses it. The nature of such a ftrst

person narrative as we encounter in this novel means that it might not always, or 

indeed ever, be clear whether the novelist is speaking in propria persona, having 

forgotten his medium. However, Achilles Tatius shows sufftcient skill in the difficult 

task of accounting for how Cleitophon can know what he relates 75 and gives 

Cleitophon such a consistent character, that it would be ungenerous, to say the least, 

to claim that certain parts, most likely the digressions, are intrusions by the author, 

who uses his character as a mouthpiece.76 In raising the issue of the uses of 

q)/Ao(J'ocP€(V, Goldhill is ostensibly trying to examine the "digressiveness" of the novel, 

but unfortunately he does not get around to comparing the conceptions of 

"philosophising" with the "philosophical" digressions. Perhaps he was distracted by 

the sheer wealth of material which this discussion unearthed, or perhaps his efforts 

were stymied by the fact that digressions are not usefully labelled as "philosophical", 

or otherwise. If sexual abstinence is described as "doing philosophy", then how IS 

doing philosophy to be described? 

An improvement on this already sophisticated reading can be found in an 

article by Morales. 77 She argues that "The contextualization of these passages (sc. 

"the so-called digressions 78) is extremely important" 79, and this is shown to be 

75 See under the discussion of Solution 1. in 2.2. 

76 See, e.g., Perry (1967), p.119: "They (sc. Achilles Tatius and Heliodorus) do not tell the love story 

for its own sake ... but rather use it as a framework within which to display tileir sophistical wares". 

77 Morales (2000). 

78 Morales, ibid., p.69, insists tilat it is "not sufficient to lump tilem all (sc. descriptions, inset tales, 

stntentiae etc.) together under tile label 'digression"'. I entirely agree, hut "digression" nevcrthdcss 
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illuminatingly correct by her consideration of some examples of sententiae. One of 

these is the pronouncement of Cleitophon at the beginning of his explanation of a 

painting of Tereus, Philomela and Procne: 

Morales comments that "This judgement not only applies to Tereus, but is also 

relevant to Thersander: both are adulterous and both Thracian."so There is, however, 

no evidence in the text that Thersander is Thracian. s1 Nevertheless this does not 

vitiate her following argument, which credits Achilles Tatius with something like the 

skill he possessed. She says, quite rightly, that there is no reason to read the above 

sententia as the opinion of Achilles Tatius, and that considering it "in the light of the 

rest of the narrative promotes a very different reading of it."S2 For Cleitophon is 

shown to be an adulterer at the end of book 5 and this means that: 

the sententia is a joke, an ironic jibe at Clitophon' s hypocrisy, which 

undermines, rather than underpins, his authority in his laying down the 

law about the other people. Clitophon is exposed as an unreliable 

serves as a useful term when trying to convey a vague idea of all the passages that seem not to be a 

part of the basic narrative. 

79 Ibid., pp.69-70. 

80 Ibid., p.79. 

81 In fact he would appear to be a native of Ephesus, for the priest, who says in court that: EI /LEV aM71 

able to oive a rather lurid account of Thersander's dissolute youth (8.9.1-5). e> 

X2 (2000), p.79. 



narrator and the didacticism of his sententiousness exposed to ridicule 

as absurdly pompous.83 
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While I do not see why this makes Cleitophon "an unreliable narrator" (he does not 

seem to have lied or to have omitted anything important), and the undermining only 

occurs in retrospect, this is surely the correct method of reading such passages and 

gives us an insight into the reason for their inclusion. 

The other sententia that Morales treats at length is more akin to the passages 

with which this chapter has been dealing: 6.19.1-7, an allegorical treatment of love 

and anger and their effects on the soul. She argues that "there is a tension between the 

didacticizing form of the sententious declaration and the hackneyed lessons which it 

conveys, the ridiculousness of which is heightened by the sabotage of the erotic 

tradition upon which the account draws.,,84 The authority claimed by the contents of 

the sententia "is exposed as a laughable pretension",85 for straight after it Cleitophon 

relates how Thersander reacted: aTuxY;a-a~ ~€ WlI ,;jA1rIa-€J), acbfiK€ T(t) 6ul-ut) Ta~ rf)lI;a~. 

'ParriS€1 ~rY; KaTu KOpP'Y}~ au-rrhll (6.20.1). Morales' final comment is no less damning: 

In this extreme case (not every case is as clear as this), the romantic 

narrative renders the pseudo-scientific sententiousness absurd and 

defuses its significance.86 

While it might be true that it "defuses its significance" as an account of what 

happened (Cleitophon could easily have said that Thersander got angry and hit her), 

83 Ibid., p.80. 

84 Ibid., pp.83-4. 

85 Ibid., p.84 

86 Ibid. 
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that does not mean that it has no significance at all. For it is either Achilles Tatius 

being absurd, or it is Cleitophon, and although Morales does not make this explicit, 

using her earlier separation of the author and his hero,87 it must surely be Cleitophon 

who is guilty of over-indulgence. Thus it is Cleitophon's propensity to lecture that is 

undercut by the subsequent bathetic narrative of Achilles Tatius. 

I have continually argued in this chapter that Achilles Tatius deliberately 

makes his hero's character a problematic one, and Morales' reading of his 

sententiousness in context draws attention to another facet of it. This approach can be 

extended to Cleitophon's Platonising sententiae, the starting point of this chapter, but 

the issue is perhaps not quite so clear cut, at least initially. To take the first instance of 

an allusion to the Phaedran flow of beauty, it could be argued that, along with the 

reference to the dazzling beauty of the beloved, it gives a profound philosophical 

significance to what is a crucial juncture in the novel. The reader who has only got as 

far as 1.4.4 might well assume that he has now seen the young couple whose 

adventures will spring from this one moment and who will undergo many hardships 

for each other. 88 But just as the assumptions of a reader who is used to the 

conventions of the Greek novel are going to be subverted, distorted and repeatedly 

frustrated by Achilles Tatius' narrative, so the apparent importance of this first 

allusion to the flow of beauty may be undercut by what follows. 

87 She argues, p.79, that "the characterization of him (sc. Cleitophon) as cowardly, effeminate, and 

self-serving makes tllis conflation (sc. of Achilles Tatius and Cleitophon) even less credible." 

88 Although, as tlle reader who reaches 8.5 and Cleitophon's version of events will know, the 

misfortunes have largely been bome by Leucippe. 
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Morales' contextualising approach reaps more rewards when applied to the 

second occurrence of the allusion, Cleinias' advice. As pointed out earlier,89 Cleinias' 

grand praise of eye contact in Platonic terms is savagely undermined by his following 

advice on how to get Leucippe into bed. Goldhill also points out that: 

This extraordinary account of the gaze as copulation ... blends together 

the language of medicine and science ... with the abstract language of 

ethical philosophy ... to concoct a fmely intellectualized image of what 

we have already seen described as peeping over a book at a girCO 

The introduction of Melite affords another opportunity for Cleitophon to expound in 

Platonic terms, and the context of this sententia also helps to undercut its significance. 

Melite is not eating properly (even though the dEI1TVOJl is rroAUTEA€5 5.13.3) because she 

is besotted with Cleitophon. He explains sententiously that: OUdEv 'Yap rYJ(;u TOI5 EpiDrTl 

rrArYJJI TO EP(~JJ-EJlOJl (Ibid.), and proceeds to give another Platonic account of the flow of 

beauty. After which he says to her, rTtJJIE'5 (5.13.5): "'AJJ..a rTU 'YE OU(;EJl05 J.1-€T€XEI5 T(;)JI 

rTau-Mj5, aM' EOIKa5 TOl5 EJI 'Ypa~al5 Eaf)'OUrTIJI." (Ibid.). rTtJJIE'5, from its position, would 

seem to refer to the content of his Phaedran sententia, but from what he goes on to 

say it must mean that Cleitophon realises that Melite is unable to eat because all she 

can think about is him (OUK r/jdUJlaTO TUXEI'JI OAOKArf)POU Tpo~rij5, 7rlLlITa (;€ EpAErrE J.1-E 

5.13.3). TIus raises the question of why, if he knows what is going on, Cleitophon 

bothers to tell Melite. The answer would seem to be that he is angling, flirtatiously, 

for the sort of comment that he receives: 'H dE, "IloloJl 'Yap otj;OJl," E~'Y}, "J.1-01 rrOAtJTEA€~ 

89 Above, pp.203-8. 

<ill (1995), p.76. He does not, however detail the sources for the "language of medicine and science" 

or "lhe abstract language of etilical philosophy", nor does he mention tile Plwedrus. 
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.;; rrolot; o7vot; TIIJ-I(;)TepOt; Tf}t; aYiit; oi/;ewt;;" (5.13.5), after which she kisses him. The 

Platonic allusion is at odds with the playful dallying with which it is sandwiched, and, 

as with its occurrence in Cleinias' speech, it is deployed here to provide an element of 

humour. Yet whereas Cleinias was in the privileged position of praeceptor anwris and 

so his use of it could be seen to reflect more on the ignorance of his friend than on his 

lack of originality, here Cleitophon is being unnecessarily bombastic.91 Cleitophon' s 

use of it here is also humorous because it is his own beauty that he is talking about. 

His sententia may be couched in general terms,92 but it springs from the fact that 

Melite is looking at him. Either Cleitophon shows very little modesty in detailing the 

profound impression that he has on Melite, with only the veil that he uses a sententia 

to cover his boastfulness, or perhaps it would more realistic, and certainly more 

charitable, to think that Cleitophon is so used to delivering gnomic utterances that he 

does not fully realise the implications of this one. 

The final two instances of this allusion come in rapid succession and convey 

the effect that Leucippe's beauty has on Thersander. They are not as extreme cases as 

some, for they are reasonably well integrated into the text: the first comes from 

Thersander's mouth (6.6.4) and the second is directly applicable to the situation 

(6.7.1-7). There is a contrast between Thersander's respectably genteel behaviour 

here93 and his later frustration and use of force,94 but this is not achieved exclusively 

91 I shall retum to this in greater detail below. 

92 And necessarily so: see Morales (2000), p.72. 

93 , , , "'~ t: {J" " " '{J' (67 7)· (Thersander to Sosthcnes) E(JaKpuE 'Yap rrpot; rnIUEI~IV rraO(tW JLEV TI, KaTa TO €IKot;, aVrJporrrlvO)) .. , 

, (J' ...' {J' (6 7 8 9) "tI 'f' "'" "" rJ(L qE I .. - . EI'Y/V. OTav (J€ 'Y/1J,€P(uT€POV (J,aT€8iI, TOT€ aJ.n7} (J/a).€Xfn]rroIULI. ~u E, (U 'YUV(JA, P 

94 See especially 6.18tI. 
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through the relationship between the sententiae and their context. I have already dealt 

with the comparison between Cleitophon's and Thersander's reactions to Leucippe's 

beauty that the repetition of this allusion demands, and it can be added here that it is 

perhaps noteworthy that Cleitophon's use of these sententiae does not detract 

significantly from the portrayal of Thersander's character. We might have expected 

him to make comments along lines similar to those found at 5.5.2 concerning the 

intemperance of barbarians, in order to bias his listener's appreciation of his rival, but 

the sententiae he does use show Thersander as love-struck as he was. It is, therefore, 

their respective reactions to her overwhelming beauty that are shown to be important. 

Morales' approach of analysing sententiae in context pays rich dividends, and 

other approaches employed in this chapter so far have read allusive sententiae In 

relation to their source (in this case one particular idea in Plato's Phaedrus) , In 

relation to each other in themselves and in relation to their respective contexts. These 

last two raise the question of what significance there might be in a sententia that is 

repeated, albeit with variatio. 95 In this case Cleitophon tells the anonymous narrator 

about the flow of beauty no less than three times (1.4.4; 5.13.4; 6.7.5). It is possible 

that Achilles Tatius was particularly interested in this idea and so made his narrator 

expound it at every given opportunity, but to argue this would be to fall back on the 

idea that Cleitophon is merely a mouthpiece, and this is to deny any subtlety to his 

novel. It is also possible that Achilles Tatius thought that his readership was 

particularly interested in this idea and so gave Cleitophon every chance to pronounce 

on it. But while it is true that the Phaedrus, and this part of it, seems to have been 

especially well known, once reminded of it at 1.4.4, would a reader really have 

95 Cleitophon's pronouncements on tears are similarly cOllneckd. 
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appreciated its more elaborate repetition? This approach also does not progress far 

from the view that Cleitophon is merely "a cipher for the novelist".96 

4.4 Sententiae and the Characterisation of Cleitophon 

I should like to argue that Achilles Tatius wanted to portray Cleitophon as especially 

keen on the Phaedran flow of beauty (among other things), as excessively devoted to 

sententiousness, and that this is commensurate with and a contributory factor towards 

his character as revealed throughout his own narration. Achilles Tatius' hero is made 

to hold forth at every given opportunity, and the overbearing nature of his narration 

can be gathered from Morales' list of sententiae.97 She lists 40 under the headings "on 

lovers, love-making, and emotions" (15), "on vision" (11), "on women" (9), "on 

Providence and Rumour" (2), "on barbarians" (2), and "on slaves" (1). 3 of those "on 

women" (2.35.3-5; 2.37; 2.38) are bracketed because, although "they are sententious 

in so far as they are generalizing statements", "they are spoken in the specific 

contestatory context of a debate and thus do not so much lay down the law as argue 

the law.,,98 On this criterion one of those "on lovers etc." (2.36.1-2) should receive 

the same treatment. We are now left with 36. One of these, included in the "on 

women" list, should be deleted, for Menelaus' comment at 5.4.2 that: 'OpiJ,~ O(J"Wll 

7 EJ1-€1 KaK<'vll rf} 'Ypa</>r/r €PWTO~ rrapall0J1-0U, J1-olx€;a~ alla/(TXuVToU, 7 WaIK€/Wll aTux:rJJ1-aTWll 

is specific and not in the least sententious.99 On the other hand another should be 

96 A view from which Morales (2000), p.79, is trying to escape. 

97 Ibid., pp.73-4. 

98 Ibid., pp.73-4, n.11. 

99 Unless, of course, there has been a typographical error; cf. "6.19.1-19" on p.80, which should read 

"6.19.1-7". 
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added to the "on love etc." list: 'AA'Y}fYY}c; a€ €fITtJ) , (;)C; €OtKEJ), (; Ao,},oC;, OTt /kvi)/k'Y}V 

€KrrArf;O"O"EtJ) 7r€<bUKE cb6[3oc; (7.10.4).100 Thus the total is returned to 36. Of these 24 are 

spoken by Cleitophon in his narration,101 3 by him in speeches,I02 4 by Cleinias, 2 by 

Sosthenes, 1 by Menelaus, I by Melite and I by Charicles. The 9 not spoken by 

Cleitophon can be grouped into those which are used as part of some advice 0.9.3-7. 

1.9.4-5, 1.10.1-7 (Cleinias); 4.8.4-6 (Menelaus); 6.13.4, 6.17.4 (Sosthenes)), those 

contained in complaints/diatribes (1.7.4-5 (Charicles); 1.8.1-9 (Cleinias)), and that 

used as part of a plea (6.10.4-6 (Melite)103). 

Cleitophon's general attitude and his propensity to lecture begin to be revealed 

by consideration of the three sententiae spoken by him to characters in his narration. 

The first (4.8.1-3) contains his reaction to Menelaus' news that Charmides wants to 

have Leucippe in his company so that he can, among other things, kiss her. 

Cleitophon embarks on a ridiculously inopportune encomium of the kiss, arguing that 

kissing is better than sexual intercourse: 

100 There are possibly others: Morales herself writes, in a note whose point is to emphasise that ber 

grouping is somewhat "arbitrary and subjective", that Scarcella "counts (but does not list) fifty-eight 

gnonUli in Leucippe and Clitophon", p.74, n.12. The greater number, however, might he due to the 

fact that Morales groups sets of "gnomai", e.g. 6.19.1-7. 

101 l.3.2-3; 1.4.4; 1.5.5-6; l.6.2-4; 2.3.3; 2.8.1-3; 2.13.1-2; 2.29.1-5; 3.4.4-5; 3.11.1-2: 4.14.9; 

5.13.4; 5.22.8; 5.27.1; 5.27.4; 6.6.2-3; 6.6.3; 6.7.1-3; 6.7.4-8; 6.18.3-4; 6.19.1-7; 7.4.4-5 (Morales 

has 7.4.4-8); 7.10.4; 7.10.5. 

102 For which see below. 

103 This is the only one uttered by a woman, as noted by Morales (2000), p.n. 
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, I \ \, I (4 8 2)104 aKOpErJTOJ) Kat KatJ)OJ) aEt. " 

And if this was not absurd enough, Cleitophon proceeds to declare, totally irrelevantly 

rh'tiOJ)ij~ E(JTt 7r'YJ7r(; (4.8.2-3). The culmination of Cleitophon's argument is that since he 

has only kissed Leucippe, if someone else kissed her, that would constitute adultery: 

(4.8.4). When Cleitophon finds himself in trouble, he does not consider how best to 

escape it, but wallows in self-pity and simultaneously wastes time by lecturing a friend 

in the most ludicrous manner. Menelaus responds with the rather curt, but certainly 

more practical, OUKOVJ) ... (301jArYi~ ~lhlJ) ap;O"T'Y}~ 'tiEl Kat Tax;O"T'Y}~. (Ibid.). While it is true 

that Menelaus then proceeds to deliver a sententia of his own (on how a lover who 

comes to despair can turn nasty, especially if he is in a position of power), at least it is 

relevant to the situation in which they find themselves and serves as an accurate 

analysis of their predicament. The other two examples of Cleitophon directing a 

sententia at someone occur in rapid succession as he describes to Leucippe the 

painting of Tereus, Procne and Philomela. The first (5.5.2) and its ironic implications 

have already been mentioned,105 and it too is something of a bombastic and self

satisfied point with Cleitophon smugly asserting his superiority.l06 The second can 

11I~ Cf. Cleinias' comment to Cleitophon that: OUK oWrY; oTov fU"TIV fPWf-LElI'Y} /3AETrOf-L ElI'Y}' wi(ova T{7lV 

" " \, \:\ ' (1 9 4) EP'YWV EXEI T'Y}V 'Y]UOll'Y}V. •• 

105 See pp.240-1. 

106 See Morales (2000), pp.77-80, on "Sententiousness and Power". 
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only be termed tactless, considering that it is spoken to Leucippe, as Cleitophon 

passes a general comment on Procne's willingness to gain revenge on Tereus by 

killing their son Itys: 

OUTW~ at T'ij~ C;'Y}AoTu1Tfa~ w;r;-V€~ VIK(';jrIl Ka; T7;v 'YaUT€pa. Movov 'Yap 

oP'Ywa-al 7UJ1aIK€~ aVlaa-al TOV ~v €Uv7}v A€AU1T'Y}KoTa, Kav 'JT(:LOXWO"IJ) EJ) oT~ 

1TOIOUa-IV OUX ?]TTOV KaKOV, ~V TOU mLOX€IV AO'YfC;oJITal (]"1Jl-LcPopav Tfj TOU 

1TOI€/V rf}'tovfj. (5.5.7)107 

The only view that the reader can have after such a tirade is best put by Ovid: quis 

nisi mentis inops tenerae declamat amicae? (Ars I, 465). 

The context of the three sententiae which Cleitophon pronounces in direct 

speech in his narration and their, at best, inappropriateness allow indications of how 

the reader might have reacted to such statements when they come directly from 

Cleitophon's mouth during his narration, that is the clear majority of them. I 

suggested above that the flfSt instance of the Phaedran allusion (1.4.4) may have been 

taken at face value by the reader,108 but the following argument might cast doubt on 

even that. The flow of beauty through the eyes into the soul is an explicit reference to 

a standard work of philosophy and this is enhanced by the fact that it is couched in 

generic terms as a psychological/philosophical sententia. Sententiae, as Morales 

argues,109 stand out from the narrative by retarding it and "invite the reader to detach" 

them "from the narrative"lIO by various characteristics (e.g. the "present tense, self-

107 If this is true, one only hopes that Leucippe never tinds out about Cleitophon' s dalliance with 

Melite! 

108 See p.242. 

109 Morales (2000), pp.7S-6. 

110 Ihid .. p.76. 
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aggrandizement and universality"lI 1). The sententiousness of the allusion not only 

entails that Cleitophon is not telling the anonymous narrator what happened - he is 

rather detailing what happens in such situations, and so is presenting it as a theory -

but it also emphasises that he is expounding a theory which is lifted straight out of 

Plato's Phaedrus. This technique may in fact add to the reader's appreciation of 

Cleitophon's character, as he can be seen to be trying to impress a total stranger by 

passing off a theory as his own. 112 We do not, of course, find out what the anonymous 

narrator thinks of Cleitophon, owing to the lack of a resumption of the opening frame, 

but it is not hard to imagine him chuckling to himself, as in fact the reader might be, 

while Cleitophon expounds philosophical commonplaces113 in an attempt to appear 

erudite or intellectual. There is also, perhaps, humour to be found in the fact that the 

anonymous nalTator seems to be the older man, for he refers to Cleitophon as a 

v€aviaxot; (1.2.1); Cleitophon' s bombastic lecturing is thus even more inappropriate. 

So much is speculation, but it does take us beyond treating the use of such allusions 

to exceptionally famous passages as merely an attempt by the author to impart a 

veneer of respectability to his work. 

If the first occurrence of this allusion and its sententiousness was designed to 

make the reader view Cleitophon in a certain light, the effect of its repetition must 

111 Ibid. 

112 If Achilles Tatius bad bad Cleitophon include the allusion in his narration ("Her beauty flowed 

tllfough my eyes into my soul" etc.) tlle effect would not have been significantly different, for me 

• • 0 lo,Ot eference The only difference is reader would surely stIll have recogmsed Its status as an exp lei r . 

tllat its form as a sententia ensures tllat it stands out from the narrativeo 

113 S~e below, pp.253-9. 
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have been to reinforce this: the narrator may have been amused by it the first time, but 

surely by the third instance he must have been getting rather tired of it. The 

importance of sententiae on vision which incorporated the Phaedran flow of beauty 

was emphasised by their occurrence at crucial points in the narrative,114 and their 

predominance can be gauged by examining Morales' list of 11 sententiae "on 

vision". 
1 

15 Morales admits that: "I have grouped them (sc. the sententiae) 

thematically, but many categories cover a range of topics under their umbrella title 

and there are other ways in which they could have been ordered.,,116 In fact it is 

pertinent to ask whether some of the sententiae included in the "on vision" list would 

not be better placed elsewhere. 2.3.3 describes the effect that Eros and Dionysus have 

on the soul: 1l7 the visual element here is found, not in the sententia itself, but in what 

this makes Cleitophon and Leucippe do, namely gaze at each other. 3.4.4-5 claims 

that the vast size of the sea increases the fear of death in a drowning man: 118 all this 

has to do with "vision" is that the size of the sea is conveyed, unsurprisingly, by the 

eyes. 3.11.1-2 is a disquisition on why tears do not come in moments of extreme 

sorrow,119 and the only mention of anything remotely visual is that tears €O"TI TO~ 

114 See p.216. 

liS (2000) 7'"> 1.4.4', 1.0.4-5', 2.3.3,' 3.4.4-5,' 3.11.1-2; 5.13.4; 6.6.2-3; 6.6.3; 6.7.1-3; 6.7.4-8; , p. _1: "7 

7.4.4-5. 

116 Ibid., p.74. 

Il7 "Ep(US' (fE Kat 6.tOVUrTOt;, (JU0 /3/alOt 6€0/, tJ;u:dJv KaTaOXOVT€t; €KlLa/vOUrTtV €It; G,vatOXUVT/av, 0 ILEv Ka/wv 

a~v T(fJ rruvi}6€t 1WP/, 0 (fE TOV 07vO)) !m€KKaUlLa cP€P(uv' 07110<; rap EP(lYTO<; TP04n1. 

118 '0 rap €V 6a}vLTT7J 6avaTo<; /3pa(fut; rrpoavatP€I rrpo TOO rra6€/lI' 0 rap ocP6a~o.; rr€AarOU<; rElLtafJ€/<; 

, , " \ , ( \' , £l I l\ ,....}'. u 011 rap ~ 6aAf.Lurrqt; 70 aoptrTTOV €"'T€tll€t TOll cP0/301l, (ut; Kat (fta TOUT(ull oallaTOV UUO"'TlJXEtV rr/\ElOva OrT 

119 Sel' p.21':'\'. 
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rraaxOlJ(TlV €IS TOUS KOAaSOVTas IK€TI/pta (3.11.1). 7.4.4-5 compares the delay of tears 

with the time blood takes to well up from a deep wound,120 and that a man who has 

been slashed by a boar's tusk: S'Y}T€I TO TpaUv-a Ka; OUK O'&€V €UP€w (7.4.4) hardly 

qualifies this sententia as "on vision". These are more akin to those in the "on lovers, 

love-making, and emotions" list and should be moved there. The places of three more 

are dubious: 6.6.2 finds Cleitophon arguing that a person's emotions are reflected in 

their face;121 6.6.3 is the assertion that beauty is particularly found in the eye;122 and 

6.7.1-2 is a description of the power of tears to increase the character of the eye. 123 

These would more suitably be titled "on appearance".124 

Out of the original 11, then, we are left with 4 - 1.4.4, 1.9.4-5, 5.13.4, and 

6.7.4-8. The last of these details the effect that the tears of a beautiful woman have on 

her lover, but includes a portion on vision, and so could be placed under either "on 

vision" or "on lovers, love-making, and emotions". All of these four sententiae, that is 

120 See pp.214-5. 

121, , ~" 'l> ~ i i (j i ~ " ~l ' , 1.' "a ~ , , o "(ap VOUS" ou MOl UOKEI I\EI\EX (]A Kal\UJ<; aopa70S" E val 70 rraparrav' ljJa lV€7a I "(ap aKpl/JUJ<; UJ<; EV 

Ka70Tr7p('o 7(t) rrpolT(;"mp. 'H~EiS" 7€ "(CLP Eg€AaMt/;E 70lS" o<b(jaA,.wIS" E;Kova xapw; Kat CLVla(jEtS" (J"'UV€r:rmAE 70 

122 See pp.211-3. Even though the context of this sententia deals with Thersander looking at 

Leucippe, the sent entia itself merely conveys a generalising statement about appearance: f.LMllT7a "(CLP 

123 D..UKPUOV "(CLP o<p(ja~ov (ivir:rr'Y)1TI K(J./ rrOlElrrporr€7€IT7EPOV' Kav MEV ~oP<POS" -n Kat a"(polKOS", rrpOlT7iffrJlTlv 

E;S" (WITMOP<piav' ECLV (JE ~'(JVS" Kat 700 M€AavOS" EX(uV -r0v (3a</YYJv ,ryp€Ma 7q) AEUK(!) IT7E<pavoUf.LEVOS", O-rav 701<; 

, I \" , , ,0 \ " ,~, ~' • \ (Ji 'baKpua T(-;)l1 
MEV malvnal, 70 (JE MEAav rrop<pupnal, Kal EIT7IV 0M0/oV, 70 MEV up, 70 UE Vap"'ITIT<,r> 7U 

o<p(ju~(7)]) EV(JOV EiAOUJ1_€VU "(EA~, 

124 The alternative, of course, would be to change "on vision" to " on vision and appearance", but it 

is what the senlenTia( are aClually on rather Morales' classificatory system tllat is the issue here. 
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all of the sententiae which can properly be classed as "on vision", consist of or 

contain allusions to the Phaedran flow of beauty.125 The idea then, is repeated, and 

becomes hackneyed even in the course of the novel, but the effect would be even 

more pronounced if it was hackneyed to start with. It is not enough to argue that this 

would have been the case purely because the Phaedrus was very popular, for this 

disregards any consideration of Achilles Tatius' aims and presuppositions about his 

readership. In fact the critical consensus was, and to a certain extent still is, that 

Achilles Tatius was not a particularly sophisticated (although definitely "sophistic") or 

demanding author and that his use of such an allusion would have been the pinnacle of 

his ambition. More recent criticism has inclined to credit Achilles Tatius with more 

skill, and if the arguments contained in this thesis are accepted, he expected his reader 

to be familiar with a wide range of Platonic material and with the Phaedrus in 

particular depth. But this is still insufficient without some sort of proof that one idea 

or part of one dialogue might have been thought of as hackneyed, whereas another 

idea or part of a different dialogue, or even the same one, might not. 

One fonn of proof requires external evidence: ideally another author needs to 

say that this piece of Plato has become a commonplace or use it in such a way as to 

suggest that it has. 126 The fOlmer would be too good to be true,127 but there is a 

possible indication of the latter from Plutarch's Amatorius, when Plutarch is waxing 

125 The other allusion, 6.6.3, is not a sententia and will be dealt with below. 

126 Of course, the latter of these raises the same problems as those at issue here. 

127 But see 5.3 for Flavianus' request to Autobulus to omit Platonic ropoi from his argument at tlle 

beginning of PluL:1.fch's Amatorius, and how this relates to the scene-setting in Leucippe and 

C/cifophon. 
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lyrical and Platonically128 about the virtues of true love. Lovers look in the thoughts of 

the beloved for a image which is a 1r€p'KO/k/ka TOU KaAOU: if they do not find one, they 

search for others: 

4>,AIOVa1rWTI Ka; a,},a1Ff}ToJ). (Plut. Amat. 765d) 

a1roppo~J) here is presumably intended to recall the Phaedran flow of beauty, and, if 

this is so, the fact that it requires no further explanation would imply that Plutarch's 

interlocutors, and by extension his readers, were expected to know what he meant. 

More obvious allusions also occur, with some degree of frequency. When 

Lucian says that the hall itself inspires the mind of the speaker, he adds: 

., ~ " , i' (L D 4)129 
aUTO KOO"/k'Y}O"aJ) €K1r€Ih1r€I TOU5 /\O'}'OU5. uc. om. 

Philo stratus seems to have been particularly taken with the idea. The best example 

occurs at the beginning of Ep. 12, where he asks a woman: 

Ep. 10 contains a similar thought: 

128 See Trapp (1990), pp.157-161. 

129 See 5.1, pp.262-3, for the reference to the setting of the Phaedrus which occurs almost 

immediately after this allusion, and Trapp (1990), p.147 with n.11. Gamaud (1991), p.8. draws 

attention to Ulis passage. 



To which Ep. 11 should also be compared: 

nOO"aK/~ 0"01 TOU~ 1)(b(jaAv-ou~ aV€(tJ£a Iva aTrD.JjrJ~, (~)atr€P 0; Ta olKTUa 

ava1ITuO"O"olJT€~ TO~ £h}Plo/~ €t; €£ouO"lav TOU cPu,},€Iv' .. , Kat MJ miAlv, (~)atr€P 
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Lastly, an allusion might be regarded as a commonplace if another author 

whose literary aspirations are unequivocally low uses it. Such an approach is clearly 

problematic, for assessing such qualities is difficult, 131 and some allowance must be 

made for personal taste on the part of the author, but perhaps Xenophon of Ephesus 

is one writer whose supporters will not be too numerous. 132 He uses the idea twice: 

./, ,<'<:\' (197)133 lj/uX'Y}v (uo'Y}'}''Y}O"a T€, ., 

which, with the ensuing text, seems to be derived from Achilles Tatius himself. See Hopkinson 

(1994), ad loco 

131 Witness the rapidly changing appreciation of Achilles Tatius. 

132 Anderson's (1989) COllunent, p.12S, will pass for the general consensus here: "The main interest 

of Xenophon's Ephesian Tale of Anthia and Habrocomes, to give it its full title, is as a specimen of 

penny dreadful literature in cUltiquity". 

133 Trapp (1990), notes no further allusions to the Phaedru.s in Xenophon of Ephesus' novel. 
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Another form of proof would be internal. Repetition by itself would obviously 

not be enough, for that is the starting point here. Nor would the fact that it is 

Cleitophon who repeats the idea combined with the argument that he is presented as a 

lecturing buffoon suffice, for that would bring the discussion full circle. Help might 

come from the allusions not contained in sententiae uttered by Cleitophon. One of 

these is not contained in a sententia at all, but is spoken by Thersander to Leucippe: 134 

The only element missing is any mention of the involvement of Thersander's soul, but 

this objection is largely obviated by Cleitophon's sententia and narration of 

Thersander's reaction which precede this short speech: 

, .'H. ' , , " ,.' ,.., 6' ~ ~ , (663) T'Y))) '¥vX'YJ)) err auT'Y))) Kat Et(]'7Y()KEI T'(} E~ OEOEIkE))O~ .. . 

What does it mean to have Thersander speak in Platonic terms? Has he been inspired 

by Leucippe's beauty, or does having the villain utter it prove that the sentiment is 

hite'? An indication of what level of intellectual attitude we should expect from 

Thersander can be gleaned from the priest's speech in the climactic law suit. He gives 

an account of Thersander' s youth: 

Kal TOI 7E ))€O~ (~'))) 0'u))E71))€T0 rroMol~ a;~olol~ a))~paO't Kat T7J)) (~)pa)) 

arraO'a)) E;~ TOlho ~E(;arravf;KEI. O'EIk))OT'Y}Ta ~' €(;paKE Kat O'wcbpoO'ull'Y))) 

, 'K -, ' , 'XPWJ.h€))Ot~ rraVTa urrOKU1TTCU)) Kat urrOKaTaK/-.I))OIkE))O~ aEI. aT(L/\I1T(t))) 'Yap 

T7J)) rraTp(i)a)) o/Kla)), 0/-"70)) €aUT(/J 1k1u6(uO'aIkE))O~ O'TE))(U1TEIO)) , EIXE)) 

, ""' ,,, ('r ' , '"), ii' '\'.' 'XP'f}O'ilJ.,OlJr EVTau6a TO oIK'YJlka, OIk'YJpt';,(uV IkEV Ta rro/V\a, rraVTa~ Of. TOU~ ;, 

134 The other, 1.9.4-5, will be dealt with below. 
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'" "ll i 'I' 'lI' 1TpO~ a1T€p 'f}rJ€/\€ 1TpOrrY)Tatpt';;,€TO O€XOjk€VO~. Ka; OVTW jk€v aaxliv T7)J,I 

This, of course, is not an impartial character assessment, for the priest is fiercely on 

the side of the hero and heroine and makes numerous double entendres, but he has 

UjktJ) 8.9.6) and Sopater, who speaks on Thersander's behalf, only has this to say about 

his client's youth: 

How much credence can be allowed to this is debatable since it occurs in a speech 

riddled with lies and false speculation. At any rate, Thersander's behaviour in the rest 

of the novel is more in keeping with what the priest says. Thus a man of bad character 

who does not seem to have paid much attention in school is made to allude to Plato's 

flow of beauty. It would therefore seem to be a common idea that formed part of the 

cultural make-up of any free man and so one which it might not have been particularly 

impressive to use, especially repeatedly. 

The other occurrence of the allusion is a sententia, one of the 4 spoken by 

Cleinias and one of the 3 which form his advice to Cleitophon in 1.9_10.
135 

In fact 

almost all of both his speeches consist of sententiae - 1.9.3-7 and 1.10.1-7 from 

Morales' list correspond exactly with them. But if it is right to view a reference to the 

Phaedran flow of beauty as hackneyed, how does this affect the reader's view of 

Cleinias and his advice; or, on the other hand, if such a reference fOlms part of the 

advice from someone in the privileged position of praeceptor amoris, does this mean 

135 The other sen/entia spoken by Cleinias is his diatribe against women, 1.8.1-9. 
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that the author does not regard it as a commonplace after all? A solution to tlus 

conundrum is provided in the text, by Cleinias himself. After claiming, in response to 

Cleitophon's request for help, that love is an aUTo(J;(JaKTo~ ... (}'o<b/(rri)~ (1.10.1), 

Cleinias nevertheless agrees to dispense some instruction and introduces it as follows: 

jhalJ€. (1.10.2) 

Morales states that this "not only applies to the advice which he is about to offer on 

boys' and girls' behaviour, but also characterizes numerous other passages of similar 

kind throughout the novel ... (which) can be considered as sententiae".136 Among 

these should be included his previous speech, which contains the Phaedran allusion. 

Moreover, there seems to be no reason not to think that Cleinias would use the above 

phrase to describe it: its proximity and similarity of tone would encourage this 

assumption. Cleinias therefore reveals that he considers his advice KOIlJa - the sort of 

thing everyone (except Cleitophon) knows - and this includes the Phaedran allusion. 

By explicitly acknowledging that he is expounding commonplaces, Cleinias would be 

able to refute any charge that this was all he was capable of; rather than reflectmg 

badly on him, it rather shows what level of advice he assumes Cleitophon needs and 

so should colour the reader's opinion of him instead. On a higher lever, that fact that 

Achilles Tatius has one of his characters use the flow of beauty idea in advice which 

would seem to be as KOIlJa as the advice wmch he says is KOIlJa shows that Achilles 

Tatius too regards it as KOIlJa. This enables us to appreciate what Achilles Tatius 

expected of his readership and also what he expected his readership to think of 

Cleitophon as he enthusiastically repeats the same idea himself. The reader may have 

136 (2000), pp.71-2. 
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expected the anonymous narrator (as a cipher for himself) to greet his first use of it at 

1.4.4 as amusing, but once the reader encounters Cleitophon' s narration of Cleinias' 

advice and realises where Cleitophon got the Phaedran idea from, he may have 

formed a lower estimation of Cleitophon when he uses it again later. 137 This would 

only complement the other things which count against him, the very things which 

Cleitophon relates, apparently ignorant of how they make him seem. It would also 

grant Achilles Tatius a considerable level of sophistication as, rather than littering his 

novel with allusions in an attempt to appear erudite, he would be laughing at his own 

characters for trying to do something similar. 138 

4.5 Conclusion 

The aim of this chapter has been to explore the ways in which Achilles Tatius uses 

one idea from the Phaedrus and the wider issues that these raise. The Phaedran flow 

of beauty occurs with relative frequency and at important junctures in the narrative, 

and so it is illuminating not only to consider each allusion and its context, but also to 

compare the allusions themselves, their contexts and their relation to other similar 

passages. The importance that the idea gains has ramifications throughout the novel, 

as the Platonic contrast between philosophical contemplation and physical 

gratification is played out, often with ironic twists. Achilles Tatius' use of the allusion 

also has a bearing on broader questions, such as the place of sententiae and other 

"digressions" in the narrative, his reasons for using, for the most part, first person 

137 Cf. Cleitophon's use of: (~arro '"(WCLIKO<; a))€O'7'1j)) '"(uvr] (8.5.2), a phrase which he borrowed almost 

verbatim from Melile. 

m And possibly at OU1Cf writers and novelists too. 
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narration, his attitude towards the genre in which he is writing and his intellectual 

expectations of his readership. 

One objection to the conclusions reached is to argue that they betray a reading 

of a text with a modem set of sensibilities and that an ancient reader may have had a 

different view. 139 Other writers, notably Heliodorus in this genre, contain 

"digressions", and so would seem to be catering for some kind of demand. Is Achilles 

Tatius catering for the same kind of demand, or does he have a different attitude 

altogether? Such questions lie outside the scope of this thesis, and I have concentrated 

on particular examples in order to try to establish, largely from internal evidence, the 

ways in which certain "digressions", in this case mostly sententiae, are used and how 

these affect our appreciation of Achilles Tatius' expectations of his ancient readership. 

My conclusions are not intended to constitute an over-arching theory which can deal 

with all instances of sententiae, inset tales and the like, for although they could be 

extended to certain cases, such as Chaerephon's and Charmides' natural history 

lectures,140 others, such as the anonymous narrator's description of the painting of the 

abduction of Europa, would seem to require a different explanation. 141 

139 Such a charge could easily be levelled at much of that conL:'lined in Anderson (1982). 

140 2.14.7-10, and 4.3.2-5, 4.4.2-8 and 4.5 respectively. For one aspect of Ule way in which UICY 

function, see 1.5.3 for Ule fonner, and 1.7.2 for Ule latter. 

141 See Bartsch (1989) for Ulis and other descriptions. 
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Chapter 5. 

Setting the Scene 

5.1 Uses of the Phaedran Locus Amoenus 

The scene in which Cleitophon and the anonymous narrator have their conversation 

closely recalls the famous setting of the Phaedrus/ and this serves both to establish at 

the outset a Platonic feel to the novel and to signal to the reader what will emerge as 

extensive engagement with the contents of the Phaedrus. However, this allusion is not 

isolated in Leucippe and Cleitophon, nor is it unparalleled in second sophistic 

literature as a whole. As Goldhill puts it: 

since Plato's Phaedrus the background of erotic discourse is repeatedly 

seen as significant. 2 

Given this and the popularity of the Phaedrus in the second sophistic, it is no 

coincidence that the scene for many an erotic discourse echoes the setting of Plato's 

dialogue. Before dealing further with erotic scene-setting in Achilles Tatius' novel, it 

is worth considering the ways in which the background of the Phaedrus is recalled by 

other authors. This will enable a comparison of their and Achilles Tatius' uses and 

should allow a clearer investigation of his own purposes: to discover whether Achilles 

Tatius was merely being unOliginal in employing a hackneyed literary device, whether 

1 See 2.10, pp.146-9. Elements of: Kal Tath'a ~ A€rWII, ()fgIOU,.w.1 Tf alnoll Kal hr; T/IIOS' ;i)VTOU<; a'}'w 

,},fhoIlOS', €1I8a rrAaTallol /-LEII hrfcPuKHTall rroMal Kal wKlIai, rrap€ppfl ()€ u()U)P tj;vXOOIl Tf Kal ()IaU'}'E~, oToll 

arro XIOIlOS' apTI Au8f;(JT'(}<; €PX€Tal. Ka8hT~ OUII au-roll hri T/IIOS' 8(~KOU xa/-Lal(#ou Kal aln~ 

rrapaKa8uTa/-LfllOS' (1.2.3), recall: Phdr. 229a7-b2, 230b2-3, 230b6, 236d1O-el (plane tree); 229b7-8, 

230b5-7 (stream); 228e4-229a2, 229a7, 229b 1-2 (sitting down). 

2 0 <)<)5), p.103. 
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he was engaging in some kind of literary discourse, or whether he was being ludic. 3 

Trapp has noted many allusions, and dwells on those which he considers need 

establishing.
4 

I shall concentrate on some of the others he lists, although not on those 

that contain no reference to the physical setting, on one or two others which he does 

not mention and on one which I hope to show should be added to the catalogue. The 

importance of verbal reminiscence will be stressed throughout, as in the rest of this 

thesis. 

The most obvious variety of reference is the explicit mention.s A good 

example of this occurs at Dom. 4,6 where, in warming to his task of praising the hall, 

Lucian cites the example of Socrates as one who was inspired by his surroundings: 

7r7J'Y~ ~talrr~c; IhtKPO)) o/rro TOO 'IAUJ"(TOO, KaJJTaOf1a Kaf1ESOlhE))OC; <'Pal~pou TE 

TOO Muppt))ou(}"lou KaTEtpW))EUETO Kat TO)) AU(}"IOU TOO KEq,a),ou Ao'YO)) 

:Ill 'i ' , M' """I 7 ut"f}I\E'YXE Kat Tac; ou(}"ac; EKal\Et ... 

3 These aims are not, of course, mutually exclusive. 

4 (1990), pp.141-8, with the list on p.171. 

5 And the most obvious of these is probably that at Plut. Am. 749a, a passage which will be deployed 

later. 

6 Noted, but not discussed, by Trapp (1990), p.147. 

7 rroa €u8aArf;:; recalls: rroa Ka8;~€afjal ,;j av {3ouA(~1-L€8a KaTaKAllnjval (Phdr. 229b 1-2), and: rraVT{/J)) ~€ 

(Phdr. 230c3-5). It should also be noted that Lucian uses the same word to describe the spring as 

Achilles Tatius at 1.2.3: ~talJ'Yrf;:; - (J,alJ'YEt;. The plane tree of the Phaedrus, along with that of Hdt. 

. \ \" \' ,,., ') , U KQ).).rX; 7} 
7.27, is also mentIOned at Luc. Dom. 5: Kat I-L'YjV ou KaTa 'Y€ lTKtaV 1-L0V'YjV ouo€ KaTa 1'; ,aTavo 
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Here Lucian exploits the association between words and setting to compare the hall 

he is about to praise with an evidently memorable locus amoenus and at the same time 

to establish himself as a rival of Socrates, whose famous speeches on love in the 

Phaedrus are alluded to by Lucian. The mention of a plane tree, grass and a spring 

seems to be no less significant in making the reference than the names of Phaedrus, 

Lysias and the Ilissus.8 

Another instance of an explicit reference occurs towards the beginning of 

Callicratidas' speech in praise of homosexual love in Ps.-Lucian Amores: 

t ...... (" 1."""" (j' (' ffi 'l\ '1 '1' tI t t , 
'Y}IJ.-WV €O"Tavai 1T€(jJUKUlav, €V 'Y) 'l!alOpOU 1TpoO"avaKI\Io"It; 'Y}V, Watr€P 0 I€POt; 

'1. I " " " i" , ffi I~ (A 3 1) 9 €U(jJ'Y}IJ.-'Y}O"€V €pUJTat; ITI TOU Kal\OU IJ.-€IJ.-V'Y}IJ.-€V'Y} 'l!alUpOU In. . 

The plane tree is the focus of this reference, and is used to convey the setting of 

Plato's Phaedrus as a whole. Io In expressing his wish that the plane tree which heard 

Socrates' speeches could be present, Callicratidas is acknowledging the central 

importance of the Phaedrus in the tradition of erotic discourse and claiming the 

SUpp011 and authority of Socrates for his ensuing argument.!! And he is not altogether 

8 Cf. Axiochus 364al-2: 'Es/ovTI 11-0/ E<) KU))OO"lLP'}'€<) KlLI 1€))011-€))(P 11-0/ KlLTa TO)) 'lA/eTO)) ... , where the 

author achieves an authenticating effect by mentioning the Ilissus. 

9 See Trapp (1990), pp.156-7. 

10 Although, as Trapp (1990), p.l57, points out, the oak of Dodona recalls Phdr. 275b. 

11 See especially Am. 48-9 and Trapp (Ibid.) for other Phaedran references. Two otlIer explicit 

references to tlle setting of the Phaedrus, both of which concentrate on tlIe plane tree, cm be found 

in Cicero at de Oral. 1.7.28 and Brut. 6.24 - see Trapp (1990), p.146. 



depri ved of a Phaedran setting, which leads to the second category of reference: 

straightforward allusion. 12 

Lycinus tells Theomnestus about when he, Charicles and Callicratidas went to 

Cnidus on the way to Italy and visited the temple of Aphrodite and the famous statue 

of her by Praxiteles (11). The precinct was luxuriant with plants and trees, and: 

€XOVTa KaprrOlJ, Kl.map/TTWlJ 7€ Kat rrAaTalJ/O'TWlJ a;fi€pla IhrY;K'Y} (12). 

Although the size of the plane trees may recall: 'Op~ oOlJ EK€/lJ'Y}lJ -rrf}lJ U~AOTaTI}V 

(Phdr. 230b2-3); the eroticism of the breezes (Kat rrws €ufiuS rY;lhllJ arr' aU-rou TOU 

T€/h€lJOUS 'AcPPOO'(J"101 rrpo(J"€7TlJ€u(J"alJ aopal 12) could be argued to be inspired by: 'EK€I 

, I" , ~ , (Phd 229bl) d ,~, ~ a'i ,,, ~ (J"Kla T €O'TllJ Kal 7TlJ€u/ha Ih€TPlOlJ r. , an : €I () au f'JOU/\€I, TO €U7TlJOUlJ TOU 

Torrou WS a7a1M}TOlJ Ka; (J"cPoopa rY;ou (Phdr. 230cl-2); and the shadiness of the spot (0v 

230b3-4), the lack of any specific verbal triggers should frustrate the temptation to 

regard the description of the precinct as particularly Phaedran rather than indebted to 

a more general tradition of loci amoeni. The presence of the plane trees among such a 

wealth of other flora is not conclusive, although, ironically, the presence of a plane 

tree by itself can be just that in a different context. 13 

12 I use "straightforward allusion" to refer to an appropriation of the Pbaedran setting rather than a 

reworking, although, of course, the one is not always clearly separable from tbe other. 

J3 See below, pp.267-8. It should also be noted that the presence of several Phaedran elements might 

not always be conclusive. A possible example is Meleager 13 (AP 7.196) in Gow/Page (1965): 
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When the three men had been into the temple to contemplate the statue of 

Aphrodite (13-17), they returned to the precinct in order to have a civilised debate as 

to whether homosexual or heterosexual love was better: 

, ,~, tl " .,L \ \ i ' (I 

ErrEI 0 'Y)KO/JIEV E/t; TI a-UV'Y)PE<pEt; Kal rral\lva-KIOV WprJ- 6€pout; avarrau~p/Ov, 

'H~vt;, Eirr~)')/, 0 Torro5, €'Y(;) , Kat 'Yap 01 KaTa KOPU<Prf}V A1'Yupov lJ1r'Y)xou(J"' 

The idea of shade is repeated, and 'H~vt; ... 0 Torr05 is reminiscent of: TO €urrvow TOU 

Torrou (;Yt; a'Yarrrr;TOV Kat a-<po~a rfJ(;v (Phdr. 230cl-2),14 but the factor that clinches this 

as an allusion to the Phaedrus is the presence of the cicadas and the verbal similarity 

TETTI'YWV XOP(!J (Phdr. 230c2-3).15 When the plane trees are added to this, the setting is 

undoubtedly Phaedran. Ps:-Lucian thus locates the debate between Charicles and 

Callicratidas in the literary world of the Phaedrus and thereby establishes a 

relationship between his debate and the syncrisis between the speeches of Lysias and 

Socrates. Callicratidas' wish for the plane tree that overheard the contents of the 

Phaedrus (31) is given added significance, for he is in fact in a setting which is similar 

ilrrvov a'YPEU(],(U/ Evf)a))' inTo (TKIEP~ KEKAIIL€V~ 7rAU-'TaV{fJ. Penna (1952), pp.ll 0-11, argues that this is a 

case of direct reminiscence. Gow and Page ad loc., however, say that they are not convinced that 

Meleager desCTibed his scene with Plato's Phaedrus in mind, and the probable date of his Garland in 

the early first century BC (Gow/Page (1965), pp.xiv-xvi) militates against this. 

14 Cf. mLVi(US" (Sf. 0 'To/Or:rr~ 'T6rr~ rryiJtx; (L. & c. 1.2.3). 

15 See also Phdr. 258e6-259d8 and below, pp.281-3, on Achilles Tatius. 
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to that of the Phaedrus, and by wishing to substitute the one for the other he 

emphasises their similarity. 

A further example of a straightforward allusion,16 and one which shows the 

economy with which one can be achieved, occurs in Apuleius' Metamorphoses when 

the character called Socrates dies. 17 Aristomenes suggests: "Juxta platanum istam 

residamus" (1.18), and: haud ita longe radices platani lenis fluvius in speciem 

placidae paludis ignavus ibat, argento vel vitro aemulus in colorem 0.19). Rather 

than in indulging in a pleasant discussion in such a locus amoenus, this Socrates dies 

an unpleasant and horrific death. A parallel has been suggested by Jones between this 

passage and a fragment of Lollianus' Phoenicica,18 which has survived in P.Oxy. 

1368, col. II:19 

, , 
aJ)rJP'rJJ.h€J)OI. 

Stephens and Winkler, citing LSJ, note that 1TAaTaV'(Fnp "is the earlier form of the 

noun" and that "1TAaTavoc; is used in the novelists",20 although they do not explain 

whether this is significant. It might be argued that this passage could not constitute an 

allusion to the Phaedrus because Plato himself uses 1TAaTavoc;, but the supposedly 

earlier form has already been seen at Ps.-Luc. Am. 31, where it is an explicit reference 

to the plane tree of the Phaedrus. 21 However, since there is nothing else in the 

16 Not in Trapp (1990). Nor is the Lollianus fragment. 

17 Mentioned in 1.3, p.38. 

1~ (1980), p.252. 

19 Stephens/winkler (1995), p.326. 

20 Ibid., p.328. 

21 It also OCCUlTed at Ps.-Luc. Am 12, ~Uld occurs at Alciphron 4.13.4, for which see below, pro 270-6. 
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fragment that would indicate that it is an allusion, and since the parallel between it and 

Ap. Met. 1.18-9 is not certain (and even if it were, there would be no guarantee that 

Lollianus' was using the plane tree in the same way), it is probably safest not to 

regard this as an allusion. 

A third category of references consists of those that reflect the sheer 

popularity of the Phaedrus and the fame of its setting by evoking it with the mere 

mention of a plane tree. Unlike the plane trees of Ps.-Lucian Am. 12, which were only 

confirmed as allusively Phaedran by the contents of 18 and 31 and which needed such 

confirmation owing to the presence of a wealth of other flora, the plane tree of Lucian 

Vit.Auct. 16 is guaranteed to be Phaedran by its context in the sale of the life of the 

Platonic philosopher. 22 The buyer is incredulous that although he is a rrald€pa~c;, he 

is only concerned with the soul (15). The Platonic philosopher replies: 

Rather than the beginning of the Phaedrus, this alludes to the point at which Phaedrus 

tries to make Socrates speak in reply to Lysias' speech on why a non-lover is to be 

preferred to a lover: 

(; dE JhOI Ao1'oC; OPKOC; EfFTal. OJhVIjJhI 'lap (TO I - T,va JhEVTOI, T,va 6€(vv; 7i 

!3ouA€1 T'i}v rrAaTavov TaUT'Y}V'; - 1}' WY;v, l:av #hOI w~ €i1r11C; TOV Ao1'oV €VaVT'OV 

auT'ijc; TaUT'Y}C;, wy}drnoTE (TO I h€pov Ao1'oV wy}dEva #h'Y}dEVOC; WY;T€ €md€,g€/v 

WY;T€ l:ga1'1'€A€lv. (Phdr. 236d9-e3) 

The purpose of this allusion is to have a dig at the expense of Socrates by alluding to 

one of the charges on which he was condemned to death, that of introducing new 

12 Not mentioned by Trapp (1990). 

23 Socrates swears Vl} TOll "LJlI(L at Ap. 22al. See Burnet (1924), ad Lac. for other ex,unples of such a 
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gods,24 and this is confinned by the answer of the buyer: 'HpaKA€IS" T7}s" aT07r;~ T(-;)V 

8€wv (Ibid.). However, the presence of the plane tree in this work shows that it was 

one of the most memorable parts of Plato, and so one of those most easily exploited 

for comic effect. A very similar passage can be found in Icaromenippus where 

Menippus is complaining to a friend about the uselessness of the philosophers: 

'l' t 'Ill' , ~ , ~ '.i I " (9)25 
'Y}v, 01 U€ KaTa X'Y}v(JJV Kal KW(JJV Kat 7rAaTaV(1)V €7r(tJJhVVVTO. 

And such is the persistence of the image of the plane tree that the following is thought 

to be, and at some distance might well be, a reference to the Phaedrus: 26 

" " II t.1 I 'tIl" , 1\ ' ~ \ \ i ~ I 
a1TtW/J-€V €Voa at 1TAaTaVOI TOV 'Y}AIOV €lP'}"OVUtV, a'Y}OOV€S" u€ Kat X€AIOOV€S" 

In addition to the plane trees, the water and shade are the other Phaedran elements 

present, although they are subordinate. If this is accepted as an allusion to the 

Phaedrus, it demonstrates that the Phaedran scene was not only a locus al1wenus and 

a locus classicus for an erotic discourse, it was also a suitable setting in which to have 

any discussion. 

The fourth category of reference to the setting of the Phaedrus consists of 

reworkings on various different levels. Trapp argues that Dio in Orr. 1 and 36 adapts 

the Platonic model for his own purposes.27 There are no plane trees or cicadas, the 

elements that would be most obvious, but further allusions to and uses of Phaedran 

24 See Plat. Ap. 26bff. 

25 Not mentioned by Trapp (1990). 

26 By Trapp (1990), p.147, and Macleod (1967), p.423, n.6. 

27 (1990), pp.1--1-1-145, and pp.148-153, respectively. 
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material elsewhere in those orations increases the likelihood that Dio is utilising the 

setting of the Phaedrus at 1.52-3 and 36.1.28 The opening of Ps.-Lucian Dem.Enc. is 

also indebted to the Phaedrus, as the narrator meets Thersagoras the poet and the 

two indulge in a syncrisis of Demosthenes and Homer. They meet at around midday: 

and this recalls the time of day at which Socrates and Phaedrus have their 

conversation: €JJ /h€(]Y'()/h(3p,r;x, (Phdr. 259a2); /h€(]Y'()/h(3plaSOllTa (Phdr. 259a6).29 There is 

also a quotation of the very first words of the Phaedrus CD cP,A€ cI>a/~p€, TrOI ~rYJ Kat 

Tro8€JJ; Phdr. 227al) as the narrator greets Thersagoras: 0€p(]"a'Yopa5, €cP'I'}JJ, 0 TrOI'l'}T7}5, 

~ ~ , , , (J ( 1) 30 TrOI 0'1'} Kal TrOU€JJ; . 

A similar claim has been made for the opening of Daphnis and Chloe by 

Hunter. 31 The case there, however, is harder to make owing to the lack of verbal 

allusions, as Hunter himself concedes: 

The absence of the most familiar Phaedran landmarks, the plane-tree 

and the cicadas, suggests a re-writing at the level of theme and 

structure, not merely a verbal allusion. 32 

While it is true that the plane tree and the cicadas do not appear in Dio Orr. 1 and 36, 

nor in Ps.-Lucian Dem.Enc., at least in those cases there were specific verbal triggers 

28 See Trapp (2000), pp.214-9, for Dio's use of Plato in general in Or. 36. 

29 One of the elements of Dio Or. 1.52-3 to which Trapp (1990), p.143, draws attention. 

\ ,,, ,.... , '" M .... ~EI .... 
30 There is a further allusion at Dem.Enc. 5 where M'Y} /-ULVEI'Y}V, E4nJ, TCWTa 'rE, Kav EI rro 'Y}t; TIl') 

, , \ £l' !.. 1.' 
, " , , ,~ {j' f' ." 1.\'" " ',,/ MoulTwv Errl rrOI'YJTIKa<; Oupa<; fk<jJlh"'Y(Tal /-Lavla<; E1TI Tal) rrOI'YJTIKa<; IOtJlTlV oupa<; re ers to. ~ u av aVEU /-LavI.,.., 

(Phdr. 245a5-6). Trapp (1990), p.152, draws attention to Dio Or. 36.33. 

31 (1997). 

32 Ibid., p.24. 
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which signified that the Phaedrus was certainly lurking somewhere in the background. 

In the prologue of Daphnis and Chloe, however, neither do the tell-tale elements of 

the Phaedran setting appear, nor do any verbal allusions. The case thus becomes very 

difficult to make and quite possibly overly subjective. Hunter does find an ally in the 

setting for the conversation in L. & C. 1.2.3: 

the explicit verbal evocation of the Phaedrus at the start of Achilles 

Tatius' novel is very different, although that passage might in fact 

encourage us ill the belief that the Platonic work is important for 

Longus also. 33 

Nevertheless, this is still not enough, and something like the more thorough 

engagement with the Phaedrus as a whole as seen in Dio Or. 36 would be needed in 

the rest of Longus' novel, if Hunter's case were to be able to stand. 34 

A more plausible argument could perhaps be made for Alciphron 4.13. 35 A 

courtesan is writing to a lady friend to tell her about a picnic that she and her friends 

held. They walked to one of their lover's country houses, and at 4.13.4 the courtesan 

describes the spot at which they stopped: 

33 Ibid. 

34 There are one or two possible allusions, including one to the cicadas (for which see below, pp.281-

2), but nothing on a sufficient scale for anything approaching probability, let alone certainty. when 

dealing with the initial setting. 

35 This does not make its way into Trapp (1990), but that might be on grounds or date. See 

Appendix, p.309, for this issue. 
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;). I -l.. '.i I • I £l 'lI ' I " £l I 
Oao/l.l(LI~ Kal ;r/\aTa))IrrrOl~, €KaT€pWU€)) O€ IJ-UPPIV'fJ~ €I(]"I UalJ-))Ol, Kal rr~ €S 

€rrmAoK'ij~ auT'i))) rr€pl6€1 KITTO~ €)) '}(Pi!> TV A16(1) rrpoOiT€cbuK(~~' arro OE 

N I -l.. ,.~ , II ,~ I, 4").' I 37 
u/ho/al TfJ)€~ tOpUlJTai Kat a)) 010)) KaT01!T€UW)) Ta~ Naioas- Urr€p€KU1!T€J). 

The plane trees are not the only indicator of a possible Platonic allusion here, for there 

is pure water (u~wp a Krf;paTO))) , which is paralleled by: xapl€lJTa 'YOU)) Kat Ka6apa Kat 

T€ Kat a'YaAv-aTlV)) €OlK€)) €l))al (Phdr. 230b7-8). The replacement of Achelous by Pan 

is only fitting given the latter's lascivious reputation: he is described as peeping at the 

nymphs: Kat IIa)) OrO)) KaT01!T€U(tJ)) Ta~ Nat~a~ Urr€p€KU1!T€J) (4.13.4); Melissa's 

suggestion that they feast inside is countered with: "IJ-rry IJ-E)) OU)) rrpo~ 'Y€ T(;'W N UIJ-cbiv)) 

KpamaAw(]"a~ i~ol (4.13.6); when Plangon gets up to dance: oA/'Y0U (; ITa)) €~€rrw€)) anD 

36 C . A 8" l.\' " " 1." 1 I "Q " I 'H l.\ I,.. f. Ps.-Luc. tn. 1 : €1rEI u 'Y)KOf.LEV EI~ TI (J1)IJ'Y}PE'I'E~ Kal rraI\IV(]"KIOV WpfI- [JEPOU~ avarrau(]"T'Y}plOV, uu", 

1.4.1-3). It would be harder to argue that this is Phaedran because there are no clear indicators such 

as plane trees. This highlights the care required when dealing with such generic descriptions, which 

may owe as much to more conteinporary treatments as to any locus classicus. 

38 " 'l.\ ' 'I" rrnp' nUT' :. (PI/lir. 2?9b8-9), which might he Phaedrus continues: Kal €1r1T'Y}UEla Kopal~ rral';,EIV w w ..., - L' 

reflected by the courtesans' subsequent behaviour. 
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TIJS rr€Tpas Errt n]1I rru'Y~lI aUTI}S Eg6)'AErr8al (4.13.12); and as their carousal continues: 

, '6' • ,.., '~' .Qi ' ~, ., OUKE 'YJ1h11l E OKOW rrporrfJ/\ErrEllI (uS rrpOTEpOll al Nuwpal, aM' (; ITall Kat (; I1piaroos ,;}6/OV 

(4.13.16).39 The courtesan writing the letter continues her reasons for preferring to 

stay outdoors by arguing: 

7) 

While the flowers are perhaps too distant from: Kat (VS aKIh,ryll €XEI TIJS (Lv6'Y}5 (Phd,.. 

230b4-5), the courtesan's preference for lying down on grass is nearer the Platonic 

KE<paA,ryll rra,(,KaAws €XEllI (Phdr. 230c3-5). She finishes her argument with: 

This is similar to the sentiments expressed by Socrates in reply to Phaedrus' surprised 

reaction (Phdr. 230c6-d2) to his overly enthusiastic description of their chosen spot:
40 

39 Cf 8' 'I1" " , " , '...tL.. ' I1' " ...tL. 'l.I' "", 'C-<>"I 'l.I~ OU' 'l.I:O"",~c • ECX; 0 av EPW'TIKOC; E(T'TI KfLl arrl(T'TCX;' 'YJpau 1fT/ f.LEV 1-ruCX;, 'YJPfLu 1fT/ UE ,,-UPVY'YCX;, rrfLU", • ON U'" U", .. v. '" 

6.PU(UT/V EVOiA(;W Ka, 'Errlf.L'YJA/cT/ N uwpalC; rrpa/Yf.La'Ta rrap€x(rw. OQ-rCX; f.LEV oOV fLt-LEA'Yj8EIC; EV 'TOIC; OPKOIC; 

af.LEA'ljffEI ffE Ko}JLffal KaV Err, rrAEiovac; €A8rJc; 'YuvalKac; 'TWV EV -rfi a-UPI'Y'YI KaAlLt-LWV (D. & c. 2.39.3), 

where Chloe demands a second oath from Daphnis; (Pan to Hermes) EP(tYTIKOc; rap df.L1 Ka, OUK av 

arCLrr'ljffCLIf.L1 ffUv(lw f.L/~ ••• E'Y(O (Ji -rfi 'TE 'Hxol KCL; -rfi I1i-rui' a-UVEIf.L1 KCL; arraffCLIC; 'TCLIC; 'ToC 6.1O))UffOU MfLlva(}"l 

Ka,/ rrav() (}"1rO()(JIL~Of.LCLI rrpOc; aV-ri;'w. (Lue. DDeor. 2.4); (Cleitophon, soliloquising) llia 'TOV I1iiVCL, iii 

qJlA'TILTI} , cbo{3oDf.LCLI • 0)EOC; E(T'TI cb/AorrlLp8EVCX;, KCL; (J€(JOIKCL f.L7] (JEV'T€PCL KCL; oV L(~plr~ r€VTJ ... (L. & c. 

8.13.2-3). 

40 See Rowe (1986), p.l41, ad loc. 
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230d3-5) 

Socrates' preference for the city stems from his desire for knowledge, and this IS 

humorously undercut by Alciphron as his characters all agree that they will have a 

pleasanter time in the open air. 

The mention of (J"ul-trr()(na (4.13.7) leads to a second set of possible Platonic 

allusions, this time to the Symposium.41 The courtesan describes the setting further 

and lists the food they had. Next comes the drinking: 

TI(J"I KUIh;3101~ aM' €rraMrf;Aol~. (4.13.11) 

After the arrival of Socrates and when their meal is over, Pausanias, who is hungover 

after the previous night,· asks: TIJ)a TporroJ) p~(]"Ta m0I-t€8a; (Symp. l76a5-6).42 

Aristophanes is of like mind, as is Eryximachus, who is nevertheless concerned to fmd 

out what Agathon thinks. Once he replies that: Ou~av-W~ ... OU~' aUTo~ €ppctJl-tal (Symp. 

176b8), Eryximachus, wearing his doctor's hat, tells the company that: xaA€rroJ) TO/<; 

aJ)6p(~)1rOI<; rfJ jh€6rr) €(]"TIJ) (Symp. 176d 1-2). Phaedrus declares that he will follow his 

advice and: 

T('i) rrapoVTI (J"UJ)ou(J"laJ), aM' OllTW rrlJ)oVTa~ rrpo~ rfJ~ovrf;J). (Symp. 176e1-3) 

41 The sort of thing which is helpful in shoring up another set of possihle allusions. 

4) . .- ~-IJ 'i" , ".,,.. "'1'VOIIl.L~' (C"mp 176a8-hl). - WhIch he soon modIfies to: rTK01r€/(JIJ€ OUII T/lIl Tp01r(,tJ all (~pq.,na" ,....""'. ,,) . 
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Drinking for pleasure is precisely what the courtesans of 4.13 do, and what 

Eryximachus says next is even more relevant: 

'E ~ , , 1.. ' "E t;' ~, '\\ ''\\ I 
7TEI0'Y) TOIVUV, tpaval TOV pUslJ1,axov, TOUTO J1,EV OEOOKTaI, 7rlVE/V O(TOV (LV 

What each of the courtesans want to drink turns out to be quite considerable: 

(4.13.18). And the implication that there being no drinking rules or compulsion would 

lead to the avoidance of excessive drinking is flatly denied by: hr/E'Kiv5 ~€ rrW5 Ta J1,~ 

follows next in the letter might also be indebted to Plato: 

(4.13.11-12) 

For immediately after he has made his suggestion about the drinking, Eryximachus 

says: 

aMr(;AOl5 (TWE/Val TO Tr(;J1,EPOV (Symp. 176e6-9). 

As Dover puts it: "the paintings (sc. of parties) .,. suggest that when everyone had 

drunk a lot these girls might interest the guests more as sexual partners than as 

accompanists of the singing.,,43 By getting rid of the flute-girl Eryximachus signals 

43 (1980), p.87, ad loco 
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both his desire for a more sober occasion and his intent that they should indulge in 

intellectual discussion. Quite the opposite is found in the courtesan's account of their 

party in 4.13.11 ff. For as soon as Crumatium starts playing the flute, Simmiche starts 

to sing raunchy songs and Plangon dances in such a way as to inspire the inanimate 

statue of Pan almost to Err; ~1I rru'Yt;]lI auTIjr; EgaMEa-8al. (4.13.12) This is precisely the 

sort of behaviour that Eryximachus wants to avoid and also allows us a glimpse of the 

sort of thing he might expect the women of the house to get up to. 

A comparable passage occurs in Heliodorus' Aethiopica, when Nausic1es 

holds a banquet to celebrate the return of Charic1eia to Kalasiris and Theagenes. The 

men and women are separated, and the women are given the inside of the temple: i~;9-

might be an echo of: Tatr; 'Yuvalgl Tatr; €lI(JOll (Symp. 176e7 -8). The procedure followed 

is, unsurprisingly, similar to that followed in Plato's Symposium; in both there is 

(HId. Ibid.); libations and hymns: a-rroll(Jar; TE (J'cPar; rrOl'Y)O'aa-8al, Kat ~(J'allTar; Tall BEall 

and finally drinking: Tp€rrE0'6al rrpo<; Tall mhOll (Symp. 176a3-4) - Tou rroTou (;€ AalLrrp/;'r; 

,;)(J"f} (3puasoJITor; (HId. 5.16.1). The most telling correspondence, however, occurs as 

Nausic1es drinks to Kalasiris' health and asks him for the story of his travels, one 

which he has been putting off owing to his misfortunes: 
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" , ...... '" 
€UWXlav 7Tapa7T€Jj/TrOI XOpOU T€ '}"IVOJk€ln} Kal aUAou 7TaVTO~ ~6fclJv (HId. 

5.16.1-2). 

The preference for words over dancing and flute music seems to be an allusion to 

Eryximachus' stance in the Symposium. Kalasiris tells the story of Theagenes' and 

Charicleia's love and the flight of all three of them from Delphi, and Heliodorus seems 

to be suggesting a relationship between this tale and the discourse on the nature of 

love in the Symposium. The comparison here is not, I think, one of humour; rather 

Heliodorus is trying to add some gravitas to his tale by alluding to an occasion on 

which an inspirational and deeply philosophical type of love was described. The case 

with Alciphron, on the other hand, could hardly be more different. 

As hinted at already, Alciphron draws a contrast between the behaviour of his 

courtesans and the conduct of those present at the symposium in Agathon' shouse. 

The allusions to the setting of the Phaedrus perform a similar function. While in such 

a setting Socrates and Phaedrus had a discussion about the nature of love, the 

culmination of which found Socrates endorsing a non-physical and intellectual pursuit. 

In a scene which has several similar features Alciphron's courtesans could not make a 

fuller demonstration of exactly the kind of love which Socrates claimed it was the 

philosopher's duty to escape. Thus both sets of allusions allow Alciphron to make 

humorous play with the Platonic material. 

So far I have traced numerous allusions to the setting of the Phaedrus and 

hope to have shown something of their diversity of form and purpose. The likelihood 

that such an allusion is present in Leucippe and Cleitophon is increased by the wealth 
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of other examples in second sophistic literature, and it is against this background that 

any such allusion in must be assessed. 

5.2 Erotic Scene-Setting in Leucippe and Cleitophon 

The scene of the conversation between the anonymous narrator and Cleitophon as 

described in 1.2.3 belongs to the relatively straightforward class of references to the 

setting of the Phaedrus~ and owing to the uncluttered allusions and the surrounding 

Platonic references Achilles Tatius has so far proved an easier author to treat in this 

respect. But commentators have barely looked beyond this initial instance for the 

influence of Phaedran scene-setting. This, I would argue, is not the only place in the 

novel where the setting of the Phaedrus is evoked, as Anderson all too fleetingly 

suggests: 

And when Achilles' C1itophon sets out to woo Leucippe, even the 

sublime and idyllic decor of the Phaedrus and the discourses on the 

psychology of the soul take on a distinctly amorous flavour.
44 

The garden to which he is referring is that which Cleitophon describes in 1.15 and in 

which he and Satyrus indulge in a conversation (1.16-18) designed €ua,/,w,/,oJl n]JI 

KOp'Y}JI €it; €pWTa rrapaa-K€Uaa-ai (1.16.1). This garden does indeed have plane trees: 

44 (1984), p.47. Cf. Anderson (1982), p.2S: "When Clitophon has produced his enonnous ecphrasis 

d · d bt that the scent' is set 
of the erotic garden, complete with plane-trees, he leaves the rea er 111 no ou 

for seduction." 
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That plane trees were an important part of any allusion to the Phaedran locus 

arrwenus, as Hunter himself admits above,45 has already been demonstrated by the 

frequency with which they occur and by the fact that the mention of them alone can be 

sufficient to evoke the Phaedrus. But the plane trees in Leucippe and Cleitophol1 are 

not merely a metonymy for an erotic scene, for they, and the other trees in the garden. 

seem to be erotically inclined themselves: 

Tr€pmAoKri} is used 10 times in Leucippe and Cleitophon, twice metaphorically (4.3.2; 

8.4.2), twice of the plants in the garden (l.15.2; l.15.3), and six times to mean 

"embrace" (2.37.10; 2.38.4 (x2); 5.8.3; 5.25.8; 5.27.3), of which four uses are sexual 

(2.37.10; 2.38.4; 5.25.8; 5.27.3).47 Tr€PI(3oAri) is used twice, at 1.15.2, and at 1.1.5. 

where it refers to an enclosure.48 
lTu/J-rrAoKri} is used fourteen times, three times of 

plants (l.l.3; l.15.2; 2.15,2), once of fighting (2.22.5), and ten times of a sexual 

45 P.269. 

the trees include 7TAamJ,IJOI among the KvrraplTTol Kat ~aq)))al Kat ... 1r;~ (4.2.3). This garden is 

modelled directly on Hom. Od. 7.114ff. 

47 The figures for the sexual and horticultural uses of 1r€ptrrAOK7}, rTUJL1rAOh"l] and 1r€PI(3oAef} can be found 

at Bartsch (1989), p.51, n.12. She lists one of the instances of 1r€ptrrAOh"l] at 2.38.4 and the instance at 

5.8.3 as sexual, whereas in fact they refer to wrestling and Cleitophon emhracing Cleinias 

respectively. 7T€ptrrAEK(J) is used four times, once sexually (5.27.3). 

48 . . "t e nhrace" of which eight uses are 7T€pl(3aM(J), however, is used sixteen tunes, ten tunes to mean 0 I , 

sexual (2.7.5: 2.37.6; 5.13.1; 5.15.4; 5.27.2; 5.27.3: 6.18.4; 6.18.5). 
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embrace or sexual intercourse (1.9.5; 1.17.5; 2.37.6; 2.38.4; 4.7.5: 5.3.6; 5.15.5; 

5.25.7; 5.26.2; 7.5.4).49 oj-uA/a is used nine times, three times of non-sexual 

intercourse (1.9.5; 1.15.2; 6.4.1), three times of sexual intercourse (6.8.1: 8.11.3; 

2.37.8), twice of ambiguous, that is possibly sexual, intercourse (6.19.6; 8.12.2), and 

once of mixing water with wine (4.18.3).50 (J"UIl-7r/1rTW is used four times, once of plants 

(1.15.2), once of a clash (2.34.4), once of pre-sexual contact (2.38.4), and once of 

falling on something (3.4.6). Thus the vocabulary used to describe the trees in the 

garden is frequently, if not largely, deployed in sexual contexts. This interpretation is 

given weight as Cleitophon relates various tales of eroticism from the natural world, 

including the tale that: liMo Il-EV liMou c/WTOV €P9-v, T(t> iJE cPOIVIKI TOV €pWTa v-aMOV 

1rT0p(}OV' "(ap TOU fYf;A€Or; cPO/VIKOr; Aa{3(~JJ) €ir; -r7}v TOU apP€vo<; Kap~/av 

EJJT/(}'r}(J"I. Kat av€1j;us€ Il-EV -r7}V 1/;uXrf)v TOU cPUTOU, TO ~E rriJll-a a7ro(}vijrrKov 

mi)\lv av€sw7ruP'r}(J"€ Ka; EsaV€G"T'r}, xa'ipov Err; Tfj ~r; EPWIl-€V'r}<; rrUIl-7rAoKfj. 

Kai TOUTO ErJ"T1 ,,(all-or; cPUTOU. (1.17.5) 

If plants are capable of love, then the garden is awash with amorous trees. 51 

The next part of the description of the garden that alludes to the Phaedrus 

refers not to the setting, but to Socrates' ftrst speech in which he attempts to outdo 

49 O"IJIJ:rrAEKUJ is used four times, three times sexually (5.15.5; 5.16.2; 7.5.4), and once of wrestling as a 

sexual innuendo (8.9.4). 

50 OIL1A€UJ is used three times, once of sexual intercourse (2.37.5), once of being familiar with 

sometlling (8.6.2), and once of being involved in sometlling (8.18.2). 

51 It is also tempting to regard Achilles Tatius' choice of the palm, qJOllI/g, for one of Cleitophon's 

examples as significant, for Cleitophon himself is a Phoenician: 'EILo; ct>O/ll;h"Yj r€lI~ 0.3.1). See 

Bowie (1998) for Heliodorus' use of the different meanings of q,Ollilg. 
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Lysias' argument that those who are not in love are preferable as lovers to those who 

are in love. Socrates claims, although he will later famously disown the contents of 

this speech, that the man in love will always try to make his beloved inferior and that 

this inevitably has detrimental effects on the beloved's mind and body. As well as 

keeping his beloved far away from philosophy (Phdr. 239a7-b6), he will be seen: 

a)J..a uno r7UIhIM'Y€1 r7KI{L (Phdr. 239c6-7). 

This is taken up by the shadow cast in the garden: 

, , , I , ,..." I (1 15 4)52 (JY)(paJ) €lhaplhalp€J) 'Y) 'Y'Y) T'Y)J) r7KlaJ). . . 

Gamaud has here followed 0' Sullivan,53 who argues that the variant reading r7ulhf-kl'Yii 

<Kat> should be read owing to the curiousness of the phrase: ucP I rf)Ah() rrpo<; aJ)€l-LoJ) 

r7UI-LIhI'Y€I, and the fact that Achilles Tatius "knew and occasionally echoed Plato's 

Phaedrus".54 He quotes the above passage from the Phaedrus and argues that 

r7UIhIhI'YrY;<; and r7Kla "go together syntactically" there, and so should do here. Whether 

or not this is right (for the emendation is not without its problems, with its disruption 

of the balance of the sentence), the purpose of the allusion is the same: to highlight 

52 The similarity between this and: 'E'Ypat/;€]) /) T€XVI'T'Y}<; Urro TtL nhaAa Kal TI]]) rTKIU]). KUI /) 7jA1~ "fjpEIkU 

has already been noted (see 3.6, p.187), as have the other similarities between the meadow in the 

Europa painting and the garden. 

53 (1978), pp.325-6. 

54 One of the echoes he lists, ibid., p.326, n.61, implies that: Kal /) KaprrOc; (vpalu]) €Tx€ TI]]) a])fYr}]) ... (L. 

,. • '" ~., t:L._ (Pll{ir 2'10b4-S referring to the agnus). & c. 1.15.4), alludes verbally to: Kal (l~ aKwrw €X€l 'T'Y}<; a])'f'h . -' - , L 

Vilborg (1962), p.32, agrees. However, this seems to me doubtful at best. 
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the fact that Cleitophon is in love and in pursuit of a beloved who is indeed: 7rOVWV 11-E-') 

239c7 -d 1, on the object of the lover's affections), because she is a woman.55 

The garden contains birds, both x€/po";lj€/~ and €/\€u6€pov €XOVT€~ TO 7rT€POV 

(1.15.7), including 0; I1-€V {.i(JOVT€~ Ta opvi6wv l/,O"l1-aTa (Ibid.): 

O ( 'l\ ' l\' I \), ~, (\ \ 'H - "1\ " t \ I (pUOI U€, T€TT/'Y€~ Kal X€/\/OOV€~' 01 I1-€V T7}V OU~ {LUOVT€~ €Uln1V, al (J€ 

The cicadas, one of the two "most familiar Phaedran landmarks", remind the reader of 

the setting of the conversation of the Phaedrus again. They are mentioned when 

Socrates details the attractiveness of their chosen KaTa'Yw'Yrh (Phdr. 230b2): 

and they form the focus of the conversation from Phdr. 258e6-259d8, as Socrates and 

Phaedrus move into the second half of the dialogue in their attempt to answer: Ti~ oOv 

(; TP07rO~ TOU KaAw~ T€ Kal WYJ 'YPfUP€/V; (Phdr. 258d7). Phaedrus is keen to discuss the 

topic, and Socrates remarks that they have time and that: 

259al) 

They would earn more respect from the cicadas if they talked rather than falling asleep 

in the midday sun and they may benefit when the cicadas die and: I1-ETa TaDTa €A6ov 

argued that this passage lies behind the incident involving the swallow and the cicada 

55 The Phaedrus pa5sage is also alluded to by PluL:'lfch at AnU1t. 7S2b-c: /{(LI ILETOI/{;~E/l/ T'):; 8EOl/ ;/\ 
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ill Daphnis and Chloe.
56 

This seems probable, and one might emphasise the verbal 

echoes and thematic similarities: EV /J-€(JY'()Ih{3P'9- (Phdr. 259a2), /J-€(JY'()lk/3puit;ovra (Phdr. 

259a6) - 'TO 1h€QTY)Ih{3Plvov (D. & c. 1.25.1); vw ... VLJo-ra,t;oVTas- (Phdr. 259a2-3) - rf} 

XAo'Y} Ka'TaVLJo-ragaa-a (Ibid.); (VOir€P 7Tpo(3a'Tla /J-€O'Y}/J-/3puLt;ovra (Phdr. 259a5-6) - ;(7):,1 

1rol/J-VIWV a-Klat;olhEvwv (Ibid.). 

Achilles Tatius deploys the cicadas for much the same purpose as the plane 

trees: to locate the garden in the world of the Phaedrus and to signal his text's 

engagement with it.
57 

The subject of their song is also perhaps not insignificant: -r0v 

'HoOs- ... dv/;v (1.15.8). This refers to Tithonus, who was granted immortality, but not 

perpetual youth, and so withered away until he was transformed into a cicada. This L" 

similar to the story told by Socrates about the origin of cicadas: 

(Phdr.259b6-c3).58 

56 (1983), pp.S6-7. 

57 Trapp (1990), p.161, claims that "Cicadas are used in an explanatory image in (Plut. Amat.) 

76 7D", citing the Phaedran passages as the sources. This is erroneous, for: 0; ~E 1ra,i~(t)v ~E()/LEVOI 

/LaMOIl ,y; 'Y1MLlK(7J1I, (':JrrrrEP 0; Tm/rEt;' Eit;' (J'KiM(L1I 7j TI TOIOVTO TI]V 'Yovr111 aq)/a(J'/v, ou-reu ~/a TaXOlJS' oTS' 

€TUXE (J'W/L(L(J'/ll €1I(L7TO'{'EIIvr](J'(LlITEt;', is far more likely to be an allusion to: TE(US' 'Yap K(LI TalJ-r(L f,."~ ETxov 

( 
\'1). ~ ) \', \ " " ! "\ "\~1 !~ "\ "\' c/',.. r,;)v ('/Jff1TEP 0; TETT/rES' (Plat. Swnp. sc. T(L (L1U01(L , K(LI ErEWWII K(LI ETlh,OIl OUK E/t;' a/V\"y,OU<; (LfV\ ,,~ ." . 

191b7-c2). 

58 The cicadas are also referred to at Pluir. 262d3-S: io-(US' ~€ KG-10; T(7Jv MOlJ(J'wv 7TPOqnj-rG-1 0; Vi./.,= 

-(. 

, Ct' A ta 5.11-2: (jEPE~ rAlJI{~ 
KEcP(LArYj.; (!'()Ol ml7T€7TlIElJKD-rES' all rfJ/L1v ETEll TOIJ-rO TO rEpa<;. . nacreon! 

7Tpo~.I4)/AEOlJ(J'/ /LEV (J'E MOU(J'G-I, with Hopkinson (1994), pp.78-9, ad toe. 
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Socrates is concerned with being seen to talk by the cicadas so that they may report 

favourably to the Muses, in particular Calliope and Ourania. Achilles Tatius' cicadas 

sing a story of love and would therefore be more appreciative of an erotic discourse. 

This is precisely what Cleitophon, with the aid of Satyrus, tries to give them as he 

attempts to seduce Leucippe to the accompaniment of their song. Achilles Tatius has 

thus retained a key element of the Phaedran setting, but adapted it to suit his purposes 

and the erotic pitch of his novel. 

Also present in the garden is a peacock, and in his desire to make Leucippe 

T'i)J) €UKalplaJ) Ibid.). Leucippe and Cleio are standing opposite the peacock, which is 

showing its tail: 

This is an allusion to the wings that the soul grows in Socrates' second speech: 

';';'J) OTaJ) TO Tfi~€ Tlo; optVJ) Ka)J\Oo;, TOU aA'Y}8ouo; aJ)a/J-I/J-J)y}OXO/J-EJ)O 0; , 

7IT€p(DTat T€ Kat aJ)a7IT€pOUjk€J)Oo; rrpo8ujkou/J-€J)oo; aJ)a1rT€u6al, a~Ul/aT(VJ) ~€, 

opJ)18oo; ~'K'Y}J) j3A€rrwJ) aJ)w (Phdr. 249d5-8). 

Instead of seeing beauty and growing wings in response, however, the peacock 

displays beauty by spreading his tail, and in another twist of the original a man 

behaving opJ)18oo; ~tK'Y}J) (Phdr. 249d7) is replaced by a bird. The same verb occurs later 

59 aVa1ITl:pO(() only occurs elsewhere in Leucippe and Cleitophon at 7.15.1, where its meaning is 

, ' \ , ".Q ..... , , 
. "" ~ ~ ", ~ , a' OllllaTa alJ€,VElplO Kal alJtLfJlOw 7}PX0J1,7]lJ. metaphoncal: Erw J1,ElJ VII TOllTO aKouffat; aVa1ITEpOl)J1,al, Kal T r-r- I 

" ",.. \', OVVTO<; aVToll Vilborg (1962), p.34, compares Philostr. VS 11.27.3: ap~af.LElJOC; arro TOLl TalO (US' alJa1TTEp 

~, , 
TOl) rnaIVOl). 



in the same speech where Socrates describes the effect that having a lover has on the 

beloved: 

, \ \ .1 It I ' , , , 1.. ' , , 
€1rt T'Y)J) Ij/vX'Y)J) l€Val, a(JJIKOIJ-€J)OJ) Kal aJ)a1r'T€pWfTaJ), TaS" (J,O(JOUS" TWJ) 1r'T€p/;)J) 

ap(J€1 T€ Ka; (~)PIJ/r)fT€ 1r'T€POcPU€IJ) T€ Ka; '"M]J) TOU €PWIJ-€vOU au ~J) EPWTOS" 

€J)€7rA'Y)fT€J). (Phdr. 255c5-d3)60 

This allusion does not depend on the repetition of one word, for it is reinforced by 

what follows: 

, I 

€PWTIK0S". 
, 

T'Y}J) 
, 

TOT€ " OUTWS" 

As if the mention of the peacock's erotic intent and the fact that he is trying to seduce 

his beloved were not sufficient to remind the reader of the erotic subject of Socrates' 

speech, Achilles Tatius throws in a plane tree for good measure. The peacock 

possesses both wings and beauty, but instead of the former being grown in response 

to a chaste association with the latter in the ascent to metaphysical reality, he uses 

both to attempt to persuade his hen to have sexual intercourse. And the fact that 

Cleitophon takes his cue from this bird indicates his attitude to "Platonic" love. The 

peacock is mentioned again when Cleitophon has finished his disquisition on erotic 

encounters in the natural world and compares Leucippe' s beauty to that of the 

peacock: 

60 avarrn:pow also occurs, once, in Daphnis and Chloe at 2.7.1, where Daphnis and Chloe ask 

Philetas what Eros is, and in his reply he says that he Ttis" tlvxtis" avarrTtPol. Here too it seems to he an 

. ' .. ti ti . tile case in U>llci/J/Jl' allusion to tile Phaedrus passages, lllcreasmg tile probabIlIty lat Ie same IS . 

and Cleitoplion. See Hunter (1983), p.109, n.43. 
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T ' 1\' 'ii " -, '1' '~I 
o OE Ka/V\OC; afJTparrrOV TOU Ta(1) 'f}TTOV EOOKEI #-LOI TOU AEUK'7T7T7JC; Elvat 

rrpO(T(mrou. (1.19.1) 

Yet another Phaedran idea, the dazzling face of the beloved,61 is associated with the 

peacock, an idea whose general significance has already been highlighted.62 This 

completes the Phaedran atmosphere created not only in the garden, but in the first 

book as a whole, a book all but framed by Phaedran settings. 

The setting of the opening conversation and the elements of the garden that 

place them in the world of the Phaedrus keep the reader alert to the allusions to and 

adaptations of this most popular of writings on erotic psychology. Achilles Tatius is 

concerned not merely to show his awareness of what the Phaedrus contains, but also 

to engage with it in a game in which his reader can take part. It is not enough to claim 

that Achilles Tatius is indulging in scene-setting in order solely to signal the general 

subject matter of at least the opening book or two of his novel. He is rather assuming 

a knowledge of the contents of the Phaedrus on the part of this reader, a knowledge 

which he can use by indicating the importance of the Phaedrus in his scene-setting 

and which he can manipulate by the events which occur in those scenes. And the links 

between the scenes are themselves carefully established. The garden shares similarities 

with the meadow in the painting of Europa's abduction,63 and also, through allusions 

to the Phaedrus, with the locus amoenus where Cleitophon narrates his story. The 

theme of what took place in and around the meadow is the carrying off of Europa by 

62 See 3.6, pp.177 -81. 

63 See 3.6, pp.186-8. 
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Zeus, while the scene under the plane tree by the cool stream is set for an erotic 

discourse. Both of these themes coincide in the garden as the erotic conversation is 

designed to inspire similar feelings in Leucippe so that Cleitophon' s seduction can 

proceed apace. 

5.3 Scene-Setting and the Characterisation of Cleitophon 

However, as argued in the previous chapter, Achilles Tatius may not be making 

allusions just for their own sake, or for the sake of their literary connotations. For 

there is one, very important, case of a reference to the setting of the Phaedrus which 

remains to be considered,64 one which should have a considerable influence on our 

appreciation of the uses of the Phaedran scene made by Achilles Tatius and his near 

contemporaries. At the beginning of Plutarch's Amatorius Flavian and some others 

ask Autobulus to give his account of a conversation on mount Helicon on love in 

which his father had taken part. Flavian asks: 

(Flavian) 

(Autobulus) 

"A..L "\ ~ "\ ' \ ~" , ~ 65 "\ ~ \ 
~€/\€ TOU /\O'YOU TO J)lJJ) €XoJ) €1T01ro/(l)J.I T€ /\€IIMI)J.Ia<; Kal 

oXla<; Kat aJ,ha KITTOU T€ Kat CTJ,hIAaKWJ) ~I(L~pOJ,ha<; Kat OCT' 

aMa TOIOUTWJ) T01T'WJ) E-rnAat3oll-€J)OI 'YA1xoVTal TOJ) ffiaTwJ)o<; 

1T'€cPUKUlaJ) 1T'P06UJ,hOT€POJ) ,;; KaMlOJ) m/'Ypa<b€CT6al. 

T, ~€ (}€lTal TOIOUTlI.JJ.I, (7) aplCTT€ cI>AaoUlaJ)€, rrpoolJ,h'WJ) rf} 

(}I"(J'Y'Y}CTI<;; (Plut. Amat. 749a)66 

64 Mentioned on p.262, n.S. 

65 It is not clear whether Flavian is referring to epic poets in particular, or whether be might mean 

poets in general. LSJ ~l.kes morrollx; in Luc. l.Tr. 6 to mean "verse-maker". 

66 ~, " " '11 ' ""-€l/ (Plulr 22<Jal), cUld: Eirrf 11-01 , i:j For the llissus see: l::..€Vp €k-rparr0I1-€VOI KaTa TOV /\/(TOV I(u,... . 

, " ~, 1 ~ 1 ' • 80 f TIJV' np€;f)vlav lumG-cral (Phdr. 
'Lc.:.IKpaT€<;", OUK Ev8El/(J€ IdllTol rro8€v arro TOl) I/\/crOl) /\€1€Tal 0 P ~ 
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This clearly belongs to the first category of reference: explicit mention. As Trapp puts 

it, "The discourse does indeed eschew the Locus amoenus, but the very denial signals a 

Phaedran presence, and the signal is amply justified by what follows,,,67 and: 

Plutarch's recusatio at the beginning of the Amatorius, turns out to be a 

rejection only of slavish and unimaginative use of the Phaedrus; it is 

certainly not a rejection of the work itself as a proper object of 

. . . 68 
ImItatIOn. 

The opinion expressed in the first of these quotations is accurate, but the frrst half of 

the second is slightly misleading: Plutarch (through Flavian) is not rejecting slavish 

imitation of the Phaedrus, rather he is rejecting the sort of things that poet\) write 

when they strive for the effect that Plato gained with the setting of the Phaedrus. He 

is denying the need for any such description with which to set both the mood and the 

scene, for, as Autobolus continues: 

229b4-5); for the agnus see: TOO TE U'}'lIOU TO ut/;a<; Ka-l TO aVrTKlOli rra,},KaAoll, Kat (Vs- aKllf(jlI €XEI Tij<; all~, 

cl)~ all EU(viJ€fTTaTOli rrapExol TOll Torrov (Phdr. 230b3-5); and for the gentle grass slope and near verbal 

67 (1990), p.159. 

68 Ibid" p,161. Cf. Goldhill (1995), p,145: "tlle pleasing pun on tlle topographical, laced with tlle 

, . , , d'al d' th Pllaedrlls set by the Ilissus establishes explIcit recollectIon of Plato s famous 1 ogue on eSlre, e· • , , 

.. . tl d'al t' as it places itself under the aegis of tlle literary and pllliosopillcal texture of Ie 1 ogue 0 come, 

sophisticated witlldrawal from explicit striving for Platonic or poetic effect." In a note to this. p.I7X. 

n,75, he remarks tllat "The same joke occurs in Achilles Tatius 1.1-2" witllOut further comment or 

argument. 



'(j' "..I. 'l: ~ .'~ ., 
EU uS' "f} rrpo<pa(TlS, E<;;, "f}S (VPJh"f}vrllTal/ 01 AO,},OI, XOPOl/ a;TEI lTUwrra{hj Kat 

lTK"f}l/1}S OElTal, TaT' (lMa Opo'JhaTOS OUO€l/ EME/rrEt (Ibid.). 

Nevertheless, the sentiment of the passage is ambiguous; it might be a rejection of the 

sort of things that poets indulge in when they consciously endeavour to achieve the 

same effect as the setting of the Phaedrus, or it might be a rejection of what poets 

write when they want to create a similar effect to that which Plato produced. That is, 

are the poets trying to imitate Plato, or are they merely using settings to create a 

certain atmosphere? Although Trapp tends toward the former, it is noteworthy that, 

other than lTKlas, the elements that Flavianus says the poets employ are not present in 

the Phaedrus. Hunter could use this as evidence that ''The absence of the most 

familiar Phaedran landmarks, the plane-tree and the cicadas,,69 is not an 

insurmountable objection to the argument that a Phaedran reminiscence is intended. I 

would prefer, on the other hand, to pursue a middle course, the one truest to what 

PlutarchIFlavian says, and argue that the poets were aware of the success of the 

Phaedran setting and so strove to achieve a similar effect, although by employing 

features such as ivy and smilax and without necessarily imitating Plato verbally. 

What bearing does this have on the case of allusions to the setting of the 

Phaedrus in Leucippe and Cleitophon? First of all the passage from the Amatorius 

implies that Plutarch thinks that such scene-setting is unnecessary, and perhaps even 

hackneyed. He does not, of course, distance himself from it completely, because he 

puts the reader in mind of it by mentioning it. However, it is pertinent to ask v,'hat 

effect this passage might or should have on our reading of the instances of references 

to the setting of the PhaedrLls in other authors. One need not argue that the other 

69 (1997), p.24. 
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authors under consideration had necessarily read Plutarch's dialogue, although some 

may have done, particularly in view of the similarities between it and Ps.-Lucian 

Arrwres and the debate at the end of book 2 of Leueippe and Cleitophon. It is 

sufficient that by Plutarch's time a reference to the beginning of the Phaedrus or an 

attempt to achieve the same or a similar effect was a well-established practice and 

that, if Trapp's arguments are accepted, reworkings of the scene by the Ilissus were 

expected to be recognised by at least some readers of Dio. If this is true, what view 

are we to take of an author who does slavishly imitate Plato? Either a lack of 

sophistication would be involved, or else something more subtle. 

To treat the other authors first, we seem to have different modes of use of the 

Phaedran scene. 70 One of the most frequent is humour, where the reference needs to 

be reasonably obvious for the joke to work. 71 In this group would be found Alciphron 

4.13, Apuleius Met. 1.18-9 (with possibly Lollianus Phoenicica), Lucian Vit.ALlet. 16 

and lear. 9. Another use is the reworking for pointed effect, among which would be 

included Longus D. & C. Proem (if this is a reworking at all), Dio 1.52-3 and 36.lff. 

The largest group involves the use of the Phaedran setting to signal a relationship, of 

whatever sort, with that text: Cicero de Orat. 1.7.28 and Brutus 6.24, Ps.-Lucian 

Am., Phi/opatr. 3 and Dem.Ene., Lucian Dom. 4, Plutarch Amat. 749a, and fInally 

Achilles Tatius Leucippe and Cleitophon 1.2.3. None of these uses incurs the charge 

70 As opposed to the categories of forms of reference or allusion which were outlined earlier. 

7 . . ' tI . have seized on the description or 
I Of course, there is perhaps lfony 1I1 the tact tIlat so many au lOrs , 

tile Phaedran setting by Socrates when he himself is probably being ironic (see Rowe (1986), p.l.+ 1. 

ad loe.). See Trapp (1990), p.164., n.51, with p.166, nn.55 and 56. 
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of slavish imitation, either because the Phaedran scene is being manipulated, or 

because it is briefly alluded to in the knowledge that no further evocation is required. 

The remaining passage is L. & C. l.15-16 and this seems harder to place. It is 

not obviously a joke and it contains several clear allusions and so does not fit in the 

"reworkings" category. The most promising type is therefore the last, but there are 

problems with this too. First, the others in the last category are economical, that is 

they achieve their purpose with the minimum of Platonic intrusion. The only exception 

to this is Ps. -Lucian Am., but the case there is a special one, for at 12 and 18 the 

allusions to Plato are economical, and where they are not, in 31, we find an explicit 

evocation of the plane tree of the Phaedrus. Ps.-Lucian is thus going out of his way to 

signal the relationship of his dialogue with the Phaedrus, but he also manages a 

balancing act by distancing the one from the other. For Callicratidas does not remark 

on how similar to the Phaedran setting their surroundings are, nor does he wish to be 

in them; rather he wishes that that plane tree could be transported to help him with his 

argument. The plane tree is a metonymy for one part of the Phaedrus, albeit probably 

the most famous, and Lucian's use of it here shows how the arguments it overheard 

are only a part of the wider debate in which his characters are involved. Callicratidas 

also expresses the physical distance between the two settings: 

,;j 'Yap 7ToMa lh€Ta~V 

oupEa 'IE (J"K/()EVTa 6aAa(]"(Ta 'IE rlJx:/JEO"O"a (Ps.-Luc. Am. 31).72 

The second problem is that Achilles Tatius has already signalled the relationship 

between his novel and the Phaedrus with due economy at l.2.3, and so it seems 

72 Quoting Hom. II. 1.156-57. Munro/Allen (1920) have: -(j /.L(zAa. TTuMcLI.lk.'Ta.t,V ... 
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superfluous to do the same here in far greater detail. The answer may lie in the facl 

that it is not Achilles Tatius who is describing the garden in l.15-16: it is his hero 

Cleitophon. 

In the last chapter it was argued that Achilles Tatius deliberately makes 

C1eitophon sound a fool by having him expound repeatedly and at length on an idea 

that was given to him by someone else. The case here, I would argue, is similar. 

Achilles Tatius succinctly establishes at 1.2.3 that Plato, and particularly the 

Phaedrus, is going to be important in his novel. He may have felt the need to do this 

in order to aid his reader, or rather signal that a game was about to begin, and perhaps 

also to indicate that his novel was going to depart from the historiographical pose and 

chart new territory in the waters of dialogue-novel. 73 Cleitophon, on the other hand, is 

doing nothing of the sort. He is detailing at great length the garden in which his 

seduction of Leucippe began. He is, in fact, doing precisely what the poets did, of 

whose practices Plutarch seems to have disapproved. Cleitophon even uses, among 

the Platonic ones, the same elements in his description of the garden as those which 

Flavian asked Autobolus to omit: meadows, shade, ivy and smilax. The last two are 

the easiest to spot, for Cleitophon waxes lyrical on them at some length: 

'EvlolS' ~€ 'nvv ~€V~P(UV 'TWV a6po'T€p(UV KITTO; Kat (J"/-I,Mag 1TaperrEcbuKE/' rf) 

J-l,€V €g'f}P'ITJIh€V'f} 1TAa'TaVOU Kat 1TEPI1TUKasourra pa~lllfi -rfi KOW(J' (; ~€ KITTO; 

1T'EPI 1TEUK'f}V €AIX6Et; (bKEtofho TO ~EV6pOV Tal; 1TEp I1TAO Kal;, Kat €'Y1VETO T(!J 

" , , , J.. ", • , ~ J.. ~ (1 15 3)74 KITT(I'> oX'f}lha 'TO </>U'TOV, (]"TE(fJavo; OE 0 KITTO; TOU (fJUTOU. • -' 

73 See C.3, pp.300-1, for more on tllis. 

, r ' (Ps Luc Am 12); Ka; TrW<) f~ 
7-l Cf. TranI 1'e jJ/Y}V ()€J)()P(I' Trepmf..€1'cn}V (; q,;f..ep(v<; Trpo(J'elp7TU~e K/TT'~ • - . . 

rnmf..01,-0<; a~J) (sc. TrE-rpa) Trep,(Ni' KITTO<; €v 'XPC;' -rfi f..;8(jJ TrpO(J'1Te</)t)K(;><; (Alciphr. 4.13.4); eMU<; O~ 
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One could easily imagine PlutarchiFlavian's reaction to this! The shade in the garden 

has already been dealt with,75 and this leaves us with meadows. A€IIU:)J.I does not 

appear in the description of the garden in 1.15, but it is not missing altogether. For the 

peacock's display to his beloved is put in the following terms by Cleitophon: 

A€IIMVV €uav8€rrr€poc; 0.16.3). 

The implication is that the peacock's feathers, his own A€IIM:))), are more beautiful than 

the meadow in which they find themselves. This is bettered in tenTIS of conceit when, 

after he has finished his disquisition, Cleitophon praises Leucippe's beauty, and 

sandwiched between the comparisons with the meadow is another mention of ivy: 

N apK'(]"(TOU II-EV TO rrpo(]"wrrov €rrrlA(3€ ?(pOt/LV, po~OV ~E aVIT€MEV €K -M}C; 

rrap€lac;, j'ov ~E 7) T(;')J) dc/>8a).-/M';)J) €1LG,plLaIP€V atryr;, at ~E KOlLal 

(3orrrp uxoUII-€val lLaMOV €IA'TTOVTO KITTOU' TO(]"OUTOC; 7}V A€UK'1rn'Y}C; m, T(VV 

The setting is in fact a A€IIL(;))), complete with shade, ivy and smilax, not to mention 

numerous Phaedran elements. 

If Achilles Tatius was aware of Plutarch's Amatorills, it is extremely tempting 

to see the identity of parts of Cleitophon's description of the garden with the features 

(]lJVEPpltj;(Lf./,EV KAIVY}V (Alciphr. 4.13.8); and: T(Llrr(L/~ 1r;UT(L/~ (sc. cypresses, laurels, planes and pines) 

aJJTI TIk af./,1r€AOlJ KrrTO~ m€KE/To, K(LI 0 KOPlJf./,/3~ (Lln-oD f./,€r~ (~V K(LI f./,EA(L/vof./,EvO<) /3O-rpw ff./,I/UITO. 

(Long. D. & c. 4.2.3) 

(J'KICLJ) (1.15.4). See above, pp.280-1. 

76 Cf. (Lu-ro (sc. X(VPIOV) (J' EffT; AE/f./,(0V TI~ 71 ".,ypr~ (Akiphr. 4.13.1). 
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that were denigrated by Flavian as a deliberate attempt to make Cleitophon look like 

the sort of person/poet who unthinkingly elaborated the setting, and here at inordinate 

length, before describing the events that took place in it. 77 The effect of this is yet 

again to convey his bombasticism. It could be objected that Achilles Tatius is here 

utilising a fertile tradition of loci amoeni to place his work within it, and this is 

certainly true on some level, just as he is placing his work in the world, both literary 

and intellectual, of the Phaedrus. But this would be to ignore his attitude to his 

literary forbears, which is scarcely ever straightforward, Flavian's words towards the 

beginning of Plutarch's Amatorius, and the fact that we should not necessarily read 

Cleitophon's words as if the thoughts and attitudes they express are Achilles Tatius' 

own; in fact the reverse approach, that of regarding what Cleitophon has to say as 

belonging to him, is surely more like the process that Achilles Tatius wanted his 

reader to undergo. Achilles Tatius is in effect both having his cake and eating it: he 

engineers the sort of locus amoenus which draws on a wide and varied, and not purely 

Platonic, tradition with all the benefits that this allows his work, while letting the 

unoriginality of it all rebound on his central character. One hopes that Plutarch would 

have been able to raise a smile at Cleitophon's description of the garden. 

77 And if Achilles Tatius saw tlle irony in SOliates' own laudatory description of tlle spot by the 

. f k . tll'lt he was tIadin(l 111 hackneyed 
Ilissus, tl1en his having Cleitophon show no SIgns 0 'nowmg < < L' 

linages would be even more pertinent. 
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Conclusion 

C.l Platonic Allusions in Leucippe and Cleitophon 

I hope to have shown that the number of allusions to Plato in Achilles Tatius' novel, 

and especially to the Phaedrus, is considerably larger than has so far been realised. 

Some have been spotted before, but they have generally not been fully explored, and 

other echoes of the same passages have been missed. While I hope that each allusion 

by itself has a strong enough argument for it, the case for all of them is enhanced by 

their sheer number. This general point of cumulative effect can be broken down into 

individual arguments which work on local, or more extended levels. 

On a general level, for instance, as the case for Hippias was reinforced by the 

fact that there were other names which were more obviously descended from the 

Platonic corpus, so Leucippe's name becomes more likely to have been inspired by 

the white horse of the Phaedrus myth by the presence of other Platonic names in the 

novel. And the case for each individual Platonic name is dependent on the 

accumulation of allusive passages. On a local level, the Phaedran setting of the initial 

conversation makes the other Platonic references there more noticeable, but this also 

relates to, and should inform the interpretation of, Cleitophon' s description of the 

garden (1.15), and mentally prepares the reader for more material from the Phaedrus. 

This occurs in abundance, and is nowhere more apparent than in the repeated use of 

the flow of beauty through the eyes into the soul. The repetition of this allusion has a 

cumulative effect all of its own. It also keeps the reader in mind of the Phaedrus, 

which in turn is essential if he is to realise the provenance of the heroine's name. 
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This eclectic survey of how interconnected the allusions to Plato are should, I 

hope, justify the procedure which I have followed in this thesis: namely separating the 

allusions out and dealing with linked examples or a particular question rather than 

providing a trawl through Platonica as they occur in the narrative. This has inevitably 

led to the treatment of certain passages more than once, the Phaedran setting for 

Cleitophon's narration being an obvious example. However, the fact that an allusion 

may serve more than one function is part of the argument that a cumulative effect is 

important in arguing for the presence of allusions. For if an allusion such as the 

Phaedran setting can be argued simultaneously to be part of signalling Platonic 

narrative technique, to hint at the potential subject matter of the narration and to 

provide a contrast with Cleitophon's own description of a locus amoenus, then its 

multiplicity of functions and the other passages that it links with bolster its status as 

an allusion. When all the strands that I have separated are woven back together, the 

result should be a stronger cloth. 

There is a cumulative effect provided by other authors too. Apuleius' and 

Lucian's use of Platonic names confirms that such a practice existed; Plutarch and 

Lucian utilise a narrative technique which is recognisably Platonic in certain dialogues 

which are otherwise heavily indebted to Plato; and many authors deployed the 

Phaedran setting and flow of beauty in their works. The last two in fact go beyond 

merely verifying the presence of similar allusions in Leucippe and Cleitophon, for they 

reveal the spin that Achilles Tatius put on them. This leads to the second point that I 

wish to emphasise in this conclusion. 
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C.2 The Place of Platonic Allusions in Leucippe and Cleitophon 

Arguing that one passage is an allusion to another can sometimes lead to the 

dissection of those passages from their contexts. This has been one fault of some of 

the literature written on, or which mentions, Plato in the Greek novel, and I have 

accordingly tried to avoid this in the belief that it leads to a distorted view of the texts 

involved and their authors' intentions. Of course, it is possible that a writer may make 

an allusion, verbally or otherwise, to the work of another simply for the sake of doing 

so, and it is equally possible that a phrase may be subconsciously repeated. However, 

it is necessary in each case at least to examine the contexts of the passages involved in 

case something more is afoot. As far as Leucippe and Cleitophon is concerned it 

seems that this is usually, if not always, the case. 

The broad thrust of this thesis is that the allusions to Plato that I have been 

considering or attempting to establish are exploited for their literary and philosophical 

connotations on the one hand, and for the internal dynamics that they help to provide 

on the other. They are not decoration to give Achilles Tatius' novel the appearance of 

intellectual respectability; in fact they are so abundant that they can be brought to bear 

on other questions. One is the readership of the novel. Achilles Tatius is catering, at 

least on some level, for a reader with a thorough knowledge of the Phaedrus and with 

a working knowledge of a significant proportion of the Platonic corpus. While such 

knowledge was not the sole preserve of the philosopher, only a man of the educated 

elite would have been able to play Achilles Tatius' game to the full. 

Other questions which have been helped by the amount of Platonic allusion 

include the characterisation of the dramatis personae, in particular the main 

protagonists: Cleitophon, Leucippe, Thersander and Melite. Their portrayals are all 
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affected by Achilles Tatius' use of Phaedran psychology, and the clues that point to 

the inspiration for Leucippe's very name allow us to see her and those who interact 

with her as more than one of the parts of the charioteer of the soul and his team. 

Cleitophon's character is in part conveyed by his willingness to lecture his interlocutor 

and by his repetition of the image of the Phaedran flow of beauty, which he was told 

about by Cleinias. His description of the garden in 1.15 is at odds both with Achilles 

Tatius' own brief Phaedran scene-setting in the initial conversation and with 

Plutarch's strictures about the superfluousness of such a device. 

This has a bealing on the wider issue of the manifold digressions in the noveL 

enabling us to see some, if not all, of Cleitophon' s sententiae and his propensity for 

wallowing in detail as being either hopelessly out of context or unnecessary. Modern 

readers often do not know what to make of Achilles Tatius' seeming fondness for 

such apparently inconsequential passages, and part of the answer, I would argue, lies 

in the characterisation of the hero. His infidelity with Melite and his cowardice are 

others facets of this argument. This, of course, does not mean that Achilles Tatius' 

reader would not have enjoyed such a'phrases nor found such philosophical musings 

interesting, for our novelist does not tend to deal in black and white issues. He can 

simultaneously entertain his reader and sabotage his hero with the very same method 

of entertainment. 

This in turn leads to the question of humour and Achilles Tatius' attitude to 

the genre in which he was wliting. In addition to the fun to be had with his 

engagement with the Platonic COrpUS,l Achilles Tatius undermines his own hero with 

the words he makes him utter and subverts, or at least pushes the boundaries of, what 

I For which see C.3. 
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a reader might expect. Platonic allusions, to be sure, have less of a bearing on this 
L 

question than on some others, but one area where they do have an important part to 

play is in the matter of the beginning/end problem. This is an example of a question 

which can be approached from the opposite angle and which can partly be helped by 

the Platonic elements involved. The concentration of allusions in the opening 

conversation, including the name of the hero himself, and the open-endedness of the 

frame are meant to recall Platonic narrative technique. However, rather than thinking 

that this was just another Platonic device, I believe the reader would have thought 

about the discrepancies involved and realised that the very ending of the novel is not 

only problematic, it also lacks the closure which would seal the happy ending. Achilles 

Tatius uses a Platonic technique to help him to achieve this air of uncertainty, which 

has the stench of the most severe subversion, but which allows no straightforward 

answer. 

So far I have made generalising remarks about how the contents of this thesis 

hang together and how a seemingly simple task such as spotting allusions can lead to 

the consideration, and possible solutions, of other questions. However, the sheer 

weight of Platonic allusion in Leucippe and Cleitophon and its nature should lead the 

commentator to ask whether Achilles Tatius merely happens to be particularly fond of 

Plato and uses him as one of many literary sources, or whether he might have a wider 

Platonic strategy. 

C.3 Achilles Tatius' Platonic Strategy 

When all of the Platonic resonances in Leucippe and Cleitophon are added together 

they have a considerable cumulative effect. But a list of what they add up to reveals 

their importance to the novel as a whole. The setting for the dialogue between the 
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anonymous narrator and Cleitophon and for Cleitophon's narration 1S undeniably 

Phaedran. This has the effect of placing the Phaedrus at the forefront of the reader's 

mind, but with the conversation and Cleitophon's name it also establishes a Platonic 

feel out the outset. Not only is there a dialogue with several Platonic allusions, it is 

also not resumed at the end in, I would argue, imitation of Platonic technique. The 

basic structure, therefore, evokes that of a Platonic dialogue. 

Cleitophon's narration contains five other characters with Platonic names: 

Chaerephon, Charmides, Cleinias, Gorgias and Hippias. Each of these has humorous 

contact with its Platonic namesake/s, but they have a further function of maintaining 

the Platonic atmosphere of the novel. Moreover Cleinias, at least in the first two 

books, and Cleitophon are never too far from the action and so serve as constant 

reminders of the Platonic background. Not only, then, does the novel look something 

like a Platonic dialogue, it also has several characters, some extremely important, with 

Platonic names. This process of allusive naming is carried a stage further in the name 

of the heroine, for although she has namesake in Plato's Critias, she seems to be 

named after the good horse of the soul of Plato's Phaedrus. This means not only that 

the hero and heroine both have Platonic names, but also that the reader is expected to 

be constantly on the look out for allusions to the Phaedrus, and that the novel makes 

continual play with Platonic ideas and concepts. 

In addition to the setting for Cleitophon's narration, the garden in which he 

begins his seduction of Leucippe bears similarities to the Phaedran locus anwellllS. 

This scene sets the tone for much of the eroticism that is to follow and serves as a 

secondary impulse in the narrative. There are other repeated allusions, including the 

flow of beauty and the idea of a chaste night after the manner of Socrates and 
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Alcibiades. There are also passages in which several different allusions are made, such 

as Cleinias' speeches in 1.9-10 and the debate at the end of book 2. 

Leucippe and Cleitophon, then, is a work which bears the outward form of a 

Platonic dialogue, whose narration has a Platonic setting, which has various 

characters, including the two central ones, with Platonic names, and which is suffused 

with sustained and repeated Platonic allusions. Other works have these same features, 

and some have more than one. Ps.-Lucian's Anwres and Plutarch's Amatorius both 

have Platonic dialogue structures, Phaedran settings,2 and many of the same allusions 

which we find in Achilles Tatius' novel. Lucian's Navigium has a character with the 

Platonic name of Adeimantus. In each of these works, and in others mentioned 

intermittently throughout this thesis, the author is clearly aiming for some sort of 

Platonic effect. Leucippe and Cleitophon has all of these features in an arguably more 

sustained manner. So if other authors use these devices when they want to signal an 

engagement with Plato, what are we to conclude about Achilles Tatius, who does 

very similar things? There is surely more going on here than a set of limited literary 

games or an over-eagerness to display a knowledge of Plato for its own sake. In fact 

the broader question of how Achilles Tatius saw his novel is raised. 

The first point to make is that whereas historiography seems to be the most 

important, or at least the most obvious, model for Chariton and Heliodorus and 

pastoral for Longus, Achilles Tatius makes extensive use of Plato.
3 

The 

historiographical pose allows the treatment of a story as fact and grants the author a 

2 Albeit disclaimed in the latter. 

3 As far as Xenophon is concemed the question is complicated by the possibility tilat tile novel tilat 

bears his name is an epitome. 
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degree of authority. The pastoral heritage on which Longus draws gives a tale a 

timeless sense of mythical quality and allows him vast poetic licence.4 Achilles Tatius, 

on the other hand, sets his novel in what we can only assume is more or less the 

contemporary world, and so his Platonic model must fulfil a different function. What 

it does is give his novel a philosophical atmosphere. This device, instead of enahling a 

mere relation of things as if true or the invention of things as if instructive, allows the 

analysis, in philosophical and psychological terms, of what takes place in his story. Of 

course, Achilles Tatius himself does not do this; rather he gives his characters free rein 

to describe what they think is happening. The reasons for this are not simple, and one 

effect is to portray Cleitophon in a certain light, hut the content of what he and others 

say still has a bearing on the reader's appreciation of the story he is being told. This 

philosophical atmosphere, created and maintained hy several Platonic devices, must 

mean that, if we regard Callirhoe and the Aethiopica as historiographical novels and 

Daphnis and Chloe as a pastoral novel, Leucippe and Cleitophon must be a 

"philosophical", or "Platonic" novel. 

This is satisfaciOry as far as the outward appearance of the novel and some of 

the names contained in it go, but a consideration of the attitude displayed hy Achilles 

Tatius in many of his allusions, including the names he gives his characters, reveals 

that it would be more accurate to regard Leucippe and Cleitophon as "anti-Platonic" 

rather than "Platonic".5 To start with the names, Chaerephon, Charm ides, Cleinias, 

Gorgias, Hippias and Leucippe all draw upon their Platonic namesakes in a humorous 

4 He does, of course, draw on other traditions, but pastoral is the most obviously and thoroughly used. 

5 Cf. Anderson (1982), p.2S: "Achilles clearly sees himself as a Plato eroticllS, and much of the first 

two books as m1 mlti-Phaedrus." 
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way.6 Charm ides is the opposite of the temperate youth he is in Plato, and Gorgias is 

not, and Hippias runs the risk of not being, as skilful in attaining their ends as the 

sophists Gorgias and Hippias claim they were. Chaerephon and Cleinias, rather than 

contradicting the expectations a reader would have had, are characters who exhibit 

similar traits to their Platonic namesakes, but whose circumstances show those traits 

to be unfortunate or ridiculous. Finally, the name Leucippe, as already documented. 

allows the reader to participate in a game of hide and seek with the elements of the 

myth of the Phaedrus in which the white horse of the soul appears, often with 

incongruous, and seldom with simple, results. 

Other than the settings and narrative structure, which afford the novel a 

Platonic appearance, and the Platonic names, which achieve the same effect in 

addition to their humorous contributions, the other set of allusions dealt with, namely 

the flow of beauty and Alcibiades' account of the night he spent with Socrates, also 

point to a broader conclusion. In fact this is where the idea of a novel with a 

consistently "anti-Platonic" feel really comes into force, as the import of these 

allusions is emphasised by their surroundings in a novel which bears certain Platonic 

features. The flow of beauty is used at the moments when the reader first sees the 

onset of the most important emotions in the novel: the desire of Cleitophon for 

Leucippe, of Melite for Cleitophon and of Thersander for Leucippe. Since Melite and 

Thersander are the love rivals familiar from earlier novels, we should not be surprised 

that they wish to go further than the chaste gazing that is the spiritual beginning of a 

"Platonic" relationship in the Phaedrus, yet there is humour in the very fact that their 

6 The name Cleitophon is the exception since it seems to have been chosen ill order to highli!,!ht the 

structure of the novel. 
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lustful thoughts are described in terms which were meant to lead to nothing but 

philosophical contemplation. But it is also made perfectly clear that Cleitophon fmds 

that eye contact is hardly the pinnacle of his desires and that he too, with Leucippe' s 

willing consent, wishes to proceed further. And the use of the Socratic exemplar of 

~~ 

restraint and philosophical detachment is used la form of abuse by Melite and by 

Cleitophon to cover up his guilty tracks. 

Such carefree uses of the Platonic models of philosophical love would have 

humour enough were they to occur individually, but when their number and extent are 

added up, it becomes apparent that there is more of a coherent system of denial in 

place. Achilles Tatius has taken the idea of non-sexual friendship, espoused in the 

Symposium and Phaedrus in particular, and in a sophisticated reworking has shown 

how impractical, or indeed impossible, it is. People who are sexually attracted to each 

other simply do not behave in the way that Socrates thought they ought to, and 

Achilles Tatius' characters, in all their psychological realism, show this all too well. 

Moreover, the chief irony is that tl1eir psychological realism is achieved by the use of 

those very bits of Plato which are shown to be so absurd in their wilful ignorance of 

real life and everyday emotions. There are, of course, many other facets of Achilles 

Tatius' novel which could be highlighted, and I would not wish to make sweeping 

claims about this criticism of Plato being the most important. 
7 

There are also other 

points behind the use of Plato, some of which I hope to have shown. However, in an 

7 Cf. Goldhill (1995), p.91 (pointing out the inadequacy of Anderson's comment quoted in nS 

above): "there is a far more complex self-positioning of Achilles Tatius with regard to intellectual 

traditions and, specifically, the philosophy (morality, medicine) of eros." 
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erotic novel which explains itself through the philosophising of its characters, this 

aspect must be an important part. 

To claim, then, that Leucippe and Cleitophon is something of an "anti

Platonic" novel is not to argue that it is a profoundly philosophical allegory - the 

games which were had with Leucippe's name and the clues to its origin show that it is 

not - or to maintain that it is a direct parody of Platonic philosophy. Rather it contains 

elements, important in the novel's overall structure and attitude, which point to a 

sophisticated and amusing engagement with core philosophical texts, of which one 

factor is the absurdity of the idea of "Platonic" love. If the latter were the only thing 

that concerned Achilles Tatius, we would probably be dealing with a far less 

interesting work. 

C.4 Leucippe and Cleitophon in Context 

Although there are similar uses of Plato in at least some of the other novels, Achilles 

Tatius' novel surpasses them all in the number and depth of those uses. His choice of 

Plato as a model is part and parcel of this. Other authors such as Plutarch, Lucian and 

Ps.-Lucian make the same or similar uses of Plato and they provide confirmatory 

evidence as far as Leucippe and Cleitophon is concerned. Plutarch's Amatorius, Ps.

Lucian Amores and the end of book 2 of our novel also all contain debates on the 

preferability of homosexual or heterosexual love. These connections might perhaps 

point to the conclusion that Leucippe and Cleitophon has more in common with such 

philosophical dialogues on love and other works which are similarly Platonic than has 

previously been considered, and certainly in a broader way. On the other side of this 

coin, Achilles Tatius is playful, if not subversive, when dealing with Greek novel 

conventions and so puts some distance between his novel and his predecessors. While 
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I would not wish to argue for the re-classification of Leucippe and Cleifophol1, I 

would argue that the situation is not as clear-cut as some commentators would wish 

it. Indeed, Plutarch's Amatorius, for instance, shares many similarities with the Greek 

novel. Rather I want to argue that Leucippe and Cleitophon is as much part of its 

literary environment as it is a member of the Greek novel genre. Achilles Tatius is 

doing something unparalleled in the other extant novels - not even Apuleius is as 

thorough-going in his use of Plato as I would maintain Achilles Tatius is - although to 

what extent this is an innovation can not be judged owing to the loss of material. The 

possibility that it was should not, at any rate, be ruled out. What is certain, however, 

is that Achilles Tatius has written the novel that the literary culture of his period of the 

second sophistic, reaching beyond the Greek novel to Lucian and others, deserved 

and possibly demanded. 
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Appendix: 

Use of Data Contained in the Lexicon of Greek Personal 

Names (LGPN) 

According to Matthews "It is the fate of lexicographers to be out of date as soon as 

they are published" and "the notion of 'perfection' is inappropriate in a work which 

incorporates so many judgements".l Nevertheless, in addition to its more obvious 

potential for the historian LGPN is an immensely valuable tool for the study of 

onomastics in fiction. The frequency of the occurrences of a name can be used to help 

determine how probable it might be that one author has named a character after 

someone in particular, whether historical, mythical or fictional. For instance, if a name 

is exceptionally rare, or, ideally, if there is only one attestation and it occurs in an 

author predating the work in question, the case that a character with an identical name 

in the later author was named after the character in the earlier author is greatly 

strengthened. More realistically, if a name was more popular in the time of the earlier 

author, his character was the best known bearer of that name, and the same name was 

not in current use in the time of the later author, the case for a reference would again 

be reinforced.2 Of course a cast-iron reference to a famous person would not have its 

case significantly dented by the name in question being reasonably common, and even 

I HomblowerlMatthews (2000), p.7. 

2 In this case the following argument from the preface to LGPN I, p.i, appears extremely question-

begging: "We have, however, not excluded names provided by the novelists, and by mythographers 

such as Conon and Parthenius, since the names they employ are nonnal current names; we have 

dated them to the date of the author but labelled them 'fictitious'''. 
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the ideal situation where there is only one previous bearer would not be conclusive 

unless some other connection could be found. 

A major use, facilitated by the lexicon's arrangement by geography, is that 

some names can be "localised".3 The implication of this for the names of fictional 

characters is that it should be possible to have a greater appreciation of whether a 

novelist, say, gave a character a name "in search of local colour".4 If the name is not 

local, it raises the possibility that something more elaborate is afoot, although it 

should not be forgotten that the novelist may have been mistaken or carefree in his 

choice. It also needs to be pointed out that, unfortunately for my purposes, the 

volumes of LGPN published so far cover the Aegean Islands, Cyprus and Cyrenaica -

I (Oxford, 1987), Attica - II (Oxford, 1994), the Peloponnese, Western Greece, Sicily 

and Magna Graecia - lILA (Oxford, 1997), and Central Greece - III.B (Oxford, 

2000), and not Asia Minor or Egypt, from where the majority of Greek novelists seem 

to have hailed and where they set a good part of their works. 5 This entails that it will 

not be possible to deal with the question of whether Achilles Tatius was in search of 

"local colour" in his choice of certain names, and it is possible that the publication of 

future volumes, whose contents will certainly be more pertinent, will significantly 

3 A use which is highlighted in nearly all of the articles in Hornblower/Matthews (2000). 

4 Hornblower/Matthews (2000), p.14. See Bowie (1995), p.277, and Morgan (1982), p.247, on 

Heliodorus. Hagg (1971b), pp.55-6, concludes that Xenophon of Ephesus showed no tendency 

towards names chosen to give local colour, and be is sceptical whether such an effect might have 

., d f G k . the Roman period Haag however did not been easy or pOSSIble, gIven the sprea 0 ree names III ( . 0' ' 

have the luxury of being able to use LGPN. 

. . f' tI S J A 4695 (l 419 
5 For Achilles Tatius' provenance see tile unamffiOuS testImony 0 le lU a, s. V. -" 
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change the situation presented by the data dealt with here. Nevertheless. it is 

worthwhile proceeding with the available data, especially since they are to be used 

only as a rough guide - if a name is popular, and popular in the second century in 

particular, the argument that it is used as an allusion, or as one aspect of an allusion, 

must be that bit tighter; on the other hand, if a name is exceptionally rare, the case 

need not be as strong. 

I have collated the data contained within the four published volumes of LGPN 

and converted them into tables and graphs for each name. Each entry is assigned a 

date and I have accordingly allocated each bearer to a century ranging from the 6th 

Be to the 5th AD. Where less precision is possible, and the date is given as: 

- (e.g.) iv/iii Be or 350-280 Be, I have added 0.5 to both centuries; 

- (e.g.) 250-50 Be, I have added 0.3 to each of the first three centuries Be; 

- (e.g.) 200-88 Be, I have added 0.5 to both centuries, even though it is more 

probable that the attestation belongs to the second century Be; 

- (e.g.) 200 Be or c.200 Be, I have added 0.5 to both the third and second centuries 

Be· , 

- (e.g.) 200-199 Be, I have added 1 to the second century Be; 

_ hell. (hellenistic, 323-31 Be ) I have added 0.3 to each of the first three centuries 

Be; 

_ Imp. (imperial, 31 Be - 310 AD), I have added 0.3 to each of the first three 

centuries AD;6 

6 It seemed easier to deal with decimals rather than fractions. When calculating row (i.e. 

al I 1 d d '1 X 0 ~ to l' when calculating column (i.c. century) lOlals I 
volume/area) toll s, lave roUll e up -' .- , 
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- arch. (archaic, 999-480 BC), I have added 1 to the 6th century BC:7 

- inc. (inclusive, 999 BC - 700 AD) or hell.-imp., I have not included it owing to the 

small number of such instances, the fractions involved and the negligible impact on the 

overall picture. I shall, however, mention any such instances where they occur. 

Several further points should be mentioned: 

- the data in LGPN include Platonic characters and fictional characters.s The latter are 

entered for the place to which their author ascribes them, not for the place of origin of 

their author. Thus, e.g., characters in Lucian's DMeretr. are entered for Attica; 

- where? qualifies a date in LGPN (e.g. 250'1 BC, iv/iii? BC, hell.?), I have ignored it 

and used the date given; 

- in LGPN Alciphron is listed as belonging to the iv century AD.9 Although it is 

difficult to ascertain exactly when he lived, according to OeD, RE and 

Benner/Fobes1o he should be dated to around the tum of the second and third 

centUlies AD. I have nevertheless stayed with the dating of LGPN as either way 

A1ciphron most probably post-dated Achilles Tatius; 

_ in LGPN Chaerephon is listed as v/iv BC and so 0.5 has been allocated to each 

cen tury. However at Plat. Ap. 21 a8-9 he is said by Socrates to be dead (€rrE/60 EKE/VOt; 

T€TEAE tJ'T'r}KEV) , which suggests that he had died by the date of Socrates' trial in 399 

have not rounded up. Tbe sum total of column totals bas been rounded up to agree with the sum total 

of row totals. 

7 There being less precision before the classical period, and for the sake of saving space. 

8 The two categories are, of course, not necessarily mutually exclusive. 

9 As he is in LS], presumably the source of the confusion. 

10 (1949), pp.6-18. 
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BC. Thus a few months can change an entry of 1 for one century into an entry of 0.5 

for two centuries. I can see no way to avoid such distortions, although I do not think 

that they alter radically the nature of the evidence; 

- Chariton's Callirhoe is listed as ilii AD, whereas her father Hermocrates is listed as v 

BC. While the latter reflects, or is supposed to be, the historical person, Callirhoe is 

presumed fictional, and so dated to the probable date of the author; 

- the names of characters in Apuleius' Metamorphoses are not included in LGPN, 

although those in Ps.-Lucian's O'UJS are; 

- the volumes of LGPN do not give infonnation on the total number of attestations 

per century or period. So if, for example, a particular name was attested twice as 

many times for the fifth century BC as it was for the second century AD, it would be 

difficult to draw a conclusion about the relative popularity of the name if there were 

twice as many attestations overall for the fifth century Be as there were for the 

second century AD; 

- the total of attestations in each volume varies. I has 66,489, II has 62,361, lILA has 

43,261, and IILB has 43,456. 11 Therefore it would not be surprising, or indeed 

necessarily significant, if the attestations of a particular name were fewer for one area 

than for another; 

_ the darkest shading in the graphs represents the data contained in LGPN I, the next 

darkest that in LGPN II, and so on. 

II Using the updated figures of www.lgpn.ox.ac.uk. See 3.1 for a breakdown of Ulese figures into 

gender groups. 
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